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ABSTRACT 
 

 
 This dissertation is an investigation of the use, change, and status of the 

distinctive local dialect in rural Valdres, Norway. The Norwegian sociolinguistic 

situation has long been recognized as complicated by a protracted history of language 

planning and standardization, in which two competing written norms of Norwegian, 

called Bokmål and Nynorsk, are symbolically and ideologically associated with urban 

and rural identities, respectively. In addition, while Norwegians can choose from two 

written norms, no recognized standard exists for spoken Norwegian, and citizens are 

officially encouraged to use their native, local dialects. The present study approaches this 

situation through a case study of language use in Valdres today. 

 In the summer of 2005, the distinctive dialect of the rural Valdres valley was 

voted “Norway’s most popular dialect” on one of the country’s most listened-to national 

radio programs, an event that both reflects and has contributed to a recent revaluation of 

the local dialect. Yet the results of previous dialectological research in Valdres have 

clearly pointed to long-term convergence toward what locals call “city language” – the 

speech of nearby urban Oslo. While evidence of this decades-long trend is not 

contradicted by the findings of this dissertation research, the present study suggests that 

there may be more than one direction of dialect change in Valdres today. Despite ongoing 

changes in dialect morpho-lexis and phonology in the direction of urban regional speech, 

there is also a large number of relatively resistant dialect features in contemporary 

Valdresmål, and, even more importantly, evidence of a re-expansion of the dialect among 

younger speakers, which appears to align with forms found in written Nynorsk, the 
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alternative “rural” norm. The simultaneous sociolinguistic trends of dialect convergence, 

non-convergence, and divergence in the contemporary Valdres dialect vis-à-vis urban 

regional norms thus provide an interesting and complicated case of language variation 

and change. 

 This dissertation combines methods from linguistic and cultural anthropology, 

ethnographic sociolinguistics, and acoustic phonetics to provide an illuminating analysis 

of the local relationships between standard and non-standard varieties, between written 

and spoken forms, and between contemporary language use and historically-rooted 

language ideologies. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 

“The life of a word is contained in its transfer from one mouth to 
another, from one context to another context, from one social 
collective to another, from one generation to another generation. In 
this process, the word does not forget its own path and cannot 
completely free itself from the power of these concrete contexts 
into which it has entered.” – M.M. Bakhtin (1984:202) 

 
 
 

General introduction 

 Language variation is a uniquely unavoidable part of sociocultural life in Norway. 

In this country of just 4.8 million people, there are two distinct and legally regulated 

written norms, each of which has at least as much internal variation as that which exists 

between them. In each of the two written norms, today called Bokmål and Nynorsk, there 

may be three or more permissible spellings for a single word, and both norm and spelling 

choices are left up to individual writers. In addition, Norwegians are officially 

encouraged use their native spoken dialects in all situations, and most people today do so. 

As Jahr and Janicke write, “Norwegians use local dialects more often and to a much 

larger degree than other European nations. Dialect use is seen as normal linguistic 

behavior” (1995:30, emphasis added). Moreover, socialization into this fundamentally 

heteroglossic national setting occurs early, as schoolchildren are taught to read and write 

in both of the written norms, and teachers are legally required to accept and even 

encourage non-standard speech in the classroom. Compared to most other developed 

countries, then, there is a basic absence of hegemonic linguistic prescriptivism, and, in its 
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stead, are linguistic ideologies and practices that not only tolerate but also promote 

language variation. 

 Importantly, the contemporary Norwegian sociolinguistic situation has resulted, in 

large part, from Norway’s particular social and linguistic history, including the 

imposition of Danish rule and language from the fifteenth through the nineteenth 

centuries and over 150 years of highly politicized and hotly contested national language 

planning projects since then. The two written norms mentioned above developed 

following Norway’s break from Denmark in 1814 – Bokmål (formerly called Riksmål) 

came about through the “Norwegianization” of written Danish based on speech in the 

urban capital of Oslo, while Nynorsk (formerly called Landsmål) was created on the basis 

of a nineteenth-century survey of rural Norwegian dialects. 

 The research at hand deals with the present status, use, and change of a single 

rural Norwegian dialect, that of the Valdres valley in east-central Norway. However, one 

of the goals of this dissertation is to explore some of the long-term consequences of 

Norwegian language planning efforts and the distinctive sociolinguistic situation that has 

arisen since the middle of the twentieth century, when standardization efforts slowed 

dramatically in favor of preserving a heteroglossic status quo – one in which multiple 

varieties of Norwegian are widely viewed as equally and legitimately representative of a 

common national identity. In this sense, the disciplinary axiom that “a language is a 

dialect with an army and a navy”1 gets turned on its head in Norway, where the 

                                                
1 The exact source of this turn of phrase is unclear, though it has been variously attributed 
to Antoine Meillet, Max and Uriel Weinreich, and Joshua Fishman. See Bright 1997 for a 
discussion. 
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“language” of the nation-state has been a collection of local dialects and multiple, flexible 

written norms for over a century. 

 This has led some sociolinguists and dialectologists to describe Norway as a 

natural sociolinguistic laboratory (Haugen 1972) and a “sociolinguistic paradise” 

(Vandekerkehove and Britain 2009), and to posit that it is not directly comparable to 

other developed nation-states (Jahr and Janicke 1995).  However, while language 

variation and linguistic freedom of choice are enduring facts of life in Norway, twentieth-

century urbanization has coincided with long-term sociolinguistic trends involving the 

convergence of local, and especially rural, dialects toward urban, regional speech patterns 

(Røyneland 2009) – something that has been common throughout Western Europe in 

recent decades (see, e.g., Auer et al. 2005). 

 Still, Norway’s large number of greatly varied spoken dialects has persisted into 

the twenty-first century, and local, non-standard speech forms are perhaps more valorized 

today than ever before. Local dialect pride, particularly among young people, seems to be 

on the rise, and this is especially evident in the increasing use of non-standard dialects in 

both written and broadcast media, which I will discuss in Chapters 3 and 7 for the case of 

Valdres. At the same time, dialect preservation and maintenance have become popular 

projects in rural areas, where many Norwegians, especially of older generations, are 

concerned that dialect death or loss is imminent, as increased mobility seems to be 

contributing to a certain amount of regional leveling in the direction of urban norms 

(Røyneland 2009).  
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 These popular orientations point to the high degree of “folk” awareness 

surrounding dialects in Norway (cf. Haugen 1972), which are discursively constructed as 

important elements of local culture, meaning, and identity. Yet popular understandings, 

and implicit definitions, of “dialects” do not differ significantly from current academic 

ones, which emphasize geographic delimitation, spoken use, and differences from 

standard (written) forms (e.g., Chambers and Trudgill 1998, Hinskens et al. 2005). For 

this reason, I use the term dialect throughout this text, as it is a large part of how 

Norwegians, including Valdres residents, conceptualize their own and others’ linguistic 

practice, though I recognize that this may have the effect of minimizing or obscuring the 

large amount of internal (including both inter- and intra-individual) variation that exists 

in Valdres and among those who identify as Valdres dialect speakers. 

 Given the rather special historical and contemporary sociolinguistic context at the 

national level, I am interested in how these affect local language use, perception, and 

change today. The focus of this dissertation is thus twofold. First, I would like to 

investigate the relationships between Norwegian language ideologies, dialect use, and 

local identities, using Valdres as a case study. Second, I am interested in exploring the 

direction of contemporary changes in the Valdres dialect relative to regional urban speech 

and to the competing written norms of Bokmål and Nynorsk. In this way, the research at 

hand draws on and contributes to the study of language use, variation, change, and 

ideology in both linguistic anthropological and (ethnographic) sociolinguistic traditions. 

 Building on what is now more than a decade of active scholarship focused on 

linguistic ideology (led by Silverstein 1979, Woolard and Schieffelin 1994, Schieffelin et 
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al. 1998, Irvine and Gal 2000, and Kroskrity 2000), this research invokes that framework 

to argue that dominant attitudes toward and understandings of language and language use 

can have profound effects on patterns of language variation and directions of language 

change. In attempting to connect patterns of language use to dominant discourses and 

ideologies surrounding language variation in Norway, this dissertation will help to correct 

an imbalance in studies of language ideology, as recently identified by Woolard: 

Much of the recent work [in linguistic anthropology] has focused on the 
reciprocal links between linguistic ideologies and social relations. The links 
between linguistic ideologies and linguistic forms, and particularly the effects of 
the former on the latter, have been relatively slighted in recent years. [2008:436] 
 
 

 Additionally, by attending to the long and rather complicated history of language 

planning, standardization, and shift in Norway, this study contributes to a small but 

growing literature (including Inoue 2002, 2004b; Woolard 2002, 2004; Woolard and 

Genovese 2007) with goals to not only connect use and ideology, but also to “historicize 

linguistic practice and ideology on the one hand and, on the other, to understand them as 

a site for social and political processes in which history and temporality are the center of 

contestation” (Inoue 2004a:5). In such an approach, I find Bakhtin’s conceptualization of 

language as historically and dialogically constituted to be particularly useful. With this in 

mind, I will begin, in Chapter 2, with some fairly deep historical background that I 

believe is important for a more thorough understanding of the contemporary connections 

between language use and linguistic ideology – at both national and local levels. 
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The local setting 

 Valdres is a major valley located more or less in the center of Norway’s southern 

lobe (see Figure 1.1 below). It belongs to the inland, eastern region of Norway (called 

austlandet or østlandet ‘the eastern land’) by virtue of its geographic position on the 

eastern edge of the mountain ranges that divide the southern part of the country. 

However, Valdres is situated in the westernmost part of Norway’s austlandet and is thus 

geographically (and, hence, linguistically) peripheral within the region, a point to which I 

will return below. Importantly, one of the two major highways that connect eastern and 

western Norway today runs directly through Valdres (see Figure 1.2 below), and the 

northwesternmost boundary of Valdres is at a high mountain pass leading to part of 

Norway’s western, coastal region (called vestlandet ‘the western land’). 
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Figure 1.1. Map of mainland Norway showing the geographical position of the 
inland district of Valdres 
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Figure 1.2. Map of Valdres (Adapted from original source: Nord-Aurdal Kommune) 
 

 
 

 With just under 18,000 permanent residents occupying an area slightly larger than 

the US state of Delaware, Valdres is a rural agricultural district with small-scale dairy 

and sheep farming as its traditional economic base. At the same time, Valdres also has 

some of Norway’s most spectacular and idyllic mountain areas, which have historically 

been used for summer cattle and sheep grazing, but which today attract an ever-

increasing number of recreational tourists (see Figures 1.3 and 1.4 below). As Valdres’s 

mountain zones continue to be developed for tourism, new cabins, apartment complexes, 
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shops, and restaurants are built each year in what used to be small mountain villages 

populated only during the light summer months and perhaps during Easter Week. Aside 

from agriculture and tourism, Valdres also has timber (pine) and slate quarrying 

industries, in addition to hydroelectric power production as primary economic activities. 

 
Figure 1.3. Summer mountain scene in Vestre Slidre kommune, Valdres (Photo 2008 
by author) 
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Figure 1.4. Fall mountain scenery in Valdres (Photo 2007 by author) 
 

 
 
 
 Most of Valdres’s year-round residents live in small communities scattered 

throughout the valley rather than in the mountains, however, and the district’s major 

towns are located at the base of the valley, along inland fjords (long, narrow lakes) and/or 

rivers. According to official population statistics, there are just nine communities in 

Valdres with more than 200 residents, four of which have 500 residents or more (SSB 

2008b). The centrally located town of Fagernes (see the map in Figure 1.2 above) is by 

far the largest in Valdres, with a population of nearly 1,800. Fagernes, together with the 

neighboring town of Leira 2 miles to the southeast, functions as both the administrative 
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and commercial center of Valdres, as well an origin and destination point for public (bus) 

transportation. There is also a small airport outside of town, which has daily commercial 

flights to Oslo, along with charter service. Additionally, the district’s only vidaregåande 

school (roughly equivalent to American high school) is located in Leira, though it was 

previously located in Fagernes until 2001. 

 Linguistically, Valdres is part of the midlandsk (central) dialect region, which has 

historical ties to both eastern and western dialects as a result of its geographic location 

and historical east-west trade, mail, and transportation routes. Valdres, in particular, has 

been home to paths connecting austlandet and vestlandet via mountain passes since 

before Viking times, and it was transected by a “royal road” (Kongevegen) that served as 

the primary connection between Oslo and Bergen. 

 The language variety spoken in Valdres has most recently been studied by Kvåle 

(1999b), who conducted a relatively large written survey of dialect use among teenagers 

and their parents. Based on survey responses from Valdres dialect users and non-users 

alike, Kvåle’s primary conclusion is that dialect use is on the decline in Valdres. Indeed, 

the title of Kvåle’s thesis is indicative of what such a trend signifies among many 

Norwegian dialect enthusiasts and even dialectologists: “Eit målføre i uføre: 

Talemålsendring i Valdres” translates roughly to “A dialect in disorder: Change in 

spoken language in Valdres.” Despite dire predictions of dialect death in Valdres, 

however, Kvåle’s results show a fairly dramatic S-curve pattern in overall dialect use 

among teenagers (1999b:141), indicating that the late-1990s situation may not have been 

one of dramatic dialect loss, but one in which respondents either favored more non-
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standard/dialectal or more normative forms throughout the written survey, and possibly in 

speech, as well. Thus, while Kvåle’s study suggests an overall rate of “traditional” dialect 

use of about 60% among youth (when excluding a few features no longer in use by any of 

the adults either), it is probably not the case that most young people in Valdres use 

dialectal forms about 60% of the time; rather, it is more likely that 60% of youth (or 

more) use the dialect most of the time, while the remaining minority uses local dialectal 

forms infrequently.  

 In fact, many of the young people I spoke with during fieldwork estimated that 

somewhere between half and two-thirds of Valdres teenagers use dialect today, and that 

most people use dialect either almost all of the time or almost never, which further 

supports this interpretation of Kvåle’s survey results. One of the goals of this study, then, 

is to build on Kvåle’s recent research by focusing on contemporary local linguistic 

practice, generational patterns among dialect users, and attitudes toward both dialect and 

“standard” varieties and forms, none of which has been addressed for Valdres previously. 

Additionally, by concentrating on language variation and change among self-identified 

Valdres dialect users, this study will be able to analyze how and why speakers use the 

local dialect, not just how much or how often. 

 In addition to Kvåle’s work, the neighboring midlandsk dialect districts of 

Hallingdal (to which Valdres is most closely related) and Gudbrandsdal have been the 

subject of a recent Master’s-level thesis focused on dialect use among youth (Berge Rudi 

2007), providing a basis for regional comparisons. In addition, comparable 

sociolinguistic research has also been recently carried out among youth in the western 
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district of Sogn, immediately to the northwest of Valdres (Haugen 2004, Stokstad 2008), 

and in the communities of Tynset and Røros, to the northeast of Gudbrandsdal 

(Røyneland 2005). (See the map in Figure 1.5 below for the relative geographic locations 

of each of these dialects and studies.) 

 
Figure 1.5. Map of southern Norway showing Valdres relative to locations of other 
recent and comparable Norwegian dialect case studies 
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Fieldwork and data 

 From September of 2007 through August of 2008, I was actively engaged in 

ethnographic and sociolinguistic fieldwork in Valdres full-time. Prior to this, I spent 

February through June of 2007 in Valdres doing part-time background research in local 

libraries and gathering some media data. I was also in Valdres for 2 to 3 months each 

summer from 2004 to 2006 and did some preliminary investigation then, including 

research on dialect use and language ideologies in the national broadcast media for my 

Master’s thesis.  

 The choice of Valdres as a research site was not random. While I was born and 

raised in the Midwestern U.S. (in a small college town northeast Iowa, to be exact), my 

father is Norwegian and grew up in central Valdres. Until about the time that I started 

school, both English and Norwegian (or, more specifically, Valdresmål) were used 

regularly at home. When I was a child, my parents and I, and later my younger brother, 

made regular trips to Valdres to visit relatives there, which further exposed me to the 

local dialect, though I did not realize that it was more than just “Norwegian” until I took a 

Norwegian class in high school. There, I was shocked at how poorly I understood both 

the teacher (who was decidedly not a rural eastern dialect speaker) and the written 

language in the textbooks, given my otherwise good comprehension of the language 

spoken by my Norwegian family members. This experience sparked my initial interest in 

language variation in Norway.  

 Since that time, I have spent parts of each summer in Norway from 1998-2001, 

and I lived and worked in Valdres for 15 consecutive months from 2002 to 2003. 
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Between 2002 and 2007, I had short-term (2-9 month) jobs in Valdres as a campground 

receptionist, an elementary school teachers’ aide and substitute teacher, a retail sales 

clerk, and a dairy farmhand. Over the last decade, my ability to read and understand all 

varieties of Norwegian has improved to native or near-native levels, as has my spoken 

fluency in Valdresmål, which had waned greatly during my primary and secondary 

school years. Needless to say, I also gained many local contacts in Valdres through visits 

and work prior to beginning the research at hand. 

 My positionality as a semi-insider in Valdres is thus an important factor in this 

research and something that readers should be aware of. I was able to get interviews with 

some Valdres residents based on family and work connections, as well as on local 

people’s ability to locate me in their social and kinship networks. Moreover, I am a 

Valdres dialect speaker. With considerably less interactional exposure to normative urban 

speech (and virtually none before I was an adult), it is far more comfortable for me to use 

Valdresmål than to attempt to approximate any other variety. This undoubtedly affected 

my informants’ linguistic productions during recorded and unrecorded interactions with 

me, as the effect of a researcher’s speech on her co-interactants is well known in 

sociolinguistics and dialectology. Throughout my fieldwork, it seemed to me that the vast 

majority of the Valdres residents I observed, and with whom I spoke, regarded me as an 

“insider” and spoke to me as they would other Valdresmål speakers. 

 During fieldwork in 2007-08, I gathered many different kinds of data. In both the 

collection and analysis of these different sorts of data, this research integrates theories 

and methods from both linguistic anthropology and sociolinguistics. As this is, at heart, 
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an ethnographic study, I was a continuous participant-observer of life and language use in 

Valdres throughout the research year. I also conducted interviews with 44 native or long-

term Valdres residents (40 of whom self-identified as Valdresmål users) regarding their 

use of and attitudes toward the local dialect and written and spoken norms, and I was able 

to make audio recordings of the interviews with 31 of these speakers. I also recorded 

casual conversations involving 10 Valdresmål speakers – interactions in which I was 

present as a participant-observer. In addition, I collected audio recordings of national and 

regional broadcast media appearances by 15 Valdres residents or natives, including 

several appearances each for a group of half a dozen or so young local “celebrities” who 

achieved national or international recognition during 2007-08. Finally, I observed and 

recorded live theater performances in Valdresmål, and I collected and coded data on 

language use in the popular local newspaper. 

  

A note on orthography 

 For those unfamiliar with Scandinavian orthographic representation, Norwegian, 

like the closely related languages of Danish and Swedish, has a 29-letter alphabet that 

includes three additional vowels not used in English orthography. In both Bokmål and 

Nynorsk, these vowels are æ, ø, and å, and they are alphabetized as coming after z in the 

order given here. Rather than A to Z, like the English alphabet, the Norwegian alphabet 

thus runs from A to Å.  

 Additionally, there is a contrast between long and short vowels, which is 

represented orthographically by the use of a double consonant following the vowel to 
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indicate that it is short. Thus, bit [bi:t] ‘piece’ and  bitt [bit] ‘stayed’ are a minimal pair, 

according to most Norwegian phoneticians (Kristofferson 2000). This “shortening” can 

also change the vowel quality in a way similar to that of the tense/lax vowel distinction in 

English or German (Ladefoged 2006), so that bitt ‘stayed’ may be more accurately 

represented in IPA as [bIt]. However, Kristoffersen argues that vowel length and 

phonotactic environment always predict tenseness, so tenseness/laxness is not an 

underlying feature in Norwegian (2000:14). I will discuss the inventory of vowels and the 

vowel space in the sections on phonology in Chapters 4 and 5. 

 Table 1.1 below contains the letters used in both of the contemporary Norwegian 

written norms, along with the IPA symbols for the sounds they generally represent. The 

letters c, q, x, and z are found only in borrowed words, and are therefore omitted from the 

table below. In transcribed speech throughout this text, I have tried to follow Norwegian 

orthographic conventions to the extent that this is possible or practical, especially because 

doing so makes this document more accessible and useful to non-specialists in the local 

setting. 

 
Table 1.1. Summary of normative Norwegian orthographic representation 
 
Orthography Phoneme(s) Regular exception(s) 

a ɑ, ɑ:  

b b  

d d Often silent when following ‘n,’ ‘r,’ or ‘l,’ word-finally, 
and when preceding ‘t’ or ‘j’ 

e e, e:, ɛ In diphthongs, ‘ei’ = [ɑi] 
f f  
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g g  

h h Silent before ‘j’ and ‘v’  

i i, i:, ɪ  

j j See d, h, k, l, s, and t in this table 

k k, ç ‘kj’ = [ç] 

l l, ɽ, ɬ 
 
Often a retroflex flap ([ɽ]) when not word-initial or 
written as double-l ; often a lateral fricative ([ɬ]) in /Vlt/ 
position; silent before ‘j’ word-initially 

m m  

n n  

o o/u, o:/u: See sections on phonology in Chapters 4 and 5 

p p  

r ɾ, ɹ, r 
/r/ is generally uvular in most of western & southern 
Norw., but not in eastern Norw. inc. Valdresmål (see 
Chambers and Trudgill 1998 for a map of this isogloss). 

s s 
 
‘rs’ --> [rʃ], ‘sl’ --> [ʃl], ‘sj’ --> [ʃ] (normatively, 
though variable in Valdres; see Chapters 4 and 6) 

 
t 

 
t 

 
‘tj’ = [ç] 

u u, u:, ʉ  

v v  

w v  

y y  

æ æ, æ:  

ø ø, ø:  

å ɔ/o, ɔ:/o: See sections on phonology in Chapters 4 and 5 
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Outline of the dissertation 

 In Chapter 2, I ground this research in the particular sociolinguistic history of 

Norway, and I connect dominant national language ideologies to historical developments 

surrounding language use, planning and shift. Chapter 3 provides an introduction to the 

local sociolinguistic scene in Valdres through a discussion of the 2005 dialect popularity 

contest held national broadcast radio, during and after which the Valdres dialect has 

received increased discursive attention, both within and outside of the district. Chapter 4 

outlines some of the most important linguistic differences between the Valdres dialect, 

regionally normative speech, and Norwegian’s two written norms, and also includes a 

discussion of where and how each of these varieties are used in Valdres. In Chapters 5 

and 6, I turn to an analysis of the directions of and motivations for contemporary changes 

in the local dialect. While Chapter 5 supports previous studies’ findings of long-term 

convergence toward regional urban speech patterns, Chapter 6 complicates this picture by 

suggesting that there may be multiple directions of change, reflecting intense, long-term 

contact with multiple varieties. In Chapter 7, I look at some examples of Valdres dialect 

use in both print and broadcast media, and I analyze the ways in which such high-profile 

use is both reflective of and contributes to the present status and local use of the dialect. 

Finally, in Chapter 8, I summarize my findings and assess some of the practical and 

theoretical implications of this study, in addition to suggesting some directions for future 

research. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

NATIONAL LINGUISTIC HISTORY AND  
CONTEMPORARY IDEOLOGIES OF LANGUAGE 

 
 

 

Introduction 

 In most recent research on contemporary linguistic practice, politics, and ideology 

in Norway, and especially in work focused on language variation and official language 

policy, late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century political events have tended to be 

regarded as sufficient historical explanation. In such analyses, special explanatory 

privilege is often granted to Norway’s relatively late independence in 1905 and the 

protracted process of language planning and standardization that followed, lasting 

through the 1950s. The details of this relatively recent politico-linguistic history are often 

regarded as the primary sources of several dominant contemporary language ideologies in 

Norway, which conceive of east–west, urban–rural, and written–spoken as key 

oppositions in the Norwegian sociolinguistic landscape. Yet, while Danish rule and the 

intense language planning that followed have certainly been important, the co-incidence 

of a number of much older historical events of linguistic consequence have most likely 

also contributed to the development of the contemporary linguistic and ideological 

situation, beginning with a fairly sudden break from the formerly strong and relatively 

stable written tradition of Old Norse, which was triggered by shifting royal courts and 

endemic disease in Norway during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. 
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Because these parts of medieval linguistic history seem to be significant to 

research on language ideologies and non-standard dialect use in Norway today, this 

chapter will focus on some of the major sociohistorical factors, both internal and external, 

that influenced the break from Old Norse and the eventual shift toward Danish during the 

Middle Ages – from approximately the thirteenth through the seventeenth centuries. First, 

I will address some of the internal events that began to destabilize the written tradition of 

Old Norwegian1 during the first half of the high Middle Ages, and then I will turn to 

some contributing political and economic factors later on, when Norway lost political 

autonomy. Finally, I will tie these interrelated linguo-historical events to nineteenth- and 

twentieth-century Norwegian language planning and conflict, and to the complicated 

sociolinguistic situation in Norway today, as introduced in the previous chapter.  

 

Historical context of language in Norway: From Old Norse to Danish to Nynorsk 

 The Viking era in Norway coincided with the spread of Christianity around 1050, 

and from approximately 1100 to the mid-1300s, a series of Norwegian kings ruled the 

country from three different capital cities. During the 1100s, the city of Trondheim, home 

to the Nidaros cathedral, Norway’s most important and well-known church still today, 

was both the religious and administrative center of Norway (see Figure 1.1 in Chapter 1). 

During the Middle Ages, most formal education in Norway took place in monasteries and 

convents, and many children were taught to read and write in both Latin and Old Norse 
                                                
1 Most sources (Almenningen et al. 2002, Vikør 1993, among others) distinguish between 
Old Norwegian, which refers specifically to Old Norse in Norway from approximately 
700-1370, and Old Norse, which also includes the language used in Iceland during the 
same time period.  
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by monks in the major religious centers, of which Nidaros was foremost. As a result, the 

language variety used in Trondheim functioned as the de facto linguistic norm for written 

Norwegian during the twelfth century (Lundeby and Torvik 1956:24).  

 Early in the thirteenth century, however, King Håkon Håkonson (Håkon V) 

moved the royal court to Bergen on Norway’s western coast, making that city the new 

administrative capital of the Norwegian kingdom (see Figure 1.1 in Chapter 1). 

According to Seip, Håkon V’s move to Bergen “made this the city that became 

linguistically influential” (1979:39; my translation2). While in Bergen, Håkon V had 

many prominent foreign literary works translated into Norwegian (Seip 1979:39), and, 

because he had permanently appointed scribes from Bergen, these translations, as well as 

royal letters and edicts from this time, reflected the language varieties used in western 

Norway (Almenningen et al. 2002:33).  

 While Seip argues that “the written norms used in Bergen… and in Nidaros 

[Trondheim] necessarily became the strongest” (1979:35-36), he also notes that: 

 From a linguistic perspective, Bergen was in an unusual position from early on. 
Here, various western dialects met... Here, there was the possibility for the 
emergence of a koiné. When the Trondheim norm… became influential, as, for 
example, literature written in Trøndersk was copied in Bergen, it would naturally 
lead to a written language that was not very fixed and could obviously be invaded 
by competing elements. [Seip 1979:38] 

 
As Seip implies, the varieties of Norwegian used in Trondheim and Bergen were quite 

different, and Lundeby and Torvik agree that “when two dissimilar dialects were both 

wielding authority, it was difficult for any truly stable written language to develop” 

(1956:24).  
                                                
2 This and all subsequent translations are my own unless otherwise noted. 
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 Further complicating linguistic matters at this time, Norway’s administrative 

capital was moved yet again in 1299, this time to Oslo (then called Kristiania) in 

southeastern Norway, where the capital has remained since, and, so, as Seip writes, “the 

linguistic center of the country moved yet again” (1979:41). Thus, while Old Norse had 

had a relatively long and resilient written tradition during the Viking era (Almenningen et 

al. 2002), there was far less linguistic stability in Norway during the High Middle Ages, 

which made Old Norwegian comparatively vulnerable. 

 Some histories of the Norwegian language, like those by Seip and by Lundeby 

and Torvik cited above, emphasize internal politics and the movement of the kingdom’s 

capital city, with the implication that these events were the main causes of the decline of 

Old Norwegian. While acknowledging these internal dynamics as contributing factors, 

other historians of Norwegian point to the Plague as perhaps the most important factor in 

the break from Old Norse, however.  

 The Black Death struck Norway in 1349-50, and killed nearly half of the 

population there, causing serious economic and political crises. Almenningen et al., in 

particular, place special emphasis on the significance of the Plague for all aspects of 

social life in Norway, including language: 

 Norwegian had been used in written language for several hundred years, and the 
written tradition was relatively strong… But around 1370 this tradition began to 
fail. This shows how large an impact the Black Death 20 years earlier had had 
among the literate (primarily clergy). Too few had survived for them to be able to 
educate a new generation in the written tradition of Old Norse. [Almenningen et 
al. 2002:38] 

 
Others, too, note the importance of the Black Death in Norwegian linguistic history, 

including Vikør (1993), who writes that “the more impressionistic way of writing called 
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‘Middle Norwegian’” began to emerge following the Plague (Vikør 1993:52). This shift 

is also observed by Almenningen et al., who claim that “behind the unstable written 

language, we see the basis of the spoken language much more clearly than before” after 

about 1370 (2002:38). Thus, if the written language of Old Norwegian, as a written had 

not been vulnerable before the Plague, it certainly was afterward, as whatever written 

norm(s) had previously existed began to dissolve, and as literacy rates declined along 

with economic prosperity and political autonomy. 

 Foreign trade, in particular, was affected by the Plague. According to Skard, 

“after the Black Death, there had been little Norwegian migration to the cities, and, in 

some ways, the Germans who moved in filled an empty space in our urban society, both 

as traders and craftspeople” (1976:131). German traders had been in Norway since before 

1300 (Almenningen et al. 2002:37), but the massive Norwegian population loss during 

the Plague allowed them to gain “a virtual monopoly on foreign trade” (Almenningen et 

al. 2002:37). On Norway’s western coast, the majority of foreign trade had previously 

been with the British Isles, but, according to Seip, “gradually, Norway’s ties to Europe 

shifted primarily over to northern Germany instead of England” (1979:40). And, while 

Bergen had been the country’s “natural center” in terms of politics, religion, and foreign 

trade before the Plague, when Britain was still a primary trading partner, German Hansa 

League traders spread inward toward the new capital of Oslo and gained an increased 

presence in all of Norway’s major cities and towns (in eastern, as well as western parts of 

the country) shortly after the political center was moved (Almenningen et al. 2002:33). 
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 Although North German Hansa traders eventually settled permanently in many 

Norwegian cities, it is widely recognized that Bergen was the most important of these 

settlements. There, Hansa traders created their largest colony, and Bergen thus “became 

an arrival port for German culture and German language” (Skard 1976:131). In this way, 

while Bergen was no longer the political or administrative capital of Norway, nor its only 

major trading port, it remained the city under the most foreign influence as a result of the 

large German population there. 

 Hansa traders thus dominated foreign trade and local craftspeople in Bergen, but 

Skard also points out that “Norwegian businessmen lived among the Germans at the 

docks and did their business there” (1976:131). Such everyday business and social 

contact between German traders and Norwegian residents in Bergen and other cities 

necessarily resulted in a fair amount of linguistic contact. This contact, however, did not 

take place on equal social footing: “It was the Germans who had the economic power and 

the social prestige, their language was dominant. The Germans did not need to learn the 

idiosyncrasies of the Norwegian inflection system, they could speak ‘Norwegian’ 

however they wished” (Skard 1976:132).  

 Furthermore, according to Lundeby and Torvik, because the linguistic contact 

took place primarily through spoken communication, “the German words could root 

themselves so deeply in the local dialects that we no longer recognize them as foreign” 

(1956:34). This certainly seems to be the case, as a large number of now-common words 

(especially those related to various trades and everyday activities) – Skard estimates the 

number at several thousand (1976:159) – gradually made their way into Norwegian from 
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Low Middle German, the German spoken by Hansa traders during this period 

(Almenningen et al. 2002, Skard 1976, Lundeby and Torvik 1956). German affixes were 

also borrowed, many of which became productive in Norwegian (Almenningen et al. 

2002:4) and are still used in new word formation today. In addition to the lexical and 

morpholexical items listed above, a genetive-case grammatical construction was 

introduced from Low Middle German. This construction, popularly called garpegenitiv3 

or sometimes sin-genetiv in popular contemporary metalanguage, uses the possessive sin 

“her/his/its” (e.g., Erik sin hatt ‘Erik’s hat’). Genetive sin appears to have spread outward 

from Bergen, where the German influence was strongest, to western and northern areas 

(Skard 1976:162, Almenningen et al. 2002:43), and today it is widely present in spoken 

dialects, but shunned in normative writing. 

 Prolonged contact with the Middle Low German of the Hansa traders, then, has 

left its mark on Norwegian, and Skard claims that this “was the most intense foreign 

pressure Norwegian has ever been under when one excludes Danish” (1976:159). It may 

also be the case that contact with German has been the most significant source of foreign 

influence on spoken Norwegian, though the externally imposed political, social, and 

linguistic contact with Danes, Danish, and Denmark, have probably had a greater impact 

on the written language of Norway. 

 In 1319, 20 years after Norway’s capital had been moved to Kristiania (Oslo), 

Norway entered into a political union with Sweden. That union, however, was short-

lived, and in 1380 Norway entered into a union with Denmark that quickly turned into the 
                                                
3 This nickname is unequivocally pejorative, meaning “coarse” or “vulgar” genitive, and 
it is understood to index German Hansa. 
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rule of Norway by Denmark, which persisted over 400 years, finally ending in 1814. In 

terms of language, Almenningen et al. write that, as a result of direct contact with various 

foreign traders and rulers during the Middle Ages, “the written Norwegian language 

became mixed with Swedish, Danish, and Low German words and forms” (2002:38).  

 Initially, the Danish administration made some efforts to use the Norwegian 

language in Norway (Kolsrud 1979:57), but, from 1450 on, Danish came to dominate as 

the language of government and official correspondence so completely that “after 1478, 

there came nothing more in Norwegian at all from either the king or the courts” 

(Almenningen et al. 2002:39). Around 1500, the priests in Oslo and Nidaros also began 

using and teaching written Danish (Lundeby and Torvik 1956:36), further pushing 

written Norwegian into disuse. In letters from rural Norwegians, who were mostly 

farmers, however, written Norwegian is found until the mid-1500s (Almenningen 

2002:39), although Kolsrud writes that “there were fewer and fewer farmers who learned 

to write after this time” (1979:69); moreover, “because Danish had become the usual 

language, they no longer felt capable of writing letters. More often than before, they 

turned to the priest, and he wrote for them” (1979:69). Almenningen et al. also note that 

“the influence became even stronger, as it was people with high social prestige who used 

Swedish and Danish” (2002:39). Here, then, as in the case of German contact in Bergen, 

the language of the dominating foreign force seems to have won out, as written Danish, 

which was at first a language used only by government administrators and nobility, 

eventually trickled down to commoners in outlying areas. 
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 This process was likely helped along – willingly or not – by the church, which, in 

addition to preaching and teaching in written Danish after the Reformation, used bibles 

and other religious texts printed exclusively in Denmark, where printing presses first 

arrived in 1481, long before the 1643 arrival of the first press in Norway. Thus, Kolsrud 

laments, “we might think that the Reformation could have revived the national written 

language, as it did in Sweden, Denmark, and Germany… [but] the Reformation [in 

Norway] was mostly carried out by Danes and in Danish” (1979:58-59). Thus, by the end 

of the Middle Ages, the written Norwegian language had virtually disappeared from use, 

and written Danish had taken its place. 

 The table below provides a summary of the Norwegian historical events of lasting 

linguistic import during the Middle Ages. 

 
Table 2.1. Summary of medieval events contributing to language change in Norway 
 

Year(s)    Event 
1100s    Trondheim/Nidaros is religious and administrative capital 

ca. 1230    Bergen becomes administrative capital 
1200s    Regular contact between Bergen and England ceases 
1299    Oslo becomes administrative captial 
1319    Beginning of union with Sweden 

1349-50    Black Death decimates Norway’s population 
1350-1550    German Hansa domination of trading, esp. in Bergen 
ca. 1370    Written Old Norwegian increasingly unstable, literacy in decline 

1380    Beginning of union with Denmark (lasts until 1814) 
1450    Danish comes into use as administrative language 

ca. 1500    Oslo and Nidaros churches switch to using, teaching Danish 
ca. 1600    Old Norwegian written language falls out of use in all areas 

1643    Norway gets its first printing press (presses Denmark since 1481) 
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Around the turn of the nineteenth century, the vast majority of the Norwegian 

population was still engaged in small-scale agriculture, and Norway remained under 

Danish rule. However, Norwegian timber and fishing exports were growing rapidly at 

this time, leading to political and economic tensions within the small but growing 

Norwegian bourgeoisie (Almenningen et al. 2002:56). Regional alliances were shaken up 

in the first decade of the 1800s by the Napoleanic Wars and the resulting English 

blockade, which cut off thriving trade relations between Norway and Britain and caused 

an economic crisis for Norway. Norwegian nobles and tradesmen organized in response 

to this situation, demanding independence from Denmark, and, after tense negotiations 

between Denmark, Sweden, and an ad hoc Norwegian parliament, Norway’s union with 

Denmark ended in 1814, at which time Norway was ceded to Sweden and gained 

domestic self-determination (Alemenningen et al. 2002:56).  

In Norway’s cities, a number of prominent writers and politicians were oriented to 

romantic nationalist movements elsewhere in Europe at the time, and, in these circles, the 

Danish language, which had been Norway’s official language for several hundred years, 

came to be seen as an imposition on Norway’s national identity and character. The 1814 

Constitution, which outlined Norway’s relationship to Sweden and gave it the power of 

internal self-government, called for the exclusive use of the Norwegian language in the 

newly-formed administration (Almenningen et al. 2002:59). This, however, presented a 

practical problem, since Old Norse had long ago ceased to be used in writing, despite the 
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fact that distinctly Norwegian dialects were still spoken throughout the country, 

especially in outlying areas (Jahr and Janicki 1995:33). 

A number of scholars and politicians presented various plans for a 

“Norwegianization” of the Danish written language for use in official business in the first 

decades after the break with Denmark (Almenningen et al. 2002). In 1853, romantic 

nationalist sentiment was still strong in Norway, and the publication of Ivar Aasen’s 

Norsk Grammatik was reasonably well-received, despite its radical plan for a “new” 

Norwegian language. Aasen’s Norsk Grammatik was a grammar for a Norwegian 

language based on what Aasen judged to be distinctively Norwegian lexical, 

morphological, phonetic, and syntactic forms found in the “old” dialects of rural Norway. 

Aasen called his version of Norwegian Landsmål ‘language of the country,’ which, like 

its English translation, carries the dual meaning of both the language of the nation-state 

and the language of rural areas. Aasen’s Landsmål (which eventually came to be called 

Nynorsk) was quickly put to use by fellow romantic nationalists, including a number of 

prominent authors, inciting linguistic conflict and debate that has continued since that 

time. 

 By 1905, when Norway finally regained full political sovereignty, language 

reform efforts were already well under way. For instance, laws supporting the use of local 

(non-standard) spoken dialects in the classroom were in place as early as 1878. The first 

national policies regulating the content and use of written Norwegian were put into effect 

in 1907. During this time, support for Aasen’s Landsmål grew quickly, and, by 1941, 

when political life in Norway was abruptly cut off by the invasion of German forces 
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during World War II, Landsmål was the dominant written form in the western regions of 

Norway, whose dialects it most closely resembled, as well as in many rural areas 

throughout the country (Haugen 1966, Almenningen et al. 2002).  

 Prior to the Nazi invasion, government committees were working toward a single 

standard, called Samnorsk, that respected both the Riksmål4 (as Bokmål was called at the 

time) forms found in Norway’s urban speech and its nineteenth-century literary tradition 

(both of which were very close to Danish), and the Landsmål forms taken from rural 

spoken dialects (which were, and often still are, considered closer to Old Norse. As 

Haugen points out, the work of the language planning committees in Norway in the early 

twentieth century involved much more than just language, per se: “Linguistically [the 

planners’] problem was to define what was meant by “Norwegian” and to implement its 

use in their national life. Psychologically this was a part of their search for individual and 

national identity” (1966:30). 

Throughout language planning work in Norway, politics have figured 

prominently. As Gregg Bucken-Knapp’s recent contribution to Norwegian language 

planning scholarship argues, the promotion and preference of written norms has been 

closely tied to Norwegian political parties’ goals and values throughout the process 

(2003). Possibly the clearest example of the incorporation of language into a party’s 

platform is that of the Norwegian Labor Party (Det Norske Arbeiderpartiet or “Ap”) in 

the 1930s, where “the class struggle was reinterpreted to include not only the economic 

but also the linguistic liberation of the common people” (Haugen 1966:104). 
                                                
4 Literally, “Language of the Kingdom,” a reference to the Danish Kingdom, of which 
Norway was a part from 1457-1814.  
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The events of World War II, however, changed political values and agendas, 

including those related to language, and by the 1950s, amidst major rebuilding and rapid 

urbanization, many urban Norwegians (i.e., Oslo residents) had begun to complain that 

“planning is resulting in a language which no one speaks” (Haugen 1966:292). Following 

this sociopolitical turnaround, the project of achieving a common Samnorsk standard was 

more or less abandoned. Since then, the two written standards, now called Bokmål and 

Nynorsk, have coexisted as legal equals, and, over time, these two alternatives came to 

“illustrate opposite but complementary ideals in their approach to the problem of a 

standard norm: the folk ideal versus the elite ideal… In neither case is anyone seriously 

trying to conform anyone’s speech” (Haugen 1972:282). Using Philips’s ecological 

metaphor (2004), the post-war period seems to have been a one of relative stability and 

peaceful coexistence of multiple species of linguistic ideology in discourse. 

The curtailing of language planning efforts was originally meant to be temporary, 

as little progress was being made at the time, and the post-war political agenda did not 

allow much room for linguistic matters. But this intended pause in national language 

negotiations later became more permanent, resulting in a virtual status quo in Norwegian 

language policy since the 1960s. The 1970s and early 1980s, however, did see a 

“grassroots” movement promoting the use and maintenance of local dialects that Karsrud 

(1999) refers to as a “dialect uprising” led by the National Nynorsk Association (Noregs 

Mållag) with the slogan “Speak dialect, write Nynorsk,” which raised awareness about 

spoken dialects and confirmed their value as complete linguistic systems containing 

locally-specific forms of knowledge.  
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 Importantly, this “uprising” coincided roughly with the first Norwegian 

referendum on European Union (then EC) membership in 1972,5 which was rejected in 

favor of continued national autonomy shortly after the discovery of vast quantities of 

offshore oil and natural gas in Norwegian territory. In addition to the discovery of 

national oil wealth, the rejection of EU membership was also influenced by the 

perception that EU trade regulations would be harmful to a number of Norwegian 

industries, especially fishing and agriculture. The relationships between these three 

events – the discovery of oil, the rejection of EU membership, and the “dialect uprising” 

– are thus not uncomplicated.  

 Below is a summary timeline of the relatively recent linguistic history discussed 

above. 

 
Table 2.2. Summary of Norwegian linguistic history since independence from 
Denmark 
 

Year(s) Event 
1814 Norway ceded to Sweden by Denmark after Danish rule since 1457 
1853 Ivar Aasen’s Norsk Grammatikk published 
1905 Norway gains full independence from Sweden 
1930s Political gains for Aasen’s Landsmål/Nynorsk, work toward Samnorsk 
1941 WWII Nazi invasion 
1950s Resurgence of support for Riksmål/Bokmål, abandonment of Samnorsk 

1970s-80s “Dialect uprising” 
 
 

                                                
5 In 1994, Norwegians rejected EU membership in a national referendum once again, 
based on similar economic considerations as the first vote. 
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 Today, Oslo-dwellers and most other Norwegians living in the eastern and 

southern parts of the country generally continue to favor Bokmål forms in both writing 

and speech, while Norwegians living near the western coast and in rural areas in the 

center of the country still generally favor Nynorsk when writing and dialect forms when 

speaking. Recently, too, Norway has experienced sharp increases in rates of immigration, 

especially from non-European countries, creating a less homogeneous society that faces 

new challenges in accommodating many kinds of diversity. As more non-native speakers 

of Norwegian enter Norway’s classrooms and workplaces and are expected to master 

reading and writing in two norms, not to mention understanding and attaining fluency in 

spoken Norwegian, tensions around language policy are rising once again, though with 

little effect thus far.  

 

Dominant ideologies of language in contemporary Norway 

 In linguistic ideology and metalinguistic discourse in Norway today, three 

oppositions are especially salient: those dividing eastern and western dialects, urban and 

rural varieties, and written and spoken language. While these linguistic ideological 

oppositions are often explained in relation to the Danish rule of Norway and the 

subsequent battle over language planning and standardization in Norway, it should be 

clear from the above discussion that other historical events and processes were important 

in the formation of these sometimes-contentious dichotomies. 

 For instance, the movement of Norway’s administrative capital from Bergen on 

the western coast to Oslo in the southeast around 1300, in concert with the extensive 
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presence of the German Hansa traders in and around Bergen has contributed to east–west 

economic, cultural, and linguistic divisions. Among other things, these differences are 

reflected in the contemporary distribution of written norm preferences, as Dano-

Norwegian Bokmål is clearly dominant in most of eastern Norway, while Nynorsk is 

used much more frequently in western coastal districts. 

 Moreover, the urban-rural divide that is so salient in Norwegian language 

ideologies today seems to have arisen long before Aasen proposed his more 

“authentically Norwegian” written norm based on rural dialects in the mid-1800s. The 

drop-off in literacy rates in rural areas during the late Middle Ages, when Danish was 

gradually becoming the official language, created a divide between urban (especially 

Oslo) dwellers, who encountered both written and spoken Danish in their everyday lives, 

and rural farmers and craftspeople, who rarely did. Additionally, those with the greatest 

political and economic power after the fourteenth century tended to be urban-based 

Danish nobility and German traders, a situation that preceded Norwegian language 

planning and standardization by several hundred years. Consequently, Kolsrud’s 

explanation of this opposition (like that of many others, possibly even Haugen 1966) 

captures only part of the causes: 

When Ivar Aasen set up a written norm for the autonomous Norwegian language, 
which for over 200 years had rarely been written, he did not worry about the 
urban language varieties. In recent times the conflict between Danish and 
Norwegian in Norway has therefore become a conflict between urban language 
and rural language, between Norwegian-Danish urban culture and Norwegian 
rural culture. [Kolsrud 1979 (1921):74] 

 
Considering the series of historical events that led up to Aasen’s attempt to revive the 

“true” Norwegian language, however, he and his supporters cannot reasonably be held 
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accountable for the deeply rooted divisions between “rural” and “urban” found in 

Norway in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. 

 In contemporary Norway, the importance of ideological motivations for the 

continued use and maintenance of spoken (rural) dialects is suggested by Hylland 

Eriksen, who argues that “Norwegian identity, as it is generally defined by Norwegians, 

is primarily a rural identity not an urban one” (1993:19), despite the fact that over half of 

the population now lives in urban areas. Furthermore, according to Hylland Eriksen 

(2004), the primary social variable in Norway “is not class as in England, it is not ethnic 

differences as in Trinidad or race as in the U.S., but it is urban and rural.” In addition to 

his discussion of “the rural” in Norwegian identity, Hylland Eriksen has also described 

the associated value system of “egalitarian individualism” he finds in Norway (1993:17), 

which can be connected to the contemporary use and valorization of rural dialects, as 

well as the strong desire to preserve elements of “traditional” culture and language. 

 The imagining of Norwegian identity as rural is not contained entirely within the 

domestic political landscape, however, as it also surfaces and, in Irvine and Gal’s (2000) 

terms, “fractally recurs” in regional ideological differentiations of Scandinavian national 

identities. From a Norwegian perspective, Denmark and Danes are discursively 

constructed as, among other things, cosmopolitan, sophisticated, and, following from 

these, sometimes snobbish, while Sweden and Swedes are imagined as more boisterous 

and low-brow, in addition to frequently being referred to as “harry,” which translates 

roughly to “tacky” or “trashy.” At the same time, Norway and Norwegians are imagined 

in relation to all of these things as down-to-earth, humble, outdoorsy, and well-rounded 
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people who value moderation.6 Norwegian constructions of Danishness and Swedishness 

in opposition to Norwegianness also tend to align with the domestic urban-rural 

opposition described above, so that urban Norwegians, like “cosmopolitan Danes” can be 

thought of as (too) sophisticated, as well as snobbish or condescending. Urban 

Norwegians can, however, work to escape these negative characterizations by spending 

weekends and vacations at family mountain (or sometimes seaside) cabins and enjoying 

the (rural) outdoors through popular nature-based hobbies like hiking, skiing, fishing, 

hunting, picking berries, etc. Likewise, both urban and rural Norwegians can be accused 

of being harry, an insult resembling the label “white trash” in the U.S., though not 

restricted to any geographic area or racial or class group, as harry gets used to talk about 

people who enjoy “low-brow” culture and drink and/or smoke too heavily or too often 

(rather than in “sensible moderation”). In these ways, multiple levels of sociocultural and 

linguistic distinctions can be seen as mapping back onto and reinforcing one another, 

with the result that national Norwegian identity continues to be constructed as rural. 

 Finally, the ideological distinction made between spoken and written language in 

contemporary Norway (Haugen 1972, Jahr and Janicki 1995) also appears to have its 

roots in medieval linguistic history. As Kolsrud noted already in 1921, in reference to the 

rise of Danish, “where Norwegians most picked [Danish] up, was in the cities; the rural 

people have never spoken Danish” (1979:73). The distinction between written and spoken 

                                                
6 Of course, from an outside perspective, these characterizations may be interpreted 
somewhat differently, and other Europeans often perceive Norwegians as cold, (too) 
serious, and sometimes boring or simple people who spend most their free time hiking 
and skiing – this last point carrying the implication that Norwegians are out of touch with 
more contemporary ways of having fun. 
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language during early twentieth-century language planning and standardization is also 

clear, and Haugen is careful to not conflate written and spoken language in his analysis, 

further claiming that each written standard eventually became “an ideal norm which 

sensible people follow only insofar as suits their personal convenience and permits them 

to demonstrate a decent respect for the opinions of their fellows” (1972:283). Today, too, 

Norwegian linguists and sociolinguistics go to great lengths to emphasize, especially to 

outsiders, that the written norm of Dano-Norwegian Bokmål is not and has never been a 

spoken language (e.g., Sandøy 1996, Papazian and Helleland 2005, Røyneland 2009). For 

the more clearly “constructed” norm of Nynorsk, the distinction between writing and 

speech seems to simply be assumed, however.  

 In a sense, then, along with the feeling of national and rural pride attached to 

Nynorsk (for Nynorsk users, that is), there is also an element of historical irony that 

comes through in Almenningen et al.’s claim that “when we today have gotten a Nynorsk 

written tradition that so closely resembles the spoken language of the people, this can in 

large part be explained by the break we have had in the tradition of written Norwegian” 

(2002:45). In other words, if the Old Norwegian written language had been allowed to 

“naturally” evolve, it would almost certainly not reflect contemporary rural spoken 

Norwegian in the way Aasen’s consciously constructed Nynorsk norm does today. 

Rather, it would have more likely approximated the urban speech of whichever city or 

region might have been dominant in Norwegian political and economic life. 
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Conclusion 

 In this chapter, I have attempted to trace some of the most important sources of 

contemporary Norwegian language ideologies with the intention of demonstrating that 

these ideologies are not simply the predictable outcome of centuries of Danish rule and 

linguistic imposition. While much work on language planning and conflict in Norway 

(e.g., Haugen 1966, Kolsrud 1979, Bucken-Knapp 2003) seems focused on explaining 

contemporary language politics as the result of extended Danish rule, nineteenth-century 

romantic nationalist impulses (e.g., Ivar Aasen’s search for “true” Norwegian), and early 

twentieth-century language planning, this analysis suggests that the histories of internal 

Norwegian politics, regional alliances, epidemic disease, and language contact through 

foreign trade are probably also significant, though less obvious, factors in language 

change and the development of contemporary linguistic ideologies in Norway. 
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CHAPTER 3 

WINNING THE DIALECT POPULARITY CONTEST 

 

 

Introduction: The dialect popularity contest 

In the summer months of 2005, Norway’s most listened-to national radio network, 

NRK P1, featured a dialect popularity contest on its very popular summer morning 

variety show, called Reiseradioen “The Travel Radio.”1 With an average daily audience 

of nearly 750,000 listeners that summer (in a country of less than five million people), 

Reiseradioen beat its next two competitors combined. The program features live 

broadcasts focused on summer activities and human interest stories from throughout 

Norway, and it runs from mid-June to mid-August. A typical daily show might include 

reports or interviews from an inland campground at the edge of a fjord, a coastal sailing 

town, or a mountain hiking destination, as well as frequent weather and water-

temperature reports, trivia quizzes, lost-and-found notices from listeners, and call-in 

greetings to friends and family during summer vacation, when many Norwegians spend 

time at mountain or seaside cabins that often lack television but almost always have a 

radio.2  

                                                
1 Reiseradioen is the summer edition of a year-round morning show, called Nitimen ‘The 
Nine (-o’clock) Hour,’ and many people refer to the summer Reiseradioen program 
simply as Nitimen, as well. 
2 Norwegians, like other Scandinavians and many continental Europeans, enjoy long 
summer vacations, including a three-week period in July that is referred to as fellesferie 
‘common vacation,’ when the vast majority of office workers throughout the country take 
vacation at the same time. In Norway, in particular, “summer” is generally experienced as 
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At the peak of reality programming in Norway, and as part of a general trend in 

radio and television toward audience participation via telephone or text messaging, the 

2005 season of Reiseradioen included a first-of-its-kind national dialect popularity 

contest. In this interactive contest, listeners were first encouraged to call in and nominate 

their favorite Norwegian dialects, and then subsequently prompted to call in their votes 

based on progressively shorter lists of dialects, as each week ended with new eliminations 

of the dialects receiving the fewest votes. 

The initial list of listener nominations was fairly long (over 200, as reported on-

air) and contained dialects from all four of the country’s popularly recognized major 

dialect regions: East, West, South, and North (see Figure 3.1 below). While these regions 

do not necessarily correspond to those identified by professional linguists, they do 

represent a dominant folk dialectology (Preston 1989, Niedzielski and Preston 2000). The 

dialect nominees also included both urban and rural dialects – some that were fairly 

specific, e.g., the dialect of a particular town or small city, and others that were much 

broader, naming the dialect of an entire fylke ‘county/province,’ the equivalent of a 

smallish U.S. state. As the contest progressed, however, more and more of the northern, 

southern, and urban dialects failed to receive enough votes to move on to the next week’s 

round and ultimately suffered Survivor-esque elimination. The top ten dialects that 

remained in the third-to-last round included distinctive rural dialects from eastern and 

western Norway, as well as the unique and often-parodied dialects of the country’s 
                                                                                                                                            
a somewhat hectic six-to-eight-week period from late June to early August, during which 
all things summer must be accomplished; this is also the period of summer vacation for 
schoolchildren and high school- and post-secondary students. 
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second- and third-largest cities, Bergen and Trondheim. Oslo, the capital and largest city, 

was conspicuously absent, reflecting national language ideologies that conceptualize 

urban Oslo as a dialect void, lacking “soul and essence” as a result (Språket Sladrer 2004, 

Strand 2005; see Excerpt 3.1 below). 

 
Figure 3.1. Norway’s four major popularly-recognized dialect regions 
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Prior to the final two rounds of voting, the Reiseradioen contest thus included a 

variety of dialects that could be described as generally representative of Norway’s 

sociolinguistic diversity. Leading the top-ten list, however, were four dialects that all 

belonged to a single dialect region, the local varieties of Vest-Telemark, Hallingdal, 

Nord-Gudbrandsdal, and Valdres. All of these dialects are found in the westernmost 

section of eastern Norway, referred to by sociolinguists as the midlandsk ‘central’ dialect 

area (see Figure 3.2 below), which is one of about eight regional dialect zones in Norway 

(Papazian and Helleland 2005). As its name would suggest, the midlandsk region is 

located roughly in the middle of the country, along the eastern edge of the mountainous 

divide that separates the coastal fjords of western Norway from the eastern inland 

farming valleys and forests. While the midlandsk region thus belongs geographically to 

eastern Norway (called Austlandet “Eastcountry” by Norwegians), its language varieties 

are distinguished from neighboring austlandsk “eastern” varieties due to extensive 

historical contact with western Norwegian.  
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Figure 3.2 Midlandsk dialect region 

 
 

The final two rounds in the dialect contest – first an elimination round between 

the top three dialects, and then a final showdown between the top two – featured 

exclusively rural dialects from the midlandsk region. And the winner voted Norway’s 

Most Popular Dialect was . . . Valdres. The dialect of the Valdres valley in east-central 
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Norway had led the contest each week in the second half of the summer and received 

nearly 60% of the votes in the final round of voting.  

The dialect popularity contest engaged Reiseradioen listeners throughout the 

country and was also reported on in television newscasts and local and national 

newspapers on a weekly basis, in addition to generating countless op/ed pieces in 

Norwegian newspapers and magazines. Certainly, there have been other popular and 

hotly-debated language “contests” elsewhere, as Jaffe’s analysis of the Corsican spelling 

contest shows (1996, 1999). Yet, the attention paid to the Norwegian dialect popularity 

contest seems to be distinctive in many ways, as, over the course of an entire summer, it 

was an obvious source of entertainment and excitement for the hundreds of thousands of 

Norwegians who participated by calling in their votes, and even for those Reiseradioen 

listeners and dialect speakers who just followed along out of interest without voting. But 

how could a dialect popularity contest become such a national phenomenon in the first 

place? Why would the dialect of a rural dairy-farming valley come out on top in a 

national popularity contest? And what effects could the contest have for Valdres and for 

dialect use at local, regional, and national levels? 

In attempting to answer these questions, I use a combination of theoretical 

perspectives and concepts from linguistic anthropology and sociolinguistics, including 

perceptual dialectology and linguistic and semiotic ideology. 
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Language in the Norwegian media 

While the concept of a national dialect popularity contest might have been new 

with the 2005 season of Reiseradioen, the general popularity of programming about 

language in the Norwegian media was not. In fact, Reiseradioen’s dialect contest came 

along just over a year after the debut of the wildly successful3 Typisk Norsk ‘Typical(ly) 

Norwegian,’ a national primetime television series focused on the Norwegian language in 

both its written and spoken forms and from a wide variety of perspectives. Typisk Norsk 

was launched in the winter of 2004 and has had a run of three seasons to date. The 

program and its energetic, bearded host, Petter Schjerven, approach the subject of 

language fairly broadly, with frequent features highlighting the social aspects of 

language, stories about significant events in the history of Norwegian and Old Norse, and 

non-linguist celebrity guests, who are subjected to pop quizzes about language in general 

and Norwegian in particular. There is also a regular feature called “Guess the dialect,” in 

which a 15-30 second video of a Norwegian dialect speaker is played and viewers are 

asked to guess where the speaker is from in order to win a prize (usually a t-shirt or mug 

bearing the program’s logo).4 

                                                
3 The first season of Typisk Norsk won awards for Best News Magazine or Culture 
Program and Best Male Host in the 2005 Gullruten ‘The Golden Screen’ awards, roughly 
the equivalent of the Emmy awards in the U.S. 
4 As Sandøy has pointed out: 

It is a Norwegian folk-sport to [geographically] locate people. ...When one meets 
new people, one often tries to guess where they come from. This kind of folk-
sport has little ‘practical value.’ But it contributes to a high level of 
[sociolinguistic] knowledge, which is at once a consequence and a [continuing] 
cause of a broad interest in and respect for dialects. [1998:20] 
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On national radio, the weekly NRK programs Språkteigen ‘The Linguistic Sign’ 

and Språkspalten ‘The Language Column’ both present listeners with lay-level facts 

about language and grammar, as well as recent research on Norwegian, including 

interviews with academic linguists and sociolinguistics. These programs also provide 

helpful tips and advice on language use, often in response to listener-submitted questions. 

While certainly less popular than Typisk Norsk, these programs have nevertheless 

enjoyed relatively long lifetimes, attesting to the unusually high level of popular interest 

in language in Norway (Haugen 1972, Omdal 1995, Jahr and Janicki 1995). 

While the topic of language pops up sporadically in non-linguistic programming, 

as in the case of Reiseradioen’s dialect contest, other short-run programs expressly 

focused on language can also occasionally be heard on NRK radio, such as the six-

program series from 2004 called Språket Sladrer ‘Language Tattles’ or ‘Language Gives 

You Away,’ which included a show dedicated to the topic of dialect use and featured an 

impromptu panel of young Norwegians from around the country discussing their own and 

others’ dialects. As noted above and shown in the following excerpt, one question this 

program addressed was whether Oslo has a distinctive dialect. 

 
Excerpt 3.1. “Who do Easterners have?” 
 
B   male, Oslo/urban eastern 
G  male, Biri/semi-urban east-central 
J   male, Haugesund/western 
 
1  G Er det noen som kjenner noen kjente folk som  
  Does anyone know any famous people who  
 
2  snakker Oslo dialekt,da? 
  speak Oslo dialect? 
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3  [group laughter] 
 
4  B Nei faktisk- Nei den var verre altså- 
  No actually- No that one is harder- 
 
5  J Ja, ja jeg føler meg litt sånn trist for e:, Østlendingene- 
  Yeah, yeah I feel a little sad for um:, Easterners- 
 
6  altså som e generaliserer det til, altså, 
  who I’m generalizing this to, that is, 
 
7  kor kommer de fra egentlig? Kem er det de har? 
  where are they actually from? Who do they have? 
 
8  De har- de har liksom Bokmålsordboka, de.  
  They have- they have like the Bokmål dictionary.  
 
9  E:, de har ingen som gir  
  Um:, they don’t have anyone who gives [them]  
 
10  sjel og- og saft og- og dialekt. 
  soul and- and essence and- and dialekt. 
 
 [Språket Sladrer, NRK P2, 9 July 2004] 
 

This excerpt is not merely an example of popular linguistic awareness but also of 

the ways in which language-focused programming is saturated with language ideologies 

(Silverstein 1979, Woolard and Schieffelin 1994, Schieffelin et al. 1998, Kroskrity 2000, 

Irvine and Gal 2000), both explicit and implicit, something that is also true of the many 

newspaper columns in Norway dedicated to language and language use. This excerpt 

about Oslo’s (lack of) dialect, and Reiseradioen’s dialect popularity contest itself, both 
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point to dominant ideologies that positively value distinctive dialects and dialect 

diversity, as well as local dialect use and maintenance.5 

 In addition to national media programming about language in general and dialect 

use more specifically, it is also important to note that a great many Norwegian television 

and radio programs, including newscasts, sportscasts, debates, game shows, and any 

number of other programs with designated program hosts, are frequently broadcast in 

dialect. That is to say that television and radio hosts and announcers often speak in their 

native non-standard varieties, even when “reading” the news or other relatively scripted 

material.  

 The history of this position is complex, but it is indisputably tied to over a century 

of language planning and struggle in Norway (Haugen 1966), including the existence of 

two separate, legally equal written norms, Bokmål and Nynorsk, whose use is regulated 

in both print and broadcast media (Vikør 1993, Jahr and Janicki 1995, Grepstad 2005). 

As discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, while Bokmål is based on colonial Danish, Nynorsk is 

based on a nineteenth-century survey of rural dialects undertaken by national-romantic 

linguist Ivar Aasen. Furthermore, as a result of this history, Bokmål is symbolically 

representative of the colonial administrative center of urban Oslo in the “iconic” or 

“rhematic” sense described by Irvine and Gal (2000; Irvine 2005, Gal 2005) in their 

application of Peircean semiotics to language ideologies, while Nynorsk represents the 

distinctive dialects of outlying, rural areas. This situation is further complicated by the 

                                                
5 It is noteworthy that several of the participants in the Språket Sladrer panel, including 
speaker J in the excerpted section, are using their own distinctive local dialects and thus 
speaking “metadialectally.” 
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lack of any official standard for spoken Norwegian and legislation encouraging 

Norwegians to use their native dialects when speaking (Jahr and Janicki 1995, Pedersen 

2005, Røyneland 2009). Legally, however, a minimum of 25% of all media is supposed 

to be in Nynorsk, which is somewhat problematic for radio and television, given 

Nynorsk’s awkward historical position as solely a written language. Indeed, newscasting 

and theater are generally the only sites where spoken Nynorsk is used with any regularity. 

At the same time, the use and broad acceptance of divergent dialects in the media may 

also be seen a long-term consequence of the radical social and linguistic movements from 

the 1970s that advocated for sociolinguistic equality with the slogan “Speak dialect, write 

Nynorsk!” (Bakke and Teigen 2001). Yet regardless of the historical complexities of the 

situation, and significantly for the research at hand, the Norwegian media seems to have 

overcome (or perhaps merely sidestepped) the 25% Nynorsk quota through the increasing 

use of non-Oslo dialects by program hosts and announcers, and, in so doing, have created 

a fairly democratic system of spoken language use in the broadcast media.  

 Both in the amount of programming focused on language and in the relatively 

frequent use of non-standard spoken varieties, the Norwegian broadcast media can thus 

be viewed as a significant site for the production and reproduction of dominant language 

ideologies. As Agha has argued for the case of the recent decline in conservative RP in 

the British media based on producers’ decisions to accommodate an expanding middle 

class there,  “once such choices are made, patterns of exemplification in the mass media 

themselves amplify the processes of which they are a part” (2007:225). Moreover, the 

media’s clear interest in language-focused programs is also reflective of a popular, 
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everyday interest in sociolinguistic variation and dialect geography in Norway since at 

least the middle of the twentieth century, described by Haugen as a national situation of 

linguistic hyperawareness resulting from several generations worth of highly politicized 

linguistic debate regarding the status and standardization of written Norwegian (1966, 

1972). Taking these points into consideration, the phenomenon of the dialect popularity 

contest becomes somewhat less puzzling. While it must still be regarded as a remarkable 

and unique event, when placed in the historical and ideological contexts of language use 

in contemporary Norway, the contest’s political logic and popular appeal are much more 

understandable. 

 

Norway’s most popular dialect 

 As I noted in the introductory chapter, Valdres is a large valley located near the 

center of Norway’s southern lobe (see Figure 1.1 in Chapter 1). While it is part of eastern 

Norway because of its location on the eastern side of the country’s north-south running 

mountains, Valdres lies in the westernmost part of eastern Norway and thus belongs to 

the midlandsk group of dialects, as mentioned above.  

 As part of ethnographic fieldwork in 2007-08, I conducted interviews with over 

40 Valdres residents between the ages of 18 and 81, focusing on language use and 

language attitudes. While these interviews were only loosely structured, one of the items 

toward the bottom of the list of themes I was interested in asking about was the 

Reiseradioen dialect contest, which I initially considered to be somewhat tangential to 

my research on dialect use and change in Valdres. In almost every case, however, my 
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interviewees brought up the subject of the dialect contest on their own, before I had 

mentioned it or gotten that far in my list of interview topics. Questions about whether 

interviewees liked their native dialect,6 what features they thought of as characteristic, 

and whether they were comfortable using the Valdres dialect (also called Valdresmål) in 

Oslo or other parts of the country, for instance, frequently elicited references to the 

dialect popularity contest as a source of support for arguments about Valdresmål’s 

positive qualities.  

 For instance, early in an interview with a teenaged male high school student, I 

was asking about his opinion of his native Valdres dialect when, in Lines 7 and 8 below, 

he replied with his own rhetorical (or perhaps simply ironic) question, implicitly 

suggesting the absurdity of my question given Valdresmål’s status as the dialect 

popularity contest winner. 

 
Excerpt 3.2 
 
1 Thea E det noko som du har hørt heime? 
  Is it [dialect] something that you’ve heard at home? 
  
2  Bruke begge foreldro dine valdresdialekt? 
  Do both of your parents use the Valdres dialect? 
 
3 S16 Ja, begge to bruke valdresdialekt. 
  Yes, both of them use the Valdres dialect. 
 
4  Då e det ganske naturle å prate det sjøl med. 
  So then it’s pretty natural to speak it myself too. 
                                                
6 The vast majority of these speakers could reasonably be said to be native speakers of the 
Valdres dialect. Of the remainder, most are long-term in-migrant residents, while one is 
native to Valdres with two dialect-speaking parents but self-reports as speaking only 
Bokmål.  
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5 Thea Har du brukt valdresdialekt heile tie, enn e det noko so- 
  Have you always used the Valdres dialect, or is it something that- 
 
6 S16 E ha brukt den heile tie, så det. 
  I’ve always used it, so. 
 
7 Thea Ko syns du om dialekta di? Liker du den? 
  What do you think about your dialect? Do you like it? 
 
8 S16 Ja, ja. @@ E ho ikkji norges finaste dialekt? 
  Yeah, yeah. @@ Isn’t it Norway’s nicest dialect? 
 
9 Thea   Jo. @ Syns du det sjøl at ho e det? 
  Sure. @ Do you think so yourself? 
 
10 S16 Ja, det synst e. . . . roleg og fin. 
  Yeah, I think so. . . . relaxed and nice. 

 
 
Here, and in similar responses from other interviewees, it appears that the dialect 

contest has become a significant part of how many Valdresmål speakers conceptualize 

their native dialect. Among the Valdres residents with whom I spoke, the youngest 

generations seem to take special pride in the contest win. While middle-aged and older 

speakers are also proud of speaking Norway’s most popular dialect, their overwhelmingly 

positive opinion of the traditional Valdres dialect seems to have been somewhat less 

affected by the recent dialect contest. At the same time, speakers from the eldest 

generational group in this study (born 1920-1939) often complain that the “old” Valdres 

dialect has been “watered down,” and that local youth today speak more “Bokmål” than 

dialect. For their part, most of the younger speakers are much less concerned with, for 

example, the loss of the traditional second-person plural form or the dative case – two 

ongoing changes that seem to have particular salience for, and are especially bemoaned 
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by, their grandparents’ generation. Instead, contemporary Valdres youth generally believe 

that they still speak “dialect,” even while many have experienced being corrected or 

directly criticized by older generations for not using “purer” dialect forms.  

These varying attitudes toward the present state of the Valdres dialect also 

became evident when I asked interviewees about whether they had expected Valdres to 

win the dialect contest. Despite a positive valuation of the dialect and of dialect use 

across generations, the Valdres residents I spoke with tended to agree that winning the 

Reiseradioen dialect contest came as a real surprise, or least that it was something they 

had not expected from the outset. Their reasoning on this point varied quite a bit though. 

Younger speakers generally pointed to the fact that many of the other dialects in the 

contest had more speakers, or, relatedly, that outsiders are often quicker to recognize 

other dialects that they perceived as more well known. Older speakers, on the other hand, 

often argued that some of the other dialects were purer or better maintained than the 

Valdres dialect, as a woman born in the 1930s implies in the following excerpt. 

 
Excerpt 3.3 
 
1 Thea  Ja, så var det den dialektkåringa for nokon år sia.  
  Yes, so then there was the dialect contest a few years ago. 
 
2  Følde du med då den gjekk på:: [e: på radioen? 
  Did you follow along when that was running on:: [um: the radio? 
 
3 S26        [Ja, det gjorde e.  
                   [Yes, I did. 
 
4  Ja. O det forundra me stort at valdresdialekte kunne vinne fram. 
  Yes. And it really surprised me that the Valdres dialect could win. 
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5 Thea Det gjorde det, ja? 
  It did? 
 
6 S26 Ja, det gjorde faktisk det. 
  Yes, it did actually. 
 
7 Thea Hm. . . Ja, kofør det? 
  Hm. . . And why is that? 
 
8 S26 Jau::, for det e:: inndrage før mykji:: . . .  
  Well:: because:: [people have] pulled in too much:: . . .   
 
9  ja, e veit kji um e ska sia fremmandise ord,  
  I don’t know if I should say foreign words, 
 
10  men ikkji slek som mø uttala dei. 
  but [they’re] not the way we pronounce them. 
 
11  Nei, så det forundra me stort. 
  No, so that really surprised me. 
 
 

Indeed, language ideologies that value rural dialect purity and disapprove of 

dialect “mixing” were also found to be prevalent among speakers in rural northern 

Norway in the 1960s in Blom and Gumperz’s classic study of codeswitching (1972). 

Today, however, it appears that an age-graded language ideological configuration, in 

which the oldest speakers are most concerned with dialect purity, is not uncommon in 

traditionally dialect-speaking areas of Norway, as Røyneland (2005, 2009) has shown in 

her sociolinguistic research focused on youth in the areas of Tynset and Røros. There, she 

similarly reports that “mixing standard variants into the local dialect, i.e. vertical 

levelling, has traditionally particularly been held in contempt and considered 

unauthentic... [however] young people today do not seem to be as negative towards 

mixed varieties as people used to be only few years ago” (Røyneland 2009:14).  
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It is interesting to note that “missing” from either of these conceptions of dialect 

use and linguistic purity is any notion of the superiority (situational or otherwise) of the 

de facto Oslo-based regional speech norm (referred to in Valdres as either bymål ‘city 

language’ or simply Bokmål), as might be predicted by Bourdieu’s influential 

theorization of linguistic economies (1991). Rather, dialect speakers in contemporary 

Valdres seem to have internalized a dominant national linguistic ideology that values the 

use of distinctive, traditional dialects. As two middle-aged Valdres residents I spoke to 

put it: 

 
Excerpt 3.4 
 
1 S102 [I dialekt] då har du ein god del ord som e så betegnande.  
  [In dialect] you have a lot of words that are so descriptive. 
 
2  Som du på ein måte du ikkji har i: eit meir sånn eh: byområde.  
  that you in a way don’t have in: a more like uh: urban area. 
 
3  [E syns det- 
  [I think it’s- 
 
4 S8 [Du kan si slek som berre ordet-  
  [You could say just like the word- 
 
5  ordet altså for potet. Kantøffel.  
  like the word for potato. Kantøffel. 
   
6  I Valdres e det i alle fall fire begrep før det.  
  In Valdres there are at least four expressions for that. 
 
7  O det har du ikkji i Oslo. 
  And you don’t have that in Oslo. 
 
8 Thea Nei. 
  No. 
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9 S102 Nei. Så det bi ei mykjy meir- det bli eit mykjy fla::tare språk. 
  No. So it becomes a much more- it becomes a much fla:tter language. 
 

Furthermore, while this position may at one time have been counter-hegemonic or 

oppositional (Gramsci 1971, Williams 1977), based on speakers’ own reported 

experiences of linguistic inequality in Oslo continuing into the early 1970s, the dialect 

contest phenomenon must be taken as a signal that the conventional “linguistic 

marketplace” described by Bourdieu has been transformed in Norway today. Bourdieu’s 

point stands that “the sense of the value of one’s own linguistic products is a fundamental 

dimension of the sense of knowing the place which one occupies in the social space” 

(1991:83). But, in the contemporary Norwegian situation, we can see that the social space 

of the public “linguistic marketplace” is not necessarily one of social stratification 

correlating to radically different valuations of varied linguistic competencies. Here, Agha 

offers an important caveat in his observation that “dialect differences become relevant to 

social organization only insofar as they are experienced in discursive interactions, 

whether directly or in a more indirect fashion (e.g., through mass mediated speech chains 

and networks)” (2007:132).  

 For the Norwegian case, Sandøy (1998) has also pointed out that the national shift 

toward a positive valuation of dialect use from the 1980s onward has coincided roughly 

with regional economic upturns outside of the Oslo area. This situation is unlike many 

others in Europe, as, for example, economic growth in parts of Italy and Spain have often 

been at the expense of local dialect, despite the fact that non-standard dialects there often 

have high status in the local setting (e.g., Fellin 1998; Cavanaugh 2004, 2005; 
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Hernández-Campoy and Villena-Ponsoda 2009). Yet growth in rural Norwegian 

economies, in concert with fervently social democratic policies established to enforce 

fairness and equality in employment and standards of living, seems to have contributed to 

the development of a public social space, constituted by the institutions of national 

media, politics, government, and education, in which diverse linguistic products are not 

necessarily differently valued. This is supported by other recent studies of dialect use in 

Norway, too, as Berge Rudi (2007) has reported that just 3-5% of 18-20-year-olds in the 

rural districts of Hallingdal and Gudbrandsdal believe their local dialect has low status 

relative to other spoken varieties. As she writes, “there is any case no trace of directly 

negative attitudes toward the dialect. It is striking how few believe it imparts low status to 

speak dialect” (Berge Rudi 2007:83). Whether this is always the case at the level of 

interpersonal interaction is another matter, however, as local and regional linguistic 

economies or ideologies may presumably be more relevant in ordinary face-to-face 

communication. 

 Given the overwhelmingly positive and egalitarian view of linguistic variation in 

this public space, the dialect popularity contest is puzzling in yet another way: if all 

dialects are created equal, and dialect use in “formal” situations is looked upon favorably, 

then how could Reiseradioen ask listeners to choose a single dialect as Norway’s most 

popular? Only two of the Valdres residents with whom I spoke saw this aspect of the 

contest as somewhat hypocritical or problematic. I will return to this problem below, but 

it is interesting to note here that both of these interviewees were born in the 1960s, have 

advanced university degrees from urban schools, and have returned to Valdres to work in 
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public jobs. In addition, while most of the people I spoke to admitted voting in the contest 

at least once, one of these speakers went so far as to say that she had not voted because 

she perceived it to be divisive and inegalitarian. Despite this, most people believed that 

the contest promoted a very positive view of dialects in general, and seemed to have no 

problem with naming their own likes and dislikes among the country’s diverse spoken 

varieties.  

 The Reiseradioen contest’s explicit purpose was to name the country’s “most 

popular” dialect, and listeners were asked to submit and vote for their “favorite” dialects. 

Nearly all of the Valdres residents I spoke to could easily name their favorite dialects, 

and, based on the contest’s large audience numbers, this ability is evidently common 

throughout Norway. In the aftermath of the contest win, however, very few people in 

Valdres remember the contest as being concerned with selecting Norway’s “most 

popular” or “favorite” dialect; instead, there is a nearly categorical collective memory 

(Halbwachs 1992, Alonso 1988) of the contest selecting Valdresmål as Norway’s finaste 

‘nicest’ or ‘aesthetically best’ dialect. Whether this is a significant difference for Valdres 

residents may be moot, as they are undoubtedly the 2005 dialect contest champions. 

However, this is an important point in terms of who voted, and what they were voting for, 

on a national basis. Admittedly, there is little reliable evidence to be gathered at this 

point, some three years after the contest’s conclusion, but it is nonetheless interesting to 

consider Valdres residents’ answers to these questions, as they shed some light on the 

meaning of the dialect contest, at both local and national levels. 
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 Research on folk linguistic assessments in the United States has focused on 

nonlinguists’ perceptions of and associations with regional dialects, with considerable 

attention paid to evaluations of “correctness,” “pleasantness,” and “degree of difference” 

in addition to a range of other factors, including, e.g.,  “education” or “friendliness” 

(Preston 1989, 1999, Niedzielski and Preston 2000, Long and Preston 2002). For the case 

of the Norwegian dialect popularity contest, and as regards evaluations of spoken dialect 

in Norway more generally, it is probably reasonable to assume that perceived correctness 

is less relevant than in the US case, given the acceptability of non-standard dialect use 

described above. Perceptions of pleasantness, on the other hand, would seem to be very 

relevant in the task of picking a “favorite” dialect. And, indeed, in my interviews, a 

prevailing linguistic aesthetic emerged that could arguably be used to define linguistic 

“pleasantness” for Valdres residents. Among the qualities that people liked about 

Valdresmål were evaluations ranging from simple adjectives like “nice” or “clear” to 

others that were more clearly ideologically loaded, such as “trustworthy” or “ur-

Norwegian.” Table 3.1, below, presents a list summarizing the positive qualities 

mentioned by interviewees. 
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Table 3.1. Positive qualities of Valdresmål, as reported by local residents 
 
Quality (in Norwegian) English gloss 
fin* nice* 
klar* clear* 
klar i uttrykksmåten clarity of expression 
rein clear/pure 
muleg å forstå possible to understand 
lett/enkel å forstå* easy to understand* 
fin klang* nice resonance/tone* 
tonefallet* intonational patterning* 
flyt* fluidity* 
melodiøs* melodical* 
musikaliteten musicality 
‘mø syng når mø prate’ ‘we sing when we talk’ 
ikkje brå eller hard not abrupt or hard 
behageleg å høyre på pleasant to listen to 
roleg* calm/relaxed* 
sakte slow 
djup deep 
stødig* steady/solid* 
trygg secure 
gledeleg happy 
vennleg* friendly* 
troverdig trustworthy 
bondsk* rural/farmer-ly* 
forb. med det urnorske ur-Norwegian 
forb. med norske tradisjonar, folkemusikk* conn. to Norw. traditions, folk music* 
ikkje skarre-R no uvular /r/ 
dativ kasus dative case 
sære ord* unique words* 
rare ord strange words 
fleirtall ‘endingadn’* distinctive def. plural suffixes* 
mø* distinctive 1st person plural* 

 
* Entries marked with an asterisk were recorded from more than one interviewee. 
 
 
 Whether the list in Table 3.1 can be extended as a definition of dialect 

pleasantness or a broader linguistic aesthetic outside of Valdres is a point worth some 

consideration. This list of descriptors naming Valdresmål’s redeeming qualities clearly 
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represents a particular perspective, both geographically and ideologically. These 

responses all came from native or long-term Valdres residents, nearly all of whom say 

they like and use the local dialect. As such, the above list is certainly a subjective and 

biased description, and associates perceived qualities of the dialect with supposed 

characteristics of its speakers through processes of indexicality (Silverstein 1976, 2003), 

iconization or rhematization (Irvine and Gal 2000, 2005), and enregisterment (Agha 

2007). Here, all but the last six of the above-listed dialect characteristics can ostensibly 

be characterized as Peircian “qualia” or “qualisigns,” and may thus be located in “an 

overarching value system [based on] habits and intuitions rather than rules and 

cognitions” (Keane 2003:415). As in Irvine’s account of Wolof affective registers (1990), 

the perceived qualities of this particular way of speaking are not absolute measures; 

instead, their meaning derives from their relationships to other elements of the 

sociolinguistic system.  

In asking listeners to vote for a “favorite” dialect, the radio contest seems to have 

been acknowledging the ubiquity of this kind of subjective linguistic evaluation in 

Norway, even while it promoted dialect diversity and public use. As a national popularity 

contest on a national radio program, we must therefore assume, as did most of the people 

I interviewed, that a fair number of people outside of Valdres voted for Valdresmål in 

order for it to have come out on top and finish with roughly 60% of votes in the final 

round. It seems reasonable to believe, then, that rates of perceived “pleasantness,” 

including but not limited to the qualities listed above, must be fairly high for Valdresmål 

in other parts of the country, and, moreover, that a fair number of these characteristics 
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probably belong to a shared set of “habits and intuitions” for perceiving and evaluating 

language variation that extends beyond the local district. 

As noted above, it is difficult to assess at this point who actually voted for 

Valdresmål in the contest, but Valdres residents had plenty of theories. A small number 

of interviewees said they believed the win could be credited almost entirely to a very 

strong lokalpatriotisme ‘local patriotism’ among Valdres residents themselves, many of 

whom voted multiple times in each round. (Time and money were the only real 

constraints here, as each vote cost about a dollar and took at least a minute or two.) 

Another group argued that most native residents did not actually vote themselves; 

instead, they claimed that the large population of hyttefolk ‘recreational cabin tourists’ 

(lit. cabin people) with vacation residences in Valdres were the ones who voted most 

frequently. Others suggested that out-migrated Valdres natives were primarily 

responsible. Finally, two respondents resorted to old regional stereotypes to help explain 

the win, suggesting that residents in the neighboring, rival valley of Hallingdal were too 

gjerrige ‘cheap’ to vote repeatedly. Most people I spoke to, however, agreed that it was 

most likely a combination of local residents, cabin owners, and others with ancestral 

connections to Valdres who voted for their local dialect. Valdres’ century-long reputation 

as a tourist destination thus seems to have partially compensated for its relatively small 

population, but it cannot fully explain the win, as the other semi-finalist dialects (those of 

Hallingdal and North-Gudbrandsdal, adjacent to Valdres in the southwest and northeast, 

respectively) also represented popular recreational tourism regions. 
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Turning to another important measure in perceptual dialectology studies, “degree 

of difference” may also help to explain the popularity contest win. Both qualitative and 

quantitative research in the Prestonian tradition has shown that survey participants tend to 

rate their own dialects and those perceived as close to their own as most pleasant; 

conversely, dialects perceived as very different as also often perceived as least pleasant 

(e.g., Preston 1999, Fridland and Bartlett 2006, Coupland and Bishop 2007). As 

discussed above, the Norwegian midlandsk dialects, of which Valdresmål is one, have 

had historical contact with both eastern and western varieties and exhibit similarities with 

both of these major regions, so that isoglosses for characteristically eastern or western 

features often cross in this part of the country (Sandøy 1996, Papazian and Helleland 

2005). Valdres, in particular, has had extensive contact with the dialects of Oslo, Bergen, 

and the areas in between, because it is situated roughly halfway between these two largest 

Norwegian cities, with the primary road connecting them (once called Kongevegen “The 

Royal Road”) running directly through the Valdres valley from one end to the other. 

Based on what we know about correlations between pleasantness and degree of 

difference, it is possible to hypothesize that people in many parts of Norway would hear 

Valdresmål as similar their own dialect and find it to be relatively pleasant.  

This idea is also supported by responses from Valdres residents, who generally 

indicate that they like other nearby dialects, like those of Hallingdal and Gudbrandsdal, 

but tend to particularly dislike southern varieties, with which they probably share the 

fewest salient features. Notably, as several Valdres residents mentioned during 
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interviews, Valdresmål does not have uvular /r/, a southern and western dialect feature 

that is stigmatized in eastern Norway. 

Additionally, as Røyneland (2005) has argued, Norwegians also seem to be 

somewhat fascinated by dialects with “old-fashioned” features, and, as the last five items 

in Table 1 (remnants of the dative case, unique or strange words, distinctive morphology 

and pronouns) show, Valdresmål has a number of very distinctive linguistic features that 

lend it a folksy, traditional-sounding quality. In fact, Valdres residents themselves also 

tend to like dialects such as that of inner Sogn (located just over the east-west mountain 

pass leading out of Valdres), which is nationally notorious for its distinctiveness to the 

point that some claim it is unintelligible. For the Norwegian case, then, we might also 

consider that a kind of “exotic traditionalism,” now long lost to many urbanites but still 

part of their national imaginary (Hylland Eriksen 1993), may also contribute to some 

perceptions of pleasantness, and thus to Valdresmål’s victory in the dialect popularity 

contest. 

 

Dialect champions  

Following the crowning of Valdresmål as Norway’s most popular dialect in 

August 2005, a group of Valdres youth produced a large, professionally printed banner 

(see Figure 3.3 below) that was marched through the center of the valley’s largest town, 

Fagernes, and then prominently displayed in the main square. The banner, which was 

about four feet by twelve feet, stated in large, bold letters in a talk bubble coming from a 

cow’s snout: “Mø slo Hallingad’n!” ‘We beat the Hallingdalers!’ (As mentioned above, 
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there is a historic rivalry between the neighboring valleys of Valdres and Hallingdal.) Not 

coincidentally, these three words contain two of the most distinctive features of 

Valdresmål: the unique use of mø as the first-person plural pronun (‘we’) and the definite 

plural suffix form -adn. In Norwegian, mø is also the sound-symbolic word for the noise 

a cow makes (like “moo” in English), which is a source of much good-natured teasing 

toward Valdresmål speakers, and dairy farming is the traditional local economic base; 

hence the use of a cow head on the victory banner and elsewhere on the local scene in 

recent years.7 

 
Figure 3.3. Dialect contest banner, reading: “‘We beat the Hallingdalers!’ Valdres 
has the country’s nicest dialect!” (Image courtesy of Eirik Høyme Rogn) 
 

 
 

The banner had a short-lived fate, however, as, in addition to displaying Valdres 

residents’ pride in the recent dialect contest win, it evidently irked tourists and passers-

through from Hallingdal, who reportedly threatened not to return. Somewhat ironically, it 

also irritated a number of local dialect enthusiasts who reacted negatively to the use of an 

apostrophe in hallingad’n ‘the Hallingdalers’ despite the lack of any established norm for 

                                                
7 In 2008, for example, there was t-shirt  produced by a local slaughter plant that 
portrayed a cartoon cow (the plant’s primary meat) and the catch phrase “Mø frå 
Valdres” ‘We/moo from Valdres.’ The shirt was popular with locals and tourists alike. 
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written Valdresmål.8 In the end, district administrators removed the banner so as not to 

offend any more visitors or risk harm to a valuable local image. 

The creative and strategic use of the local dialect in print and in public by these 

youth was not the only evidence of a renewed sense of pride in the local dialect, however. 

According to the leader of the local Nynorsk organization, Valdres Mållag, which also 

supports spoken dialect use as part of its mission, the contest provided “a boost for 

Valdres” in that it gave both the district and its dialect positive national exposure. During 

the 1990s, dialect use in Valdres was on the decline, with clear evidence of shift in the 

direction of “Bokmål” or nomative Oslo speech (Kvåle 1999), but nearly all of the young 

people I talked to in their teens and 20s, as well as most people in their 30s and 40s, agree 

that using dialect in Valdres today is unmistakably cool. Even high school aged youth 

who self-report as using Bokmål because they feel they lack a command of the local 

dialect (this could be for any number of reasons, including in-migrant status), say that 

they wish they could use it because of its present social value. In a group interview with 

eight female high school students, I asked what they thought of the local dialect, and the 

young women all agreed that it was tøft ‘tough’ or ‘cool’ to speak dialect today – “breiast 

mule” ‘as broadly as possible,’ one of them said, emphasizing her point by using 

markedly non-standard or “broad” dialect morphology and phonology.9 

                                                
8 It should be noted, though, that apostrophes are not a part of either of the national 
written norms, but are often used as in English (from which they have presumably been 
borrowed) to indicate possessives in signs and advertising, a practice that also attracts its 
share of criticism from self-proclaimed language police. 
9 “Breiast mule” [bɾai:y’ast mu:’le] ‘as broad(ly) as possible’. In Bokmål: “Så bredt som 
mulig” [so bɾɛt som mu’li]. 
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It would be naive and reductive to claim that winning the dialect popularity 

contest is the only factor in this revalorization, but it certainly seems to have been 

important from the perspective of Valdres youth, as the young male speaker in Excerpt 

3.5 argues. 

 
Excerpt 3.5 
 
S11 Altså det e noko med den relasjon og den- den identiteten som e rundt 

dialekta som er veldi vikti å bevare. For det e litt med den følkesjela 
mø har her i dala, som ligg i det. O miste mø den, så blir mø litt meir 
nakne, alle man. 

 
 (Like there’s something with the relationship and the- the identity that 

surrounds the dialect that’s very important to preserve. Because there’s 
something about the soul of the people here in the valley that’s in it. 
And if we lose that, then we’ll be a little more naked, every one of us.) 

  
Thea  Em::. Det e jo mange, kanskje i besteforeldre generasjonen nå som 

vilde påstå at dei unge ikkji bruke dialekt lenger. Em:, men du- altså e 
høre at du bruke den og det e mange e ha prata med so bruke den. 
Men, em, ko syns du om det? Trur du at det e sant, enn? 

 
 (Um:: There are a lot of people, maybe in the grandparent generation 

now who would claim that the young people don’t use dialect 
anymore. Um:, but you- like I hear that you’re using it and lots of 
people I have talked to use it. But, um, what do you think about that? 
Do you think it’s true, or?)  

 
S11 Både og. Det tru e går veldi opp og ned. Em:, det e egentli litt sånn 

som mykjy anna e basert på trende. Fordi at em. Du ska ‘kke så mange 
år tebake før det å bruke dialekt på ein måte va skikkele:- skikkele ut. 
Mens dei siste åra, og spesielt- for vår del å ha sett at dialekta vår 
vann kåringe, og det ha vøre mykji bra fokus på dialektbruk, ha det 
vørte veldi trendy att å halde på. Og det e mø jo veldi gla før, og det 
håpe e selvfølgele at også ska bestå framover. For det e jo- fryktele 
synd visst dialektlandskape i norge generelt blir burte. 

 
 (Yes and no. I think it really goes up and down. Um:, it’s actually like 

a lot of other things based on trends. Because um. You don’t have to 
go back many years before [you find that] using dialect in a way was 
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really- really out. But the last few years, and especially- for us to have 
seen that our dialect won the contest, and there’s been a lot of positive 
focus on dialect use, it’s become very trendy to keep it up. And we’re 
really happy for that, and I hope of course that it will continue [this 
way] in the future. Because it’s really- it’s a terrible shame if the 
dialect landscape in Norway in general were to disappear.) 

 

 While everyone I spoke to shared this speaker’s desire for the future perseverance 

and maintenance of the local dialect in Valdres, the idea that the contest was a significant 

event in terms of revalorizing the dialect seems to be a youth-based one. This is no doubt 

due in part to ideologies of dialect purism among older generations, as discussed above. 

However, it is important to point out that the young speakers in Excerpts 3.2 and 3.5, as 

well as nearly all of the people I interviewed in the 18-29 and 30-49 year-old age groups 

are using dialect forms, both in the interviews I conducted and in other everyday speech 

that I recorded or observed during 2007 and 2008. The older speakers are not wrong in 

their perception that the dialect has changed during their lifetimes, and certain elements 

have disappeared among most speakers in the younger generations. Most saliently, the 

full dative case system, the distinctive second-person plural subject pronoun dø (which 

has now merged with the object form dikkan), and a fair number of distinctive lexical 

items will probably have fallen out of everyday use completely in two or three 

generations. At the same time, however, younger speakers appear to have become much 

more aware of the local dialect and its contemporary value as a positive identity marker. 

In fact, several of the young people I spoke to said that they consciously use dialect in all 

of their face-to-face and telephone interactions, including with normative Oslo speakers 

(at work or in service encounters, for example). In stark contrast to one elderly male 
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speaker’s description of dialect use in Oslo 30 or 40 years ago as “taboo,” an interviewee 

in his 20s described his effort to use dialect in all situations, local or otherwise, as 

“stubbornness,” while a woman in her early 30s told me that, for her, this was part of a 

conscious effort to “not feel dumb” for using a non-standard variety. 

 As part of the general increase in the positive valuation of dialect use, many 

Valdres residents now use dialect not only in face-to-face interaction, but also in writing. 

A primary site for written dialect use is SMS, or text messaging on mobile phones, where 

some high school students report that using anything else would be ridiculous. Another 

growing site for dialect use is that of signage and marketing, which has capitalized on the 

dialect’s positive national reputation following the dialect contest victory according to 

several people I spoke to in the marketing and tourism industries. For example, the local 

summer rock festival, called Vinjerock, has become well known for its use of distinctive 

lexical items alongside normative Nynorsk in both advertising and information provided 

to attendees, and the organizers went so far as to publish a small and humorous 

“dictionary” of local words and phrases in 2007 under the guise of promoting 

communication between locals and visitors. The same marketing team has also been 

responsible for a local dating and social networking website (www.valdresromantikk.no) 

that uses written dialect in clever ways to attract a youthful group of users. Considerably 

less tongue in cheek, recruiters for the hospitality sector explicitly say that they prefer to 

hire dialect speakers, as they believe it helps promote a local image of tradition and 

authenticity. Local youth-based enterprises have also joined in the dialect trend, as one 

youth business collected and published a book of local folk tales in 2007, the entirety of 
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which was written in dialect.10 Finally, the annual high school musical in the spring of 

2008, Bør Børson jr., which featured over 80 local high school actors, singers, and 

dancers, and used a Nynorsk script that was “translated” and enthusiastically performed 

in Valdres dialect, including the key songs. This is interesting, particularly in contrast to 

the musical that was featured five years ago, a time when I was also living in Valdres: in 

2003, the popular American musical Grease was played in Bokmål, and more than one 

person I interviewed in 2007-08 remembered the language in this and other recent 

musicals as feeling “stiff” and “inauthentic,” especially when compared to the language 

in Bør. In 2008, the high school musical also went on the road for the first time, 

performing two shows at a theater in downtown Oslo, where the young Valdres actors did 

not waiver in their dialect performances and received standing ovations from the 

audience – partly composed of parents and relatives who had made the trek, to be sure, 

but also a fair number of bona fide Oslo residents. 

 

Conclusion 

Recent research on language variation and change in Valdres and elsewhere in 

rural Norway (particularly Kvåle 1999; Røyneland 2005, 2009) has suggested that 

processes of regional dialect leveling are underway. Local residents’ concerns about 

imminent dialect loss in Valdres were also something I had heard frequently while living 

there in 2002-03 and visiting in the summers of 2004-06. At the same time, I have 
                                                
10 Writing such a long text in dialect presents its own set of problems, of course, since 
there is still a relatively large amount of lexical, morphological, and phonological 
variation within Valdres, in addition to the lack of an established set of norms for 
spelling. 
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noticed a clear trend among young Valdres residents, from schoolchildren on up, to 

explicitly favor dialect forms and sometimes even call out their peers for using “Bokmål” 

or “city language” in everyday interactions, though I was initially unsure about the extent 

to which this might be a new pattern. Needless to say, when I first heard that Valdresmål 

was in the running for the Reiseradioen dialect popularity contest in 2005 it piqued my 

interest, though given what I had seen in terms of apparent local dialect pride, I cannot 

claim to have been shocked by the final result. Still, I must admit that the extent to which 

young people have taken up the local dialect as a significant part of local youth culture 

after the contest has been beyond any expectations I might have had. 

It is important to stress that this is not purely a local phenomenon. Young people 

in other rural areas in Norway have similar affinities for their dialects and want to see 

them maintained, as Røyneland (2005) has shown among high school students in Røros, 

which, like Valdres, has a significant tourism industry and is known for its folk traditions. 

Moreover, the use and acceptance of non-standard dialects in the national broadcast 

media has increased dramatically in the last 10-15 years, a trend that at once is reflective 

of and contributes to a different sort of sociolinguistic marketplace than that theorized by 

Bourdieu (1991). 

 Certainly, we have known for a long time that perceived “coolness” or other 

positive evaluations of language varieties or linguistic forms can drive language change, 

and we now have examples from a wide range of contexts (Labov 1963; Eckert 1989, 

2000; Kristiansen and Jørgensen 2005; Mendoza-Denton 2008; Woolard 2008). And 

while the research at hand is not a study of youth per se, it is significant that it was among 
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the youngest speakers I heard some of the strongest claims of identification with and 

pride in Valdresmål. Moreover, young people in Valdres themselves suggest that the 

dialect is becoming “broader,” i.e., reincorporating more marked forms, as attitudes 

toward its social and cultural value have shifted. 

 In this chapter I have attempted to show that there is a range of social, historical, 

ideological, and economic factors that, in combination, have opened up a possible space 

for the dialect revalorization described in this chapter. Among them is the more than 150 

year saga of language planning in Norway, involving two written norms making 

conflicting nationalist claims, the rejection of a spoken standard, and finally the official 

promotion of dialect diversity as a part of Norway’s kulturarv ‘cultural legacy.’ 

Relatedly, the historical ubiquity of metalinguistic discourse has produced a small but 

popular industry of language-focused programming on national television and radio, in 

addition to countless newspaper columns throughout the country, and this is the particular 

metalinguistic culture spawned the Reiseradioen dialect contest. Economically, the 

present state of the market in Norway, which is nationally based on coastal oil reserves, 

allows for social policies promoting, and generally achieving, equality among citizens, 

including relative linguistic freedom. At the same time, local and regional economies 

have supported job growth in Valdres since the 1990s, particularly in the tourism and 

recreation industries that are based on Valdres’ stunning natural landscapes and 

wilderness.  

 As I hope to have demonstrated in this chapter, each of these contextual elements, 

in turn, complicates the social, cultural, and linguistic event of the dialect popularity 
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contest, which might otherwise have the superficial appearance of a frivolous and 

isolated pop culture incident.  

 In describing the dialect popularity contest, I also hope to have set the 

sociolinguistic scene for the patterns of language use, variation, and change that I will 

discuss in the remainder of this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 4 

LANGUAGE VARIETIES AND USE IN VALDRES 

 
 

Introduction 

 In this chapter, I attempt to provide an overview of the language varieties used in 

Valdres and of their realms or domains of use. Here, my primary goal is to describe the 

most significant and distinctive features of the local spoken dialect as it is used today. I 

will also discuss how these features are related to the written languages of Bokmål and 

Nynorsk, both of which are presently in regular, everyday use in Valdres. Additionally, I 

will contextualize some of the differences between Valdresmål and Urban Eastern 

Norwegian in terms of historical sound changes from Old Norwegian. Finally, I will 

describe the primary domains for the relevant varieties and try to explain how dialect 

speakers negotiate the use and interplay of these varieties. This chapter will then serve as 

a reference point for Chapters 5 and 6, which will focus on contemporary variation and 

apparent-time change across four generations of speakers. 

 

Overview of Valdresmål 

 In Table 4.1 below, I have listed some of the most significant features of 

contemporary Valdresmål, in terms of distinguishing the dialect of the Valdres valley 

from other spoken varieties and from the competing written norms of Bokmål and 

Nynorsk. Many of the features listed in Table 4.1 were mentioned to me by Valdres 

residents during interviews and various other conversations. This is particularly true of 
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the features listed as lexical items and several of those listed in the section on noun 

morphology. (See Table 3.1 in the previous chapter for linguistic features of the dialect 

that were described as characteristic of the dialect by native speakers.) This supports 

Kerswill’s findings regarding the special attention Norwegian listeners pay to morpho-

lexical cues (1994, 2002a). However, most of the phonological features of Valdresmål 

listed in Table 4.1 seem to be below the level of linguistic awareness (Silverstein 1981) 

for most speakers, with the notable exception of /sj/ realization (described in Chapter 6). 

Of those dialect features that were not mentioned to me by Valdresmål users, most have 

been identified in previous studies of the dialect (Beito 1959, Papazian 1968, Kvåle 

1999b), though several are previously undescribed features that I have noted as a trained 

sociolinguistic observer during time spent in Valdres since 2002. In this sense, not all of 

the features listed in the table are necessarily salient or important elements of the dialect 

for Valdresmål speakers at this point in time, though they could conceivably become so 

in the future due to their linguistic contrast vis-à-vis other varieties (Woolard 2008). 

 In Table 4.1, I have included the primary forms for each of the written norms for 

comparison, as well as pronunciation for those when it is not obvious or varies from the 

orthographic conventions lidted in Table 1.1 in Chapter 1. For Bokmål, pronunciations 

are based on regionally normative Urban Eastern Norwegian (Papazian 1997, Kvåle 

1999b, Kristoffersen 2000), which may be thought of as the Norwegian spoken by well-

educated, contemporary Oslo residents, a variety that is generally referred to as “Bokmål” 

or  bymål ‘city language’ within Valdres. (This spoken variety is also called normalisert 

austnorsk ‘normalized eastern Norwegian’ in Norwegian sociolinguistics and 
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dialectology.) As I have already discussed in Chapters 1 through 3, there is no agreed-

upon standard for spoken Norwegian; however, Urban Eastern Norwegian can be 

regarded as the least marked spoken variety (Papazian 1997, Røyneland 2009), which 

functions as the de facto (ideological) norm, and which was often adopted by rural East-

Norwegian in-migrants to Oslo during much of the twentieth century, according to many 

of the middle-aged and older people I spoke to during fieldwork in Valdres. Previously, 

Urban Eastern Norwegian could also be described as the language typically used in radio 

and television (Vinje 1993), though, as I have argued in Chapter 3 and will demonstrate 

further in Chapter 7, this is no longer the case, as local and regional dialects are widely 

used in the Norwegian broadcast media today, including in “scripted” newscasts. 

 Table 4.1 should not be regarded as a complete list of all of the distinctive 

features of Valdresmål, as such a list would be virtually impossible to construct, 

especially given the amount of variation within the Valdres valley. However, I believe 

that the features listed in Table 4.1 are the most important and defining elements of the 

spoken variety found in central Valdres, including the kommuner ‘parishes’ (about the 

size of U.S. counties) of Nord-Aurdal, Vestre Slidre, and Øystre Slidre. (See Figure 1.2 in 

Chapter 1 for a map of Valdres.) Øystre Slidre and Vestre Slidre have previously been 

described as having the most “typical” form of Valdresmål (Beito 1959), and, as there are 

very few differences between the dialects of these two municipalities and that spoken in 

rural Nord-Aurdal parish, I view them as a single dialect zone, though others have 

separated them based on historical variation (e.g., Beito 1959). Table 4.1 thus does not 

cover additional variants found in the northernmost parish of Vang or in the southernmost 
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parishes of Etnedal and Sør-Aurdal, as these constitute two other dialect zones in 

Valdres, which deserve separate studies of their own.  

 Variation and trends indicating change for a number of the features listed in Table 

4.1 will be addressed in Chapters 5 and 6.
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Table 4.1. Summary of distinctive features of contemporary Valdresmål and comparisons to Bokmål and Nynorsk 
 
Feature (Eng. gloss) Valdresmål Bokmål (Urban E. Norw. 

phon. if not transparent) 
Nynorsk 

Morpho-lexis:    
Pronouns & possessives:    
     I /e/ jeg  /jæi/ eg  /e:g/ 
     me /me/ meg  /mæi/ meg  
     you (sing. obj.) /de/ deg  /dæi/ deg  
     she /ho/ hun   ho  
     him /hono/ ham  honom   
     his /hɑs/ hans  hans  
     we /mø/ vi  vi/me 
     us /us/ oss  uss  
     our(s) /vɔɾɛs/ vårt vårt  
     they /dɑi/ de  /di/ dei  /dɑi/ 
     their(s) /dɑirɛs/ deres  deres  
     you (pl. subj.) /dø/ dere  dere  
     you (pl. obj.) /dɪkɑn/ dere   dere  
     your(s) (pl.) /dɪkɑs/ deres  deres  
Prepositions:    
     to /te/ til  til  
     from /fɾɔ/ fra frå  
     of /tɔ/ av av  
     between /myjo/ mellom mellom 
     before /fe:ɾɛ/ før før 
     at /ijɔ/ hos hjå 
     through /ijøno/ gjennom  gjennom 
     out of  /or/ ut av ut av 
     since /si:ɑ/ siden sia 
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(Table 4.1, cont.) 
Wh-question words:    
     what /ko/ hva  kva  
     who /kɛm/ hvem  kven 
     how /kost/, /ɔsɛn/ hvordan  åssen 
     when /ko nɔr/ når  når  
     why /kofør/ hvorfor  kvifor  
     where /ko(r) hɛn/ hvor  kvar 
Examples of other high-
frequency lexical differences: 

   

     not /ɪçi/ ikke  /ɪkɛ/ ikkje  /ɪçɛ/ 
     much /myçy/ mye  mykje  /myçɛ/ 
     always /støt/ bestandig bestandig, stendig 
     only /bɛrɛ/ kun/bare berre 
     self /ʃøɽ/ selv sjølv 
     eye /ɑugɛ/ øye auge 
     cow /çy:r/ ku  kyr /çy:r/ 
     milk /mjøɽk/ melk mjølk 
     mountain farm /stø:l/ seter seter, støl 
     living room/parlor /sto:go/ stue stogo 
     dinner plate /tɑ:lɪk/ tallerken tallerken, tallerk 
     eat (inf.) /e:tɑ/ spise eta 
     come (pres.) /çɛ:m/ kommer kjem 
     see (inf.) /ʃɔ:/ se sjå /ʃɔ:/ 
     speak (inf.) /pɾɑ:tɛ/ snakke snakke, prate 
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(Table 4.1, cont.) 
Noun morphology:    
     Indefinite plural -a (masc): guta ‘boys’ 

-o (weak fem): jento ‘girls’ 
-e (strong fem): døre ‘doors’  
- (neut): dyr ‘animals’ 

-er (masc): gutter 
-er (fem): jenter, dører 
- (neut): dyr 

-ar (masc): gutar 
-er (fem): jenter, dører 
- (neut): dyr 

    
     Definite plural -adn (masc): gutadn ‘the boys’ 

-udn (w fem): jentudn ‘the girls’ 
-idn (st fem): døridn ‘the doors’ 
-e (neut): dyre ‘the animals’ 

-ene (all genders): guttene           
     jentene, dørene  
     dyrene 

-ane (masc): gutane 
-ene (fem): jentene, dørene 
-a (neut): dyra 

Verbal morphology:    
     Infinitive -e: å skrive ‘to write’  

-a: å leva ‘to live’ 
-i: å ringi ‘to call’ 
-y: å råyçy ‘to smoke’ 

-e: å skrive 
     å leve 
     å ringe 
     å rø(y)ke 

-e, -a: å skrive 
          å leva 
          å ring(j)er 
          å røyk(j)e 

    
     Present -a/e: e skriva/skrive ‘I write’  

-a: e leva ‘I live’ 
-i: e ringi ‘I call’ 
-y: e råykjy /ɾɔyçy/ ‘I smoke’ 
- : e driv ‘I do’ 

-er: jeg skriver 
       jeg baker 
       jeg ringer  
       jeg rø(y)ker 
       jeg driver 

-er, -ar, - : eg skriver 
                 eg baker/bakar 
                 eg ring(j)er 
                 eg røyk(j)er 
                 eg driv(er)  

    
     Past -te/-de: ringde ‘rang/called’ 

-a: prata ‘talked’ 
(strong verbs often have a vowel 
change: drikk-drakk ‘drink-
drank’/bryt-braut ‘tear-tore’) 

-te: ringte 
-et: pratet 
(strong verbs often have a 
vowel change: drikker-drakk, 
bryter-brø(y)t) 

-te-/-de: ringte/ringde 
-a: prata/pratet 
(strong verbs often have a 
vowel change: drikk-drakk, 
bryt-braut) 
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(Table 4.1, cont.) 
     Present perfect -t/-d: ha(r) ringt ‘have called’ 

-a: ha(r) prata ‘have talked’ 
-e (irr Vs): ha(r) ete ‘have eaten’ 
           ha(r) kome ‘have arrived’ 

-(e)t: har ringt 
        har pratet 
        har spist  
        har kommet 

-t/-d: har ringt/ringd 
-a: har prata/pratet 
-e/i (irr Vs): har ete/eti 
                     har kome/komi 

    
     Passive -es: høyres... ‘that sounds...’ 

-ast: høyrast... ‘that sounds’ 
-es: høres -ast: høyrast 

    
Comparatives 
     (adectives & adverbs) 

-ar: kaldar ‘colder’ 
-ast: kaldast ‘coldest’ 

-er: kalder 
-est: kaldest  

-er/-ar 
-est/-ast 

    
Phonology:    
Retroflex flapped /l/ /so:ɽ/ ‘sun’ 

/bɽɔ/ ‘blue’ 
sol 
blå 

sol 
blå 

    
Lateral fricative /l/ /møɬtɛ/ ‘cloudberry’ 

/bɛɬtɛ/ ‘belt’ 
mølte 
belte 

mølte, multe 
belte 

    
Unassimilated /ld, nd/ /sɛndɛ/ ‘send’ 

/kaldɛ/ ‘cold (pl.)’ 
sende /sɛnɛ/ 
kalde /kalɛ/ 

sende 
kalde 

    
Dissimilation of /rn/ /hødn/ ‘horn’ 

/bjødn/ ‘bear’ 
horn /hoɹn/ 
bjørn /bjøɹn/ 

horn /hoɹn/ 
bjørn /bjøɹn/ 

    
Palatalized intervocalic  
/k, g/ 

/vɛji/ ‘walls’ 
/ɾɛçi/ ‘rows’, ‘reach’ 

vegger 
rekker 

veggar 
rekkje /ɾɛçɛ/ 
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(Table 4.1, cont.) 
Depalatalized /ʃ/  
(north of Fagernes) 

/sji/ ‘ski’ 
/sju/ ‘seven’ 

ski /ʃi/ 
syv, sju /ʃu/ 

ski /ʃi/ 
sju /ʃu/ 

    
Long vowels in stressed 
syllables in Norse words 

/çø:t/ ‘meat’ 
/ha:mar/ ‘hammer’ 

kjøtt 
hammer /hamәr/ 

kjøtt 
ham(m)ar 

    
Unmonophthongized /ɑi/ /mɑir/ ‘more’ 

/hɑil/ ‘whole’  
/stɑin/ ‘stone’ 

mer /me:r/ 
hel /he:l/ 
sten /ste:n/ 

meir /mɑir/ 
heil /hɑil/ 
stein /stɑin/ 

    
Unmonophthongized /øyr/ /ɔyɾɑ/ ‘ear’ 

/hɔyɾɛ/ ‘hear’ (inf.) 
øre /ø:ɾɛ/ 
høre /hø:ɾɛ/ 

øyra 
høre, høyre 

    
Syntax:    
Wh-questions WhSV: Ko du driv med? 

         WHAT-YOU-DO-PREP 
‘What are you doing?’ 
 
Ko han sa? 
WHAT-HE-SAID 
‘What did he say?’ 

WhVS: Hva driver du med? 
             WHAT-DO-YOU-PREP 
 
 
Hva sa han? 
WHAT-SAID-HE 

WhVS: Kva driv(er) du med? 
               WHAT-DO-YOU-PREP 
 
 
Kva sa han? 
WHAT-SAID-HE 
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Morpho-lexis: 

 As is clear from Table 4.1 above, there are many significant morhp-lexical 

differences between spoken Valdresmål and each of the written norms. Importantly, 

though not surprisingly, lexical differences are also the most salient dialect features for 

both insiders and outsiders when describing Valdresmål. Lexicon also seems to be the 

biggest barrier to complete mutual intelligibility from the standpoint of those with 

relatively little exposure to Valdresmål, and this is also the case for (and between) other 

non-normative dialects in Norway. On the other hand, non-standard dialect speakers who 

have successfully completed the minimum mandatory level of education (through the 

tenth grade) generally do not have trouble understanding either of the written norms, and 

modern mass media have made intensive exposure to, and comprehension of, Bokmål-

like speech virtually unavoidable.  

 The majority of significant lexical differences can be classified as high-frequency 

“function” words, such as pronouns, prepositions, question words, and common 

modifiers.1 Despite this, there are quite a lot of unique or distinctive “content” words, as 

well, and these tend to receive quite a bit of attention within Valdres, both in the media 

and in ordinary talk about the local dialect.2 However, many of these words have already 

                                                
1 While some of these differences may be historically resultant from phonological or 
morphological shifts in Old or Middle Norwegian (or even as far back as Old Norse), 
today they are clearly thought of as “different words,” rather than different ways of 
saying the same word, in popular linguistic discourse. I have therefore listed them here. 
2 For instance, these kinds of words regularly appear in a newspaper feature simply called 
“Valdresmål,” to which readers submit obscure or relatively opaque dialect words or 
phrases, and they are often used in guessing contests with prizes on local radio and at 
local festivals. I will discuss these phenomena in greater detail in Chapter 7, which deals 
with dialect use in print and broadcast media. 
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fallen out of everyday use, either because they have been effectively replaced by more 

common words adopted from written Norwegian, or because they have become obsolete, 

as is the case of for a fairly large class of words for tools and practices associated with 

manual agriculture and timber activities, which have now been fully mechanized for 

several decades in most of the region. While such words tend to be highly salient, they 

are rarely used and, for the vast majority of residents, exist only as obscure knowledge 

about the dialect in a previous era. I have therefore chosen to focus on high-frequency 

lexical items like the ones listed in Table 4.1, as these are still a very “live” and often 

variable part of contemporary Valdresmål for speakers of all ages. 

 Pronouns are a particularly salient part of spoken Norwegian throughout the 

country. Outside of metropolitan Oslo, there is a tremendous amount of geographic 

variation in pronoun forms. This is evident even when comparing just the two written 

norms. A fair number of the pronouns in Valdresmål do not align particularly well with 

either of the written norms, though similarities to both are apparent. The first-person 

singular form in Valdresmål, /e/, is used throughout much of the country, varying from 

/æ/ to /i/ (Papazian and Helleland 2005:63), but it is not represented in Bokmål or 

Nynorsk, which use jeg (/jɑi/) and eg (/e:g/), respectively. Valdresmål’s third-person 

singular feminine /ho/ and third-person plural /dɑi/ are also relatively widespread, and, 

while ho and dei are used in Nynorsk, Bokmål has hun (/hun/) and de (/di/) instead.  

 The most distinctive pronouns in Valdresmål are first-person plural /mø/ and 

second-person plural /dø/. As noted in Chapter 3, mø is also the onomatopoetic animal 

sound for “what a cow says” throughout Norway, and this particular pronoun thus has an 
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extremely high degree of salience for outsiders. In fact, the isogloss for /mø/ as first-

person plural shows only a very small area of use entirely within central Valdres 

(Gudheim 2005:17), and this particular form does not appear to be used elsewhere in the 

Scandinavian countries, though the variants /me/ and /mi/ are actually quite widespread 

(Papazian and Helleland 2005:81; Sandøy 1996:176). Even in Valdres, other forms are 

more prominent at each of the valley’s ends, with /vi/ as the most common form in 

southeastern Valdres (southern Sør-Aurdal parish) and /me/ in the northwestern end of 

the valley (Vang parish). Recalling the map from Chapter 3 showing Valdres’s central 

position relative to the eastern and western dialect regions (Figure 3.2), this makes sense, 

as /vi/ and /me/ are the dominant forms in the eastern and western dialect areas, 

respectively. Despite its apparent uncommonness and its vulnerability to animal-sound 

mockery, Kvåle (1999:33) points out that mø appears to be extraordinarily resistant to 

shift toward the regional urban norm of vi.  

 The second-person plural subject /dø/, however, has not been as resistant to 

external pressure, and today it is on the decline, probably soon to be replaced by an 

undifferentiated case system for the second-person plural (Kvåle 1999b:125-6). That is, 

the second-person plural subject form /dø/ is being eliminated in favor of the traditional 

object form /dɪkɑn/, a phenomenon particularly disdained by older speakers and now 

popularly referred to as dikkanisme ‘dikkan-ism’ (Gudheim 2006), despite the fact that 

the merger of second-person plural subject and object forms is actually common 

throughout Norway. At the same time, just as /mø/ can have more than one meaning, 

phonetically, /dø/ also represents the verb å dø ‘to die’ (though there with a longer 
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vowel). This seems to give it a negative salience for outsiders and among a large segment 

of youth in Valdres today, though it is difficult to know whether this is really a factor 

contributing to its disappearance or a rationalization by young people after the fact. A 

more persuasive explanation for its rather dramatic decline might be found in ongoing 

shifts in vowel phonology, however, as young people participate in radical /u/-fronting 

(see Chapter 5 for more on variation in vowel phonology), which makes the traditional 

Valdresmål second-person plural subject, /dø/, much less distinct from its singular 

counterpart, /du/, now realized as [dʉ] by most younger speakers. 

 Prepositions are another class of words where there are a fair number of 

differences between Valdresmål and the written norms. Among the most significant 

differences for prepositions are tå ‘of’ in Valdresmål vs. av in both Bokmål and Nynorsk, 

Valdresmål myjo ‘between’ vs. normative mellom, and Valdresmål fere ‘before’ vs. 

normative før. Additionally, the distinctive preposition or ‘out of’ has no single-word 

equivalent in the written norms, which use the double prepositions ut av or ut fra/frå, to 

indicate the directionality implicit in Valdresmål or. 

 Another salient group of lexical differences is among wh-question words, which 

generally begin with /k/ in Valdres, but with /v/ in normative Urban Eastern Norwegian.  

In fact, only a relatively small area centered around metropolitan Oslo in extreme 

southeastern Norway uses word-initial /v/ in Scandinavian words originally beginning 

with /hv-/ (and still spelled hv- in Bokmål), like wh-question words. The remainder of the 

country, including Valdres, uses /k/ or /kv/ (Christiansen 1969 cited in Sandøy 1996:238, 

Papazian and Helleland 2005:65). Clearly, this is the result of divergent historical 
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phonological changes, though, as these changes were completed long ago. Nonetheless, 

non-linguists view these differences as lexical today. 

 A great many other lexical differences exist, and, while they are not the focus of 

the research at hand, it is interesting to note that a large number of distinctive or unique 

words are still in everyday use in contemporary Valdresmål. Among these are a fair 

number of words related to dairy farming, the valley’s traditional economic base, 

including kyr (/çyɾ/) ‘cow’ vs. ku in Bokmål, and støl ‘summer mountain farm’ vs. seter 

in Bokmål. Other, less occupationally-specific differences include the Valdresmål verbs å 

eta ‘to eat’ vs. å spise in Bokmål and å prate ‘to talk/speak’ vs. å snakke in Bokmål. The 

latter of these has become a highly ideologically loaded difference, in which normative 

snakke, when used in Valdresmål, has an exceptionally negative connotation and is 

particularly used to deride other speakers’ use of normative, Bokmål forms. That is, 

native Valdresmål speakers almost always use the verb å prate ‘to talk/speak’ (or 

sometimes å tale), but the also use normative å snakke in order to put down the 

“standard”-sounding speech of others, especially when another native dialect speaker is 

perceived as (ineffectually) trying to “snakke fint” ‘speak “nicely’’’ or use normative 

forms to elevate her status. 

 A final class of words for which native speakers often note lexical differences in 

Valdresmål is that of numbers and counting words (also reported in Kvåle 1999a). I have 

not included these in Table 4.1 above, because the unique dialect forms have largely 

disappeared and are no longer learned natively by children, though they may be learned 

later as a fun group of “old” words. A number of the speakers I interviewed say that they 
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do still use these forms regularly, but I have heard them in casual, everyday interactions 

only very rarely. Moreover, those speakers who do continue to use them report making a 

conscious effort to do so as a means of keeping the traditional dialect alive. I have listed 

these differences in Table 4.2 below for reference purposes. 

 
Table 4.2. Distinctive numbers and counting words in Valdresmål 
 

 Historic Vm Contemp Vm Bokmål (nEN) 
1 ein /ain/ ein /ain/ en /e:n/ 
2 tvo to to 
3 tre tre tre 
4 fire fire fire 
5 fem fem fem 
6 seks seks seks 
7 sjau sju /ʃu, sju/ sju /ʃu/, syv 
8 åtte åtte åtte 
9 nie ni ni 

10 tie ti ti 
11 elleve elleve elleve 
12 tølv /tøɽv/ tolv /tol, tøɽv/ tolv /tol/ 
13 tretta tretten tretten 
14 fjurta fjorten fjorten 
15 femta femten femten 
16 seksta seksten seksten 
17 såytja /sɔyça/ søtten sytten 
18 åtja /ɔ:ça/ atten atten 
19 nitja /ni:ça/ nitten nitten 
20 tjue /çu:ɛ/ tjue tjue, tyve 

21, etc. ein o tjue ein o tjue tjue ein 
30 tredeve tredeve, tredve tretti, tredve 
40 før før, førti førti 
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 In terms of noun morphology, Kvåle (1999b) and Aars (1963) sketch a somewhat 

more complicated rule system for pluralizing nouns than what I have included in Table 

4.1; however, I believe the forms I have listed here fairly represent the primary dialect 

rules for plurals as they are used by most speakers today. While Bokmål uses the suffix –

er to mark indefinite plurals for the masculine and feminine genders, Nynorsk uses –ar 

for masculine nouns and –er for feminine nouns. The Valdresmål pattern resembles 

Nynorsk somewhat here, as masculine nouns are ordinarily pluralized with –a and strong 

feminine nouns with –e, though weak feminine nouns are pluralized with –o. All three 

systems have -∅3 for the neutral indefinite plural. This system for indefinite plurals is 

fairly common in nearby dialects, as well, though not all of the surrounding dialects have 

maintained the distinction between strong and weak feminine nouns, which also involves 

a different system for definite singular forms; more commonly in western dialects than in 

eastern ones, weak feminine nouns get the standard –a definite article,4 while strong 

feminine nouns have an –e (/ɛ/) definite article. 

 The definite plural forms in Valdresmål are more distinctive and seem to be 

among the most salient elements of the dialect, as noted regarding Table 3.1 (listing 

characteristics of Valdresmål) in the previous chapter. The Valdresmål definite plural 

article takes the forms –adn, -udn, and –idn for masculine and neutral, weak feminine, 

and strong feminine nouns, respectively. These morphemes include the dissimilated /dn/, 

discussed above as a distinctive phonological element of Valdresmål, from the Old Norse 

                                                
3 This is the “null set” symbol, not a capitalized central, rounded vowel. 
4 Unlike the West Germanic languages, Norwegian has suffixed articles, as do the other 
contemporary North Germanic languages, which are all descended from Old Norse. 
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suffix -rn. Bokmål and Nynorsk also use forms containing /n/, namely –ene for all 

definite plurals in Bokmål and –ane (masculine) and –ene (feminine), as well as –a 

(neutral), in Nynorsk. Kvåle (1999b:109-117) has found that new, less marked, 

“compromise” forms for the definite plural are also gaining ground among youth, some 

of whom now use –an, -un, and –in forms in place of –adn, -udn, and –idn. This trend has 

also been reported for the neighboring valley of Hallingdal (Venås 1977, Thoengen 1994, 

Berge Rudi 2007; see the map in Figure 1.5 in Chapter 1), which generally has a dialect 

quite similar to Valdresmål, and –an forms also appear to be in use to the northwest of 

Valdres in Sogndal (Haugen 2004) and as far south as Sandefjord (Dahl 2002). However, 

Kvåle finds that about half of the teenaged speakers in her Valdresmål study still use the 

/dn/ forms for definite plurals, and my data support the conclusion that /dn/ forms remain 

robust in central Valdres, despite their widespread disappearance in most other varieties 

of Norwegian where they were once used. 

 Regular verbs in Bokmål have a very predictable pattern for the four primary 

tenses in Norwegian, e.g., å snakke, snakker, snakket, har snakket ‘to speak (inf.), speak 

(pres.), spoke (past), have spoken (pres. perf.),’ or å like, liker, likte, har likt for the verb 

‘to like.’ Nynorsk generally follows a similar pattern for regular verbs, though often with 

–a endings in past and present perfect.5 Additionally, while the written norms have been 

regularized, or at least partially regularized, many verbs that have historically been 

irregular, continue to be irregular in many dialects today. For example, Bokmål has 

partially regularized å komme, kommer, kom, har kommet for the verb ‘to come,’ while 

                                                
5 -a past tense suffixes are also often officially permitted in Bokmål but rarely used. 
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Nynorsk, has retained more of the irregular conjugations from Old Norwegian, which 

often have a vowel change and usually no suffix in present tense, as in å koma/kome, 

kjem, kom, har komme for the verb ‘to come,’ or, for ‘to sleep,’ å sova/sove, søv, sov, har 

sove. Valdresmål generally has the same patterns/forms for infinitive and present tense 

verbs as Nynorsk does, and often has similar past and present perfect forms as well. 

However, for many verbs that have been regularized in both Bokmål and Nynorsk, 

Valdresmål has irregular forms not found in either of the written norms, particularly in 

present tense. 

 For infinitives, Valdresmål has mostly –e endings, but also some –a endings for 

historically “balanced-weight” verbs, which is fairly common across dialects; however, 

certain verbs also have distinctive –i and –y endings. For verbs with front vowels in the 

root followed by either /ŋ/ or /ç/, the final vowel is –i if the root vowel is unrounded (/i, e, 

ɛ/), and –y if the root vowel is rounded (/y, ɔy/). Thus, the Bokmål verbs å ringe ‘to call’ 

and å rø(y)ke ‘to smoke’ are å ringi and å råykjy (/ɾɔyçy/) in Valdresmål. This class of 

verbs had –je endings in Old Norwegian, from which the final vowel has been 

assimilated to the /j/ glide and the root vowel’s roundedness. 

 Unlike the standard present tense suffixes –(e)r (used for all present verbs in 

Bokmål and most in Nynorsk) and –ar (also used in Nynorsk), Valdresmål and many of 

the dialects to the west and north of Valdres “lost” /r/ as a present tense marker long ago. 

And /r/ does not appear to have a strong position today: none of the adult speakers in 

Kvåle’s study report using /r/, and over two-thirds of her teenaged speakers report using 

/r/-less present tense markers (1999b:88), though the traditional form –a is today used 
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alongside a compromise or reduced form, -e (/ɛ, ә/). In addition to these present tense 

markers and the lack of a present tense suffix for irregular verbs, the same verbs that have 

–i and –y suffixes as infinitives also have these same suffixes as present tense markers, 

e.g., e ringi ‘I call’ and e råykjy ‘I smoke.’ 

 In past tense, Valdresmål has relatively standard –te/–de or –a suffixes for regular 

verbs. Irregular, or strong, verbs, however, often have a vowel change (sometimes to a 

diphthong) and no suffix in the past tense, which is fairly common across Germanic 

languages. In Valdresmål, these tend to follow patterns used in written Nynorsk, which 

are also found in many of the central and western dialects. The present perfect tense in 

Valdresmål also tends to coincide with the forms used in Nynorsk and other central and 

western dialects, with –t/d or –a suffixes for regular verbs and –e for irregular verbs. 

 Comparative adjectives and adverbs also have suffixes that are different from 

Bokmål and Urban Eastern Norwegian, but which are usually represented Nynorsk. 

Rather than –er and –est suffixes for comparatives and superlatives, which are most 

common in eastern Norway, Valdresmål uses –ar and –ast, as does Nynorsk. 

Additionally, while Bokmål and Nynorsk have a group of adjectives with –en endings, 

like våken (Bm)/vaken (Nn) ‘awake,’ Valdresmål has –in, e.g., vakin, from Old Norse –

inn. 

 Finally, some of the most distinctive morphological features of Valdresmål are 

not listed in Table 4.1. Rather than list the elements of dative case morphology in the 

above summary – and thereby give the impression that it still exists as a coherent system 

– I have chosen not to include dative case morphology in Table 4.1 at all. Still, the dative 
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case remains an interesting and significant element of Valdresmål, despite its present 

state as a partial and largely calcified system among younger generations and a clear 

trend toward its foreseeable disappearance. Because the dative case continues to be used, 

at least in certain kinds of constructions, by most middle-aged and older speakers, as well 

as some younger speakers who have made a conscious effort to learn it, I have briefly 

summarized it here in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 for reference, as I did for numbers and counting 

words in Table 4.2. (Those familiar with the case system in German will quickly 

recognize that dative case in Valdresmål functions in a nearly identical way, though the 

genitive case no longer exists separately and has merged with dative in Valdresmål.) 

 
Table 4.3. Key pronominal forms in Valdresmål dative case 
 
Pronoun 
(English gloss) 

Nominative case 
(subject) 

Accusative case 
(direct object) 

Dative case 
(indirect object) 

I e me me 
you (sing) du de de 
he han, n han, n hono, o 
she ho, hona ho, hona, hɛnnɛ hɛnnɛ, n 
it, that dɛ dɛ di 
we mø us us 
you (pl) dø, dikkan dikkan dikkan 
they dai dai dai 

my mi (fem), mɪn (masc), 
mɪt (neut), minɛ (pl) 

mi (fem), mɪn (masc), 
mɪt (neut), minɛ (pl) minɛ 

your (sing) di (fem), dɪn (masc), dɪt 
(neut), dinɛ (pl) 

di (fem), dɪn (masc), dɪt 
(neut), dinɛ (pl) dinɛ 

his/her/its si (fem), sɪn (masc), sɪt 
(neut), sinɛ (pl) 

si (fem), sɪn (masc), sɪt 
(neut), sinɛ (pl) sinɛ 
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 In addition to the pronominal forms in Table 4.4, there is also a fairly complicated 

morphological system of dative suffixed articles for nouns in definite singular and 

indefinite and definite plural for each of the three genders (as there is in German, though 

there without gender distinctions for plurals). Aars (1963) has provided a complete 

account of this system in his thesis. I do not have enough instances of the use of these 

forms in my data to discuss the system in detail here, though there are certain, relatively 

high-frequency constructions that make use of the dative endings and remain in regular 

use. For instance, one commonly cited contemporary (though probably calcified) 

distinction is that between å vera på støle ‘to be on the mountain farm’ and å reise på 

stølen ‘to go to the mountain farm,’ which uses the rule for place-based prepositions and 

movement listed in Table 4.5. Kvåle also notes that, in her data, she “has difficulty 

finding any trend at all regarding which pronouns or noun forms are most well-

maintained in dative use” (1999b:134), and this points to an area clearly in need of 

additional, focused research, particularly as these forms are rare and can be difficult to 

elicit, as Kvåle’s dialect survey research has shown. 
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Table 4.4. Dative case constructions in traditional Valdresmål 
 
 Example(s) Example(s) of use 
   
Indirect objects (See Table 3.5) Han ga ‘n (Kari)6 ain blomst. 

HE-GAVE-HER-(FEM.NAME)-A-FLOWER 
 
Ho ga ‘o (Ola) ain genser. 
SHE-GAVE-HIM-(MASC.NAME)-A-SWEATER 

   
Prepositions: 
     Dative prep. 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Place-based prep.  
          with no movement 

 
te ‘to’ 
frå ‘from’ 
tå ‘of’ 
mɛ ‘with’ 
ijå ‘at/with’ 
myjo ‘between’ 
or ‘out of’ 
te (poss.) ‘of’ 
 
på ‘on/at’ 
i ‘in/during’ 
over ‘over’ 
under ‘under’ 
fere ‘before’ 

 
Dai va ijå ‘n Kari. 
THEY-WERE-AT-HER-FEM.NAME 
They were at Kari’s. 
 
De e ‘kji noko gaɽi me di. 
IT-IS-NOT-ANYTHING-WRONG-WITH-
IT/THAT 
There’s nothing wrong with it/that. 
 
E sto fere hono i kø. 
I-STOOD-BEFORE-HIM-IN-LINE 

   
Dative verbs ligne ‘resemble’ 

møte ‘meet’ 
hende ‘happen to’ 

Ho ligna far sine. 
SHE-RESEMBLES-FATHER-HER 
She resembles her father. 

   
Dative adjectives  
     (predicate adjectives) 

redd ‘afraid (of)’ 
kvitt ‘rid (of)’ 
skyld ‘caused by’ 

Guten va redd hono. 
BOY.THE-WAS-AFRAID-HIM 
The boy was afriad of him. 

 
 
 Kvåle (1999b) shows a clear and dramatic shift away from dative case use, and 

she also finds that, of the dative case constructions listed here in Table 4.5, the only 

                                                
6 Valdresmål, like most spoken varieties of Norwegian, often makes use of “double” or 
redundant pronominal forms for named persons (and sometimes named animals), such 
that du Kari ‘you Kari’ is the typical form of address, rather than simply “Kari, ... ,” and 
han Ola ‘he Ola’ is the typical form of reference for people.  
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dative constructions still in relatively frequent use across generations today are 

prepositions. However, for all of the dative case constructions included in her survey, 

self-report rates for middle- and high school students are low, at 4-10%, while rates for 

their parents are significantly higher, at 22-40%. Berge Rudi (2007) finds similarly low 

rates of dative case use among youth in the neighboring midlandsk dialect valleys of 

Hallingdal and Gudbrandsdal (see the map in Figure 1.5 in Chapter 1), though about a 

third of her young informants self-report as using dative at least some of the time 

(2007:97). My data for Valdresmål speakers generally seem to support these findings, 

with older speakers who make regular use of all of the dative case constructions listed in 

Table 4.5, and younger speakers who typically use the dative case infrequently or not at 

all, with the exception of some probably-calcified dative expressions. I did, however, 

interview two young speakers in their 20s (one woman and one man) who had made 

conscious, concerted efforts to learn and regularly use the full dative case system as much 

as possible. 

 Among the dative forms that are clearly falling out of use are several that seem to 

have particular salience for those not familiar with the full dative case system, which 

today includes the vast majority of Norwegians (Sandøy 1996). In fact, the dative indirect 

object forms for ‘him’ and ‘her’ (hono/o and henne/n, as shown in Table 4.5) are often 

considered confusing to outsiders and can be the source of gender misunderstandings, as 

the dative forms for each are very similar to the opposite-sex subject forms. Similarly, the 

dative definite-plural masculine article –o can be the same as the nominative indefinite-

plural feminine article, as in jento ‘girls’ (see Table 4.1), which Kvåle finds is gaining 
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ground as an acceptable form for masculine and neutral indefinite plurals (1999b:41) 

through linguistic analogy or “reallocation” (Britain and Trudgill 1999), as the dative 

plural form falls out of use. A similar pattern has also arisen in the southeastern valley of 

Numedal, where the dative case has completely fallen out of use (Papazian 1999). 

 

Phonology: 

 The phonemic inventory of Valdresmål does not differ dramatically from that of 

Urban Eastern Norwegian. Table 3.4 shows the inventory of consonants found in 

Valdresmål. Of these, only the retroflex flap [ɽ] and lateral fricative [ɬ], both allophones 

of /l/, can be regarded as a non-standard phonemes (as noted in Table 4.1), though they 

are, in fact, used throughout much of central and eastern Norway (Kristoffersen 2000). In 

Valdresmål /l/ --> [ɽ] postvocalically when following /ɛ:, ø:, a:, ɔ:, o:, u:/ except when 

followed by an alveolar stop, and in consonant clusters when preceded by bilabial or 

velar stops or labiodentals, while /l/ --> [ɬ] postvocalically when followed by an alveolar 

stop. Thus, å måle ‘to paint,’ sol ‘sun,’ blakk ‘pale,’ and mølte ‘cloudberry’ are 

pronounced [ɔ mɔɽɛ], [so:ɽ], [bɽɑk], and [møɬtɛ], respectively. (Exceptions are usually 

made for recent foreign borrowings.) 
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Table 4.5. Consonant inventory for Valdresmål 
 

 Bilabial Labio-
dental Alveolar Palato-

alveolar 
Retro-
flex Palatal Velar Glottal 

Stop p  b  t  d    k  g ʔ 

Nasal m  n    ŋ  

Trill   r  ɽ    

Flap   ɾ      

Fricative  f  v s ʃ  ç  h 
Lateral 
fricative  ɬ     

Approximant   ɹ   j   
Lateral 
approximant   l      

 

 Other differences between Valdresmål and Urban Eastern Norwegian in the 

production of consonants are related to historical sound changes from Old Norwegian. In 

fact, many of the distinctive phonological features of Valdresmål (for both consonants 

and vowels) seem to be forms that have not undergone some of the changes from Old 

Norse that are represented in Bokmål, which has inherited them from Danish, on which 

Bokmål is historically based. For instance, Valdresmål, like other midlansk dialects, 

generally has unassimilated /ld/ and /nd/ consonant clusters, which are produced as /l/ and 

/n/ in Urban Eastern Norwegian. Thus, while a native speaker from Oslo would ordinarily 

pronounce sende ‘send’ and kalde ‘cold (pl.)’ as /sɛnɛ/ and /kɑlɛ/, a native Valdresmål 

speaker would usually say /sɛndɛ/ and /kɑldɛ/ or /kɑɬdɛ/. Perhaps by analogy, many 

central Valdresmål speakers also pronounce the past tense of ‘to want’ – ville in both 
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Bokmål and Nynorsk, from Old Norwegian vilja – as /vɪldɛ/, a pattern also attested in 

Sogndal to the northwest (Haugen 2004), though this high-frequency modal verb can also 

be produced with a vocalized /l/ (/vija/), particularly among middle-aged and older 

speakers from Øystre Slidre and Vestre Slidre in central Valdres. 

 Another, much more salient consonantal feature of central Valdresmål is that of 

dissimilated /rn/, in which words like horn ‘horn’ and bjørn ‘bear’ are produced as [hødn] 

and [bjødn]. While this /r/ was flapped or trilled in Old Norwegian (Kvåle 1999b, ILN 

2008), pre-alveolar /r/ has become retroflex in Urban Eastern Norwegian (and is uvular, 

like all /r/’s, in western and southern varieties), at the same time that /rn/ has been 

dissimilated to /dn/ in central Valdresmål. Here, then, there have been two divergent 

trajectories of sound change just 100 miles apart since the late Middle Ages. 

Interestingly, central Valdresmål follows the standard pattern of pre-alveolar/dental 

retroflexion for /rd/, prounouncing words like gard ‘farm’ with a retroflex /r/, as in 

([gaɹd]), while some native dialect speakers in Vang parish in extreme northern Valdres 

have thus far retained the flapped /r/ from Old Norwegian and still say [gaɾd]. The lack of 

systematicity for pre-alveolar /r/ in Valdres may be due in part to the fact that 

contemporary alveolar /d/ is sometimes derived from interdental /ð/ in Old Norse, a 

sound that no longer exists in Norwegian. 

 The palatalization of velar stops (/k, g/) in intervocalic position is also a 

distinctive feature of Valdresmål. Here, /k/ --> [ç] and /g/ --> [j] intervocalically, 

accompanied by a change in the following vowel change to /i/. As shown in Table 4.1, 

this means that vegger ‘walls’ (in both Bokmål and Nynorsk) is pronounced [veji] in 
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Valdresmål, while rekke ‘row’ (in Bokmål; rekkje in Nynorsk) is pronounced [ɾɛçi]. This 

feature is not as robust among younger speakers as it is among middle-aged and older 

speakers in Valdres today (Kvåle 1999b: 82-3), except in the very common negative 

modifier (equivalent to English “not”), which is written as ikke in Bokmål and ikkje in 

Nynorsk and pronounced [ɪkɛ] in Urban Eastern Norwegian but [ɪçi] in Valdresmål. 

 A final, and very distinctive, consonantal feature of Valdresmål is that of 

unassimilated /sj/, which is realized as [ʃ] in Urban Eastern Norwegian and most other 

contemporary varieties. This is a feature found in the areas north of the commercial 

center of Fagernes, almost exclusively in the central Valdres municipalities of Øystre 

Slidre and Vestre Slidre. Here, /ʃ/ only occurs as an allophone of /s/ in post-/r/ position, 

where /rs/ --> [ɹʃ], which is common throughout eastern Norway. In other eastern 

varieties, [ʃ] also occurs in all /sl/ clusters, where /sl/ --> [ʃl]; in north-central Valdres, 

however, /sl/ --> [ʃl] is not part of the local system. Additionally, while /ʃ/ 

(orthographically represented as “sj” or “sk”; see Table 1.1 in Chapter 1) is a separate 

phoneme that also occurs word-initially and intervocalically in most contemporary 

spoken varieties of Norwegian, for example, in everyday words like sju ‘seven’ and ski 

‘ski.’ Yet many people in central Valdres realize this sound as [sj] in words like sju, ski, 

and in foreign borrowings, such as tradisjon ‘tradition,’ for which the normative 

pronunciation throughout the country is with /ʃ/, as it is in English. While virtually all of 

the other distinctive features of Valdresmål that I have listed in Table 4.1 have been 

studied for Valdres or nearby dialects previously, /sj/ does not appear to have been 
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addressed in any previous research, except in passing.7 I will discuss the contemporary 

use of this feature in greater detail in Chapter 6. 

 A final minor consonantal distinction can be found in the past tense of verbs with 

a /p/ as the final consonant in the root, e.g., å kjøpe ‘to buy’ and å sleppe ‘to let go’ or ‘to 

not have to.’ For verbs like these, the /p/ becomes a fricative /f/ in the past tense and 

perfective in Valdresmål, resulting in /çøft(ɛ)/ ‘bought’ and /ʃlɛft(ɛ)/ or /slɛft(ɛ)/ ‘let go’ 

or ‘did not have to,’ this in contrast to Bokmål’s å kjøpe (inf.) and kjøpte (past) and the 

analogized conjugation: å slippe (inf.), slapp (past). 

 While the consonant inventories of Valdresmål and Urban Eastern Norwegian are 

nearly identical, the vowel inventory of Valdresmål has more differences from Urban 

Eastern Norwegian, as shown in the comparative vowel spaces in Figure 4.1 (based in 

part on assessments Urban Eastern Norwegian from Kristoffersen 2000 and vowel 

comparisons in Kvåle 1999b). Variation in vowel phonology for speakers in my corpus 

will be analyzed in the next chapter. 

 

                                                
7 Kvåle mentions that the depalatalized variant exists (1999b:16), but due to the 
limitations of Norwegian orthography and her methodolgy (a written survey), she was not 
able to gather any data about this phonological variable. 
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Figure 4.1. Vowel inventories for Valdresmål and Urban Eastern Norwegian  
 

 

 In her research on Valdresmål in the late 1990s, Kvåle (1999b:11) notes the 

following differences and their correspondences in the vowel inventories of Valdresmål 

and Urban Eastern Norwegian: 

 
  Valdresmål  Urban Eastern Norwegian 
  [e:, e]   [e:, ɛ, ә] 
  [ɛ:, ɛ, ә]  [æ:, æ] 
  [o:, o]   [u:, u] 
  [u:, u]   [ʉ:, ʉ] 
  [ɔ:, ɔ]   [o:, ɔ] 
  [ai]   [æi] 
  [au]   [æu] 
  [ɔy]   [øy] 
 

This list, along with the vowel inventories shown in Figure 4.1 show a clear, counter-

clockwise chain shift (Labov 1994) in Urban Eastern Norwegian, in which most of the 

long vowels have generally shifted one position in a (counter-) clockwise direction 

around the outside of the vowel space, while the high front and central vowels have 

remained unchanged. 
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 Beyond these differences in the vowel spaces of Valdresmål and Urban Eastern 

Norwegian are two other distinctive vocalic differences. First, like most central 

(midlandsk) and western Norwegian dialects, Valdresmål has long vowels in stressed 

position in Norse words. For example, the words kjøtt ‘meat’ and hammer ‘hammer’ are 

pronounced with long vowels (/çø:t/, /ha:mar/) in Valdresmål but with short vowels in 

Urban Eastern Norwegian, as indicated by the double consonant (“tt” or “mm”) in 

Bokmål orthography. 

 Second, Valdresmål has retained unmonophthongized /ɑi/ and /ɔy/ from Old 

Norwegian /ei/ and /ey/, while normative Urban Eastern Norwegian has generally 

monophthongized to /e/ and /ø/. Kvåle points out that this also has to do with the 

phonology of Valdresmål allowing for short diphthongs, which do not occur in Urban 

Eastern Norwegian (1999b:11). For instance, the word for ‘rock’ or ‘stone,’ from Old 

Norwegian steinn, is /stɑin/ in Valdresmål and /ste:n/ in Urban Eastern Norwegian, a 

distinction reflected in the spelling difference between Bokmål and Nynorsk, which write 

sten and stein, respectively.8 Kvåle also notes the example of brei ‘broad (adj.)’ 

(1999a:18), which is /bɾɑi:/ (masc. or fem. gender) and /bɾɑitt/ (neut. gender) in 

Valdresmål but /bɾe:/ (masc. or fem.) and /bɾɛt/ (neut.) in normative Urban Eastern 

Norwegian; from Old Norwegian breiðr, these forms are written as brei and breitt in 

Nynorsk, and bred and bredt in Bokmål.9 The diphthong /ɔy/ also remains 

                                                
8 Bokmål also permits the use of stein (ILN 2008). 
9 Bokmål also permits the use of brei (ILN 2008). 
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unmonophthongized, as in /ɔyra/ ‘ear,’ from Old Norwegian eyra, pronounced /ø:re/ in 

Urban Eastern Norwegian and written as øre in Bokmål (but usually øyra in Nynorsk10). 

 

Syntax: 

 The syntax of Valdresmål is not particularly distinctive from other varieties. One 

notable syntactic feature is that of wh-question word order, in which the normative, 

inverted WhVS pattern for questions, common across many of the Germanic languages, 

remains uninverted, so that wh- questions are often uttered with WhSV word order. This 

is also a well-known feature of many northern Norwegian dialects, though it is not 

generally attested in the southern lobe of Norway (Sandøy 1996:172-73). While it is 

theoretically possible to use the WhSV pattern with any of the wh- question words in 

Valdresmål, this pattern is only prevalent for questions beginning with ko ‘what,’ where 

the non-standard pattern is robust among all age groups. It could be argued that the high-

frequency question ‘Ko du driv med?’ (WhSV) ‘What are you doing?’ (the first example 

given in Table 4.1) has undergone syntactic calcification and is thus resistant to pressure 

toward normative word order; indeed, the supposed alternative construction, ‘Ko driv du 

med?’ with WhVS order, sounds odd and improbable to native Valdresmål speakers.11 

On the other hand, the second example in Table 4.1, ‘Ko han sa?’ ‘What did he say?,’ 

cannot be described as calcified or idiomatic, but neither does it seem to be very 

                                                
10 Øyra, øyre, and øre are all officially permitted in Nynorsk (ILN 2008). 
11 Three informants I asked specific follow-up questions about this construction all 
agreed with my assessment that ‘Ko driv du me?’ is probably “ungrammatical” in 
Valdresmål, even though there would be no trouble understanding what was meant. 
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vulnerable to external pressure, as I heard Valdres residents of all ages, including 

children and young adults, using this pattern regularly in public settings. 

 

Summary: 

 To summarize, then, some of the most perceptually salient (see Chapter 6 for 

more on the concept of salience) features of Valdresmål are to be found in the dialect’s 

morpho-lexis, which contrasts noticeably with the written norms and with Urban Eastern 

Norwegian, and contains non-standard forms for pronouns and possessives, prepositions, 

and wh-question words, as well as a wide variety of other everyday (and less common) 

words. Morphologically, Valdresmål has retained the formerly common pattern of 

dissimilated /rn/ --> [dn] for plural definite nouns, which is a perceptually distinctive 

feature often noted in metalinguistic talk about the Valdres dialect. Verb morphology 

generally tends to follow patterns found in written Nynorsk, which differ, sometimes 

quite markedly, from Bokmål and Urban Eastern Norwegian, which have more 

regularized patterns. Contemporary Valdresmål has also retained remnants of the dative 

case system found in Old Norse, which has fallen out of use (or is precipitously 

declining) in the vast majority of Norwegian dialects today, a fact that is represented in 

its absence from both of the written norms. In terms of phonology, Valdresmål differs 

from Urban Eastern Norwegian both in vowel phonology and in the realization of certain 

consonants and consonant clusters.  

 In Chapters 5, 6, and 7, I have provided “translations” into Bokmål, and 

sometimes Nynorsk, as well, in addition to English glosses for many of the examples 
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drawn from both recorded speech and print. I hope that including these translations for 

actual examples of Valdresmål utterances by native speakers will provide readers with a 

sense of the range of differences between each of these varieties. 

 

Domains for dialect, Urban Eastern Norwegian, Bokmål, and Nynorsk in Valdres 

 In Valdres, both of the written norms are used regularly. Of the central Valdres 

parishes, on which this study is focused, two have Nynorsk as the official primary norm 

(Øystre Slidre and Vestre Slidre), and one is officially neutral regarding the written 

norms (Nord-Aurdal). This means that all official, public announcements and documents 

from local goverment offices and public institutions are written in Nynorsk in Øystre and 

Vestre Slidre, and that elementary school instruction uses Nynorsk as the primary 

language of (written) instruction for all subjects in those parishes.12 While Nord-Aurdal is 

technically neutral toward the written norms, official announcements and documents tend 

to appear in Bokmål much more often than Nynorsk (more on this in Chapter 6 on 

language use in the local media). Additionally, schools in Nord-Aurdal are effectively 

split, with rural schools using mostly Nynorsk13 and schools in the valley’s principle 

population centers (Fagernes, Leira, and Aurdal) having separate Bokmål and Nynorsk 
                                                
12 Textbooks in Norway are standardized throughout the country, and they are 
theoretically always available in both Bokmål and Nynorsk; however, recent years have 
seen chronic problems with the timely production and delivery of textbooks, particularly 
those in Nynorsk, which has become a political issue for Nynorsk supporters. 
13 Students (or their parents, in elementary and middle school) are always permitted to 
choose the written norm they prefer, even if it is not the official local norm, though it 
seems to be somewhat rare to choose the secondary norm at the elementary level. Most 
students opt for Bokmål as their primary language in high school, where they are given a 
choice when admitted (more on this in Chapter 6). 
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classes, as these towns, historically positioned along a now-inactive railroad line, have 

much larger groups of in-migrants, who have typically used Bokmål and Urban Eastern 

Norwegian or a variety closer to the urban norm than Valdresmål. While written 

instruction is thus primarily in Nynorsk for most elementary students in Valdres 

(compared to only 14% nationwide (KKD 2008)), most teachers use their native dialect 

in spoken communication the classroom and are, in fact, legally encouraged to do so 

(Jahr and Janicki 1995). Moreover, local government meetings (the equivalent of city 

council or county advisory board meetings in the U.S.) are generally conducted in 

Valdresmål, though Nynorsk and/or Bokmål are often read aloud when the situation calls 

for such a thing.14  

 The local newspaper, Avisa Valdres, popularly referred to as “Vallersen” ‘The 

Valdreser,’ uses both of the written norms and makes a conscious effort to do so. I will 

discuss this in much greater detail in Chapter 7, but to summarize here, most of the 

individual journalists use one norm or the other, though the overall rates of Bokmål and 

Nynorsk use in news reporting generally range between 50/50 and 60/40. The three major 

national newspapers (Aftenposten, Dagbladet, and VG), on the other hand, use Bokmål 

almost exclusively. Local advertising in Valdres, however, is overwhelmingly in Bokmål, 

a trend that the local Nynorsk organizations (Valdres Mållag and smaller Mållag groups 

in each parish) have been working hard to change, as has their national parent 

organization (Noregs Mållag) on a nation-wide basis. Presently, only locally- or 

traditionally-oriented enterprises, such as local interest organizations like theater or folk 
                                                
14 This claim is based on recordings I have made from local radio (Valdresradioen), 
which broadcasts local government meetings. 
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music groups, tend to use Nynorsk on a regular basis, and some of these groups even use 

written dialect on occasion. Also, as I mentioned in Chapter 3, dialect use in local 

advertising has increased following the Reiseradioen dialect popularity contest in 2005, 

in which Valdresmål was named “Norway’s Most Popular Dialect.” 

 In everyday spoken language in Valdres, both dialect and Urban Eastern 

Norwegian forms are commonly used in all types of interactions and situations. Adult 

Valdres residents tend to speak either dialect or a variety approximating Urban Eastern 

Norwegian most of the time, though I heard many anecdotal reports of teenagers who 

switch between the two, depending on which friends they are interacting with. In the 

metalinguistic interviews I collected, many, if not most, Valdresmål speakers claim to 

make a conscious effort to speak only dialect; when pressed, though, many say that they 

can, and willingly do, accommodate to non-native Norwegian speakers by speaking 

“Bokmål” or “bymål” (‘city language’) in order to be polite and make communication 

easier for the non-native interlocutor, who may be Swedish or Danish and thus participate 

in an inter-Scandinavian situation of “semi-communication” (Haugen 1972, Braunmüller 

2002), or, perhaps more typically, a tourist or immigrant from outside of Scandinavia or 

Europe.  

 Such a position on standard-language accommodation with non-native speakers is 

actually an interesting one, in that it implicates a nation-wide ideology of language-

learning in Norway that assumes Bokmål is always the easiest and most appropriate form 

of Norwegian for non-native speakers to learn. In fact, because of the presence of a 

refugee placement center in Vestre Slidre parish in central Valdres, there are a fair 
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number of non-native adult speakers in the area, most of whom initially receive 

Norwegian language instruction exclusively in Bokmål at the refugee center. Yet many of 

those who are granted asylum stay in the area and obtain jobs  (particularly in the 

construction and service industries) in which they are expected to be competent 

Norwegian speakers, only to find that their “book” Norwegian does not come close to 

matching the local dialect used by fellow employees and customers in the workplace. 

Refugee and immigrant schoolchildren, too, are typically offered Bokmål textbooks (even 

in otherwise Nynorsk schools) with the assumption that it will be easier for them to 

acquire Norwegian, at the same time that they are hearing mostly dialect spoken in the 

classroom and on the playground.15 Whether or not this is a beneficial policy on the 

whole, it is the case that one arena for Bokmål use in Valdres is by and with non-native 

Norwegian speakers. 

 The vast majority of middle-aged and older native residents use the local dialect 

all or most of the time. Among younger speakers, my own estimate, and estimates by my 

interviewees, is that about half to two-thirds of teenaged and 20-something residents use 

the local dialect regularly, as do over half of those in their 30s and 40s. Kvåle’s late-

1990s study supports these estimates. However, as discussed in Chapter 3, it seems to be 

among the younger groups (ages 18-29 and 30-49) – where Kvåle (1999b) finds clear 

trends moving in the direction of Urban Eastern Norwegian for a large number of 

                                                
15 It is also true that many asylum seekers and their families are often relocated to 
Bokmål-dominant urban areas (either by choice or through integration programs via the 
Directorate of Immigration), but many also settle in Valdres or nearby areas, and many 
spend years in Valdres waiting for decisions and appeals on their asylum cases. 
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variables – that dialect speakers are most conscious of their own dialect use and most 

enthusiastic about speaking and maintaining Valdresmål for future generations. 

 Additionally, as I noted in Chapter 3, younger speakers are leading a trend in 

using the local dialect in written communication. This is especially the case in mobile 

phone text messaging (SMS) and internet-based communication (like email and instant 

messaging or chat), the language of which has been much-maligned by language purists 

and increasingly fretted about by teachers throughout the country. Other recent studies 

have also pointed to the strong presence of non-standard local dialects in text-messaging 

in Norway, and Haugen (2004) and Stokstad (2007) even report that many young people 

in Sogn – a rural west-Norwegian district famous for its distinctive dialect, and located 

just west of Valdres on the other side of a mountain pass – actually use a broader version 

of the local dialect in SMS and online writing than they do in speech. In Valdres, written 

dialect use among young people also includes a popular local dating and social 

networking website, called Valdresromantikk, which is run by a group of young, local 

20-somethings and makes use of written Valdresmål forms in creative ways. Finally, 

written dialect also increasingly appears in local poetry and songs (especially as part of a 

strong tradition of writing poems and song texts in honor of weddings, birthdays, and 

other celebrations), as well as in official place names, including on road signs for towns, 

villages, historic sites, and road names, a trend supported by national policies favoring 

local over standardized place names on official signs and maps. This increasing use of 

written dialect appears to be similar to other local situations in Europe, and perhaps 

particularly in Italy, as in the case of Val di Non in northern Italy, where Fellin reports 
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the local dialect is now being used in linguistic domains previously reserved for 

standardized Italian, such as local newspapers; publications of prayers, songs, and poetry; 

signs, posters, and advertisements; and in the local educational curriculum (Fellin 

2001:21-22). 

 Of course, contemporary linguistic anthropology and sociolinguistics have clearly 

demonstrated that no speaker ever uses only one dialect or register all of the time, and 

there is certainly a significant amount of code mixing or codeswitching and style shifting 

that goes on in Valdres, both in speech and in writing. Yet in my interviews with dialect 

speakers, many claimed to consciously speak only dialect (with the aforementioned 

exceptions for non-native speakers), sometimes even citing their own stubbornness, and 

this was particularly the case among some of the oldest and youngest speakers. As one 

teenager from Nord-Aurdal told me: 

Dei må skjøna ko ‘n si enn så kan det vara . . . Ja, det kan vøl hende det e litt for å 
vara:: trå med, men det e litt em- E prata jo vallersdialekt, så e vil ikkji legge um. 
 
(They have to be able to understand what you say, otherwise they can just forget 
it. . . . Yeah, it could be that it’s partly in order to be:: difficult too, but it’s a little 
um- I  speak Valdres dialect, so I don’t want to switch [to standard].) 
  

Other speakers shared this sentiment, including a woman from Øystre Slidre in her early 

30s: 

Men- alstå e veit kji om det e bevisst hellan, men e tenkji ikkji på at e ska prata 
alleis. . . Om e skjøna dei ikkji skjøna, så prata e berre saktar. Og hellan seie det 
uppatt. 
 
(But- like I don’t know if it’s conscious either, but I don’t think about [the idea] 
that I should talk differently. . . If I understand they haven’t understood [me], then 
I just speak slower. And repeat myself instead [of switching to standard].)  
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 Still, some of the enthusiastic dialect speakers I interviewed took a slightly more 

pragmatic view, like one elderly woman, who said that even though she has always 

spoken dialect all of the time, 

Det hende ‘n laut overseta einkort ord då, veit du, viss det kom nokon so va før 
dum. Dei e: kji så dumme ser du, desse byfølke, men dei vil kji.  
 
(Sometimes [at work] you had to translate certain words, you know, if someone 
came along who was too dumb. They’re not so dumb, you see, those city people, 
but they don’t want to [understand].) 
  

Finally, another young male speaker born in the 1980s echoes these sentiments about the 

problem of communicating with outsiders at work, though he says he does occasionally 

switch into a more standard register when speaking with city people who might have 

trouble understanding “broad” Valdres dialect: 

Det hende nok ei sjelda gang i blant hvor e tek me sjøl i å knote når e prata med 
noko eh kav eh gærne byfølk, men eh:: det e så lite som mule- e prøve å vera så 
trassig som mule. 
 
(It happens every once in a while that I catch myself knoting [switching into 
standard] when I’m talking to some uh totally uh crazy city people, but uh: it’s as 
little as possible- I try to be as stubborn as possible.) 
  

This young speaker’s stance has also been shaped by attending high school outside of the 

local area in a regional urban center in order to take courses that were not offered at the 

centralized high school in Valdres. There, he says that he used much more normative 

language than he has since returning to Valdres after completing his education, 

something that I heard repeatedly among those who had temporarily left the district for 

secondary or post-secondary education. 

 While these speakers all offer insights into using dialect and the relationships 

between Valdresmål and Urban Eastern Norwegian, the issue of code-switching and –
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mixing among dialect speakers remains problematic, as self-reporting alone is not 

sufficient evidence for describing patterns of language use. Both my recordings of 

Valdresmål use and my impressions as a participant-observer suggest a greater degree of 

code mixing than speakers themselves seem to be aware of. Additionally, the language-

ideological concept of knoting, introduced by the last speaker above, is a significant one 

in terms of the discursive policing of code-switching behaviors, and it will thus be useful 

to address these topics more directly below. 

 

Codeswitching and the concept of “knoting” 

 Codeswitching, or the “alternating use of two or more ‘codes’ within one 

conversational episode” (Auer 1998:1), has generally been studied with particular 

attention to syntax and morphology, but increasingly with attention to identity 

construction and social meaning, especially in terms of the power relationships between 

codes and speakers, and in studies of “style shifting,” or switching between registers 

(Mendoza-Denton 2002, Coupland 2007, Agha 2007). For the case of dialect use in 

Norway, Blom and Gumperz’s classic study (1972) of codeswitching between the local 

Hemnes dialect and “Bokmål” has provided a productive framework for analyzing 

codeswitching and code-mixing in linguistic anthropology and sociolinguistics. 

According to Blom and Gumperz’s theory of codeswitching, speakers are thought to 

switch between dialect and normative Bokmål-like varieties according to the formality of 

the situation (“situational codeswitching”) or the topic of conversation (“metaphorical 

codeswitching”).  
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 Today, however, it is increasingly clear that Blom and Gumperz’s 1972 analysis 

is no longer representative of the Norwegian linguistic situation, as lay speakers are well 

aware: 

 
Excerpt 4.1 
 
1 S1 Det va vøl meir allmindele før tru e, at n håska lite. 
  It was probably more common before I think, that one knoted a little. 
 
2 Thea Ja. Ja e tru det. E tru at det e:- 
  Yeah. Yeah I think so. I think that it’s- 
 
3 S1 Før kom du ifrå norda Sinsenkrysset,  
  Because if you were from north of the Sinsen intersection [in Oslo] 
 
4  så prata du rart. 
  then you talked funny. 
 
5 Thea @@@@ 
 
6 S1 @ Og då laut du fina på noko. 
  @ And then you had to clean up [your language] a little. 
 

 A number of Norwegian sociolinguists have also been very critical of Blom and 

Gumperz’s 1972 paper, including Venås (1982) and Mæhlum (1996[1987]), who has 

argued that Blom and Gumperz’s analysis was grossly oversimplified and “can not be 

comprehensive of any real-life Norwegian community” (1996:749). When considering 

codeswitching or code-mixing in Norway, Mæhlum reminds us that dialects and spoken 

norms there exist as separate linguistic systems but interact in complex ways; thus, she 

argues, 

[r]elative situations of this sort, with continuum-like transitions between 'pure' 
dialect and 'pure' standard, are apparently characteristic of the Norwegian 
linguistic situation generally. Individual context-conditioned switching strategies 
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most often take the form of movement between two idealized extremes, but nearly 
always in such a way that speech becomes more or less standardized, or more or 
less markedly dialectal. [Mæhlum 1996:753] 
 

This point has been demonstrated in studies of rural-urban migration in Norway, such as 

Paul Kerswill’s study of rural Norwegian migrants in Bergen (1994) and Mæhlum’s own 

work on rural migrants in Oslo (1986). Among the participants in my study, this situation 

is evident in many dialect speakers’ claims that they simply “switch out only the most 

difficult (vrangaste or vanskeligste) words” when in Oslo, or outside of Valdres more 

generally, but that they otherwise use the Valdres dialect all of the time. 

 Furthermore, recent research has also shown the extreme amount of individual 

variability in the use and mixing of standard and dialect varieties – at phonological, 

morphological, and lexical levels – that exists in contemporary rural Norway (Hernes 

2006). This kind of variability is often masked in sociolinguistic studies in Norway, 

which sometimes rely too heavily self-reporting and written surveys – necessarily 

limiting an analysis of phonological variation, among other things – rather than focusing 

on the close analysis of recorded speech, as emphasized in the Labovian sociolinguistic 

tradition. In addition, because of the continuum of variation between the poles of 

traditional dialects and normative, Bokmål-like speech, there exists a relatively large 

amount of linguistic “simultaneity” and “bivalency” (Woolard 1998, Woolard and 

Genovese 2007, Bakhtin 1981) in Norwegian, in which many linguistic forms can be 

considered as “belonging to” multiple varieties, as many of the comparisons between 

Valdresmål, Bokmål, and Nynorsk in Table 4.1 above indicate. 

 Finally, the entire picture of codeswitching and -mixing in Norway is complicated 
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by language ideologies of knoting (/kno:tiŋ/), the use of marked local, regional, or 

normative Norwegian varieties or linguistic forms by those not considered legitimate 

speakers, which is an explicitly devalued linguistic practice in Norway and actively 

oriented to by conversation participants. As Jahr and Janicki have written, “in many parts 

of the country, trying to standardize your spoken vernacular can be interpreted as an act 

of local betrayal, and a person who did this could easily be ostracized be the local 

community” (1995:30). 

 Because rural dialects throughout Norway can be quite divergent from either of 

the written standards, as my description of Valdresmål above shows, their function as 

identity markers for native speakers can create problems of authenticity and legitimacy. I 

believe this is clear in my discussion (in Chapter 3) of the generational tensions around 

what “counts” as dialect use in Valdres, where some older speakers deny the authenticity 

of younger speakers’ use of Valdresmål forms, because they believe local youth language 

is so mixed that it is closer to Bokmål than it is to “pure” Valdresmål. Here, “authentic” 

dialect use is understood as the employment of all of the “traditional” syntactic, lexical, 

morphological, phonological, and prosodic variants all of the time, something that is 

virtually impossible given the sheer amount and regularity of contact among linguistic 

varieties (both spoken and written) in contemporary Norway. Moreover, ideologies of 

knot (/kno:t/) also imply that only those who were raised in a particular area and have 

either continued to live there as adults or have maintained close social ties, are usually 

considered “legitimate” speakers. 
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 Interestingly, while knoting has not been a major focus of linguistic research in 

Norway, passing references to it sometimes appear in research on dialect use and 

codeswitching or –mixing, perhaps most notably in Blom and Gumperz 1972. In 

metalinguistic commentary elicited regarding codeswitching between the local dialect 

and “Bokmål” in previously recorded interviews, Blom and Gumperz report that one 

informant “viewed the violation of co-occurrence rules as a sign of what is derogatorily 

called knot ‘artificial speech’ in colloquial Norwegian” (1972:430). Blom and Gumperz’s 

translation of knot as “artificial speech” is incomplete and somewhat misleading, though, 

as they do not discuss its ideological quality or the historical circumstances contributing 

to this metalinguistic diagnosis more carefully. Their characterization of the perception of 

knot as “derogatory” is certainly accurate, however, and this is echoed in a more recent 

(though again only cursory) definition of knot by Vinje, who describes it as “uekte 

(‘inauthentic’)” and “uønsket (‘undesirable’)” mixed language, and says that the word 

knot, itself, is “et utpreget minusord  (‘a word with exceptionally negative connotation’)” 

(2004:171).  

 The issue of whether knoting is something that actually occurs at all regularly in 

face-to-face interactions is, admittedly, somewhat problematic. Based on my own 

observations, knot is not especially common in contemporary interdialectal linguistic 

interactions in Norway, and it may or may not have been more common in the past. At 

the same time however, I have heard “outsiders” in rural Norway – even those who had 

lived, worked, and owned property in the area for many years – accused of knoting when 

using local lexical forms in extended interactions with native speakers of the local dialect 
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who were using the same forms. Yet, whether knoting is widespread “in reality” today 

may be a moot point, as it is unquestionably a part of dominant language ideologies and 

actively oriented to by speakers.  

 Importantly, knoting and definitions of knot are clearly tightly bound up with 

broader ideologies of language use and structure and, as such, are inextricably linked to 

the extended process of language planning and standardization in Norway in the 20th 

century, which I have outlined in Chapter 2. An examination of Norwegian ideologies of 

linguistic appropriation provides insight into the ways in which knot and its definitions, 

both authoritative and popular, are historically contingent, indexing past and present 

language politics and the shifting and negotiable nature of sociolinguistic value.  

In fact, the ideologically and semiotically laden definitions of knot must be regarded as a 

significant element in the analysis of knoting as sociolinguistic practice. One of the most 

important points in this regard is that popular definitions of knot have been considerably 

transformed over the last half-century, at the same time that ideologies about the two 

written norms, as well as relatively standard and non-standard spoken varieties, have 

changed, and trends in national politics have shifted. 

 In the 1950s, ‘60s, and into the ‘70s, the primary popular definition of knot seems 

to have been focused on so-called “hypercorrect” speech (Labov 1963, 1966; Giles and 

Williams 1992), in which native speakers of distinctive local, usually rural, dialects, 

sometimes employed markedly Bokmål-like normative forms. This definition is the 

source of Blom and Gumperz’s passing mention of knot in their discussion of a playback 

session with a local informant, who heard himself as knoting when using standard forms 
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in talk about extra-local experiences and ideas, as described above (Blom and Gumperz 

1972). Adult Norwegians who are old enough to remember the 1950s and ‘60s well often 

cite this as their definition of knot still today, emphasizing the perceived artificiality and 

sometimes hypercorrectness, or even in-correctness (inauthenticity), of the standard 

forms used by dialect speakers. Older dialect speakers I interviewed in Valdres often 

remembered knoting, or that they håska, as this behavior is referred to in Valdresmål, 

when they traveled or briefly lived outside of Valdres as young people, something that 

most of them now seem to regret and remember with distaste. At the time, though, 

contact with other varieties was considerably less intense (with far fewer urban in-

migrants and very limited national broadcast media), and education tended to be 

practically oriented and usually ended after about the tenth grade or with a year or two of 

trade school. 

 Today, however, popular definitions of knot (including Vinje’s (2004) and others 

heard in everyday discourse, including in the media) tend to focus on a sort of linguistic 

mixing that is unauthorized or illegitimate not by virtue of a lack of education or inability 

to “correctly” reproduce non-native dialect forms; rather, they rely on an understanding 

of local and regional dialects as being “owned” or belonging exclusively to those who 

grew up speaking them. Thus, contemporary understandings of knot also include the use 

of locally distinctive linguistic variants by outside (urban/normative) speakers, which 

does not seem to have been a part of the primary definition 40 or 50 years ago. In this 

sense, it may be more appropriate to think of this as a case of “hyperaccommodation” 

(Yaeger-Dror 1992). 
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 These fairly radical changes in the definition and meanings of knoting are clearly 

not arbitrary, though, as popular knowledge and memory of the century and a half of 

language planning and standardization projects in Norway continue to mediate 

metalinguistic discourse that might arise. Instead, the shifting definitions of knot are 

causally linked to and indexical of the Norwegian linguo-political history discussed in 

Chapter 2. After language planning was halted during World War II, it stagnated in the 

1950s-60s, during which time Oslo residents staged a countermovement to that which 

had helped Nynorsk gain so much ground in the 1920s-30s after its adoption as a 

platform issue by the Labor Party and other leftist factions (Haugen 1966, Bucken-Knapp 

2003). In addition, popular ideas about hypercorrectness, and the perceived stiltedness of 

knot incorporating Bokmål forms, are undoubtedly linked to similar conceptions of 

relatively uneducated speakers’ use of Danish in formal, official, and/or urban settings in 

Norway through the nineteenth century, when local and other lower-level administrative 

officials were often perceived as trying (but failing) to speak standard Danish in order to 

bolster their authority (Almenningen et al. 2002). 

 The 1970s and ‘80s, however, saw yet another swing in popular concern with 

language politics, as Norway grew into a successful social democracy with strongly 

articulated ideals of individual equality, including cultural and linguistic equality for 

those outside of the primary urban centers (Hylland Eriksen 1993). It was during this 

period that the “dialect uprising” encouraged Norwegians to speak their native dialects 

proudly and claim them as their own, which endowed rural dialects with newfound 

prestige and sociolinguistic capital that is still on the rise today, as the aftermath of the 
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dialect popularity in Valdres (discussed in Chapter 3) underscores. This shift has also had 

the corresponding effect of reducing old perceptions of superiority, sophistication, and 

prestige as inherent in the urban, Danish-influenced speech of Oslo, rendering it 

somewhat “generic” and “uninteresting” when compared to the most distinctive rural 

dialects today. 

 

Conclusion 

 In describing the most distinctive features of the contemporary local dialect in 

central Valdres in relation to Urban Eastern Norwegian and the two written norms, I hope 

to have established a reference point for my analysis of contemporary dialect use, and 

also demonstrated the amount and range of variation that exists across the language 

varieties used in Valdres today. By following this description with a summary of the 

domains of use for each variety and a discussion of dominant language ideologies 

surrounding the mixing of dialect and normative forms, I hope to have highlighted the 

fact that, while certain linguistic forms are characteristic of and associated with each of 

the language varieties listed above, dialect speakers cannot practically avoid being 

influenced by the many other varieties they hear and read every day. As previous 

research in Norway and elsewhere has shown, such a situation ultimately results in a 

certain amount of codeswitching or –mixing, partly by virtue of the simultaneity, or 

bivalent quality, of many linguistic forms along the dialect-standard continuum in 

contemporary Norway. 
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 It is this continuum, and the social, linguistic, and attitudinal variation it 

represents, that will be my focus in the remainder of this dissertation. In order to go 

beyond the necessarily simplified descriptions of the “traditional” dialect and written 

self-reports of Valdresmål use, I will be closely analyzing recorded, socially-occurring 

speech in an attempt to contribute to a more complete understanding of contemporary 

language use and variation in central Valdres. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

CENTRIPETAL FORCES IN 
CONVERGENCE TOWARD URBAN EASTERN NORWEGIAN 

 

 

Introduction 

 While the previous chapter summarized a good deal of the established knowledge 

about the distinguishing features of the Valdres dialect, this chapter will deal primarily 

with new information and analysis based on digital recordings of connected, socially-

occurring speech from interviews I conducted during 2007-08 fieldwork. This is a 

departure from prior studies of Valdresmål, which have tended to focus on formal 

description of the “traditional” dialect, generally emphasizing morpho-lexis (Beito 1959, 

Aars 1963, Papazian 1968, Wangensteen 1971). Kvåle’s more recent study (1999b) has 

begun to address the rather large gap in research on language variation and change within 

Valdres; however, as discussed in Chapter 1, her study is limited in many ways by virtue 

of the written survey methodology. By distributing written, multiple-choice surveys to 

middle- and high school students and then administering the same survey to students’ 

parents, Kvåle was able to gather enough data across these age groups to provide 

insightful statistical analysis regarding variation in the self-reported use of traditional 

dialect forms (as these have been described in the earlier studies listed above).  

 In this chapter and the next one, I am interested in building on Kvåle’s research 

by contributing my own observations and analysis of generational variation in recordings 

of spoken Valdresmål. While Kvåle’s study focused on written data and quantitative 
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analysis, I will be addressing spoken data from both qualitative and quantitative 

perspectives. My own methodology limits the amount of meaningful statistical analysis I 

can provide, as I have only a small number of recordings of non-dialect speakers in 

Valdres, and I probably have too few dialect speakers per sociolinguistic “cell” to be able 

to make broad generalizations regarding entire age groups. Still, the spoken dialect data 

that I do have can provide interesting insights into some of the important linguistic 

differences across living generations, and this, when combined with Kvåle’s survey 

research, will help to illustrate what is happening in Valdresmål today and the possible 

directions of contemporary change.  

 To do this, I will be addressing several of the Valdresmål features discussed in the 

previous chapter, though I have divided these into two groups: 1) forms that show a 

tendency toward shift in the direction of normative Urban Eastern Norwegian (commonly 

called “Bokmål” or bymål ‘city language’) and 2) dialect forms that remain strong or 

even appear to be gaining strength in the face of normalizing or standardizing pressures. 

In sociolinguistics, these trends work well within the current dialect convergence vs. 

divergence framework (e.g., Hinskens et al. 2005), as shift toward urban, regional norms 

might be thought of as long-term, unidirectional dialect convergence, while the 

strengthening of non-standard forms appears to be an example of dialect non-

convergence or divergence. Whether such divergence is short-term or long-term remains 

to be seen. 

 While theories of dialect convergence and divergence are useful for thinking 

about what is happening linguistically, they do not generally include a sense of macro-
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level power structures as part of their explanatory framework; rather, there seems to be an 

implicit focus on individuals, who, as social actors, make decisions about what sounds 

might be best or most appropriate across a range of situations, and thus effect linguistic 

change over time. However, as linguistic-anthropological studies of language and dialect 

shift (e.g., Gal 1979, Hill and Hill 1986, Cavanaugh 2004, 2005) have shown, individuals 

are always acting within larger social and cultural structures of power. Moreover, theories 

of dialect convergence have been criticized within sociolinguistics for obscuring the fact 

that linguistic convergence is often unidirectional and, thus, not “mutual” convergence, as 

the term itself might be taken to imply (Berutto 2005, Mattheier 1996). Thus, I am also 

interested in using Bakhtin’s conceptual framework for language change, which 

understands the contradictory, often coexistent sociolinguistic trends of convergence and 

divergence as representing centripetal and centrifugal social and linguistic forces, 

respectively, where “every utterance participates in the ‘unitary language’ (in its 

centripetal forces and tendencies) and at the same time partakes of social and historical 

heteroglossia (the centrifugal, stratifying forces)” (Bakhtin 1981:272).1 

                                                
1 Hinsksens et al. (2005:4) point out that then-Neogrammarian Schuchardt, a Romance 
linguist, elaborated an apparently similar theory of centripetal and centrifugal forces in 
language change as early as 1870 (before leading an opposition to Neogrammarian 
positions in the 1880s). There, Schuchardt explains the formation of new linguistic 
varieties as 

the product of two factors, of centrifugal force(s) and centripetal force(s). The 
first, which is natural and ever-present, constantly pulls at a language in order to 
effect differentiation in every case of language split; the second is motivated by 
exchange in the everyday, commercial, political, religious, literary, or, to put it 
another way, by learning, via society, the state, the church, and the school. The 
way in which and the degree to which this second factor intervenes depends on 
the degree of differentiation or, if we wish to remain true to the original 
terminology, on linguistic affinity. [Schuchardt 1900 (1870):11; my translation] 
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 This chapter will focus on the centripetal forces of language (evident in 

unidirectional dialect convergence), which, according to Bakhtin, emanate from “unitary 

language” – the language that “constitutes the theoretical expression of the historical 

processes of linguistic unification and centralization” (1981:270). As I have argued in 

previous chapters, these historical processes have been somewhat incomplete in the 

Norwegian case, yielding a more complicated situation with multiple written norms and 

the explicit rejection of a recognized spoken standard. And while Bakhtin’s model of 

centripetal and centrifugal linguistic forces does not directly address this kind of 

situation, it may be slightly modified by thinking of each linguistic norm or 

sociolinguistic center as having its own centripetal force, which can also work against the 

other(s), similar to the multiple gravitational fields operating in a single solar system. It is 

in this allowance for multiple norms and centers of power, all contributing to a state of 

undeniable heteroglossia, that such a Bakhtinian understanding of language, culture, and 

power may be more useful than, say, Bourdieu’s for the Norwegian case. 

 Using Bakhtin’s definitions, the two written standards of Norwegian, i.e., Bokmål 

and Nynorsk, may both be regarded as “unitary languages,” each with its own “system of 

linguistic norms,” which are  

the generative forces of linguistic life, forces that struggle to overcome the 
heteroglossia of language, forces that unite and centralize verbal-ideological 
thought, creating within a heteroglot national language the firm, stable, linguistic 
nucleus of an officially recognized literary language, or else defending an already 
formed language from the pressure of growing heteroglossia. [Bakhtin 1981:270-
271] 

                                                                                                                                            
Though he does not cite any sources, Ivanov (1999:6) suggests that Bakhtin may have 
been indirectly influenced by Schuchardt via Leo Spitzer, another specialist in Romance 
philology and a literary critic, whose work Bakthin read in the 1920s. 
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 Yet it is clear that Bokmål, used overwhelmingly in print media and the majority 

of formal, written communication,2 and popularly regarded as the least marked variety 

(cf. Røyneland 2009), wields greater force at a national level than does Nynorsk in its 

power to unify, centralize, normalize, and standardize other kinds of language or 

“voices,” to use Bakhtin’s terminology. Bokmål is the language of the contemporary 

political and cultural center, Oslo, while Nynorsk, though capable of exercising its own 

centripetal force as a standard language, must be content to influence the peripheral 

centers of politics and culture, including Norway’s geographically-central rural districts, 

where, Hylland-Eriksen has argued, the national (sociohistorical) imaginary continues to 

reside (1994). However, even for Norway’s countless rural and regional dialects – the 

country’s principal source of heteroglossia – Bokmål’s centripetal force has already 

contributed to significant regional dialect convergence and levelling, via its written 

dominance, as well as social mobility, linguistic contact, and a certain amount of 

accommodation (Røyneland 2005, Kerswill 2002, 2003).3  

 Thus, while Bokmål and Nynorsk may operate together as centripetal forces 

engaged in an ongoing power-laden dialogue with the country’s wide range of diverse 

dialects, each of the written norms also has its own gravitational field, which, historically, 

has tended to work against the other. In this way, Bokmål and Nynorsk have been able to 

                                                
2 It is clear that in academic circles, and particularly in the humanities and social 
sciences, Nynorsk has a much stronger position vis-à-vis Bokmål than in most other 
written-language arenas. 
3 As discussed in Chapter 2, most of the Valdresmål speakers I talked to expressed an 
explicit intention not to accommodate, or to accommodate as little as possible, though 
many say they make exceptions when necessary in order to be understood. 
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exert both centripetal and centrifugal force, depending on the historical moment and the 

sociopolitical perspective of analysis. This point is particularly well-demonstrated by the 

now-abandoned language planning goal of samnorsk ‘unified/common Norwegian,’ 

which was a long-term project attempting to gradually modify the two written norms 

toward one another and ultimately unify them in a single written standard, called 

Samnorsk. This was an overarching goal for the national language planning councils in 

Norway from 1917-1959, a period during which Bokmål and Nynorsk were revised 

simultaneously at three different times, always toward the imagined, future Samnorsk 

norm, and generally through the elimination of less common linguistic forms that were 

not used in both of the existing norms (Haugen 1966, Papazian 2002). In this case, 

Bokmål and Nynorsk exerted both centripetal and centrifugal force at the same time, as 

language planners attempted to negotiate a linguistic (-ideological) compromise. That is, 

Bokmål influenced Nynorsk, and vice versa, as planners removed certain forms from 

each norm and focused on retaining commonalities between the two, so that each was 

somewhat weakened by the centrifugal force of the other, while the centripetal force of 

their commonalities (Samnorsk) gradually expanded. 

 Since the Samnorsk project was officially abandoned in the early 1960s, however, 

many of the less common and more radical forms that were once eliminated have now 

been reintroduced into each of the norms, so that Bokmål and Nynorsk are now farther 

apart again, at least in terms of their codified norms, if not in actual practice. In this way, 

each of the two written standards once again has its own, separate gravitational field, and, 

while the centripetal forces of these fields may often overlap, they can also push against 
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one another. As noted above, the force of Bokmål as the unmarked, majority written 

language tends to overpower that of Nynorsk in everyday sociolinguistic life, and this 

fact is evident in contemporary processes of dialect shift and levelling. I will examine this 

trend in the present chapter before moving on to consider “centrifugal,” decentralizing, 

and disunifying forces in Chapter 6, and, further, the dialogic nature of the relationship 

between centripetal and centrifugal forces in spoken language. 

 

Sources of centripetal linguistic force and dialect convergence in Valdres 

 Despite the fact that Bokmål lacks the prestige and centripetal linguistic force of, 

say, standard English and RP in Britain (Kerswill 2007, Agha 2007) or standard Polish 

(Jahr and Janicki 1995), Bokmål and its spoken correlate, Urban Eastern Norwegian, 

nevertheless function as the ideologically most-normative language varieties at the 

national level in Norway (Røyneland 2009). This is perhaps most obvious in the 

unavoidability of contact with Bokmål and Urban Eastern Norwegian, which dominate in 

print media, national marketing campaigns in broadcast media, and, until fairly recently, 

in scripted television and radio (see Chapters 3 and 7 for more information on non-

standard spoken language in the Norwegian media). Reading a national newspaper or a 

book from a major publisher in Norway typically exposes one to Bokmål, as do the vast 

majority of print, radio, and television advertising campaigns. And while Nynorsk may 

be used locally in parts of Valdres, and regionally elsewhere in Norway (particularly in 

western areas), its visibility and status are not equal to those of Bokmål at the national 

level, and, on the whole, Bokmål is still more visible than Nynorsk in Valdres, as well. 
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 Additionally, Valdres’s geographical position in Norway, about three hours’ drive 

from the Bokmål center of Oslo, and even closer to several smaller East-Norwegian cities 

with relatively standard spoken varieties, increases Bokmål’s potential to influence 

language in Valdres. As Valdres residents make trips to these cities to utilize certain 

centralized services (particularly related to (un)employment and health care), as well as 

for their greater range of retail products and entertainment opportunities, they come into 

face-to-face contact with speakers of more normative dialects.  As an outdoor 

recreational tourist destination, Valdres’s geographical proximity to urban areas has also 

resulted in face-to-face contact with urban, standard-speaking outsiders in Valdres, at 

least since the now-defunct rail line (called Valdresbanen) that ran from Oslo (then 

Kristiania) to Valdres, terminating in Fagernes, was opened in 1906 (AS Valdresbanen 

2006). Prior to the completion of the rail line, Fagernes was little more than a rural 

farming community, much like the many smaller communities that persist in central 

Valdres today. The first commercial business in Fagernes was established in 1857, 

followed by the first hotel in 1875, and exponential growth after the train connection was 

opened in 1906.  

 While many of the surrounding rural communities are characterized in part by 

centuries-long histories of settlement by particular families (evident in place names and 

well documented by local historians and genealogists), the history of Fagernes as a fast-

growing “station town” is locally well known to have influenced the dialect spoken there. 

This bit of historical social memory is a popular one among native Valdres residents, like 

this middle-aged speaker who grew up in Fagernes during the 1950s and ‘60s: 
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Excerpt 5.1 
 
1 S23 Men ellers så va det nok den gongen at då va det litt tydlegare at det- 
  But otherwise at the time [in the 1950s] it was a little more obvious that- 
  
2  på Fagernes så va det på ein måte ikkji no orntle dialekt  
  in Fagernes there wasn’t in a way any real dialect 
 
3  før det va så mange impulsa. [Ifrå mange kanta. Ja. 
  because there were so many impulses. [From many directions. Yeah. 
 
4 Thea     [Ja. 
        [Yeah. 
 
5 S23 Så dei har nok meir rein vallers dialekt beholdt  
  So they’ve maintained a more pure Valdres dialect 
 
6  oppover bygdan. Meir- mange stello. 
  out in the rural communities. More- many places. 
 
7 Thea Nei e syns Fagernes dialekten e intressant den med. 
  No I think the Fagernes dialect is interesting too. 
 
8 S23 Ja ja. 
  Yeah. 
 
9 Thea Ko so e: att tå den gamle [enn . ja gamle valdres dialekt.  
  What’s left of the old [or . yeah the old Valdres dialect. 
 
10 S23         [Ja. 
             [Yeah. 
 
11 Thea Og ko som e vørte skifta ut på ein måte. [. Mm-mm. 
  And what’s been traded out in a way. [ . Mm-hm. 
 
12 S23          [Ja. (ing) 
       [Yeah. (ingressive) 
 
13  Men du veit at Fagernes e jo- Du kan si at eh før nitten tjue,  
  But you know that Fagernes is- You could say that uh before 1920, 
 
14  så va kanskje berre tre garda her. 
  there were maybe only three farms here. 
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15 Thea Mm-mm. 
  Mm-hm. 
 
16 S23  Så det e ei ung historie.  
  So it’s a young history. 
 
17 Thea Ja. 
  Yeah. 
 
18 S23 Og med mange som e kome inn her ifrå andre stello. 
  And with lots [of people] who have come here from other places. 
 
19 Thea Mm-mm. 
  Mm-hm. 
 
20 S23 Så det ha kji no’o sånn gammal dialekt status. 
  So it doesn’t have any real old dialect status. 
 

This popularly known local history was also used in a series of articles in the local 

newspaper following the 2005 dialect contest win, where one installment was dedicated 

to the stasjonsbymål ‘station town language’ of Fagernes (Gudheim 2006).  

 But not only has Fagernes hosted tourists and passers-through, a relatively large 

number of “outsiders” without ancestral ties to Valdres have gradually settled in the 

Fagernes area, bringing other dialects with them. In fact, one long-term resident, who 

moved to Valdres about 30 years ago, remembers that during the 1970s and ‘80s, in-

migrants (innfløttara) had a negative reputation for their purported role in the decline of 

traditional language and culture in Valdres, which was, for a time, the subject of many 

letters to the editor in the local paper.4 The dominant image of language in Fagernes is 

                                                
4 This speaker also notes that today this negative attention (along with a fair amount of 
more or less “covert” racism) has been redirected toward the relatively small but growing 
number of non-Scandinavian immigrants to Norway and, especially, non-European 
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thus of a drastically “watered down” (utvatna) Valdres dialect that is thoroughly infected 

with urban or Bokmål forms. During an interview, one older rural Valdres speaker 

described the linguistic situation in Fagernes this way: 

 
Excerpt 5.2  
 
1 S27 Og i Nord-Aurdal veit du, og Fagernes,  
  And in Nord-Aurdal you know, and Fagernes, 
 
2  der har dei lite finar språk der då veit du.  
  they have a little bit nicer language there you know. 
 
3  Så- dei fleste, så. . . Der går det egentle mindre på dialekt. @ 
  So- most of them, that is. . . There there’s actually less dialect. @ 
 
4 Thea Finar? Ko [du- 
  Nicer? What [do you- 
 
5 S27       [Ja ja, dei trur det e finar i hvert fall @ . . 
            [Yeah well, they think it’s nicer anyway @ . . 
 
6  Meir- meir riksmål, enn bokmål dei prata. 
  They speak more- more Riksmål, or Bokmål. 
 
 
 Much like the ideological characterization of urban Oslo as a place without a real 

dialect (as discussed in Chapter 3) or with an “impoverished” and “flattened” way of 

speaking, as speakers in this study have described it, within Valdres, the semi-urban zone 

of Fagernes is also considered to be relatively lacking when it comes to dialect. Another 

older speaker from rural Vestre Slidre expressed mock pity for those from Fagernes in an 

interview, saying, “Stakkars desse so bur på Fagernes, dei har ingen dialekt. ‘Those poor 

things who live in Fagernes, they don’t have any dialect.’” The “fractal recursivity” 
                                                                                                                                            
refugees and other asylum seekers who have been present in Valdres since the 
establishment of national refugee placement centers in the district about 20 years ago. 
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inherent in language ideologies, as theorized by Irvine and Gal (2000), is apparent here, 

as metropolitan Oslo is considered a relative dialect void at the national level, while, in 

the dialect-speaking district of Valdres, semi-urban Fagernes is characterized in a 

remarkably similar way. 

 While many of the Valdres residents I spoke to shared the view that Fagernes had 

less dialect, or even no dialect, one man in his 40s, who grew up in a rural community 

about 20 minutes away from Fagernes, went so far as to claim that the kind of “mixed” 

language spoken by people from Fagernes could not actually be considered language at 

all, in contrast to the more rural surrounding communities: 

 
Excerpt 5.3 
 
1 S28 For du ska kji lenger enn te Fagernes veit du 
  Because you don’t have to go farther than to Fagernes you know 
 
2  så e det- berre:: . dei ha jo kji språk. 
  before it’s- just . they don’t even have language. 
 
3 Thea @@ 
 
4 S28 Anna enn- du veit kji ko dei kjem ifrå. 
  Except for- you don’t know where they come from. 
 
5 Thea Nei. 
  No. 
 
6 S28 Men når du kjem te Strønd, så prata dei Vallers. 
  But when you get to Strand, then they speak Valdres.5 
 
7 Thea Ja, det gjere [dei. 
  Yeah, they [do. 
                                                
5 This may additionally be interpreted as an attempt to flatter the interviewer, who has 
ancestral ties to the rural community with which she shares a name, a fact that this and 
most other participants in the study were well aware of. 
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8 S28          [O når du kjem uppi Ranheisbygde, 
         [And when you get up to Ranheimsbygda 
 
9  så prata dei Vallers. O te Leira. Stortsett då.  
  then they speak Valdres. And to Leira. For the most part. 
 
10 Thea Mm-mm. 
  Mm-hm. 
 
11 S28 Visst du ikkji e heilt nedi sentrum der då. 
  If you aren’t all the way down in the center that is. 
 
12 Thea Ja. 
  Yeah. 
 
13 S28 Men der [Fagernes] e det ei eig- eh- der e- . .  
  But there [Fagerens] it’s its own- uh- there it- . . 
 
14  Det- e veit kji ko slags språ:k det e egentle,  
  It- I don’t know what kind of language it is actually, 
 
15  det e: . det e kji korkji fugl enn fisk det då. 
  it’s: . it’s neither fish nor fowl. 
 
 
In comments like these, it is clear that Fagernes is viewed as a major source of normative, 

Bokmål-like language, and its modern history as a station town, hospitality- and 

commercial center, and focal point for in-migrants has entailed the stronger presence of 

centripetal linguistic forces there than elsewhere in central Valdres. 

 Education is another important source of normalizing linguistic forces. This is 

probably true in all literate societies, though it would seem to be more readily observable 

in some cases than others. Woolard has pointed out that, while  “the family initially 

endows children with linguistic and cultural capital,” it is typically “the school [that] 

establishes the authority and legitimacy of the scarcest, and therefore most highly valued, 
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linguistic and cultural forms and secures universal recognition of this legitimacy” 

(1985:740-41). In the Norwegian case, however, teachers are officially encouraged to use 

the local spoken language of their pupils, particularly at the elementary school level, and 

non-standard spoken language is not supposed to be corrected. Indeed, all of the local 

teachers I spoke with told me that they regularly used spoken dialect in classroom 

instruction. Moreover, the lack of an official spoken standard, alongside the use of non-

standard dialects by social and professional elites in Norway, seems to have created a sort 

of scholastic environment in which the ever-changing written norms and their 

grammatical rules are more easily called into question by students, and even abandoned 

later in life by those whose occupations do not demand writing proficiency, as this retired 

agricultural producer noted:  

 
Excerpt 5.4 
 
1 S1 Det hende somme gonge visst e ska skrive noko te nokon  
  Sometimes if I’m going to write something to someone 
 
 
2  som e bokmålfølk, så byna e på eit ler anna- då byna e meir bokmål.  
  who’s a Bokmål person, then I start with something- I start more Bokmål. 
 
3  Men når e får skreve noko linjo- Nei.  
  But once I’ve written a few lines- No. 
 
4  Då må e berre byna på att e før det- det bi- det skjær se. 
  Then I just have to start over because it- it gets- it doesn’t work. 
 
5 Thea Mm-mm. Så du prøva å skrive nynorsk altså. 
  Mm-hm. So you try to write mostly Nynorsk then. 
 
6 S1 Ja. E prøva å skrive nynorsk mest mule.  
  Yeah. I try to write Nynorsk as much as possible. 
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7  Men no e det jo vørte mykjy ord-  
  But now there have gotten to be a lot of words- 
 
8  det e jo mange ord no som du kan bruka på begge- 
  there are many words now that you can use in both- 
 
9 Thea Mm-mm. 
  Mm-hm. 
 
10 S1 Det e jo kji så strengt med di so det va då e lærde det får e seia.  
  It’s not as strict as it was when I learned it I have to say. 
 
11  Men e skriv- e rettskriv ikkji. Det gjere e nok ikkji,  
  But I write- I don’t write correctly [by prescriptive rules]. I don’t do that. 
 
12  men e prøva å skrive mest mule [nynorsk. 
  but I try as much as possible to write [Nynorsk. 
 
13 Thea         [Ja. 
       [Yeah. 
 
14  Det e jo vanskeli @ å skrive rettigt då. 
  It’s hard @ to write correctly. 
 
15 S1 Ja:. Ivertfall når du ikkji har det som jobb [helt e på sa. 
  Yeah:. At least when it’s not [part of] your job [I was going to say. 
 
16 Thea              [Ja. 
           [Yeah. 
 
17 S1 Når du berre skriv slek av o te. 
  When you only write like once in a while. 
 
 
 Indeed, many of the dialect speakers with whom I spoke told me that they did not 

use, or were not capable of writing, either “pure” Bokmål or Nynorsk, as in the excerpt 

above; instead, they claimed to write a mix of one or both of the written norms and often 

a fair amount of dialect. This was, however, decidedly not the case among teachers and 

other professionals with careers that required regular, formal writing, and this group 
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lamented the kind of written code mixing that others seemed to readily accept as 

unavoidable. In this sense, formal education may not be as linguistically normalizing or 

homogenizing as in places with well-established, high-status standards for writing and 

formal speaking, and its effects may be somewhat stratified according to occupational 

field, which, it should be noted, does not necessarily correlate well in Norway with 

traditional sociological conceptions of socio-economic class.6  

 On the other hand, Norwegian schools have been a primary battle ground in the 

struggle between Bokmål and Nynorsk for 150 years (Haugen 1966), which has made 

their linguistic and linguistic-ideological influence more transparent to the Norwegian 

public than what we might find in places with less contentious sociolinguistic histories. In 

particular, elementary schools, which use one written norm or the other except in 

individual cases of parental objection, have been and continue to be important for strong 

supporters of both Nynorsk and Bokmål. In central Valdres today, the majority of schools 

in rural communities use Nynorsk, including all of the schools in Vestre Slidre and 

Øystre Slidre, and the schools in the larger towns of Nord-Aurdal parish (Fagernes, Leira, 

and Aurdal) use Bokmål. While the schools in central Valdres have enjoyed relative 

linguistic peace in recent decades, as recently as early 2008, there was a local political 

fight over which of the written norms should be used in schools in Etnedal parish in 

southeastern Valdres. (It was decided that Nynorsk should remain the primary norm 

there.) Regardless of which written norm they encounter in elementary school, however, 
                                                
6 In rural Norway, in particular, even the distinction be “blue-” and “white collar” is often 
very difficult to make, as, for example, many “blue collar” farmers also hold “white 
collar” jobs in town, and local entrepreneurs may do manual labor in their businesses at 
the same time they manage other employees and do financial bookkeeping. 
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all students are required to demonstrate proficiency in both of the written standards at the 

middle- and high-school levels, and mastery of both is thus important (especially in terms 

of grade point average) for those intending to pursue post-secondary education. In this 

way, all students are exposed to and required to use standardized Bokmål and Nynorsk 

during their educational careers.   

 Significantly, while many Valdres students start out in local elementary and 

middle schools with Nynorsk as the primary written medium, upon entering high school 

(vidaregåandeskule) each student must choose whether she would like to have Bokmål or 

Nynorsk as her primary written language; here, when given the choice, a significant 

number of students switch from Nynorsk to Bokmål, a trend that appears to have been 

strong for several decades, according to Valdres residents who attended high school in 

the 1980s and ‘90s, as well as current high school teachers. While I met quite a few 

dialect speakers who used written Nynorsk all the way from elementary through 

secondary and even post-secondary education, and were strongly committed to using 

Nynorsk, many of the younger dialect speakers I interviewed told me that they (and/or 

many of their friends) had chosen Bokmål as their primary norm in high school, because 

they found it easier than Nynorsk and were able to make fewer mistakes in written work 

completed in Bokmål. By contrast, some also described Nynorsk as difficult, 

idiosyncratic, heavy, and old-fashioned. Yet many (though certainly not all) of those who 

had switched to Bokmål during high school and post-secondary education also told me 

that they had gradually switched back to Nynorsk as young adults, as they later 

developed a stronger appreciation of its similarities to their native dialect. 
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 Exposure to normative written language in local schools is not the only source of 

centripetal linguistic forces in education, however. While Valdres has a very good 

centralized high school in Leira (3 km south of Fagernes), offering a wide range of both 

academic and vocationally oriented programs of study, the district lacks post-secondary 

educational opportunities beyond a rather limited number of programs at its 

folkehøgskule, roughly equivalent to a U.S. community college, which is also located in 

Leira. The consequence of this is that the vast majority of students who continue on to 

post-secondary education are forced to leave the district, usually for an urban area in 

eastern Norway, where relatively normalized spoken language is dominant. And while 

many of the younger people I talked to were committed to using and maintaining their 

Valdres dialects in these urban settings, most of them admitted to noticing that they made 

at least minor lexical and morphological adjustments for the sake of being understood, a 

process they usually described as “unconscious” (ubevisst). Kerswill’s study of rural 

migrants to urban Bergen in western Norway (1994) also showed that rural dialect 

speakers there gradually adopted forms from the regional urban speech norm (the dialect 

of Bergen) after leaving their native rural communities for the city. In the end results, 

then, though not necessarily in terms of social trends or motivations, this pattern is 

actually quite similar to that identified by Labov on Martha’s Vineyard (1963).  

 In Valdres, however, there appears to be a relatively new and growing trend to 

return to the district after completing one’s education (this has changed in the last 20 

years or so), and dialect speakers who had returned after post-secondary education were 

among the most vocal about the importance of maintaining the dialect and passing it on 
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to their children. Still, as one young speaker who has recently attended multiple post-

secondary institutions outside of Valdres put it: 

Det må te så mykjy utfløting ijå undom for å få se utdannils, og at dei bli så 
påvirka der. Og då bli det på ein måte utvatna når dei kjem heimatt. Og språket 
tek på ein måte lite tid å forandra se, slek at eh:: når nei då kjem tebakersatt, så 
har dei kansi lagt se te vana enn- uvana so ikkji bi borte med ei gong. 
 
(There has to be so much out-migration among youth in order to get an education, 
and that they get so influenced there. And then it gets sort of watered down when 
they come back home. And language sort of takes some time to change, so that 
uh:: then when they come back again, they’ve maybe formed some habits or- bad 
habits that don’t disappear right away.) 
 

This point was corroborated by several others, including one dialect speaker who had 

attended university in Oslo and worked there for several years afterward, but returned to 

Valdres about 10 years ago:  

E veit jo at e- at eh: e fekk veldi store innslag tå bokmål i dialekta mi når e jobba 
der. Og det merka e jo fortsatt. . . . Men det e heilt ubevisst. . . . Det e jo kji det at 
e ynskje å skjule at e e frå Valdres. Det e jo berre det at det jah:. Det- det snik se 
så fort inn.  
 
(I know that I- that uh: I got a lot of Bokmål mixed into my dialect when I worked 
there. And I still notice that today. . . . But it [using Bokmål forms] is completely 
unconscious. . . . It’s not that I want to hide that I’m from Valdres. It’s just that it 
yeah. It- it sneaks its way in so quickly.) 
 

In this sense, education at every level can have normalizing effects for dialect speakers, 

including those who are ideologically committed to dialect maintenance and (written 

and/or spoken) sociolinguistic diversity, and this is experienced as rather frustrating by 

some. As the same speaker put it quite eloquently: 

 Det e kji heilt samsvar mellom den politiske holdningen e har te det og det e 
faktisk utøve sjøl då. For e vil veldi gjedne- e e opptatt tå språk og e syns dialekta 
har sin rettmessige plass og e syns at eh alle må kunne bruke det i alle 
sammenhenga. Enten det e på stortingets talestol eller på tv eller vorsomhelst. 
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Men så kjenne e jo det at min eigen bruk e ikkji alltid- e leva ikkji alltid opp te det 
idealet mitt sjøl. 

  
 (There’s not complete agreement between the political stance I have and what I 

actually do in practice myself. Because I really want- I’m interested in language 
and I think dialects have their rightful place and I think that everyone should be 
able to use it in all situations. Whether it’s at the lectern in parliament or on tv or 
wherever. But then I realize that my own use isn’t always- I don’t always live up 
to my own ideal.) 

 
 
 As these speakers point out, the ubiquity and concomitant power of normative 

language in Norway can significantly affect the speech of native dialect speakers, even 

when they would rather it did not. Here, then, we have further evidence of the strong 

centripetal force of normative language, even in the face of overt ideological opposition 

to it, and despite the continued widespread use and acceptance of non-standard dialects 

across a range of interactional settings, an apparent contradiction that has also been 

recently observed on a national basis by Røyneland (2009). 

 

Long-term morpho-lexical convergence toward Urban Eastern Norwegian 

 While earlier studies of spoken dialect in Valdres were primarily descriptive, 

Kvåle’s recent study (1999b), as noted above, was explicitly focused on assessing 

variation in the use of traditional dialect features and investigating change in apparent 

time for two generations, teenagers and their parents. The overwhelming trend in Kvåle’s 

study is change in the direction of Bokmål, or what she refers to as “normalized Eastern 

Norwegian,” the relatively standard speech of urban Oslo, in addition to some changes 

indicating regional dialect levelling (Kerswill 2003) toward the (levelled/levelling) urban 
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dialects of the smaller east-central Norwegian cities,7 which Kvåle refers to as 

midtaustlandsk bymål ‘east-central urban dialect.’ 

 In the remainder of this chapter, I would like to highlight some of the long-term, 

ongoing changes toward Bokmål and urban/normalized Eastern Norwegian. While 

Kvåle’s study dealt with assessing the use of non-standard Valdres dialect forms without 

considering whether survey respondents were dialect speakers or not, I will only deal 

with variation and apparent-time change among (self-identified) Valdres dialect speakers. 

Using the quantitative findings in Kvåle’s thesis as reference points when possible, I will 

contribute some of my own observations from fieldwork in 2007-08, based partly on 

recorded interviews and conversations, focusing on evidence of dialect convergence and 

centripetal, normalizing changes in contemporary Valdresmål.  

 Working from the findings of previous studies since the 1950s, it seems that there 

is sufficient evidence to identify most of these as changes through time or changes in 

progress, though it is difficult to know for some of the more recently identified points of 

variation whether they should be considered evidence of language change or age grading 

(Rickford 1999), in which case young speakers might eventually “grow out of” certain 

features that they do not share with older speakers today. Given the preponderance of 

evidence for long-term morpholexical convergence toward Urban Eastern Norwegian 

thus far, however, it seems likely that most of the variation discussed below is indicative 

of changes in progress, rather than age-graded variation. 

                                                
7 These cities include Lillehammer, Hamar, Gjøvik, and Hønefoss, all of which are within 
about two hours’ driving distance from central Valdres. 
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 I have concentrated on providing mostly qualitative analyses for the majority of 

these variables, though I have sometimes included estimates for usage rates based on the 

dialect recordings I have. There are two important reasons for this: 1) providing a 

quantitative analysis for each of these changes would require vast amounts of careful 

counting and coding in order to produce statistics that would probably not be particularly 

meaningful, because 2) quantitative analysis of lexical and morphological variation in 

socially-occurring speech is fundamentally problematic, particularly due to differences in 

the relative frequency and salience of variables and variants, which may further vary 

according to topic (Kerswill 1994:72-3, Blom and Gumperz 1972) and a range of other 

(independent) contextual variables, including all of the relevant interactional elements 

identified by Hymes (1974) and others working in the ethnography of communication 

tradition.8 In this case, the combined effects of topic (primarily language in the 

metalinguistic interviews) and the co-participant/audience/interviewer (a dialect speaker 

researching the local dialect) could clearly influence linguistic production, and this is 

evident in occasional self-corrections from normative forms to dialect forms made by 

several interviewees. I am thus content to provide estimates for morpholexical variation 

for all but a few particularly complicated features, which are addressed in the next 

chapter. These estimates are based in part on participant-observation and in part on the 

counting of particular forms in the recorded speech I have. Finally, the variation and 

changes in progress presented below should by no means be understood as a complete 
                                                
8 According to the SPEAKING mnemonic proposed by Hymes (1974), such contextual 
elements may include setting or scene, participants (speaker(s) and audience), ends 
(purposes/goals), act sequence (preceding/following events, interruptions), key (“tone, 
manner, spirit”), instrumentalities (codes or registers), norms of behavior, and genre. 
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list; rather, they are intended to offer a sampling of the kinds of normalizing changes that 

have been at work in the dialect for some time. 

 Wangensteen’s 1971 study highlights the loss of distinctive local lexical items in 

Vang kommune among youth at that time and provides clear evidence of lexical shift in 

the direction of Bokmål or Urban Eastern Norwegian. As noted in the previous chapter, 

many lexical items (“content” words) referring to the tools and practices of manual 

agriculture and timber activities in Valdres have fallen out of use along with the 

traditional industries on which they were based, while other words seem to have been 

gradually replaced by more widespread, normative forms generally found in Bokmål. 

This is a trend that virtually all of the Valdres residents I spoke with were well aware of, 

and it is a particular focus of concern for those preoccupied with dialect loss. 

 As noted in the previous chapter, the traditional Valdresmål counting system has 

also been largely replaced by that represented in both of the written norms, though the 

alternative Danish-influenced forms of the Bokmål norm, syv and tyve for ‘seven’ and 

‘twenty,’ respectively, continue to be avoided, except when the clarity of communication 

has been explicitly placed in doubt. While many of the old counting words have thus 

been replaced more or less completely, as indicated in Table 4.2 in the previous chapter, 

the word order of counting expressions above twenty is also undergoing a more gradual 

shift away the traditional formulation femotjue, which like German, might be glossed as 

‘five-and-twenty’ for 25, to the formulation tjuefem ‘twenty-five,’ as in English or 

French. The new system is also like Swedish but actually a move away from Danish, 

where German word order is used, as well as a (notoriously confusing) base-20 system. 
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 Further, there appears to be ongoing shift involving certain “function” words, 

including many of the non-standard prepositions in Valdresmål. In particular, fere9 

‘before’ or ‘in front of’ appears to be losing ground to normative før (Bm and Nn10), 

while tå ‘of’ alternates with normative av (Bm and Nn). While the older speakers I 

recorded use fere ‘before’ quite consistently, speakers in the middle two groups tend to 

use both fere and før, and the youngest speakers rarely use fere. However, normative av 

‘of’ still appears to be less common than Valdresmål tå among all age groups, and av is 

used most often by younger speakers with post-secondary education, as well as by 

speakers from the Fagernes-Leira area. Additionally, the prepositions my(l)jo ‘between’ 

and ijøno ‘through’ now alternate with Bokmål mellom and gjennom (/jɛnom/), 

respectively, again particularly among younger speakers, and also among those who have 

spent a significant amount of time outside of Valdres, either for education or work. I have 

also recorded one instance of ijønom spoken by a middle-aged man from central Valdres, 

an innovative form that represents a sort of compromise between Valdresmål ijøno and 

normative gjennom. 

 Several other very common words that are clearly under pressure from normative 

Urban Eastern Norwegian are lite ‘a little (bit),’ mykjy ‘much,’ and grådi(g) ‘very,’ which 

today alternate with Bokmål litt, mye, and veldig. (These forms are all conceptualized by 

speakers as lexical variants.) Lite > litt is common throughout Valdres and across age 

                                                
9 Fere ‘before’ is only used in prepositional phrases (e.g., fere krigen ‘before the war’). 
Før is used by all speakers in this study when to indicate past time in the abstract (e.g., 
Dei prata slek før. ‘They spoke that way before.’). 
10 Here and below, I indicate which of the written standards the normative forms are 
found in. Bm=Bokmål, Nn=Nynorsk. 
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groups except for the oldest group, those born before 1940.  The lite > litt change is 

probably somewhat less remarkable than the others, as lite can also mean ‘small’ (neut. 

adj.), which is common across dialects and in both written norms, so that this change may 

be a semantic narrowing, or it at least clarifies a semantic distinction. Litt is now fairly 

ubiquitous, even in utterances that otherwise use distinctively Valdresmål forms, and 

younger speakers rarely use lite to indicate the quantity ‘a little.’ Normative litt thus 

seems to have been fully incorporated into the dialect at this point. 

 Mykjy [myçy] ‘much/a lot’ > mye [myɛ], on the other hand, is a more obvious 

shift toward Bokmål/Urban Eastern Norwegian, as Nynorsk has mykje for ‘much,’ 

variants of which are also found in many other rural dialects. Presently, the mykjy > mye 

shift appears to be most common in the Fagernes-Leira area. Curiously, mykjy > mye is 

not paralleled by a similar change in ikkji [Içi] ‘not’ > ikke (Bm), to which it bears 

superficial resemblance; rather, ikkji, or its reduced form, kji, tends to be used virtually 

100% of the time by all of the Valdresmål speakers in this study, and also by about 85% 

of the respondents in Kvåle’s study (1999:130), a point that I will discuss further in 

Chapter 6. Yet, for most dialect speakers from Vestre and Øystre Slidre, as well as those 

in the outlying, rural communities of Nord-Aurdal, mykjy, like ikkji, is used virtually all 

of the time; among dialect speakers in the Fagernes-Leira area, however, mye appears to 

have become part of the local Valdresmål variety. For instance, I interviewed a middle-

aged speaker from Fagernes who used both Valdresmål (ik)kji and normative mye 

consistently throughout a 30-minute interview, and generally used Valdresmål forms 

otherwise, as in this example: 
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Vang va jo grådigt spesielt før...Så e har jo kjeringa mi i frå Vang, då. Så far 
hennes att, eh han- han hadde mye tå gamle vangsjeldingsspråket. 
 
‘Vang was really distinctive before... So my wife is from Vang. And her father, 
uh he- he had a lot of the old Vang dialect.’  
 
BM: VANG VAR JO VELDIG SPESIELT FØR... SÅ KONA MI ER JO FRA VANG, DA. SÅ 
HENNES FAR IGJEN, HAN HADDE MYE AV DET GAMLE VANGSJELDINGSSPRÅKET. 
 

 
Here, the use of normative mye is the only obvious non-traditional element in an 

utterance that is otherwise markedly Valdresmål, including such forms those listed in 

Table 5.1 below.  

 
Table 5.1. Markedly Valdresmål forms in a mixed-variety utterance from a 
Fagernes speaker 
 

Form Gloss Corresponding Bm/Nn 
form(s) 

va ‘was’ Bm/Nn var 

grådigt  ‘really’  Bm/Nn veldig 

e ‘I’ Bm jeg (/jæi/),  Nn eg 

kjeringa ‘wife’ Bm/Nn kona 

frå ‘from’ Bm fra,  Nn frå 

då ‘then’11 Bm da,  Nn då 

att ‘again’12 Bm igjen,  Nn att 

tå ‘of’ Bm/Nn av 

 
 

                                                
11 Då is a common discourse marker. 
12 Att can be glossed as ‘again,’ but it can also be used as a particle indicating return, 
repetition, or redundance. For instance, in an above quotation, Speaker 12 uses the forms 
heimatt ‘back home’ and kjem tebakersatt ‘come back (again).’ 
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The remainder of the sentence consists of “bivalent” forms, in Woolard’s Bakhtinian 

sense (1998; Woolard and Genovese 2007), that is, linguistic forms that exist in more 

than one language or variety simultaneously and are thus not classifiable as “belonging” 

to one or the other. 

 Finally, a particularly clear example of lexical shift in high-frequency words is 

that of the intensifier grådi(g) ‘very/really/a lot’ > veldi(g), which, like lite > litt is 

common throughout Valdres across age groups, with most speakers born after 1960 using 

grådi(g) only infrequently.13 Importantly, grådig also exists in both Bokmål and 

Nynorsk, but there with a primary meaning that can be glossed as ‘greed(il)y.’ In 

Valdres, grådi(g) continues to be used regularly as an common intensifier by middle-

aged and older dialect speakers (as in the utterance quoted in the previous paragraph), as 

well as by some younger speakers who claim to be making a conscious effort to maintain 

the traditional dialect in their own speech. For instance, one young speaker (born in the 

1980s) that I interviewed uses grådi(g) more than twice as often as veldi(g) during a 42-

minute interview, including three times in 16 seconds in this utterance: 

N såg jo det grådigt etter den dere konkurransa. Så vart det grådigt meir 
populært å prata dialekt. Særle blant ungdom. For att det e dei som på ein måte 
som ha vøre usikre på om det ha vøre kult. Og då vart det plutsele kult. Så e tru 
det va grådigt positivt for distriktet og for valdresdialekten faktisk, at dei vann. 
 
(You really saw that after that contest. Then it became a lot more popular to 
speak dialect. Especially among youth. Because they’re the ones who have sort 
been unsure about whether it was cool. And then it suddenly became cool. So I 
think it was very positive for the district and for the Valdres dialect actually, that 
they won.) 
 

                                                
13 Another local synonym, grepa, is also still used as an intensifier, though only rarely 
and, among younger speakers, often in a linguistically self-conscious manner. 
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Even this speaker, however, also uses veldi(g) part of the time, as in the following excerpt 

from earlier in the same interview: 

 
Excerpt 5.5 
 
1 Thea Ja, det ha no vøre mykjy prat om språk heime ijå de med. 
  So there’s been a lot of talk about language at home for you too. 
 
 
2 S @[@ Grådigt. @@@ 
  @[@ A lot. @@@ 
 
3 Thea     [@@@ 
 
4  Ja, vart det korrigert mykjy [i språket ditt? 
  So were you corrected a lot [in your language? 
 
5 S             [Ja. 
              [Yes. 
 
6  Mm-mm. Det hendte det. Treotjue år.  
  Mm-hm. That’s happened. Twenty-three years, 
 
7  og kjem te å bi treotjue år i framtia. [@@ 
  and it’ll be for twenty-three more years. [@@ 
 
8 Thea            [@@@ 
 
9 S Og dei e veldi opptakne tå at e ska prata rettigt... 
  And they’re very concerned that I should speak correctly... 
 
 
Notably, this young speaker also uses the traditional dialect construction for twenty-three, 

treotjue, in lines 6 and 7, as well as the markedly Valdresmål construction kjem te å bi ‘it 

will be,’ which is quite different from its Bokmål “translation”: kommer til å bli. The 

final sentence in line 9, which contains the normative form veldi is also markedly 

Valdresmål otherwise: 
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 O dei e veldi opptakne tå at e ska prata rettigt... 
 ‘And they are very concerned that I should speak correctly...’ 
  BM: OG DE ER VELDIG OPPTATT AV AT JEG SKAL SNAKKE RIKTIG... 
 
 
As nearly every word bears traces of Valdresmål here, this and countless similar 

utterances by younger speakers should probably be taken as evidence that veldi(g) has 

been effectively incorporated into the contemporary Valdres dialect. 

 One of the areas where Kvåle finds an apparently high degree of convergence 

toward normative varieties is in the suffixes used for masculine and feminine indefinite 

plural nouns. As indicated in Table 4.1 in the previous chapter, both Bokmål and 

Nynorsk use –r endings, though Bokmål always uses –er, while Nynorsk uses both –er 

(fem.) and –ar (masc.), with a some exceptions in which –ar is permitted for feminine 

and –er for masculine.14 Neutral nouns normatively have no suffix in the indefinite plural 

form. In Valdresmål, as in the neighboring dialect of Hallingdal, indefinite plural 

formation has historically constituted a particularly complicated system (see Aars 1963 

for a complete account), with many special classes of nouns retained from Old Norse, 

including one to three “strong” or irregular classes for each gender, in addition to the 

regular or “weak” classes for masculine, feminine, and neutral nouns. In this system, the 

following endings may be used in central Valdres15: -o, – (strong, weak neut.); -e, -a 

(strong, weak masc.); -e, -a, -o (strong, weak fem.). 

                                                
14 These include single-syllable nouns in each gender, as well as feminine nouns ending 
in –ing and masculine nouns ending in –a (the latter of which are generally foreign 
borrowings). 
15 Other suffixes are also found in the southern and extreme northern regions of Valdres. 
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 Kvåle has investigated indefinite plural forms in eight of these classes separately. 

Her results indicate that the distinctions between some of these classes are gradually 

collapsing, and that increasing rates of –er endings, as found in Urban Eastern Norwegian 

and Bokmål, are also being used across noun classes by younger speakers (1999b: 97-

106). Overall, while 92% of respondents from the parent generation in Kvåle’s study said 

they used the traditional forms, on average less than 60% of the middle and high school 

students reported doing so, with about 30-40% reporting that they used normative –er 

forms across noun classes (1999b:105). These rates are similar to those that have been 

self-reported among youth in the neighboring midlandsk dialects of Hallingdal and 

Gudbrandsdal (Berge Rudi 2007:91-92) and in the west-Norwegian dialect of nearby 

Sogn (Stokstad 2008:59-60). (See Figure 1.5 for a map of the relative geographical 

locations of each of the dialect areas.) 

 Kvåle also concludes that some of the “strong” noun classes appear to be 

merging, and I would add to this the observation that the traditional Valdresmål noun 

classes that are used least among her informants are those whose indefinite plural suffixes 

are farthest from those of the more clearly systematic (or predictable) regular/weak 

classes. Here, then, there appears certain amount of dialect simplification (Trudgill 1986), 

as previously distinct classes of irregular nouns are becoming more grammatically 

regular. In contrast, the strong noun suffixes that are closest (or even identical) to the 

weak suffixes for masculine and feminine indefinite plurals seem to be the most resistant 

to pressure from both normative –er and intradialectal grammatical simplification.  
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 Among the dialect speakers I recorded, the oldest generation only very rarely uses 

the normative –er suffix in the indefinite plural, though I have recorded a few instances 

of this form, particularly among more educated older speakers when adding special 

emphasis. Middle-aged speakers also occasionally use –er to mark indefinite plurals that 

are being emphasized in running speech. The younger dialect speakers I recorded use 

normative –er more often than the other generational groups, but less than 10-20% of the 

time on average. Conversely, this means that non-standard masculine and feminine 

endings, which I have lumped together into a single category for the sake of theoretical 

simplicity, are used in the indefinite plural over 80% of the time among the youngest 

speakers in this study. 

 Importantly, many of the instances of normative –er use for indefinite plurals 

among younger speakers in my data occur in lexical items that are new in some way or 

another: words recently borrowed into Norwegian from English and other words related 

to new technologies are common sites for indefinite plural –er. For instance, one man 

born in the 1960s used –er as the indefinite plural suffix for ‘websites’: 

  
 Det e slek e tru mø ska blant anna bruke dialekte te å markedsføre uss med. Alle 

internetsider som for eksempel Valdresportalen... 
  
 ‘That’s how I think we should among other things use the dialect to market 

ourselves too. All websites like Valdresportalen for example...’ 
  
 BM: DET ER SLIK JEG TROR VI SKAL BLANT ANNET BRUKE DIALEKTEN TIL Å 

MARKEDSFØRE OSS OG. ALLE INTERNETSIDER SOM FOR EKSEMPEL 
VALDRESPORTALEN. 
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Here, the indefinite plural noun internetsider ‘websites’ is produced with the normative 

suffix in an otherwise clearly dialectal utterance. That such a new lexical item should be 

treated differently makes logical sense, as it has not historically been a part of the 

weak/strong gendered noun system inherited from Old Norse – though it should be noted 

that the word side ‘side/page’ is actually classified as a weak feminine noun, so that the 

compound word internetside could easily be assigned to that noun class and rendered as 

internetsi(d)o in the indefinite plural in Valdresmål. It is possible that this is a case of 

morphological “blocking” (Wunderlich 1996, Kiparsky 2004), as speakers could be using 

the normative indefinite plural suffix in order to keep the new meaning for side, i.e., 

“site,” distinct from older ones, i.e., “side” and “(paper) page.” 

 Thus, while Kvåle’s study indicates that traditional indefinite plural endings in 

Valdres are losing ground to “new” (though still non-standard) forms through the 

merging of previously distinct “strong” noun classes, as well as to normative –er, it may 

also be the case that the normative suffixes are especially prominent in new lexical items, 

as well as among relatively standard speakers (who appear account for about one-third of 

the teenagers in Kvåle’s study). Furthermore, changes in the old noun classification 

system are probably not surprising, given that this system is not represented in either of 

the written norms and is declining in surrounding midlandsk dialects, as well (cf. Berge 

Rudi 2007, Røyneland 2005). 

 In both Bokmål and Nynorsk, -(e)r suffixes are also generally used to indicate the 

present tense for “weak” or regular verbs. In Valdresmål, -a has been the traditional 

present-tense suffix, as well as the infinitive suffix for many strong verbs. Bokmål and 
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Urban Eastern Norwegian, on the other hand, use –e (/ɛ/) to mark the infinitive, as does 

Nynorsk, although some verbs, those called “balanced” (jamvekt or kløyvd) verbs, which 

had even stress in Old Norse, may optionally be written with –a in the infinitive 

according to Nynorsk grammar rules.  

 In her study, Kvåle found that the use of normative –er in the present tense for 

regular verbs was increasing rather dramatically among teenagers in Valdres, with over 

30% percent reporting their use of the normative suffix, compared to 0% among the 

parent generation, virtually all of whom claim to use Valdresmål –a in present tense all of 

the time (1999b:88). Notably, however, a number of Kvåle’s younger informants also 

report using –e or -ɛ in the present tense for weak verbs, something that she finds 

unexpected and surprising (1999b:89). In my data, the use of –e or -ɛ to mark present 

tense is not at all unusual among dialect speakers, many of whom use a mix of traditional 

–a, normative –er, and the “new” –e/-ɛ form. In fact, the use of –e or -ɛ in balanced 

present tense verbs may not be all that new in Valdres, as I find widespread use of both –

a and –e/-ɛ among the middle-aged and older speakers in my data, an alternation that 

sometimes appears to be conditioned by the phonetic environment, with-e/-ɛ generally 

being the more common realization when immediately preceding a word with a mid- or 

high-front vowel or /j/ glide, and also often when the verb stem contains a high- or mid-

front vowel. Conversely, the “traditional” –a present tense form tends to occur before and 

after morphemes with back or central vowels. The following utterances from interviews 
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with two female speakers born in the 1930s illustrate this kind of alternation in the present 

tense of the strong balanced verb å gjera ‘to do’: 

  
 e gjere gjedne det 
 [e jɛre jɛdnɛ dɛ] 
 ‘I do that willingly’ 
 BM: JEG GJØR GJERNE DET 
 
 and 
 
 det gjere e ikkji no 
 [dɛ jɛrɛ e içi no]  
 ‘I do not do that now’ 
 BM: DET GJØR JEG IKKE NÅ 
 
 but 
 
 det synst e det gjera, no i dag så… 
 [dɛ synst e dɛ jɛrɑ no i dɑg sɔ] 
 ‘I think it does, today anyway...’ 
 BM: DET SYNES JEG DET GJØR, NÅ I DAG SÅ...  
 
 
 Among the young speakers in my study, I also find alternation between –a and –

e/-ɛ in the infinitive for strong balanced (jamvekt/kløyvd) verbs, as does Kvåle in her 

1999 study, where 63% of her teenaged informants report using –a, and 37% report using 

–e or -ɛ (1999b:86). Berge Rudi (2007) has also found this to be the case in her recent 

study of dialect use among youth in the valleys of Hallingdal and Gudbrandsdal, which 

border Valdres to the southwest and northeast, respectively, and Stokstad (2008) has 

newly documented similar variability in infinitive suffixes in Aurland kommune in Sogn, 

immediately to the northwest of Valdres. This would seem to be another instance of 

grammatical simplification, in addition to evidence of convergence toward normative 
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varieties, as the use of –e/-ɛ in the infinitive of irregular balanced verbs corresponds to 

the regular weak verb pattern of an –e/-ɛ suffix in the infinitive, which is found in both 

dialectal and normative varieties of Norwegian. 

 Among younger Valdresmål speakers, it is also possible that the variable use of –

e/-ɛ in weak present tense verbs could be an analogy to the traditional use of –a for both 

infinitive and present tense in balanced verbs. As the use of –e/-ɛ has increased as an 

infinitive marker in balanced verbs, a trend suggesting convergence toward Bokmål and 

urban regional norms, it has also begun to be used as a present tense marker, which thus 

builds on the old –a/-a pattern for balanced verbs. In this way, ongoing changes in 

present tense morphology are more complicated than simple convergence toward 

normative present tense –er, which might be expected. 

 Finally, dative case morphology, the use of which has been on the wane for at 

least half a century in central Valdres, now appears to be on its last legs. Even some of 

the oldest speakers (born prior to 1940) with whom I spoke in interviews and other 

interactions during fieldwork use dative case forms inconsistently in socially-occurring 

speech. While it is true that several of the middle-aged and younger dialect speakers I 

talked to do use the dative case, some of them virtually all of the time, it is also the case 

that these individuals appear to be exceptional speakers. All of the dialect speakers I 

talked to who were born after about 1955 and still used the dative case consistently did so 

self-consciously (as reported in metalinguistic interviews), and among the youngest 

speakers (those born after 1980), the only two who used dative case most of the time told 

me that they had made a conscious effort to learn the dative forms with the help of 
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middle-aged or older speakers. In Kvåle’s study, only about 5% of the teenagers surveyed 

reported using dative case forms, while their parents reported using the dative case about 

40% of the time with dative prepositions, and 22% of the time for indirect objects 

(1999b:134-136). 

 Still, there appear to be a few calcified forms involving dative prepositions, 

probably the most common and salient of which is the form (å vera) på støle ‘(to be) at 

the mountain farm,’ where the noun ein støl ‘a mountain farm’ takes the dative ending –e 

rather than the usual definite singular masculine ending –en. This form is found in the 

contrasting prepositional construction (å reise) på stølen ‘(to go) to the mountain farm), 

which does not take the dative ending, because it involves directional movement. The 

contrast in these two constructions is also a very popular one to cite in lay discussions of 

the dative case in Valdres, possibly because there is a clearer distinction than in certain 

other examples, and also because it is still widely used across generations. Kvåle suggests 

that dative case på støle may have become lexicalized, as this was, in fact, the form that 

was most frequently reported as being used by both her teenaged and adult informants 

(1999b:134-137).   

 Despite the persistence of a few apparently calcified dative forms, however, the 

dative case system is clearly no longer intact in contemporary Valdresmål, and this may 

be partly the result of pressure from normative varieties (spoken or written), none of 

which has preserved the dative case. The decline of dative case in Valdres in the last two 

generations is something that many dialect speakers are very aware of, and its imminent 

loss seems to be accepted by most younger speakers but often with a sense of sadness. 
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One dialect speaker born in the 1960s told me about the rapid loss of dative case from 

one generation to the next in her family, reflecting a sense of insecurity about dative 

forms that is common among younger Valdres residents, who are sometimes criticized by 

more competent dative case users for using dative forms incorrectly: 

 Foreldrudn mine e jo fortsatt støe på dativformadn. Men det e jo ikkji e. Så der e 
det nok noko som er i ferd med å dø ut med min generasjon og kanskje neste. E 
kan fortsatt klare noko no så e prøva me innimellom å teste det på mamma. Ja 
vart dette her rettigt, ikkji sant? Mens det e noko som dei har inne. So dei har fått 
inn med morsmjølke på ein anna måte. Så det e nok i ferd med å bli borte. 
 
(My parents are still surefooted in using dative forms. But I’m not. So it’s 
something that’s about to die out with my generation and maybe the next one. I 
can still manage some [dative case] so once in a while I try to test it with my 
mom. Like was that correct, you know? While it’s something that they just have 
down. That they’ve gotten in with their mothers’ milk in a different way. So it is 
on its way out.) 
 

This kind of rapid dative loss in not uncommon across the remaining dative-case dialects, 

which have, until recently been found throughout the northern half of southern Norway, 

i.e., from the regions north of the Oslo area northward to Trøndelag, where the city of 

Trondheim is located (Papazian and Helleland 2005). For the rural districts surrounding 

Valdres, too, dative case has been in relatively steep decline for at least several decades, 

according to findings from Gudbrandsdal (Jenshus 1986, Berge Rudi 2007) and 

Hallingdal (Beito 1979, Berge Rudi 2007). 

 

The vowel system 

 One of the areas that has been most under-addressed, both for Valdresmål and for 

Norwegian in general, is that of vowel phonology (Kristoffersen 2000:10). This is 

somewhat understandable, given the sheer amount of morphological and lexical variation 
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across Norwegian dialects, which may be somewhat easier to assess and garners more 

popular interest. While vowel phonology remains under-described, social dialectologists 

have done a fair amount of work describing distinctive consonant phonology for various 

dialects, including Valdresmål (Beito 1959, Aars 1963, Kvåle 1999b). Moreover, the 

work that has been done to date specifically addressing vowels has been primarily 

auditory, rather than acoustic; that is, most of the research on the sounds of Norwegian 

speech has relied on what researchers are able to hear in careful listening without the aid 

of acoustic analysis software, which can be used to measure the sound waves of vowels 

in recorded speech and thus provide a basis for the close comparison of vowel systems 

and production within and across speakers.16 

 

Data and methodology: 

 In order to help fill this gap and establish a record of generational variation in 

vowel phonology among Valdresmål speakers, I have measured, plotted, and analyzed 

the complete vowel systems of 24 speakers – 12 men and 12 women, including three 

speakers of each sex from each of four generational groups, as shown in Table 5.1. The 

focus here is on speakers from central Valdres (i.e., Nord-Aurdal, Vestre Slidre, and 

Øystre Slidre parishes), however two younger speakers who grew up in communities 

very close to central Valdres are also included – one from Vang parish and one from 

                                                
16 There is currently an ongoing, large-scale research project focused on creating an 
online database with sound, video, transcripts, and articulatory and acoustic analyses of 
(normative eastern) Norwegian speech sounds, which is a collaboration between clinical 
linguists at the Universities of Oslo and Edinburgh (Moen 2009), though the database is 
not yet available. 
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northern Sør-Aurdal. I have chosen to include these speakers in order to balance the 

age/sex ratios, but I also justify their inclusion based on my observation that, among the 

younger generations, there is a good deal of dialect levelling (Kerswill 2002, 2003) 

within Valdres, toward a rural, central Valdres norm. That is, while past studies (e.g., 

Beito 1959, Kvåle 1999b), and many contemporary speakers, often stress the variation 

between villages, towns, and parishes in Valdres, my present research indicates that many 

of the minor, though systematic, differences that were previously attested, are no longer 

present in the speech of younger dialect users. For vowel phonology, in particular, there 

do not appear to be any noticeable differences based on parish. 

 
Table 5.2. Speakers included in vowel analysis 
 

 Female Male 

B. 1920-1939 3: NA, NA, VS* 3: NA, VS, VS 

B. 1940-1959 3: VS, VS, ØS 3: NA, NA, ØS 

B. 1960-1979 3: ØS, ØS, VS 3: VS, ØS, SA 

B. 1980-1989 3: NA, NA, VS 3: NA, ØS, V 

 
*NA=Nord-Aurdal, VS=Vestre Slidre, ØS=Øystre Slidre, SA=Sør-Aurdal, V=Vang. See 
the map of Valdres in Chapter 1 (Figure 1.2) for the relative geographical position of 
each kommune. 
 
 
 All of the speakers in the oldest generation listed here are retired, and two of the 

speakers from the b. 1940-59 generation are also newly semi-retired. Otherwise, all of the 

speakers in the middle two age groups have full-time jobs. In the youngest generation, 
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half of the speakers are still students, either secondary or post-secondary, while the other 

half work full-time. Those who are still students all have part-time jobs. For all age 

groups, the occupational fields (either current or former) represented in this sample 

include: agriculture, architecture, education, engineering, health care, human resources, 

journalism, machine operation, marketing, military, performance art, public 

administration, social work, retail sales, sports, and vehicle repair. Many speakers have 

(or have had as adults) jobs in more than one of these fields, often crossing traditional 

“collar color” lines. 

 The speech analyzed comes from the collection of 31 recorded metalinguistic 

interviews with native Valdres residents, as described in Chapter 1. From this group 

seven interviews were excluded from vowel analysis for a variety of reasons. First, I 

excluded three women whose interviews had considerably more background noise than 

the others (which makes accurate formant measurement difficult). I also excluded one 

young woman who did not self-identify as a dialect speaker and one middle-aged man 

due to a relatively small amount of connected speech from which to measure vowels (a 

relatively short interview without many elaborated responses). Additionally, I chose to 

exclude one older woman because of the amount of her interview that was spent naming 

traditional dialect words and describing dialect-internal variation, which made finding 

enough “regular,” i.e., conversational rather than didactic or performative (Schilling-

Estes 1998), speech difficult. Finally, I randomly excluded one of the remaining women 

in the b. 1960-79 group, which balanced the number of speakers per age/sex cell at three 

each. 
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 The selected interviews average about 40 minutes in length; most are between 30 

and 50 minutes, though they range from 25 to 126 minutes overall. Two of the speakers’ 

spouses were present and included in the interaction for portions of their interviews, 

though this does not seem to have had any apparent effect on the interviewees’ speech, 

either in amount or style. 

 Finally, while I also collected some conversational data during ethnographic 

fieldwork, including conversations involving some of the interviewees included here, I 

chose to restrict my vowel measurements to the recorded interviews for a number of 

reasons. First, because the selected interviews were recorded in quiet settings with very 

little background noise, they are ideal for phonetic analysis and acoustic measurement. 

Second, because all but two of the interviews were entirely one-on-one between the 

interviewee and me, there is minimal overlap (i.e., more than one speaker talking at the 

same time), which makes it easy to isolate and measure most stressed vowels. Third, the 

interviews are generally comparable in length, style, and topic. By contrast, the casual 

conversations I collected have a fair amount of background noise, frequent overlap in talk 

(often involving three or more speakers at once), and not all of the metalinguistic 

interview participants were recorded in casual conversation. Additionally, for four of the 

interviewees in this sample, I also recorded speech from national or regional television or 

radio broadcasts, which is not included in the analysis here, but will be addressed 

specifically in Chapter 7, dealing with the use of Valdresmål in the media. 

 To measure each speaker’s vowels, I used Praat acoustic analysis software 

(Boersma and Weenink 2008). For each of 21 vowels, including three diphthongs, I 
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found five tokens (fewer for rarer vowels) in neutral, pre-liquid, and pre-nasal 

environments (Labov et al. 1972). I then measured and recorded the first three formants 

(overtone pitches), called F1, F2, and F3, in or near the middle of the vowel for 

monophthongs and at two points, about one-fourth and three-fourths of the way through 

the vowel, for diphthongs. This resulted in measurements of 180-200 vowel tokens per 

speaker, for a total of nearly 4,500 tokens for the 24 speakers whose vowels were 

measured. In order to compare speakers’ vowel spaces, I used NORM (Thomas and 

Kendall 2007), an internet-based plotting and normalization program, to create vowel 

formant plots for each speaker, though I did not utilize the normalization function.17 

Formant plot images showing all of the collected vowel tokens and F1-F2 means for each 

of the 24 speaker are included in Appendix B. 

 

Findings: 

 The vowel systems for each generational group of six speakers (three men and 

three women) are summarized in Figures 5.1, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 in the next four pages. 

These vowel space figures are meant to provide an easily readable approximation of the 

main vowel system patterns for each of the generations in this study. As such, they do not 

represent the exact vowel system of all speakers, or of any individual speaker, within a 
                                                
17 Normalization is most useful for statistical comparison of vowel formant variation, and 
I decided to focus on a qualitative analysis of vocalic differences for this dissertation. As 
noted above, this is partly due to the relatively small number of speakers I have per sex 
per generation, which necessarily limits the validity of any statistical analysis. 
Additionally, normalization introduces distortions of various sorts, often dependent on 
the linguistic system being analyzed (Thomas and Kendall 2007, Adank et al. 2004, 
Disner 1980, Labov et al. 2006), and studies of the relative effectiveness of each 
normalization method for Norwegian have yet to be carried out. 
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given generation. Rather, they show the patterns of differences and apparent-time change 

for the 24 Valdresmål speakers described in the preceding section. 

 In the description of Valdresmål provided in Chapter 4, I noted the following 

important differences between Valdresmål and Urban Eastern Norwegian vowel 

phonology (shown in Table 5.3), based on previous descriptions of the dialect and of 

Urban Eastern Norwegian (Kvåle 1999b, Kristoffersen 2000): 

 
Table 5.3. Previously attested differences in vowel phonology between Valdresmål 
and Urban Eastern Norwegian 
 
Valdresmål Urban Eastern Norwegian 

/ɛ/ --> [ɛ:, ɛ] /æ/ --> [æ:, æ] 

/ɔ/ --> [ɔ:, ɔ] /ɔ/ --> [o:, ɔ] 

/o/ --> [o:, o] /o/ --> [u:, u] 

/u/ --> [u:, u] /u/ --> [ʉ:, ʉ] 

/ɑi/ /æi/ 

/ɑu/ /æu/ 

/ɔy/  /øy/ 
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Figure 5.1. Approximate vowel system plot summarizing major trends for six older 
speakers, b. 1920-1939, based on casual interviews 
 

 
 
 
 In Figure 5.1 above, which represents the vowel system for the oldest generation 

(b. 1920-39), the traditional Valdres vowel pattern, as described in previous studies, is 

clearly present, with unfronted diphthongs and unfronted /u/, except when followed by /n/ 

for many speakers.18 There is also one woman in this oldest generation who has moderate 

/u/ fronting in all environments, as shown below in Figure 5.2. (Significantly, this 

speaker attended post-secondary education in Oslo in the 1950s.) Excepting this speaker 

                                                
18 One man from this generation (Speaker 27) has unfronted /u/ in all environments. 
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and pre-nasal /u/, the back vowels typically line up nearly vertically, all with F2 ≤ 1000 

Hz or so, for speakers born in the 1920s and ‘30s. 

 
Figure 5.2. F1-F2 mean vowel formant plot for Speaker 21, female, b. 1936* 
 

 

*In this vowel plot and in Figures 5.6 and 5.8, E = ɛ, X=ø, and c=ɔ. This is due to 
program limitations in Microsoft Excel, NORM, and/or their interaction.
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Figure 5.3. Approximate vowel system plot summarizing major trends for six 
middle-aged speakers, b. 1940-59, based on casual interviews 
 

 
 
 
 For the middle-aged group of Valdremål speakers, represented in Figure 5.3, /u/ 

fronting is common, and there is evidence of the beginnings of a chain shift (Labov 

1994), in which there appears to be a slight counter-clockwise “rotation” involving the 

vowels /ɑ/, /ɔ/, /o/, and /u/. That is, /ɑ/ is slightly backed relative to the vowel system for 

older speakers shown in Figure 5.1, while /ɔ/ and /o/ are slightly raised, and, as already 

noted, /u/ is somewhat fronted. This appears to be clear example of a “pull” shift, 

initiated by /u/ fronting and involving all of the back vowels. 
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Figure 5.4. Approximate vowel system plot summarizing major trends for six 
younger speakers, b. 1960-79, based on casual interviews 
  

 
 
 
 Among the generational group born between 1960 and 1979 (shown in Figure 

5.4), /u/ is moderately fronted, located roughly halfway between the high-front vowels 

and the back vowel /o/, which has begun to rise into the high-back /u/ space, the typical 

pattern in Urban Eastern Norwegian. Additionally, the /ɔy/ diphthong is somewhat 

fronted, with an origin point generally located somewhere between the monophthongs /ɔ/ 

(back-central) and /ø/ (mid-central). The /ɑi/ diphthong is also somewhat fronted relative 

to monophthongal /ɑ/, when compared to the older and middle-aged generations here. 
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Figure 5.5. Approximate vowel system plot summarizing major trends for six young 
speakers, b. 1980-89, based on casual interviews  
 

 
 
 
 Finally, among the youngest speakers in this study, those born in the 1980s, 

Figure 5.5 shows that /u/ is radically fronted to /ʉ/, while the back vowels are about the 

same as for the preceding generation. For these young dialect speakers, however, all of 

the diphthongs appear to be following the Urban Eastern Norwegian pattern, as they are 

noticeably fronted to (or very near) /æi/, /æu/, and /øy/ for all but the youngest 

Valdresmål speaker in the study, as shown below in Figure 5.6. Perhaps importantly, this 

speaker was still in high school in Valdres, while the other young speakers I recorded had 

all completed some secondary and/or post-secondary schooling outside of the district. 
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More evidence would be needed to make a strong claim here, but this speaker’s 

“traditional” vowel space and relative lack of contact with Urban Eastern Norwegian, in 

contrast to the other young people in this study, suggest that even short-term immersion 

in normative/urban speech environments may effect significant vowel system change in 

Norway today.  

 
Figure 5.6. F1-F2 mean vowel formant plot for Speaker 16, male, b. 1989 
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However, if we compare the composite vowel system for the typical speakers born in the 

1980s (Figure 5.5) to the vowel formant plot for a middle-aged Urban Eastern Norwegian 

speaker shown below in Figure 5.7 (reproduced from Kristoffersen 2000), there are clear 

similarities. 

 
Figure 5.7. F1-F2 vowel formant plot showing an Urban Eastern Norwegian vowel 
system for a male speaker, b. 1949, based on word-list reading (reproduced from 
Kristoffersen 2000:17)* 
 

 
*Note that Kristoffersen uses /u/, /u:/, and /o:/ in this plot, whereas I have used /o/, /o:/, 
and /ɔ:/, respectively, for the same phonemes in Figures 5.1-5.6, Figure 5.8, and in 
Appendix B, as this chain shift is not yet complete in Valdres. 
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 While Kristoffersen does not plot his diphthongs in the reproduced figure above, 

he does note that the most common Urban Eastern Norwegian diphthongs are /æi/, /æu/, 

and /øy/ (2000:19).19 Finally, perhaps the clearest difference between Kristoffersen’s 

Urban Eastern Norwegian vowel plot and the vowel spaces of most of the speakers in this 

study is the low-central position of Kristoffersen’s /æ/.  

 
Figure 5.8. F1-F2 mean vowel formant plot for Speaker 14, male, b. 1980 
 

 

                                                
19 Kristoffersen writes these diphthongs with consonantal glides: /æj/, /æw/, and /œj/ 
(2000:19). (Unlike most Norwegian sociolinguists/dialectologists, Kristoffersen (a 
phonetician) also uses the IPA symbol “œ” for /ø/ or “short-ø.”) 
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There are, however, indications among some younger Valdresmål speakers, like the 

young man whose vowel space is shown in Figure 5.9 above, that low-front /ɛ/ is moving 

toward low-central /æ/ when followed by /r/, the only possible environment for /æ/ other 

than the aforementioned diphthongs, according to Kristoffersen (2000:14),20 though this 

speaker also seems to have /e:l/ --> /æl/. 

 Across these four generations, then, a clear pull shift involving the back vowels is 

evident in apparent time, as is the fronting of the first element in each of the three 

diphthongs. These changes correspond to already-completed changes in the vowel 

phonology of Urban Eastern Norwegian (Kristoffersen 2000), and they can therefore be 

considered an example of dialect convergence, however unidirectional. In this way, 

vowel phonology is yet another linguistic “level” at which the centripetal forces of 

normative Urban Eastern Norwegian are evident in the rural Valdres dialect. 

 

Conclusion 

 Previous studies of dialect change in Valdres and nearby rural districts have all 

indicated dialect convergence toward written Bokmål and regional urban speech. In this 

chapter, I have discussed a variety of Valdresmål features that appear to be undergoing 

change in the direction of Urban Eastern Norwegian forms. Building on previous studies 

of morpholexical change in Valdres, I find that ongoing changes in lexis, indefinite plural 

morphology, infinitive and present tense verb morphology, and the dative case all 

indicate long-term convergence toward normative Bokmål and/or the speech of urban 
                                                
20 For this reason, Kristoffersen calls /æ/ a “marginal” phoneme that “basically patterns as 
an allophone of /e/” (2000:14). 
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Oslo. Based on acoustic measurements for the vowel system as a whole, I have also 

presented new findings that show recent apparent-time changes in vowel phonology, and 

this provides additional strong evidence for convergence toward Urban Eastern 

Norwegian norms. 

 This long-term trend exemplifies the multiple levels at which centripetal 

(normalizing) linguistic forces might exert sociolinguistic pressure that leads to dialect 

change, something that some of the younger Valdresmål speakers I talked to were keenly 

aware of, including this speaker born in the late 1960s: 

Altså e prøva å pr- å halde fast ve: ve ord og uttrykk og lyda og bøyninga o:g 
kasus og alt det der, men eh. Det e fryktele vanskele: o:g all påvirkning går i 
rettning normalisering. < Thea: Mm-mm. > Så det e lissom litt ko mange fronta 
ska n ørka å kjempe på @ liksom? 
 
(Like I try to sp- to stick to: to (dialect) words and expressions and sounds and 
conjugations a:nd (dative) case and all of that, but uh. It’s terribly hard a:nd all of 
the pressure is toward normalization. < Thea: Mm-hm. > So it’s a little like how 
many battles can one bear to fight @?) 
 

In fact, this sentiment appears to be especially common among this age group, as another 

speaker born in the 1960s told me he believed the Valdres dialect would inevitably die 

out, which he said,  

e litt synd. Men samtidi så e dei utvikling o kreftudn så sterke ate eh:: det e kji så 
mykjy mø får gjort med det tru e. Det vil- det vil gå ein sakte eh- altså dialekter vil 
sakte men sikkert bli borte. 
 
(is a bit of a shame. But at the same time the development and forces are so strong 
that uh:: there’s not so much we can do about it I think. It will- it will slowly uh- 
like dialects will slowly but surely disappear.) 

 

 Many of the Valdresmål apparent changes in progress are somewhat complicated, 

however, and there appear to be some new, intermediate or “compromise” forms arising 
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among dialect speakers, particularly in the cases of present tense verb morphology and 

indefinite plurals of weak nouns. This suggests that the influence of normative 

Norwegian, though pervasive, is not simply resulting in unidirectional dialect 

convergence, and also that some speakers are not readily adopting urban forms, even 

though their productive control of certain parts of the traditional Valdresmål linguistic 

system is no longer complete. 

 In the next chapter, I will explore some additional variable features and new 

changes in the contemporary Valdres dialect, with a focus on evidence of non-

convergence and divergence between Valdresmål and regional urban norms, which 

further complicates the overall picture of contemporary dialect variation and change. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

CENTRIFUGAL FORCES IN RESISTANCE TO  
AND DIVERGENCE FROM URBAN EASTERN NORWEGIAN 

 

 

Introduction  

 In the previous chapter, I focused on highlighting some changes in the Valdres 

dialect that appear to indicate long-term, unidirectional convergence with the regional 

norms of Urban Eastern Norwegian and written Bokmål. However, while trends toward 

dialect convergence exist in Valdresmål, there are also a variety of dialect features that do 

not appear to be undergoing clear change in the direction of regional urban norms, 

indicating certain areas of non-convergence, and possibly even divergence, as some new, 

non-standard forms seem to have arisen in the contemporary dialect of younger speakers. 

Building on previous research that has demonstrated the possibility of multiple directions 

and sources of dialect change, as in the “conservative” enclave communities in the U.S. 

South investigated by Wolfram and Schilling-Estes (2003), I will present some evidence 

in support of the position that there exist simultaneous trends of dialect convergence, 

non-convergence, and possibly divergence in Valdresmål today. 

 Building on the theoretical orientation introduced in Chapter 5, this chapter 

considers the counterpart of Bakhtinian “centripetal,” or normalizing, linguistic forces: 

the “centrifugal” and “heteroglossic” forces of language, which exist “alongside the 

verbal-ideological centralization and unification, [as] the uninterrupted processes of 

decentralization and disunification” (Bakhtin 1981:272). In contrast to the homogenizing, 
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centripetal linguistic forces embodied in unidirectional dialect convergence, as described 

in the previous chapter, the centrifugal forces in any given language, manifested in 

language variation of all sorts, hinder, and sometimes even work against, sociolinguistic 

processes of standardization and regimentation. According to Bakhtin, 

[a]t any given moment of its evolution, language is stratified not only into 
linguistic dialects in the strict sense of the word (according to formal linguistic 
markers, especially phonetic), but also – and for us this is the essential point – 
into languages that are socio-ideological. [1981:272] 
 

Thus, while centripetal linguistic forces work toward linguistic homogenization or 

convergence, the centrifugal forces of language variation and non-standard varieties, 

which are necessarily reflective of broader social variation and/or stratification, represent 

a constant barrier to complete sociolinguistic standardization. 

 Additionally, as dialect convergence can be understood as the result of unifying, 

centripetal linguistic forces, non-convergence and divergence between dialects, registers, 

and other language varieties can be interpreted as the results of decentralizing, centrifugal 

linguistic forces. In contrast to processes of linguistic convergence, in which centripetal 

forces win out in the promotion of one normative variety over others, there may be 

historical periods of non-convergence, in which there is relative stability in the 

differences between two or more varieties, while, at other times, two or more varieties 

may be implicated in processes of divergence, with each developing in different 

directions from the other(s) (Auer et al. 2005). Again injecting Bakhtin’s 

conceptualization of language and power into contemporary sociolinguistic approaches, 

we can see how dialect divergence, or “linguistic diversification, growing diffuseness and 

heterogenisation” (Hinskens et al. 2005:2), might be linked to other historical processes, 
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in which shifts in the dynamics of language variation could be connected to or reflective 

of long-term changes in political or social relations.  

 Finally, while both continuous language change and the “heteroglossic” co-

existence of multiple language varieties in any society are basically unavoidable, neither 

the pace of change nor the relationships between varieties are similarly constant. Rather, 

just as there are periods of relative sociolinguistic stability and more rapid change, 

Bakhtin also points out that, in certain sociohistorical moments, heteroglossia (the co-

presence of multiple varieties) may be “not merely heteroglossia vis-à-vis the accepted 

literary language ... but a heteroglossia consciously opposed to this literary language” 

(1981:273). In other words, the relationship between relatively standard and non-standard 

language varieties may either be one of more or less stable and equitable co-existence, in 

which the varieties exist as alternatives to one another, or it may have a more 

oppositional quality, in which varieties and speakers are differently valued via linguistic 

ideology, as theorized by Irvine and Gal (2000). 

 Importantly, all of these sociolinguistic factors and relationships are able to 

change over time, often in concert with other social and political changes. This is 

something that dialect speakers in Valdres, especially those born in the 1960s, ‘70s, and 

early ‘80s, seem to be well aware of, as witnesses to such a change during their young-

adult lifetimes. For instance, one young woman born in the 1970s , who has regular 

contact with high school students through her job, shared this observation about language 

and culture among local youth today, in contrast to when she was a teenager in the early 

1990s: 
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E syns nesten det e meir løv no å prata vallers enn det va då [på 90-talet]. Em: 
det e noko med dette here rotekte og dette here norske og dette here: eh ja. Det e 
nok meir i tie no enn det va då.  
 
(I think it’s almost more permissible now to speak Valdresmål than it was then [in 
the 1990s]. Um: there’s something about the authenticity and the Norwegianness 
and the: uh yeah. It’s more with the times now than it was then.) 
 

The connection this woman draws between perceived changes in national culture and a 

noticeable shift in the status or value of the Valdres dialect is an important one, and it is 

supported by other dialect speakers’ reflections on recent historical trends in dialect use, 

as well. For instance, when I asked a young woman born in the early 1980s about 

whether the way she spoke had changed at all while attending middle- and high school in 

Fagernes in the late 1990s, she told me that it had not; however, she said, her sister’s 

speech, and that of many classmates, changed noticeably during that time, as she relates 

in Excerpt 6.1 below. 

 
Excerpt 6.1 
 
1 S13 Systa mi, ho bynte å knote litt meire då slek  
  My sister, she started to knot a little more then1 
 
2  når @ ho @ gikk på ungdomsskule @@ så der vart det-  
  when @ she @ went to middle school @@ there it became- 
 
3  då vart det kanskje litt meire @ tema då. 
  then it became a little more @ of an issue. 
 
 
4 Thea At ho sku fortsette me dialekt [og ikkji- 
  That she should stick to the dialect [and not- 
 
5 S13     [At ho- ja. Liksom, ja- at det vart  
               [That she- yeah. Like, that it got to be 
                                                
1 See the discussion of attitudes toward knoting in Chapter 4. 
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6  kommentert når ho bynte me bokmålsord [og.  
  commented on when she started to use Bokmål words [ and. 
 
7 Thea            [Mm-mm. 
            [Mm-hm. 
   
8 S13 Det synst mø vart veldi feil.[ At det passa kji. @@ 
  We thought that that was really wrong. [ That it didn’t fit. @@ 
 
9 Thea           [@@@ 
 
10 S13 For ho hadde ei periode då liksom o: knota ein del då.  
  Because she had a phase then a:nd knoted a lot then. 
 
11  Men nå prata ho dialekt att. @[@ Så det va:  
  But now she speaks more dialect again. @[@ So it was: 
 
12 Thea       [@@@ . . . mm-mm. 
               [@@@ . . . mm-hm. 
 
13 S13 Ho va litt meir urban i den perioda der. Ja 
  She was a little more urban in that phase. Yeah. 
 
14 Thea Syns du det ha forandra se sia du gjekk på ungdomsskule? 
  Do you think it’s changed since you were in middle school? 
 
15 S13 Eh:: ja. Det va nok- når e gikk på ungdomsskule og på viaregående  
  Uh:: yeah. It was- when I was in middle school and in high school 
 
16  va det nok mange som bynte å knote, meire tå dei som egentle  
  there were a lot of people who started to knot, more of those who actually 
 
17  prata dialekt altså. Det va det. For det va nok- då fekk n jo meire  
  spoke dialect I mean. There were. Because it was- you got more 
 
18  påvirkning frå andre. Fekk nye venne og vart kjent me følk frå Fagernes  
  influenced by others. Got new friends and met people from Fagernes 
 
19  for eksempel, der dei ikkji prata så mykjy dialekt. 
  for example, where they don’t speak so much dialect. 
 
20 Thea Mm-mm. 
  Mm-hm. 
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21 S13 Eh-eh. Og fekk meir påvirkning derifrå.  
  Uh-huh. And got more pressure from there. 
 
22  Og kanskje va det kanskje ikkji så status å prate dialekt eh den tie der.  
  And maybe it was maybe not so (high) status to speak dialect at the time. 
 
23  Men nå- dei siste åre tru e det e:;- har e inntrykk tå at det e  
  But now- the last few years I think it’s:: I have the impression that there’s 
 
24  mindre knoting egentle slek når dei kjem på  ungsomskule og viaregående.  
  less knoting actually when they get to middle school and high school. 
 
25  At det e litt meire status å halde på dialekte. 
  That it’s little bit (higher) status to stick with your dialect. 
 
26 Thea Mm-mm. 
  Mm-hm. 
 
27 S13 At fleire gjere det. Så det syns e e veldi positivt. 
  That more people do that. So I think that’s really positive. 
 
 
 Similar observations were made by many of the young dialect speakers I 

interviewed. Bringing together observations of local cultural and linguistic changes in the 

last decade or so, another 1980s-born speaker also told me that he had friends who made 

fairly dramatic turns toward “broad” or non-standard dialect forms, and toward a more 

local youth culture, during high school. 

 
Excerpt 6.2 
 
1 Thea På ungdomsskule og videregående . . . la du om språket ditt noko? 
  In middle school and high school . . . did you change your speech at all? 
 
2 S14 Ja, e har jo lagt om ifrå å vera veldi normert valdres . .  
  Yeah, well I’ve changed from being very normative Valdres . . 
 
3  te at e bynte å bruke: dativ førm o: 
  to where I started to us:e dative forms a:nd 
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4 Thea @Så du gjekk andre vegen [enn-@@ enn dei fleste kanskje. 
  @So you went the opposite way [ from-@@ from most people maybe 
 
5 S14           [Ja, e gjekk litt andre vegen. . . .  
          [Yeah, I went the other way . . .  
 
6  Det va o: em . det va o:: . venne ne på Fagernes  
  It was also: um . there were also:: . friends down in Fagernes 
   
7  som la um faktisk på viaregående. . . Nokon som prata:-  
  who changed their speech actually in high shool . . Some who spo:ke- 
 
8  ha vøkse opp så snobba ne på Fagernes so: so: em:::  
  had grown up quite snobby down in Fagernes who: who: um::: 
 
9  ja. plutsele vendte om te skikkele brei Valdres då. 
  yeah, suddenly switched over to really broad Valdres dialect then. 
 
10 Thea Hm. 
 
11 S14 Ikkji slek- e vil kji sei at e prata breitt Valdres, men em. 
  Not like- I don’t want to say that I speak broad Valdres, but um. 
 
12  Dai: pr:a:ta: no my:kji mai:r: s:le:k, dai: XXX kji så:nt. @[@@@ 
  They: s:po:ke a lo:t mo:re l:i:ke th:i:s XXX r:i:ght. @[@@@ 
 
13 Thea                  [@@@ 
 
14 S14 Dei va- då va det noko ifrå: . . frå hasj te snu:s.  
  They were- then it went sort fro:m . . hash to che:w 
 
 
15  O: i frå å vera punk te: råner. Så d’ va nokon  
  A:nd from being punk to: cruiser.2 So there were some people 
                                                
2 Råner (Bm) or rånar (Nn), which I have translated as ‘cruiser’ here, refers to a usually 
rural Norwegian social persona that involves an orientation to local people and activities, 
including, especially, the hobby of driving around and checking out the local scene by 
car, i.e., råning ‘cruising.’ This phenomenon is not particular to Valdres (Røyneland 
2005 notes it for Røros and Tynset, Haugen 2004 for Sogndal, and Berge Rudi 2007 for 
Gudbrandsdal, ), nor is the slang term rånar, which occasionally crops up even in 
nationally broadcast news. Local groups of rånare ‘cruisers’ in rural Norway would 
easily fit into Eckert’s conceptualization of communities of practice (2000). 
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16  so vendte veldi {knips} kjapt om {knips} då. E ha vel hatt ein litt så slek  
  who changed very {snap} quickly {snap} then. I’ve had a little more like 
 
17  langsom vending te: em litt meir konservativt då. 
  slow change to: um a bit more conservative [dialect].  
 

Here, then, we are given a more direct insight into some of the ways in which a certain 

segment of youth culture in Valdres has been reoriented toward more local, rural forms 

(dialect, chewing tobacco, cruising the local scene) and away from more urban ones 

(“snobby” normative language, hashish, punk music/style). 

 Taking these insights about the local sociolinguistic situation into account, in 

addition to what we already know about the generally high status of rural dialects in 

central Norway based on the Reiseradioen dialect contest described in Chapter 3, it 

appears that there have been some recent and fairly significant changes in local 

configurations of heteroglossia in Valdres. Thus, while the previous chapter dealt with 

evidence of long-term convergence toward regional linguistic norms, a pattern that had 

also been described in previous studies of the Valdres dialect (Beito 1959, 1979; 

Wangensteen 1971, Kvåle 1999), the focus in this chapter will be on exploring how 

recent social and ideological changes might be reflected in new trends in Valdresmål that 

are not convergent with Bokmål or Urban Eastern Norwegian speech. 

 First, however, I would like to briefly introduce the notion of linguistic salience, 

as it seems to be a relevant factor in explaining some of the multi-directional situation of 

language change in rural Valdres today. 
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Salience and sociolinguistic perception 

 Linguistic anthropologists since Boas have been concerned with the degree to 

which speakers are aware of their own linguistic production and of sociolinguistic 

variation in language use. Silverstein’s papers on linguistic ideology (1979) and “the 

limits of awareness” (1981) reintroduced this as an important theoretical problem in the 

field, pointing out that certain linguistic levels tend to be more accessible to non-

specialist speakers in metalinguistic (or metapragmatic) talk. Silverstein and others (e.g., 

Errington 1985, Philips 1991) have found that the segmentable levels of language, i.e., 

morpho-lexis, seem to be more easily observed and oriented to by native speakers than 

non-segmentable levels, like phonology and syntax, and, thus, are more frequently the 

focus of explicit metapragmatic judgments and language ideology. This general trend is 

evident in the list of dialect features named by Valdresmål speakers as characteristic of 

their dialect in Table 3.1 (Chapter 3), where unique words, strange words, non-standard 

pronouns, dative case morphology, and definite plural noun morphology are all 

segmentable features, in contrast to just one non-segmentable feature, that of the absence 

of (regionally-stigmatized) uvular /r/. 

 Building on Silverstein’s work, Errington has further developed the concept of 

“pragmatic salience” in order “to deal with native speakers’ awareness of the social 

significance of different leveled linguistic alternants, which is manifested both in 

statements about language and in spontaneous, natural use” (1985:294-295). According 

to Errington, 

[pragmatic salience] relates encoded linguistic-functional features of morphemes 
... to their use in communication. ... More pragmatically salient (classes of) 
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morphemes are tacitly recognized by native speakers to be more crucial as 
linguistic mediators of social relations, and this awareness is evinced both in their 
metalinguistic statements, and in linguistic change and variation. [1985:295] 
 
 

 More recently, Woolard has also taken up the thread of speaker awareness, 

linguistic salience, and language variation and change, arguing that “when two 

normatively recognized language varieties are in contact, the categorical absence of a 

feature in one and its presence in the other makes it salient to speakers and thus a 

relatively obvious candidate for iconization” (2008:448). This extends Silverstein’s 

Boasian point that native speakers are more aware of (and capable of analyzing) morpho-

lexis, to point out that other features may also be oriented to via their language-

ideological association with (groups of) speakers, something that has also come out in 

Mendoza-Denton’s work on perceptual salience of certain phonetic realizations among 

Latina youth in California (2008). In the case of native speaker assessments of 

Valdresmål, speakers’ awareness of the absence of uvular /r/ in their dialect is tied to 

eastern Norwegian language attitudes that devalue uvular /r/, an exclusively western and 

southern Norwegian phonological feature, which sounds foreign and harsh to their flap-

accustomed eastern ears. 

 In these linguistic-anthropological conceptualizations of salience, then, a 

combination of linguistic (formal) and extra-linguistic (social, functional, ideological) 

factors are invoked to explain native speakers’ awareness of and attention to 

sociolinguistic variation. Here, arguments about the pragmatic or perceptual salience of 

linguistic features or sociolinguistic variation are grounded in metalinguistic discourse 

and ethnographic description. In this sense, they avoid some of the circularity of purely 
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linguistic conceptions of relative salience warned of by Kerswill and Williams (2002), 

who find particular fault with language-internal definitions of linguistic salience that have 

been used to explain language change in other situations of dialect contact (e.g., Trudgill 

1986). 

 In what follows, I will be using an ethnography-based, linguistic-anthropological 

concept of salience in order to help explain parts of the complex pattern of linguistic 

variation and change in the Valdres dialect today. 

 

Non-convergence and possible divergence in Valdresmål 

 There are a fair number of non-standard features in contemporary Valdresmål that 

are used nearly categorically across age groups of dialect speakers today. Interestingly, 

there also exist non-standard dialect features that appear to be expanding or re-emerging 

as relevant or salient dialect markers. In this section, I will examine some of these points 

of non-convergence with, and possible divergence from, the regional norms of written 

Bokmål and Urban Eastern Norwegian speech. 

 

Morpho-lexis: 

 Included in the list the lexical items found in Table 4.1 (Chapter 4), which 

summarized some of the most significant features of Valdresmål vis-à-vis the written 

norms, are personal pronouns, question words, prepositions, and some other common 

“function” words. Overall, these groups of words are among the most stable and 

persistent dialect forms in Valdresmål today, and many of them are used categorically by 
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the majority of dialect speakers. Taken together, they represent a significant degree of 

non-convergence with regional urban norms. 

 Personal pronouns may well be the most consciously oriented-to dialect features 

in Valdresmål.  In particular, the first-person singular e ‘I’ and first-person plural mø3 

‘we’ are highly salient forms and contrast markedly with regionally normative jeg ([jæi]) 

and vi, respectively. Probably not coincidentally, first-person singular e was the most 

persistent traditional dialect variant in Kvåle’s 1999 survey, used by 100% of adults and 

86% of all teenagers (regardless of their self-identification as Valdrsmål speakers), while 

first-person plural mø was also among the most persistent dialect forms, used by 98% of 

adults and about three-quarters of middle- and high school students, according to self-

reports.  

 In my data, all of the dialect speakers with whom I recorded interviews, 

conversational speech, and/or media appearances use first-person singular e ‘I’ 

categorically, regardless of age or any other social or demographic variables. Nearly all 

of the dialect speakers I recorded also use first-person plural mø categorically, with four 

exceptions: three of these speakers use vi only rarely, were born before 1950, and lived 

outside of Valdres for portions of their adult working life prior to 1980. The fourth vi 

user, also born before 1950, is a Fagernes native and uses normative vi consistently, 

which is not unusual in this semi-urban commercial center and former “station town.” 

Significantly, none of the younger dialect speakers with whom I spoke used normative 

first-person pronoun forms in the recordings I made, though two of them said they had 
                                                
3 In Vang, the northernmost part of Valdres, the local first-person plural form is me, 
which is counted with mø as the traditional dialect form in this section. 
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used both jeg and vi when living in Oslo for extended periods of time and still 

occasionally use those forms when they are together with friends from Oslo.  

 This may be tied, in part, to the homophonic relationship between highly marked 

Valdresmål mø ‘we’ (which is not found in any other Norwegian dialect) and the 

normative lexical item mø ‘moo,’ a correspondence that is known to attract general 

curiosity and a wealth of metalinguistic commentary from non-Valdresmål speakers, as 

mentioned in Chapter 3. As one young speaker told me, the only situation in which he 

does not use his native dialect all of the time is the rare occasion at work when he 

encounters a linguistically under-informed Urban Eastern Norwegian speaker on the 

telephone, or, as he put it, “når du må ringi o knote me nokon møende kundo” (when you 

have to call and knot with some moo-ing clients).  

 For other dialect speakers, however, and perhaps in part because of its special 

salience, first-person plural mø is too strong an element of their identity to part with, even 

though they may have normalized other dialect features in certain situations outside of 

Valdres. For instance, one man born in the 1960s told me about making minor changes in 

his speech during his time at an Oslo-area post-secondary institution in the mid-1980s.  

 
Excerpt 6.3 
 
1 S24 Då tru e e prata:: litt meir normalisert kansje på den tie. 
  Then I think I ta::lked a little more normalized maybe during that time. 
 
2 Thea Mm-mm. . Va det berre enkelte ord? Som vart [kommentert? 
  Mm-hm. . Was it just individual words? That were [commented on? 
 
3 S24         [Ja. E trur det. 
                  [Yeah. I think so. 
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4  Men eh- men e hukse berre me mø:. Der klarde e alder å si vi. 
  But uh- but I remember just with mø:. There I could never say vi. 
 
5  Det va alltid mø. 
  It was always mø. 
 
 
 Notably, this kind of strong identification with the local first-person plural 

pronoun appears to be somewhat more common in Valdres than in many of the 

surrounding areas, where the local first-person plural pronoun (‘we’) seems to be much 

less resistant to pressure from regional norms than local first-person singular (‘I’) forms. 

To the northeast of Valdres, Gudbrandsdal has a pattern similar to that found in Valdres, 

with over 90% use of traditional forms for both first-person singular and plural pronouns 

(Berge Rudi 2007:88-91), as does Røros for the traditional first-person singular pronoun 

(Røyneland 2005:381). (See Figure 1.5 in Chapter 1 for a map.) However, elsewhere in 

central and eastern Norway, local first-person singular forms are among the most 

resistant non-standard dialect features, while first-person plural forms have increasingly 

given way to normative vi. In neighboring Hallingdal, for example, the local first-person 

plural form me is used only about half of the time (Thoengen 1994, Berge Rudi 2007), 

while in Sogndal, to the northwest of Valdres and Hallingdal, first-person plural me is 

used about two-thirds of time, in contrast to first-person singular e(g), which is used as 

much as 90% of the time (Stokstad 2008:126). This kind of pattern also aligns with 

Mæhlum’s finding that, among Norwegian in-migrants to Oslo in the 1980s, non-

standard first-person plural forms were among the native dialect features most resistant to 

pressure from normative Urban Eastern Norwegian (Mæhlum 1986). 
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 In Valdres, according to Kvåle’s 1990s survey and the data collected for this 

study, many of the other non-standard personal pronoun forms also appear to be fairly 

resistant to pressure from normative varieties, as well, including third-person singular 

feminine ho ‘she,’ third-person plural dei ‘they,’ and second-person plural object dikkan 

‘you (pl.).’ In Bokmål these are hun ‘she,’ de ([di]) ‘they,’ and dere ‘you (pl.),’ while, in 

Nynorsk, they are ho, dei, and dykk, which are quite similar to the Valdresmål forms. 

This is summarized in Table 6.1 below. 

 
Table 6.1. Summary of non-convergent pronoun forms in contemporary Valdresmål 
 

Eng. gloss Valdresmål Bokmål/Urban 
Eastern Norwegian  Nynorsk 

I e jeg (/jæi/) eg 

we mø vi vi, me 

she ho hun ho 

they dei (/dai/) de (/di/) dei 

you (pl. obj.) dikkan dere dykk 
 
 
 Not far behind personal pronouns in their persistence among young dialect 

speakers are Valdresmål’s non-standard wh-question words. According to Kvåle’s 

survey, virtually all parents and roughly 80% of all middle- and high school students 

report using Valdresmål forms, generally beginning with k-, for wh-question words 

(1999:131-33), which contrast with regionally normative v- forms (both derived from Old 

Norse hv-). In my own recordings of Valdres dialect speakers, I find nearly categorical 

use of the non-standard pronouns ko ‘what,’ kem ‘who(m),’ ko(r) ‘where,’ and kofør or 
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kofor4 ‘why,’ which contrast with Urban Eastern Norwegian va, vem, vor, and vorfor, as 

exmplified below: 

 
Dei må skjøna ko ‘n si ...  
‘They have to understand what you say...’ 
BM: DE MÅ SKJØNNE HVA EN SIER... 
(S16, b. 1980s) 
 
and 
 
... du veit kji ko dei kjem ifrå.  
‘You don’t know where they’re from.’ 
BM: ... DU VET IKKE HVOR DE KOMMER FRA. 
(S28, b. 1960s) 
 

 There is somewhat more variation for ‘how,’ which may be realized as either kost 

or åssen in contemporary Valdresmål, a fact that Kvåle has argued indicates some 

amount of regional leveling, as åssen has not traditionally been the dominant local form, 

but exists as a common non-standard form in eastern Norwegian dialects otherwise. 

However, in my recordings of interviews and conversational speech, both kost and åssen 

are used across generations, with a fair amount of intra-individual variation. And, based 

on an apparent-time analysis, it would seem that åssen is not a particularly new form in 

Valdresmål, nor does is it resemble Urban Eastern Norwegian vordan ‘how.’ 

Significantly, very few speakers in my study use any of the regionally normative v- forms 

for wh-question words, and those who do, do not do so consistently. When v- forms of 
                                                
4 As Kvåle points out, kofør is the more traditional variant, and it is possible that the use 
of kofor, reported by 8 of her 48 teenaged respondents, may indicate a small degree of 
convergence toward the normative form vorfor (1999:132). This may be the case; 
however, it seems more significant that the k- form is being retained. Moreover, the 
written format of Kvåle’s survey is somewhat problematic here, as neither of the written 
varieties has forms containing –før, but always –for. 
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wh-words are used by the dialect speakers in this study, however, vordan ‘how’ is the 

most common site, while the use of v- forms for ‘what,’ ‘who(m),’ ‘when,’ and ‘why’ is 

rare. Here, it may be important that Valdresmål forms for this latter group resemble both 

written Bokmål and Nynorsk forms, as shown in Table 6.2 below, while both kost and 

åssen, the contemporary Valdresmål forms for ‘how,’ lack widespread representation in 

written Norwegian.5 

 
Table 6.2. Summary of non-convergent wh-words in contemporary Valdresmål 
 

Eng. gloss Valdresmål Bokmål/Urban 
Eastern Norwegian  Nynorsk 

what ko hva (/va/) kva 

who(m) kem hvem (/vɛm/) kven 

where ko(r) hvor (/vor/) kvar 

why kofør, kofor hvorfor (/vorfår/) kvifor 

how kos(t), åssen hvordan (/voɹdan/) korleis 
 
 
 Elsewhere in rural eastern and central Norway, non-standard k(v)- forms of wh-

question words vary greatly in their persistence. This is most clear in Røyneland’s study 

of contemporary dialect change in Røros and Tynset, located two large valleys to the 

northeast of Valdres, on the other side of neighboring Gudbrandsdal. (See the map in 

Figure 1.5 in Chapter 1.) In Røros, as in Valdres, non-standard k- forms of wh-question 

words seem to be among the most resistant dialect features in the face of pressure from 

Urban Eastern Norwegian, as adults there use k- forms 82% of the time today, and high 

school students use these forms 73% of the time (Røyneland 2005:396). In the nearby 
                                                
5 Åssen is a permissible, though rarely used, “alternative” form in written Bokmål. 
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historical train station town of Tynset, however, the local dialect forms beginning with k- 

and h- have been nearly completely replaced with normative v- forms among adults and 

youth alike (Røyneland 2005:396-400). 

 Another word in Valdresmål that seems to be especially resistant to convergence 

with normative varieties is the negator ikkji ([içi]) ‘not,’ or its abbreviated form kji (çi), in 

which the initial vowel is optionally elided in relatively unstressed environments.6 For 

instance: 

  
 Men det e jo ikkji e. 
 ‘But I am not.’ 
 BM: MEN DET ER JO IKKE JEG. 
 (S6, b. 1960s) 
 
 and 
 
 Det høyres ikkji veli lekkert ut...  
 ‘It does not sound very pleasant...’ 
 BM: DET HØRES IKKE VELDIG LEKKERT UT... 
 (S15, b. 1970s) 
 
 but 
 
 Nå e det kji nok... 
 Now it isn’t enough... 
 BM: NÅ ER DET IKKE NOK... 
 (S14, b. 1980s) 
 
 and 
 
 ... e huksa kji ko ti den bussen gikk... 
 ‘... I don’t remember what time that bus went...’ 
 BM: ... JEG HUSKER IKKE HVA/HVILKEN TID DEN BUSSEN GIKK... 
 (S1, b. 1940s) 
 
                                                
6 ‘Not’ is sometimes also realized as [inçi] in stressed position, particularly among 
speakers from Vestre Slidre and Øystre Slidre. 
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By contrast, in Urban Eastern Norwegian, ‘not’ is pronounced /ikɛ/, corresponding to 

Bokmål ikke, while Nynorsk has ikkje, representative of historically widespread 

palatalization in this word7 across the dialects of western and central Norway. In Valdres 

today, all of the dialect speakers I recorded use ikkji regularly; the handful of ikke 

realizations in my data are spread across speakers and generations, and are so few as to 

be negligible, with an overall rate of use at less than 1%. In Kvåle’s study, too, 

palatalized ‘not’ was among the most persistent dialect features, used by 100% of adults 

and 76-86% of all teenagers. 

 This is also a relatively resistant feature in other nearby dialects, including those 

of neighboring Hallingdal and Gudbrandsdal, and farther to the northeast in Røros (see 

Figure 1.5). In Hallingdal, where overall dialect use among youth appears to be 

significantly lower than in Valdres, over half of high school students still report using the 

local palatalized form ikkji (Berge Rudi 2007:95-96). To the northeast, in Gudbrandsdal, 

where overall rates of dialect use among youth are more similar to those in central 

Valdres, about 90% of high school-aged youth use the local dialect forms of ikkje and itte 

(Berge Rudi 2007:95-96). Likewise, in the Røros area, on the other side of Gudbrandsdal, 

teenagers use traditional dialect forms about 80% of the time, while adults rarely use 

normative forms (Røyneland 2005:321-23). 

 Other words that seem to be especially resistant to pressure from Bokmål and 

Urban Eastern Norwegian include the Valdresmål prepositions te ‘to’ and sia ‘since’ (til 

                                                
7 Palatalization of /k/ and /g/ (to /ç/ and /j/) in following front-vowel environments was 
previously common throughout much of rural Norway, though today it is falling out of 
use in most places with the exception of the negator ikkje/ikkji. 
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and siden in Bokmål, respectively), which are used categorically by all of the speakers in 

this study. As mentioned in the previous chapter, however, certain other prepositions do 

appear to be converging with regional norms.  

 Finally, there are many “content” words tied to local traditions of small-scale 

dairy production that are still in regular use, with no evidence of displacement by 

normative forms. These include the local lexical items kyr (/çy:r/) ‘cow,’ støl ‘summer 

mountain farm,’ and mjølk (/mjøɽk/) ‘milk,’ which contrast with Bokmål and Urban 

Eastern Norwegian ku, seter, and melk; both kyr and mjølk are represented in Nynorsk, 

however. Other everyday words like å eta ‘to eat’ and å prata ‘to speak’ – normatively å 

spise and å snakke in Urban Eastern Norwegian – also seem to be remarkably stable 

across dialect speakers in Valdres at the present time. 

 With the exception of the personal pronoun mø ‘we,’ the linguistic feature of the 

dialect that lay speakers are by far the most conscious of is definite plural noun 

morphology, or, more specifically, the definite plural noun suffixes (postfixed definite 

articles) –adn, -idn, and –udn.8 This became obvious during individual metalinguistic 

interviews, where many of the dialect speakers I talked to told me that they thought –adn, 

-idn, and –udn were among the most characteristic elements of the dialect. Interestingly, 

this group of definite plural suffixes was almost always described meta-morphologically 

as endingadn ‘the endings,’ often with a smile or even some wry laughter, as speakers 

seemed to be (or become) aware of the necessity of using the feature itself in order to talk 

about it.  
                                                
8 In parts of south-central and southern Valdres, a voiceless stop is used in these suffixes, 
yielding the forms –atn, -itn, and –utn. 
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 While Valdresmål has –adn, -idn, and –udn as its most common definite plural 

suffixes for masculine and feminine nouns (from Old Norse –arnar, -irnar), the standard 

suffix in Bokmål is –ene for both genders and across historically differentiated noun 

classes, while Nynorsk uses –ene for feminine nouns and –ane for masculine nouns in the 

definite plural form. The non-standard Valdresmål suffixes –adn, -idn, and -udn seem to 

be sufficiently different from regionally normative Bokmål/Urban Eastern Norwegian –

ene to attract a fair amount of metalinguistic commentary from relatively standard 

speakers. According to many of the people I interviewed, this is a particularly salient 

dialect feature that outsiders readily notice and often attempt to imitate (though usually 

unsuccessfully).  

 The dialect of Hallingdal, Valdres’ neighbor to the southwest, also has the forms 

–adn, -idn, and –udn, though dialectological studies there have indicated that the more-

common regional dialect forms –an, -in, and –un are becoming increasingly frequent 

(Venås 1977, Thoengen 1994, Berge Rudi 2007). In Hallingdal, a slim majority of young 

people still report using non-standard definite plural suffixes, while in Sogndal, to 

northwest of Valdres, the dialect forms -adn and –edn also remain in use among youth 

about half of the time (Haugen 2004:221). To the northeast, in Gudbrandsdal, the local 

dialect forms, which are –an, -in, and –un, are used by young people the vast majority of 

the time (89%, according to Berge Rudi (2007:92)). Slightly farther afield, on the other 

side of Gudbrandsdal, Røyneland has similarly shown that non-standard definite plural 

forms are used nearly categorically by teenagers there, and that it is “absolutely certain 

that the standard form –ene has in no way gained acceptance either in Røros or Tynset” 
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(2005:359). Importantly, in all of these nearby cases, the local non-standard suffixes for 

definite plural nouns are used at least as often as, or even more frequently than, most of 

the other local linguistic variables analyzed in each of the abovementioned studies. (See 

Figure 1.5 in Chapter 1 for the geographic locations of each of these comparison sites.) 

 In her survey of contemporary dialect use among Valdres teenagers, Kvåle (1999) 

found that non-standard definite plural noun suffixes seem to be used more than many 

other dialect morphology features. Kvåle’s results indicate that regionally normative –ene 

suffixes are used by about 18% of middle- and high school students, while none of the 

adult dialect speakers reported using –ene in any environment. In my own recordings, 

normative –ene suffixes for definite plural nouns are similarly rare, with only isolated 

occurrences across age groups. However, in Valdres today, as in nearby Hallingdal and 

Sogndal, -adn, -idn, and –udn are sometimes reduced to –an, -in, and –un, particularly 

among younger speakers, though still only about 15% of speakers report using these 

reduced forms (Kvåle 1999:109). As noted above, the latter group of definite plural 

suffixes is common in the dialect regions to the northeast, northwest, and southwest of 

Valdres, and their spread may thus be seen as an example of regional dialect convergence 

or leveling (Kerswill 1994, 2003; Auer et al. 2006; Røyneland 2005) in east-central 

Norway.  

 There are important points of non-convergence in verbal morphology in 

contemporary Valdresmål, as well. For the largest class of strong or irregular verbs, there 

seems to be very little variation in present tense forms, as traditional, non-standard null-
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suffix forms9 are used nearly categorically across the four generations of dialect speakers 

in my study. In Kvåle’s survey, too, 100% and 80% of parents and teenagers, 

respectively, reported using the traditional dialect forms for this class of irregular verbs in 

the present tense (1999:87). Importantly, while these present tense forms are non-

standard in relation to Bokmål and regional urban speech, they are widespread in other 

dialects throughout the country, and most are also represented in written Nynorsk. 

 Other irregular verbs seem to be more variable, however. For instance, å gjera ‘to 

do,’ an irregular, historically “evenly-weighted” (jamvekt) infinitive, seems to be 

undergoing relatively complicated changes in the infinitive and, especially, in the present 

tense among speakers born after about 1940.10 As Kvåle has demonstrated for other verbs 

in the evenly-weighted infinitive class (verbs with infinitives that had even stress in Old 

Norse), there is a fair amount of variation in the realization of the final vowel used in the 

infinitive among younger speakers. Like the weak present tense verbs discussed in 

Chapter 5, evenly-weighted infinitive verbs occur with both –a and –ɛ in Valdres today, 

though –a is the traditional and most common marker. Thus, for example, ‘to do’ might 

be realized as either å gjera ([jɛrɑ]) or å gjere ([jɛrɛ] or [jɛre]) in the infinitive in 

contemporary Valdresmål.  

 In her study, Kvåle finds that historically evenly-weighted infinitives are still 

realized with traditional –a among 96% percent of the adults and about 63% of the 

                                                
9 This is true for the dialects of central and southern Valdres; in the northernmost part of 
the valley (Vang), these verbs have word-final -ɛ. 
10 Past and present perfect forms are the same across Valdresmål, Urban Eastern 
Norwegian, Bokmål, and Nynorsk: gjorde [joɹdɛ] and har gjort [joɹt]. 
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teenagers she surveyed (1999:86). For the verb å gjera, in particular, 100% of Kvåle’s 

adult respondents indicated that they use –a, while 67% of teenagers reported using –a. In 

the case of å gjera, however, there also seems to be some amount of long-term 

convergence toward the normative form å gjøre, which is found in Bokmål and Urban 

Eastern Norwegian, as well as as an alternative form in Nynorsk. Notably, Nynorsk 

allows for å gjere, å gjera, å gjøre, and å gjøra,11 the last of which is theoretically 

possible in Valdresmål but does not occur in the recordings I have except 

metalinguistically (see Excerpt 6.4 below). Among the dialect speakers with whom I 

recorded interviews, å gjera is used the vast majority of the time (over 85%), though the 

other forms are also used occasionally, particularly among speakers who have spent time 

outside of Valdres during their education and/or working years. In my recordings, the 

youngest speakers tend to alternate between å gjera and å gjere more than older speakers, 

and they also use å gjøre more frequently than older and middle-aged speakers, a trend 

that some older speakers find somewhat irritating. 

 
Excerpt 6.4 
 
1 S26 Men no byna ho å vaskast ut. 
  But now [the dialect] is starting to get washed out. 
 
2 Thea Ja? 
  Yeah? 
 
3 S26 Ja, ho gjera det. 
  Yes, it is. 
 
                                                
11 The first two of these forms (å gjere/-a) are the “preferred” Nynorsk forms, according 
to official rules of Nynorsk use, though the others (å gjøre/-a) exist in Nynorsk as 
permissible alternatives. 
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4 Thea E det noko spesielt du ha merka forandra se? 
  Is there anything in particular that you’ve noticed is changing? 
 
5 S26 Nei. E veit kji. . Dei:::. . .  
  No. I don’t know. They::: . . . 
 
6  Dei- ungadn no ska gjø::ra de:t, sei dei.  
  They- kids today are going to do:: tha:t, they say. 
 
7  E seie ja, mø ska gje:ra det. 
  I say yes, we’ll do: that. 
 
8 Thea @ 
 
9 S26 Nei, men liksom sleke enkle ord. Som dei vrir lite på.  
  No, but like those kinds of simple words. That they twist a little bit. 
 
10  Det e kji nødvendigt det. 
  It’s just not necessary. 
 

 In addition to variation in the infinitive, the traditional Valdresmål present-tense 

form gjera is used quite consistently among middle-aged and older speakers, as in Line 3 

of Excerpt 6.4 above and in the following utterance from a middle-aged man:  

  
 Dei gjera nok det stortsett. 
 ‘They do that for the most part.’ 
 BM: DE GJØR NOK DET STORTSETT. 
 (S8, b. 1950s) 
 
 
However, present-tense gjera ‘do’ seems to be competing with the “compromise” forms 

gjere and gjer, especially among younger speakers, and also with normative Bokmål 

present-tense form gjør (e.g., E gjør det. ‘I do that.’; from Bokmål å gjøre). See Figure 
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6.1 below for a summary of present-tense gjera realization for each generation of dialect 

speakers in this study.12 

 
Figure 6.1. Variation in present-tense ‘do’ realization by generation 
 

 
 

 Historically, the alternating use of both gjera and gjere in the present tense by a 

single speaker could have been evidence of the historical present tense plural 

conjugation, which had -ɛ for plural subjects, in contrast to –a for singular subjects (and 

in the infinitive for the evenly-weighted class). However, this explanation for 

                                                
12 In fast speech, the final vowel was sometimes so reduced that it was difficult to hear 
(or see on a spectrogram) whether it was [ɑ], [e/ɛ], or absent. These uncodable tokens are 
not included in the analysis or in the chart in Figure 5.1. Stokstad (2008:44) also notes 
this for connected speech in Aurland, Sogn, to the northwest of Valdres. 
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contemporary -ɛ/-a variation in the present tense seems highly unlikely given that Beito 

already found this feature archaic in the 1970s (though still used by a handful of older 

speakers in Vang and Slidre), and Kvåle has declared it “as good as dead” based on her 

own results a decade ago (1999:96). Based on GoldVarb X (Sankoff et al. 2005) analysis 

of my data, there is no correlation between subject number and present-tense final vowel, 

even among the oldest speakers, though it is possible that the historical existence of both 

forms has contributed to the variation that exists today.  

 As Figure 6.1 shows, Bokmål/Urban Eastern Norwegian gjør ‘do’ can be found in 

speech from all of the four generations of dialect speakers in this study, indicating some 

amount of long-term pressure from regional norms. More interesting, however, is that the 

present-tense form gjer is widespread among speakers born after 1960, and it is used 

more than twice as frequently as normative (Bokmål) gjør. Additionally, the use of 

normative gjør is more frequent among those born in the 1960s and ‘70s than it is among 

the youngest generation, those born in the 1980s. As a whole, this pattern suggests a re-

orientation away from regional urban norms, and may be viewed as an example of an 

expansive, non-standard dialect form in contemporary Valdresmål.  

 Finally, as is the case for most morpho-lexical features, the use of dialectal and 

normative variants of (å) gjera varies within (in addition to across) speakers. Intra-

speaker variation is relatively inaccessible in Kvåle’s self-report survey; however, in the 

spoken data I have gathered, intra-individual variation for present-tense gjera ‘do’ is 

particularly evident among the youngest group of speakers, as in the following utterance, 

in which a speaker born in the 1980s (S10) employs the normative Bokmål form å gjøre 
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in the infinitive in the first sentence, and then uses the expansive, compromise present-

tense form gjer in the next sentence. 

 
Visst e ska prata Valdres, så må e få lov å gjøre det på min måte. For e prata 
veldi slek so unge Valdrisa gjer, då. 
 
‘If I’m going to speak Valdres dialect, then I have to be able to do it my way. 
Because I speak a lot like [other] young people in Valdres do.’ 
 
BM: HVIS JEG SKAL SNAKKE VALDRES, SÅ MÅ JEG FÅ LOV TIL Å GJØRE DET PÅ MIN 
MÅTE. FOR(DI) JEG SNAKKER VELDIG SLIK SOM UNGE VALDRISER GJØR, DA. 
 

 
As this example and the above data show, realizations of infinitive and present tense å 

gjera ‘to do’ among Valdresmål speakers are highly variable, both across and within 

speakers. Local variation for this particular verb is quite complex, as is it affected by the 

centripetal forces of Bokmål and Urban Eastern Norwegian in several distinct ways 

simultaneously, and a range of alternatives exists in Nynorsk. Additionally, such 

variability, along with the expansion of a new non-standard form in Valdresmål, 

highlights the presence of centrifugal linguistic forces and the possibility of resistance to 

and divergence from regional norms in the contemporary rural dialect. 

 

Phonology: 

 In Urban Eastern Norwegian and most dialects in eastern and central Norway, the 

consonant cluster “sj” is realized as [ʃ], 13 as is word-initial “sk” when followed by a 

                                                
13 There has been some disagreement as to whether this phonetic realization of /sj/ is 
actually a laminal post-alveolar/palatal [ʃ] or an apical (underlyingly-) retroflex post-
alevolar [ʂ] (Kristoffersen 2000:23; Larsen 1907, Sivertsen 1967, Vanvik 1972, Endresen 
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front vowel. Thus, sju ‘seven’ is typically pronounced as [ʃu], ski ‘ski’ as [ʃi], and 

tradisjon ‘tradition’ as [tɾɑdiʃon], as mentioned in Chapter 4. Additionally, in pre-/l/ 

environments, /s/ is typically realized as [ʃ], so that slag ‘type’ is pronounced as [ʃlɑ:g] 

and Oslo as [oʃlo]. However, in central Valdres, to the north of Fagernes (particularly 

Vestre Slidre, Øystre Slidre, and the northernmost areas of Nord-Aurdal), many speakers 

do not use [ʃ] in these environments, as is typical in the southern half of Valdres and in 

the surrounding dialects; rather, they pronounce sju as [sju], ski as [sji], tradisjon as 

[tɾɑdisjon], slag as [slɑ:g], and Oslo as [oslo]. This pronunciation is still common in 

southern and western Norwegian dialects but decidedly atypical in the eastern and central 

parts of the country, where Valdres is located (Papazian and Helleland 2005:54). 

 This element of non-standard Valdresmål phonology does not appear to have been 

studied previously. While Kvåle notes its variable presence (1999:16), she was unable to 

assess this feature due to the limitations of her written survey methodology, as “sj” in 

written Norwegian is generally representative of (and read aloud as) /ʃ/ and thus cannot 

be differentiated from /sj/ in writing without a great deal of explanation. 

 In my recordings of Valdresmål speakers, /sj/ and /sl/ seem to be nearly 

categorical among those born prior to 1950 but more variable among younger speakers. It 

also seems to be the case that /sl/ is more persistent than /sj/, as several speakers use the 

                                                                                                                                            
1985, all cited in Kristoffersen 2000), and Kristoffersen notes that it may vary by speaker 
and environment. Kvåle uses [ʃ] in her representation of the sound used by Valdresmål 
speakers (1999:16), as do I, since it does not seem to have any retroflexion in the pre-
vocalic or pre-/l/ environments discussed here.  
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former categorically but the latter only rarely or not at all. Of the 24 speakers from Vestre 

Slidre, Øystre Slidre, and northern Nord-Aurdal whose recorded interviews were 

analyzed for vowel phonology in the previous chapter, 19 use non-standard /sj/ and/or /sl/ 

all or most of the time. And while younger speakers appear to be less likely than older 

speakers to use these marked variants, three of the four youngest speakers (b. 1980-89) 

from this part of Valdres use /sl/ virtually categorically and /sj/ variably. Moreover, this 

feature seems to be much more salient for speakers from the youngest two age groups 

than it is among older speakers, as several young people told me it was something 

outsiders had commented on in their speech. During fieldwork, I also observed that this 

feature seems to be locally expansive in Vestre Slidre, where many of those who were 

raised in areas of Valdres with normative [ʃ] patterns, but who now live in Vestre Slidre, 

have acquired the local, non-standard [sj] realization. 

 Overall, then, this is a relatively persistent non-standard phonological feature of 

Valdresmål, and its salience appears to be increasing among younger speakers, who 

continue to resist the pressure of normative regional speech and of the surrounding 

dialects, all of which have /ʃ/ in the phonetic environments described above. 

 Even more widespread than non-standard /sj/ realization in Valdres is the 

diphthongal realization of /ø/ in certain pre-rhotic environments. In such words as øyra 

‘ear’ and å høyre ‘to hear,’ the Old Norse diphthong+/r/ combination of /eyr/ has retained 

is diphthongal quality in Valdresmål, while it has been monophthongized to /ør/ in 

normative Urban Eastern Norwegian and in Bokmål, which have ør ‘ear’ and å høre ‘to 

hear.’ In Valdresmål, the diphthong /øy/, from Old Norse /ey/, actually occurs in many 
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environments where Urban Eastern Norwegian and Bokmål have monophthongal /ø/; 

however, the (admittedly rare) rhotic diphthongal /øyr/ appears to be an especially 

interesting feature of the contemporary dialect, as there is evidence of possible re-

expansion of this old dialect feature among the younger two generations of Valdresmål 

speakers in this study. 

 A striking example is found in the fairly common verb å høyre ‘to hear/listen.’14 

For å høyre, there is widespread, cross-generational use of diphthongal /øyr/ (realized as 

[ɔyr] by all but the youngest speakers) in the infinitive å høyre, in present-tense høyra, 

and in passive voice høyres(t) or høyrast among Valdres dialect speakers. In all of these 

forms, in which /øyr/, with a flapped /r/, precedes a vowel (or, to put it another way, /r/ is 

intervocalic), the diphthongal realization predominates, with a rate of use of roughly 

60%-75% across age groups. At the same time, the older speakers in this study always 

use monophthongal /ør/ in hørde ‘heard’ and har hørt ‘have heard’ in the simple past and 

participle, where /ør/ occurs in a retroflex-/r/-conditioning pre-alveolar environment. 

Importantly, these pre-alveolar monophthongal /ør/ forms correspond to the 

monophthongal past and participle forms found in Bokmål and Urban Eastern 

Norwegian, hørte and har hørt.  

 This contrast is illustrated in Excerpt 6.5 below, in which an older woman (born 

in the 1920s) uses both diphthongal infinitive høyre (Line 4) and monophthongal past 

tense hørde (Line 2) in an exchange from a metalinguistic interview: 

 
                                                
14 This verb is also used with the preposition ‘to,’ in å høyre te, where it means ‘to own’ 
or ‘to be owned by.’ 
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Excerpt 6.5 
 
1 Thea E lure på om du følde med då den eh konkurransen gjekk. 
  I’m wondering if you followed along when the uh contest was running. 
 
2 S17 Ja:, e hørde no på noko. [Men em. 
  Yeah:, I listened to it a little. [But um. 
 
3 Thea       [Mm-mm. 
      [Mm-hm. 
 
4 S17 Det e vøl kji råd anna enn n høyre på-  
  It wasn’t really possible not to listen to it- 
 
5  Men e har på radioen heile tie, e,  
  But I have the radio on all of the time, myself, 
 
6  førdi att e lika den bære enn tv’n. 
  Because I like it better than the tv. 
 
 
Another woman, born in the 1930s, also alternates between diphthongal present-tense 

høyre and monophthongal participle hørt in this utterance:  

 
 Nei det høyre e. E ha hørt det på syskjenbødna mine. 
 ‘No I hear it. I’ve heard it from my cousins.’ 
 BM: NEI DET HØRER JEG. JEG HAR HØRT DET PÅ SØSKENBARNA MINE. 
 (S26, b. 1930s) 
 
 
However, among those born after about 1960, many Valdresmål speakers also use the 

diphthong in høyrde in the past tense, as in the following utterances:   

 
 Høyrde du ko du sa no? 
 ‘Did you hear what you just said?’ 
 BM: HØRTE DU HVA DU SA NÅ? 
 (S12, b. 1980s) 
 
 and 
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 Men det e veldi mange som høyrde om den. 
 ‘But there are a lot of people who heard about it.’ 
 BM: MEN DET ER VELDIG MANGE SOM HØRTE OM DEN. 
 (S9, b. 1960s) 
 
 
Thus, while there is little generational variation in rates of diphthongal vs. 

monophthongal å høyre in the infinitive, present, participle, and passive voice, younger 

speakers sometimes use diphthongal /øyr/ in the past tense, though older speakers never 

do in the recordings I have, as shown in Table 6.3 below. 

 
Table 6.3. Use of monophthongal and diphthongal å høyre ‘to hear’ by generation 
for 28 Valdresmål speakers 
 

 
 

Infinitive 
/hø:rɛ/ 
/hɔyra/ 

Past 
/høɹdɛ/ 
/hɔyɹdɛ/ 

Past participle 
/høɹt/ 
/hɔyɹt/ 

Passive 
/hø:rɛs/ 
/hɔyrɛst/ 

B. 1920-39 
 

ø:   17    40% 
Ɔy  26    60% 

ø    8    100% 
Ɔy  0     0% 

ø   11   100% 
Ɔy  0    0% 

ø:   1   33% 
Ɔy  2   67% 

B. 1940-59 
 

ø:  13     27% 
Ɔy 35    73% 

ø    14   100% 
Ɔy  0     0% 

ø    14   100% 
Ɔy  0     0% 

ø:   1   50% 
Ɔy  1   50% 

B. 1960-79 
 

ø:  16     27% 
Ɔy 44    73% 

ø    10   71% 
Ɔy  4     29% 

ø    11   100% 
Ɔy  0     0% 

ø:   0   0% 
Ɔy  3   100% 

B. 1980-89 
 

ø:   11    33% 
øy  22    67% 

ø    1     25% 
øy  3     75% 

ø    14   100% 
øy  0     0% 

ø:   2   50% 
øy  2   50% 

 
 
 With relatively few tokens of past tense hø(y)rde, it is impossible to make any 

statistical generalizations about the use of the diphthongal variant here. However, given 

that speakers born prior to 1960 never use non-standard diphthongal /øyr/ in the pre-

alveolar environment of past tense hørde, it is somewhat remarkable that speakers born 
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after 1960 do use it. Additionally, though I do not happen to have any instances of it in 

my audio-recorded data, I have also heard young speakers using pre-alveolar diphthongal 

/øyr/ in the participle form høyrt, as well as in the past tense form of ‘to drive,’ kjøyrde, 

in casual conversations. Finally, younger speakers also seem to be using word-final /øyr/, 

as in døyr ‘die(s)’ and røyr ‘pipe’ more frequently than older speakers, who generally use 

monophthongal dør and rør, as found in Bokmål and Urban Eastern Norwegian. But if 

these diphthongal forms are not a part of the Valdres dialect among older speakers, then 

where have they come from, and, perhaps even more importantly, why are young dialect 

speakers using them today? 

 It seems possible that there are both internal linguistic factors and ideological 

ones motivating this pattern. Historically, diphthongal /øyr/ occurred only with a flapped 

or trilled /r/, as retroflex /r/ ([ɹ]) was not found in Old Norse or Middle Norwegian15 and 

is still restricted to the eastern and northern regions of the country (Papazian and 

Helleland 2005, Kristoffersen 2000).16 This seems to have been a relatively recent sound 

change, in which the traditional “rolled” /r/ ([r, ɾ]) was assimilated to the following 

consonant in pre-alveolar/dental environments, that is, when preceding /t, d, n, s, l/. In 

fact, this change was probably only complete in central Valdres early in the twentieth 

century, as some older speakers in the northernmost areas of the valley – that is, in Vang 

parish, which borders western Norway via a mountain pass – still do not use [ɹ], a locally 

                                                
15 The same is true of the retroflex flap [ɽ], an allophone of /l/. 
16 The strong presence of uvular /r/ ([ʁ]) in southern and western Norway (first 
introduced several centuries ago) seems to have prevented the introduction of retroflex 
consonants there. See Chambers and Trudgill (1998) for maps of the progression of 
uvular /r/ in Norway and in western and northern Europe more generally. 
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well-known point of linguistic difference between Vang and the rest of Valdres. In 

central Valdres, however, the diphthong+/r/ combination of /øyr/ seems to have been 

monophthongized to /ør/ in pre-alveolar position around the time of, or perhaps shortly 

after, the change to retroflex /r/ in pre-alveolar position, while the diphthong was retained 

in most other environments, yielding the pattern seen in the contemporary høyra-hørde 

‘hear-heard’ contrast. It does not appear that this change had taken place yet in the mid-

nineteenth century, as Nynorsk creator Ivar Aasen’s wordlists from Valdres and 

Hallingdal, collected from 1845-1866, contain such forms as faahøyrd and støyrde 

(Aasen 2002 [1842-1881]). 

 Today, however, in the speech of those who are around 50 years of age or 

younger, the diphthong+/r/ appears to have resurfaced in pre-alveolar environments, as in 

the example of høyrde, outlined above, and in other places where older speakers use 

monophthongal /ør/. For instance, one speaker from central Valdres born around 1960 

uses the form møyrna ‘to tenderize’ in Line 7 of Excerpt 6.6 below, apparently not 

accommodating to my own use of mørna in Line 6, which I proffered as I noticed him 

searching for the right word in Line 5. 

 
Excerpt 6.6 
 
1 S8   Mø driv blant an- 
       Among other things we- 
 
2  e driv lit- lite med mat o slek o- 
        I do so- some things with food and- 
 
3     o driv å salta skinko sjøl 
        and I salt-cure hams myself 
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4        o så ha mø- ha e bynt då med noen år sida 
        and we’ve- I started a few years ago 
 
5  at mø høppa på skinka. (1.8) Før å- (0.7)17 
  that we hop on the ham. (1.8) To- (0.7) 
 
6 Thea Ja. Mørna. 
       Yeah. Tenderize. 
 
7 S8 Møyrna ho liksom… 
       Like tenderize it… 
 
 
Prior to this interview I had never heard this word uttered with a diphthongal vowel in 

Valdres, and I cannot say how common it is today, as it is a fairly specialized lexical 

item. However, the phonetic contrast between my own use of monophthongal mørna and 

the interviewee’s immediately following use of diphthongal møyrna is clearly visible in 

the section of the spectrogram shown in Figure 6.2 below, where the diphthongal vowel 

in møyrna is indicated by the rising second formant (F2), here overlain with a rising black 

arrow. 

                                                
17 (1.8) and (0.7) indicate the length of the pauses in seconds, following conversation 
analytic transcription conventions (cf. Atkinson and Heritage 1984, Jefferson 2004). 
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Figure 6.2. Spectrographic image of [møɹnɑ] – [mɔyɹnɑ] from Excerpt 6.6, Line 7. 
First, monophthongal mørna ‘tenderize’ is uttered by Thea, and then diphthongal 
møyrna by the middle-aged male interviewee (as indicated by the rising F2). 
 

 
 
 
Møyrna is thus one of a number of diphthongal /øyr/ forms, corresponding to Old Norse 

/eyr(r)/, that seem to be re-emerging among younger Valdresmål speakers, even though 

they are not used by older speakers, among whom monophthongal /ør/ forms, as found in 

Urban Eastern Norwegian and Bokmål, are far more frequent. Examples of such forms 

are listed in Table 6.4 below. 
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Table 6.4.  Examples of re-emergent diphthongal /øyr/ in contemporary Valdresmål 
 
Re-
emergent 
dialect form 

Eng. gloss 
Typical 
Valdres 
form(s) 

Bokmål Nynorsk Old Norse 

/høyɹdɛ/ 
/høyɹt/ 

‘heard’ 
‘heard’ 
(participle) 

/høɹdɛ/ 
/høɹt/ 

hørte 
hørt 

høyrde 
høyrt heyra (inf.) 

/møyɹna/ 
 

‘to tenderize 
(meat)’ (inf., 
pres., past, 
participle) 

/møɹna/ 
 

mørne 
 

møyrna 
 

V derived 
from adj. 
meyrr 
‘tender’ 

/døyr/ ‘die(s)’ 
(pres.) 

/dø:r/ 
/daua/ dør døyr deyrr 

/røyr/ ‘(water) 
pipe’ /rø:r/ rør røyr reyrr 

 
 
 As Table 6.4 shows, while diphthongal /øyr/, from Old Norse /eyr(r)/, has been 

monophthongized in Bokmål, the dipththong is still represented in written Nynorsk. If, as 

I have argued above, young dialect speakers in Valdres have not acquired pre-alveolar or 

word-final diphthongal /øyr/ organically, via an unbroken chain of diphthong-using 

speakers since Old Norse, then it is possible that the presence of the diphthong+/r/ in the 

Nynorsk written norm may be influencing its re-emergence in spoken Valdresmål today. 

 The possibility of mutual influence between written and spoken language has also 

been demonstrated in studies of second dialect acquisition in English, where Chambers 

(1988) found that “features which are orthographically transparent” in standard written 

language are more readily acquired than features that are not represented in the written 

norm (1988:662). More recently, Carrera-Sabaté (2006) has also shown that the relatively 

recent standardization and promotion of written Catalan is clearly influencing changes in 
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spoken Catalan vowel phonology among schoolchildren and youth in Northwestern 

Catalonia as they acquire literacy in the written norm. Moreover, as Pedersen (2005) has 

pointed out, the written norms in both Denmark and Sweden have clearly influenced 

spoken language in those countries today, and it is evident that written Danish has 

historically exerted significant influence on the spoken dialect of Oslo and other urban 

centers in eastern Norway. Significantly, then, all of the speakers in the present study 

who use the diphthongal dialect forms found in the first column of Table 6.4 above 

(which correspond those in written Nynorsk but not Bokmål) also use Nynorsk as their 

primary written norm today, or, at least, had Nynorsk as their primary written norm 

throughout their elementary and secondary school careers. 

 In a sense, this may also be understood as an example of “hypercorrection” 

(Labov 1963, 1966) or “hyperaccommodation” (Yaeger-Dror 1991, 1992), in that 

speakers seem to approximating an imagined target of Valdresmål, but “overshooting” 

the traditional dialect as it is used by older speakers today. This kind of hypercorrection 

away from a normative or standard variety, or, conversely, toward a non-standard variety 

has also been demonstrated in other situations. For instance, Baugh (1992) found this 

kind of “hypocorrection” toward vernacular African American English among “second 

dialect” speakers who appeared to be trying to express solidarity with African American 

communities, while Rampton has documented a similar phenomenon in inter-ethnic 

linguistic “crossing” among youth in Britain (1995, 1999). However, while Giles and 

Williams have described non-standard hypercorrection as “inaccurate” and “excessive” 

(1992:345) linguistic production, in the case of young Valdresmål speakers’ expansive 
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use of diphthongal /øyr/, such an analysis does not seem to work. Here, Valdres youth are 

overshooting the contemporary dialect of older speakers; however, in “correcting” away 

from Urban Eastern Norwegian and Bokmål, they actually seem to be producing a 

“spelling pronunciation” and hitting the symbolic target of Nynorsk. 

 For the case of contemporary Valdresmål, linguistic and symbolic-ideological 

connections to the Nynorsk written norm are thus part of one possible explanation for the 

phonological trend of re-expanding /øyr/ and for a number of the persistent, non-standard 

morpho-lexical patterns discussed earlier in this chapter, which also correspond to forms 

and patterns represented in the Nynorsk norm. However, this explanation is not an 

unproblematic one, as individual speakers’ understandings of and attitudes toward 

Nynorsk vary widely in Valdres today, a point that is worth some further consideration in 

the section that follows. 

 

Local relationships between spoken Valdresmål and written Nynorsk 

 As mentioned in the previous chapter, Nynorsk is the primary written language 

for the majority of the primary and middle schools in central Valdres, with significant 

exceptions for the schools in the semi-urban centers of Nord-Aurdal parish, namely 

Fagernes, Leira, and Aurdal, where Bokmål is the default written norm. In the smaller, 

rural schools of northern Nord-Aurdal, Vestre Slidre, and Øystre Slidre, however, all 

students learn to read and write in Nynorsk and have textbooks in Nynorsk for other 

subjects, unless their parents specifically ask for their elementary education to be based in 
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Bokmål.18 Importantly, spoken dialect is often used as a basis for teaching students to 

write Nynorsk at both elementary and more advanced levels. In the Nynorsk schools, 

Bokmål is gradually introduced as a secondary written norm (and vice versa), and 

students are eventually expected to demonstrate written proficiency in both norms at the 

middle and high school levels. In this way, all Norwegian students are trained in both 

norms, though one is always considered the primary norm (hovedmål) and the other the 

secondary norm (sidemål). Of the speakers in this study, the vast majority learned 

Nynorsk as their first written language, and most of them continue to prefer the Nynorsk 

norm as adults. As one woman born in the 1970s told me, her spoken voice is in the 

Valdres dialect, but her “written voice” (skrivestemme) is in Nynorsk. 

 Yet even among those who said that they prefer or feel more comfortable writing 

Nynorsk, some also said that they would actually rather read the dominant written norm 

of Bokmål, which is often regarded as “easier” or “simpler.” As this 1980s-born speaker, 

who writes only Nynorsk, related: 

E e jo vørte ganske vant te å lesa bokmål for det e det n les eh stortsett då. Så det 
e nok kanskje- når e les nynorsk så e det nok kanskje fleire ord der e lure litt på. 
Når du: kjem burt i nokon- nokon ord som e veldi forskjellige på nynorsk og 
bokmål, så e det kanskje nokon tå dei orde som e ikkji bruka vanlivis og som e 
ikkji heilt @@@ visste um. 
 
(I’ve gotten pretty used to reading Bokmål because that’s what you read uh for the 
most part. So it may be- when I read Nynorsk there are like maybe more words 
there (that) I wonder a little about. When you: come across some- some words 
that are really different in Nynorsk and Bokmål, then it’s maybe some of those 
words that I don’t usually use and that I didn’t really @@@ know about.) 

                                                
18 Based on my experience as an elementary school teachers’ aide in 2002-03, roughly 5-
10% of students receive Bokmål-based instruction in otherwise Nynorsk schools, either at 
the request of their parents or because they are non-native Norwegian speakers (see 
Chapter 3 for more on latter group). 
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Thus, even while this speaker favors Nynorsk ideologically and when writing, the above 

utterance also shows some ambivalence toward Nynorsk’s relatively more obscure 

lexicon. However, as one older speaker I talked to countered, “Visst alle hadde lese like 

mykjy nynorsk som bokmål, så hadde dei ikkji hatt noko aversjon mot Nynorsk ‘If 

everyone had read as much Nynorsk as Bokmål, then they wouldn’t have any aversion to 

Nynorsk.’” In fact, speakers of all ages pointed out Bokmål’s dominant presence in 

popular reading materials of all kinds, from magazines to tabloid-style national 

newspapers to best-selling novels. 

 In addition, despite a generally strong connection to and early grounding in 

Nynorsk education and writing, a number of the Valdres dialect speakers I interviewed 

told me that they had no preference for either norm, and two people told me that they 

preferred to read and write in Bokmål today. These speakers argued, essentially, that 

because neither of the written norms fully or adequately reflected their spoken dialect, the 

choice was an insignificant one. As one man born in the 1960s put it: 

E synst ikkji nynorsken fanga gøtt nok valdresdialekte uansett. Den e eit opp- for 
me eit oppkonstruert språk uansett. Altså det e kji slek e prata. Fordi om det e 
sikkert den er nærmere så føle e at det bli omtrent akkuratt det sama. < T: Mm-
mm. > E:: ser ikkji heilt den klare sammenhengen der som mange andre ser. Det 
er ein del sånne ord som e heilt unaturle for me å bruke i nynorsk. Som e syns 
liksom eh: då e det meir naturle å bruke bokmålsord fordi at dei høyre du i så 
mange andre sammenhenga lell. 
 
(I don’t think Nynorsk captures the Valdres dialect well enough anyway. It’s a 
con- for me it’s a constructed language anyway. Like it’s not the way I talk. Even 
though it’s probably closer I feel like it’s just about exactly the same. < T: Mm-
hm. > I:: don’t really see the clear connection there that a lot of other people see. 
There are a lot of words that are totally unnatural for me to use in Nynorsk. That I 
think like uh: then it’s more natural to use Bokmål words because you hear them 
in so many other places anyway.) 
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Of course, this kind of stance flies in the face of the now decades-long campaign by 

Noregs Mållag, the national Nynorsk Association, to promote the linguistic connections 

between the country’s spoken rural dialects and written Nynorsk, and thus instill an 

ideological commitment to the minority written norm among dialect speakers, as in 

slogans like “Snakk dialekt, skriv nynorsk! ‘Speak dialect, write Nynorsk!’”  

 Significantly, while a strong commitment to the Nynorsk cause was quite 

common among Valdresmål speakers born prior to 1960, younger speakers tended to 

have a far stronger identification with and commitment to maintaining the local spoken 

dialect, as alluded to in the preceding paragraph, and as discussed regarding the dialect 

popularity contest in Chapter 3. This sentiment was articulated quite succinctly by a 

young man born in the 1980s. 

Du kan seie at for me, så e det mykji mindre viktig å halde fast på nynorsken enn 
det e på Valdresdialekta. For nynorsken e ein mykji mindre del tå identiteten min 
enn dialekte. ... Og det e mykji meir normert, det med skriftspråk i Norge. Det e 
mykji meir uttrykk for styrke um du prata dialekt enn um du skriv Nynorsk. 
 
(You could say that for me, it’s much less important to stick to Nynorsk than it is 
to the Valdres dialect. Because Nynorsk is a much smaller part of my identity 
than the dialect. ... And it’s much more normalized, written language in Norway. 
It shows much more strength to speak dialect than to write Nynorsk.) 
 

This and similar utterances seem to suggest that, in Valdres, spoken dialect may be a 

stronger centrifugal linguistic force than Nynorsk, at least among youth. 

 Moreover, statements like these hint that, among some of the youngest dialect 

speakers in Valdres, there appears to be the sense of a perceived opposition between 

spoken dialect and written Nynorsk as competing forces in the sociolinguistic landscape. 
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This also came through in an interview with a speaker born in the late 1980s, who told 

me, 

E syns det e finar me dialekt enn nynorsk for eksempel. Så visst følk her sku ha 
bynt å prate nynorsk så hadde kji det vore sama.  
 
(I think that dialect is nicer than Nynorsk, for example. So if people here were to 
start speaking Nynorsk it wouldn’t be the same.) 
 

Indeed, it seemed that some younger Valdres residents had encountered urban outsiders 

who apparently equated spoken dialect with written Nynorsk, and thus felt that it was 

somewhat important to keep the two separate. As one woman observed, based on her own 

experiences as a Valdres dialect speaker: 

Mange seia jo at å ja, du kjem frå Valdres, å ja du prata Nynorsk du. Ikkji sant? 
Men det- det gjør mø jo ikkji. At dei kan bli stående litt i vegen for einan og da. 
Det kan jo vera ein fare det og. 
 
(Many people say that oh yeah, you’re from Valdres, oh yeah you speak Nynorsk, 
you know? But we don’t do that. [In] that [way] they can be a little bit in each 
other’s way. And that can be dangerous too.) 
 

Here, the perception that urban Norwegians do not understand the difference between 

spoken dialect and written Nynorsk, in combination with a stronger feeling of loyalty 

toward Valdresmål than Nynorsk, may be leading to new tensions between the two. 

 In all of the above ways, younger dialect speakers in Valdres seemed to be highly 

conscious of and attuned to the rather complicated situation of heteroglossia in the local 

setting today. And on the whole, young people were more ambivalent about taking a 

strong stance toward one written norm over the other, in contrast to many older speakers, 

who grew up during a more tumultuous period of Norwegian linguistic history that 

involved more direct opposition and side-taking in the active debate over written 
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language. In the metalinguistic interviews I conducted, younger dialect speakers were 

generally eager to acknowledge the legitimacy of both written norms, regardless of their 

personal preference and despite the fact that many were fervent proponents of spoken 

dialect use. 

 An important aspect of this initially unexpected generational divide in support of 

Nynorsk came out in an interview I had with a teacher from Valdres’s large, centralized 

high school in Leira, just four kilometers south of Fagernes. The teacher, who was a long-

time supporter of Nynorsk and had received post-secondary education in urban Oslo, 

observed that, while many Valdres high school students eschew the Nynorsk norm in 

favor of Bokmål today, it does not appear to extend to their use of the spoken dialect. 

Furthermore, this teacher suggested, teenagers’ dialect use may have been strengthened 

merely through long-term exposure to and use of Nynorsk – rather than regionally 

normative Bokmål – in elementary and middle school. 

Altså det har e heile tie vøre heilt helli overbevist um at det er eit stert forhold. E 
ha vøre heilt sikker på at det eh: at eh: for uss som bur i Valdres så: e nynorsk eh 
det mest nærliggande- den mest nærliggande målførmen. Og ein målførm som kan 
hjølpe uss å bevare dialekta våres. < T: Mm-mm. > Det har e heile tie trudd. Men 
så når e ser på desse here elevadn mine at no e e litt usikker. E e litt sånn- for 
som sagt det e veldi få tå dei som bruka nynorsk. Men samtidi så muntli så- så 
syns e at dei e: ganske: E syns dei prata vallers mange tå dei. < T: Mm-mm. > Og 
e flinke te å halde på: på det. Så e berre lure på om den forbindelsen kanskje ikkji 
e så sterk som e har trudd. Eller om: om det berre er ein fase dei- altså at det at 
dei har hatt nynorsk på skula veldi mange tå dei då. Frå fyste te tiende klasse. < 
T: Mm-mm. > At det ha vøre med på å hjølpe dei te at dei har den dialektbruken 
som dei har no når dei e komne hit. 
 
(Like that’s something I’ve always been completely convinced that that is a strong 
relationship [between speaking dialect and writing Nynorsk]. I’ve always been 
totally certain that it uh: that uh: for those of us who live in Valdres Nynorsk is 
the closest- the closest [written] language. And a language that can help us to 
maintain our dialect. < T: Mm-hm.> I’ve always thought that. But now when I 
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look at these students of mine now I’m a little unsure. I’m a little- because like I 
said there are very few of them who use Nynorsk. But at the same time like orally 
I think they’re pretty: I think they speak Valdresmål a lot of them. < T: Mm-hm. > 
And they’re good at keeping it up. So I just wonder if that connection maybe isn’t 
as strong as I’ve thought. Or if: if it [Bokmål] is just a phase they- Like a lot of 
them have had Nynorsk in school. From first to tenth grade. < T: Mm-hm. > That 
that’s helped them to have the dialect use that they have now when they’ve come 
here [to high school].) 
 

The connection this teacher draws between long-term exposure to Nynorsk (in Valdres’s 

rural elementary and middle schools) and continuing to speak dialect in high school is an 

interesting one. While most students still switch to Bokmål as their primary written norm 

when given the choice at the start of high school, a long-term trend in Valdres, they do 

not seem to similarly change their spoken language today, according to both young 

people themselves and the several high school teachers and aides with whom I spoke. In 

addition, two of the 1980s-born Valdresmål speakers I interviewed told me that an 

important factor in many previously Nynorsk-educated high school students’ choice of 

Bokmål as their primary written norm is the idea that they may be able to get a higher 

grade for their secondary norm if it is Nynorsk. This further complicates the picture of 

linguistic choices made by high school students, but it also suggests that even those who 

opt for Bokmål as their primary norm may not necessarily disfavor Nynorsk.  

 The relationship between spoken dialect and written Nynorsk in Valdres is thus 

anything but simple. While most Valdresmål speakers across generations say they prefer 

and always or often write in Nynorsk, the younger dialect speakers in this study are more 

ambivalent about both the linguistic and ideological connections between Valdresmål and 

Nynorsk and some write in Bokmål all or most of the time. Yet the combination of 

speaking dialect and writing Bokmål does not appear to be an uncommon one in east-
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central Norway today, as Berge Rudi’s research has shown in the neighboring districts of 

Hallingdal and Gudbrandsdal, where Bokmål is dominant among young people 

regardless of their dialect use (2007:76). To a certain extent, then, young Valdresmål 

speakers’ ambivalence toward Nynorsk may problematize the argument that the influence 

of written Nynorsk is presently effecting regionally divergent change in the spoken 

Valdres dialect vis-à-vis Urban Eastern Norwegian. However, Nynorsk’s strong position 

in Valdres’s rural elementary and middle schools, where it is taught as students’ first and 

primary written language, cannot be overlooked, regardless of many dialect speakers’ use 

of written Bokmål as adults, which is not unusual in nearby rural districts. 

 

Conclusion 

 In this chapter, I have attempted to demonstrate that contemporary and long-term 

linguistic changes in the Valdres dialect are not moving exclusively in the direction of 

Bokmål and Urban Eastern Norwegian today. While the previous chapter showed that 

there are many points of convergence toward regional urban norms, this chapter has 

focused on a number of linguistic features that have either continued to remain stable, in 

a pattern of long-term non-convergence, or seem to suggest contemporary divergence 

from nearby urban norms. 

 Strikingly, many of the most resistant features of Valdresmål, along with those 

non-standard features that seem to actually be expanding (or re-expanding) in Valdres 

today, are represented in written Nynorsk. And while not all of the dialect speakers in this 

study always use Nynorsk or have a strong personal commitment to the Nynorsk cause, 
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all of those using expansive dialect forms like present-tense gjer and pre-alevolar 

diphthongal /øyr/ acquired Nynorsk as their first and primary written language in 

Valdres’s rural elementary schools. 

 In contemporary Valdres, we can begin to see the complicated effects of so much 

heteroglossia, both official, in the national dual written norm situation, and unofficial, in 

non-normative spoken dialect use. In the multiple directions of change in Valdres, we can 

also see the effects of multiple centripetal and centrifugal linguistic forces interacting in a 

single sociolinguistic area. In a critical article in 1985, Woolard posed an important 

theoretical question that is still timely today: 

To what extent shall we say that the linguistic market in any society is fully 
integrated – that is, to what extent is hegemony fully established – and to what 
extent is it possible to speak of markets in which alternative or opposing linguistic 
forms are generated and maintained? [1985:740] 
 

Clearly, this question cannot be answered easily or simply. But in the case of 

contemporary Valdres, we have an example of a situation with a clearly heteroglossic 

marketplace, in which distinctive, traditional forms are being maintained, while new ones 

are gaining ground, all in the face of long-term pressure from nearby urban norms. 

 Again, Bakhtin’s theorization of language and linguistic change is useful in 

thinking about this and other complex sociolinguistic situations: 

The word, directed toward its object, enters a dialogically agitated and tension-
filled environment of alien words, value judgments and accents, weaves in and 
out of complex interrelationships, merges with some, recoils from others, 
intersects with yet a third group: and all this may crucially shape discourse, may 
leave a trace in all its semantic layers, may complicate its expression and 
influence its entire stylistic profile. [Bakhtin 1981:276] 
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This kind of historically oriented view permits us to see the ways in which both varieties 

of language, both spoken and written, and language users are continuously in dialogue, 

and, moreover, the endless possibilities of interaction among linguistic structure, use, and 

discourse. 

 In contemporary Valdres, as I hope to have shown in this chapter, there are 

important connections to be made between rural language and culture, the continued 

strong presence of the “rural” Nynorsk written norm, and local ideologies of both dialect 

and written language use. Valdres residents today seem to be well aware of recent 

cultural changes, both at the local and national levels, that have re-oriented popular and 

youth culture away from exclusively urban areas, permitting local, and especially rural 

forms to re-emerge as valuable and even trendy. In Norwegian politics, too, “peripheral” 

rural districts have increasingly been focused on (in arguments for more equitable social 

programs, health care, infrastructure, etc.) since the mid-1990s, a point one Valdresmål 

speaker (b. 1970s) connected to the revaluation of rurality. 

Dette her med utkantnorge o dette her med distrikte er meir inn enn det va. Det e 
kji så urbant tru e. 
 
(This here with peripheral Norway and this here with the districts is more “in” 
than it was. It’s not as urban I think.) 
 
 

 As a part of this revaluation of local, rural language and culture, younger Valdres 

residents have become enthusiastically supportive of speaking dialect. In fact, many of 

them feel much more strongly about maintaining the local, non-standard spoken dialect 

than they do about written language, which remains a highly politicized topic among 

many middle-aged and older Norwegians.  It is thus interesting that, in their efforts to 
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claim a rural Valdres identity and distance themselves from “snobby,” urban personas 

(see Excerpt 6.2), young people seem to be (re-) appropriating certain forms from 

Nynorsk, the written norm that has been symbolically, if not always linguistically, 

representative of Norway’s rural dialects since its initial development in the 1840s. 

 In this chapter and the preceding two, I have concentrated primarily on describing 

the matrix of centrifugal and centripetal linguistic forces at work in Valdres today. 

Additionally, the bulk of my dissertation has been focused largely on Valdres residents’ 

language use and self-representations in the local setting. In the next chapter, however, I 

would also like to consider how some Valdresmål speakers use their dialect in the media, 

from the local newspaper to nationally broadcast television news, and how they represent 

themselves and their native district as authentically Valdres. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 

VALDRESMÅL IN CIRCULATION:  
DIALECT USE IN THE MEDIA 

 

 

Introduction 

 In my discussion of the 2005 Reiseradioen dialect popularity contest in Chapter 3, 

I suggested that the use of dialect in the media has become more prevalent in recent 

years, and that this is, at once, both evidence of the revaluation of rural dialects and a 

factor contributing to their present high status. As Agha has argued, while processes of 

sociolinguistic valorization necessarily “unfold one communicative event at time,” today 

“the possibility of mass circulation of messages” via technology and broadcast media can 

“have the consequence that some events within such processes set the initial conditions 

for very large-scale forms of response” (2007:228). Hill, too, has pointed out that, 

because of the ways in which everyday life today can be “utterly saturated with talk and 

text from [mass] media, ... media language must count as yet another form of ‘everyday 

language’” (2008:vii). For these reasons, the self-reinforcing quality of such a public 

form of dialect use – in national and regional broadcast media – deserves some further 

attention, especially in light of the findings presented in Chapters 5 and 6, which point to 

the multiple directions of and motivations for contemporary dialect change in Valdres.  

 I have also noted several times in previous chapters that the spoken, non-standard 

dialect of Valdres is increasingly being utilized in writing. This is particularly the case in 

“informal” writing, such as cell phone text messaging (SMS) and email, but written 
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dialect has increasingly begun to be visible in advertising and local print media in 

Valdres, as well. As Jaffe has noted, non-standard spellings and orthographies often 

convey social and symbolic meanings, and, at the same time, “unconventional texts can 

also be profoundly disruptive” (2000:510). Part of this chapter will thus explore the ways 

in which contemporary Valdresmål users have brought the dialect into circulation via 

advertisements and other reader contributions to the local newspaper, thereby giving it a 

new kind of presence and perhaps even some amount of increased linguistic legitimacy. 

 The focus of this chapter, then, will be to consider the very public use of the 

Valdres dialect in both print and broadcast media. It is in these contexts that some of the 

most interesting and influential uses of the local dialect arise, as Valdresmål becomes a 

communicative medium with an audience extending well beyond a speaker’s (or writer’s) 

own dialect-speaking communities of practice (Eckert 2000). When communicating in 

Valdresmål via mass media, dialect users cannot be sure of who will hear (or read) their 

utterances, and we might therefore expect a certain amount of accommodation to national 

and regional norms, or evidence of “audience design,” as predicted by many theories of 

interactional accommodation and code choice (e.g., Bell 1984, 2001; Yaeger-Dror 1988, 

1991, 1993; Giles and Powesland 1979; Myers-Scotton 1993, 2003).  

 However, Valdres dialect users do not generally seem to be moderating the 

“broadness” of their dialect in these public media utterances; rather, they appear to be 

using the non-standard quality of their native dialect as a means to display or index 

(Silverstein 1976, 2003) a unique, local and/or rural identity and to mark a resistance to 

normalization. While “speaker design” theories of identity construction in interaction 
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(Schilling-Estes 2002; Coupland 2001, 2007) might be fruitfully applied to such instances 

of “non-accommodation” and non-standard dialect use in mass media (as in Soukup 

2007), there may also be a much broader range of relevant contextual elements, beyond 

the (situated) identities of speakers and/or audiences (whether real or imagined). 

 The range of relevant contextual factors surely includes those of Hymes’s 

(in)famous SPEAKING mnemonic  (1974; see n. 7, Ch. 5), but, as Bakhtin reminds us, 

the dialogical nature of all “words” and utterances found in sociolinguistic settings of 

heteroglossia, is also important: 

 No living word relates to its object in a singular way: between the word and its 
object, between the word and the speaking subject, there exists an elastic 
environment of other, alien words about the same object, the same theme, and this 
is an environment that is often difficult to penetrate. It is precisely in the process 
of living interaction with this specific environment that the word may be 
individualized and given stylistic shape. [Bakhtin 1981:276] 

 
The “elastic environment” of sociolinguistic context is thus another key element in 

evaluating the situated meaning of any utterance, and, importantly, such an environment 

is historically contingent, a point that may be clearer in Voloshinov’s claim that “the 

situation enters into the utterance as an essential constitutive part of the structure of its 

import” (1976:100). In this way, it seems to be a particularly important consideration 

given the sociohistorical context of all language use in contemporary Norway, where 

both written and spoken linguistic forms carry with them inherited political baggage, far 

beyond the control of individual speakers, who negotiate their contemporary meanings, 

but cannot change them at will. 

 In this chapter, I will first consider Valdres dialect use in the local media, 

including the very popular local newspaper and a small, volunteer-run radio station, and 
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then I will move on to national and regional broadcast media. In order to gain insight into 

Valdresmål speakers’ own perceptions, I will also address metalinguistic discourse about 

dialect use in the media, focusing especially on the experiences of several Valdresmål 

speakers who have appeared on national radio and television programs in the last several 

years. 

 

Dialect use in the local media 

Newspaper: 

 The local newspaper, officially named Avisa Valdres but commonly referred to as 

Vallersen ‘The Valdres,’ is the only regular newspaper published in Valdres, and it 

provides the most comprehensive coverage of local news and events in Valdres of any 

news outlet. During my fieldwork in 2007-08, the paper was published four times per 

week, with Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday editions (with some exceptions for 

major holidays). For most local subscribers, it arrives in the morning on those days via a 

delivery truck. According to national research polls, Avisa Valdres had a readership of 

over 25,000 people in 2008, which is about 40% more people than live in Valdres year-

round (about 18,000), and the paper prints between 9,000 and 10,000 copies of each 

edition (Mediasite 2009).  

 During fieldwork, I collected data on the use of Bokmål, Nynorsk, and written 

Valdresmål in Avisa Valdres. I recorded information about language use for all of the 

front pages, articles, and advertisements for 15 weeks worth of newspapers in early 2008, 

yielding data for 57 front pages, over 2,100 articles (including editorials and letters to the 
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editor), and nearly 4,000 advertisements of various sorts. I coded each of the articles for a 

range of independent variables: day, page, place of reference (local, regional, or 

national), kommune (if local), topic, length, author, author’s sex, and author’s age. For 

the ads, I recorded: day, page, type (business, classified, or personal (more on this 

below)), location (local, regional, or national), and ad size. For each front page, I 

recorded the number of headlines and advertisements in each written norm. For some 

headlines and advertisements, it was impossible to know which norm was intended, as 

the forms used were found in the official dictionaries of both norms, which may or may 

not have been intentional or strategic; I recorded these “bivalent” (Woolard 1998, 

Woolard and Genovese 2007) situations in a separate “Indeterminate” category. 

Additionally, for several regular daily or weekly newspaper features, I noted which norm 

was used. I also collected all of the instances of written Valdresmål in Avisa Valdres from 

mid-November of 2007 through early July of 2008.  

 The results of my local newspaper study show that the distribution of Bokmål and 

Nynorsk in articles, editorials, and short news notes is about 58% Bokmål and 41% 

Nynorsk in Avisa Valdres (see Figure 7.1 below). Front-page headlines, as well as 

leading headlines, have about the same Bokmål-Nynorsk ratio as articles. 
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Figure 7.1. Written norm used in news articles and editorials published by Avisa 
Valdres for 15 weeks in early 2008 (n=1889)1 
 

 
 
By comparison, the major national newspapers in Norway are virtually 100% Bokmål,2 

as are most large regional papers (Grepstad 2005, KKD 2008). On a national basis, Avisa 

Valdres is actually among the larger newspapers that publish all or some of their news 

content in Nynorsk (Grepstad 2005), despite the fact that it is a relatively small paper, 

with a run of fewer than 10,000 copies.  

                                                
1 A very small number of short articles were thoroughly bivalent, i.e., they contained 
exclusively forms that are officially allowed in both of the national written norms, and 
these are labeled “Indeterminate” here, as there is no way to know which norm was 
intended. Another very small group of articles contained forms belonging to both norms; 
these “articles” tended to be summary reports on local sporting events or something 
similarly un-article-like, with few or no complete sentences. 
2 The largest national newspapers are Dagbladet, VG, and Aftenposten. 
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 According to both current and former journalists at Avisa Valdres, the paper’s 

goal is for an even distribution of Bokmål and Nynorsk, but it is typically left up to 

individual journalists to choose which norm to use in each article. In both theory and 

practice, this means that any given page of the paper might contain any combination of 

Bokmål and Nynorsk articles.  

 While I collected quite a lot of additional information about each article, the 

statistical analysis of this data is not particularly illuminating. This is partly because of 

the relatively small size of the newspaper and its staff, and the fact that individual 

journalists are generally permitted to write in their preferred norm. In effect, this 

conflates the only two statistically significant variables, author and article topic, as the 

number of article authors for any special topic (e.g., sports, entertainment) is limited. 

(Sports coverage, for instance, has one primary journalist, who happens to write in 

Bokmål.) Additionally, many of the short news articles are unsigned. Regardless of the 

limitations of quantitative analysis here, however, the most important finding is that the 

local newspaper, which has a virtually universal adult readership in the central part of the 

valley, uses both of the Norwegian written norms regularly. 

 In addition to the use of both Nynorsk and Bokmål in news articles and editorials, 

there are two regular features that appear in each issue of Avisa Valdres and that make 

use of written Valdres dialect. The first is a feature called, simply, “Valdresmål,” which 

features a traditional dialect word of the day with a brief definition and, often, an 

example of its use in a sentence. The second is a feature called “Dagens historie ‘Story of 

the day,’” which is usually a story that is a few sentences in length with a humorous 
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punch line at the end. Both the Valdresmål word of the day and the Story of the Day 

features rely on reader submissions, and readers often submit both dialect words and 

humorous stories with non-standard spellings reflecting local phonology and morpho-

lexis. Examples of the Valdresmål feature include the following. 

  
 I mælen – den tida som var mellom våronn og slåttonn. [3/14/08] 
 (I mælen – the time that was between springtime farm chores and harvest.) 
  
 
 Kløyrin (tjukk l) – bera seg ille for lite og ingenting. –Var ikkji so kløyrin då gut, 

detta va vel ikkji vondt. [1/19/08] 
 (Kløyrin (“thick” /l/) – be upset for no reason. “Don’t be so kløyrin, boy, that 

surely didn’t hurt.”) 
 
 

 Medna – fleire mogonar. Ein mørgo-mørgon-fleire medna-alle mednadn. [5/8/08] 
 (Medna – many mornings. “A morning, the morning, many mornings, all of the 

mornings.”) 
 
 
The first of these Valdresmål feature contributions is a simple definition of a distinctive 

lexical item, the second includes an example of the word’s use in a sentence, and the third 

includes all four of the local morphological forms for the noun (singular indefinite, 

singular definite, plural indefinite, and plural definite).  

 While this type of written dialect use is intended to inform others about the 

spoken dialect, it is clear that that is not the function of the Story of the Day 

contributions, which do not require the use of written dialect to make sense. For instance, 

the following example could be humorous in any language variety, despite being clearly 

written in Valdresmål. 
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 - Papa, kan e få låne 50 krono te bussen? 
 - E har berre ein femhundrelapp. 
 - Dæ æ greitt, då tek e drosje. [12//11/07] 
 
 Nn: -Pap(p)a, kan eg få låne 50 kroner til bussen? 
 - Eg har berre ein femhundrelapp. 
 - Det er greitt, då tek(er)/tar eg drosje. 
 
 BM: - PAPPA, KAN JEG FÅ LÅNE 50 KRONER TIL BUSSEN? 
 - JEG HAR BARE EN FEMHUNDRELAPP. 
 - DET ER GREIT, DA TAR JEG DROSJE.  
 
 (“Dad, can I borrow 5 bucks for the bus?” 
 “I only have a 50 dollar bill.” 
 “That’s ok, then I’ll take a cab.”) 
 
 
Thus, while the newspaper’s articles and editorials adhere to official written norms, 

reader submissions for the word- and story of the day “entertainment” features may be 

considerably less standard. Notably, they are also well fenced off from “regular” news 

content. 

 The statistical breakdown for advertisements in Avisa Valdres is slightly more 

complicated, however. For ads, there are far more individual contributors/authors than for 

articles, which are written by a small team of journalists. Overall, about 77% of ads are 

written in Bokmål and 15% in Nynorsk, with small numbers of indeterminate, mixed, and 

dialect ads, but there is significant variation in Bokmål v. Nynorsk use according to the 

type or topic of advertisement (p < .0001), as evident in Figure 7.2 below. Promotional 

advertisements for businesses and help wanted ads are nearly all in Bokmål (90.5% and 

89%, respectively), while just 64% of public and non-profit organization announcements 

are in Bokmål. This coincides with nationwide patterns of Bokmål use in the 
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private/business sector and more mixed Bokmål-Nynorsk use in the public sector (KKD 

2008:195). 

 
Figure 7.2. Written form used in advertisements published in Avisa Valdres for 15 
weeks in early 2008 (total n=3878)  
 

 
 
 
 Additionally, while business, help wanted, and public/non-profit advertisements 

are all, in theory, professionally prepared, other types of ads are submitted by individuals 

who may or may not be concerned with expressing professionalism or formality. Perhaps 

unsurprisingly, then, it is in these latter types of ads where there are the highest 

percentages of dialect and mixed-norm use. In regular classified and personal ads, there 

are especially high numbers of linguistically indeterminate ads (about 20%), and this is 

due primarily to the extensive abbreviation that results from character limits. That is, in 
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the limited space of classified ads, individual authors abbreviate as much as possible in 

order to include as much information as possible, and abbreviations are often 

linguistically bi- or multivalent, improvised, or both.  

 The ad category that is labeled “greetings, congratulations, and in memoriam” in 

Figure 7.2 above is distinctive and more interesting than the rest, however, as this covers 

ads from a special “Friends and family” announcement section in Avisa Valdres3. In this 

section of the paper, which usually occupies the last full page inside the paper (but not 

the back cover), friends and family are invited to submit congratulatory greetings and 

photos for individuals’ special occasions. Most of the announcements are birthday 

greetings, and they usually include a small (about 1” x 1”) black and white photo of the 

birthday celebrant accompanied by a sentence or two, often in rhyme. Formerly a free 

service (through the end of 2007), this section now requires a small announcement fee 

(about US$10), but it continues to be widely used and is a significant element of the local 

social scene. In addition to birthdays, local residents also announce and congratulate one 

another on weddings, confirmations, baptisms, and new births. The same page also 

contains death and funeral notices, and there are sometimes notes, letters, or poems in 

memoriam of recently deceased community members. Because of the high rates of local 

readership, this is a very public way to mark personal events, and one can be sure that an 

announcement on this page will be read by a wide audience of both acquaintances and 

strangers. 

                                                
3 This section is actually named “Slekt skal følge,” lit. “Relatives shall take note.” 
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 As shown in Figure 7.2 above, announcements in the “Friends and family” section 

are those that are most frequently written in the Valdres dialect or in mixed-norm 

language. From mid-November 2007 through early July 2008, I collected well over 100 

examples of congratulatory announcements from this section that were written in Valdres 

dialect. The writing of spoken dialect that occurs in these announcements is widely 

varied, ranging from minor adjustments to Nynorsk and/or Bokmål words to attempts at 

phonetic spelling, though the latter typically still adhere to Norwegian orthographic 

norms.4  

 Minor adjustments to normative written Norwegian generally involve either an 

omission of individual letters, representing reduced or elided sounds, or the changing of 

one or more vowels to reflect local phonology and/or morpho-lexis. Thus, dialect writers 

frequently used non-normative forms like i morgo or i mørgo ‘tomorrow’ rather than 

Bokmål i morgen or Nynorsk i morgon, or mykjy or mykji ‘a lot’ rather than Nynorsk 

mykje (or Bokmål/Nynorsk mye). For instance, in otherwise Nynorsk announcements (or 

Nynorsk sentences in mixed-code announcements), writers sometimes reflected 

Valdresmål regular present-tense verbal morphology by using an –a suffix rather than 

normative –er, omitting word-final –r in the verbs er ‘be (pres.), har ‘have (pres.),’ blir 

‘become (pres.),’ and var ‘was/were,’ or using non-standard plural noun morphology, as 

in the following examples.  

  
 
 
 
                                                
4 See Chapter 1 and especially Table 1.1 for more on Norwegian orthography. 
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 “...håpa du får ein fin dag.” 
 Nn: ...håpar du får ein fin dag. 
 BM: ...HÅPER DU FÅR EN FIN DAG. 
 ‘...hope you have a nice day.’ 
  
  
 “Gratulerer med dagen som va i går!” 
 Nn: Gratulerer med dagen som var i går! 
 BM: GRATULERER MED DAGEN SOM VAR I GÅR! 
 ‘Congratulations with your day that was yesterday!’  
 
 
 “Kjære jentut’n våre...” 
 Nn: Kjære jentene våre... 
 BM: KJÆRE JENTENE VÅRE... 
 ‘[To] our dear girls’ 
 
 
 Other ads take the use of written dialect a bit further, making small adjustments to 

the normative spelling(s) of many words per sentence and/or including non-normative 

lexical items. They may also include innovative spellings of lexicalized or idiomatic 

phrases, similar to the respelling of “going to” as “gonna” in American English. 

Examples of these ways of writing include the following: 

 
 “... gratulasjonsklemma te deg før dei fyste væl gjønoførde 40 år.” 
 Nn: ... gratulasjonsklemmar til deg for dei fyrste vel gjennomførde år. 
 BM: ... GRATULASJONSKLEMMER TIL DEG FOR DE FØRSTE VEL GJENNOMFØRTE ÅR. 
 ‘... congratulatory hugs to you for the first well executed 40 years.’ 
 
 
 “Fyst ut tå uss alle e du, men at mø har gløymt deg ska du kji tru!” 
 Nn: Fyrst ut av oss alle er du, men at me har gløymt deg skal du ikkje 

tru! 
 BM: FØRST UT AV OSS ALLE ER DU, MEN AT VI HAR GLEMT DEG SKAL DU IKKE TRO! 
 ‘First of all of us are you, but you mustn’t think that we’ve forgotten you!’ 
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 “Tenk ko tie går, no e du alt 3 år!” 
 Nn: Tenk korleis tida går, no er du allereie 3 år! 
 BM: TENK HVORDAN TIDEN GÅR, NÅ ER DU ALLEREDE 3 ÅR! 
 ‘Think how time flies, now you’re already 3 years old!’ [rhyming] 
 
 
 “Detta ska feirast veittu!” 
 Nn: Dette skal feirast veit du! 
 BM: DETTE SKAL FEIRES VET DU! 
 ‘This shall be celebrated y’know!’ 
 
 
 Sometimes there are also sentences or entire announcements in which virtually 

every word is a non-standard form or spelling reflecting the local spoken dialect. Not 

only is non-standard morph-lexis represented in these cases, but writers also attend to 

non-normative pronunciation and to standard spellings that are not necessarily reflective 

of contemporary pronunciation in general. As the next two examples show, it is in these 

“all-dialect” announcements that attempts at “phonetic” spellings are especially common.  

 
 “Mø æ kjempesæle tå de!” 
 Nn: Me/vi er kjempeglade i deg! 
 BM: VI ER KJEMEGLADE I DEG! 
 ‘We really love you!’ 
 
 
 “E gleda me te e bi lite større å få løv te å bi mæ de...” 
 Nn: Eg gleder meg til eg blir litt større [til] å få lov til å bli med deg... 
 BM: JEG GLEDER MEG TIL JEG BLIR LITT STØRRE [TIL] Å FÅ LOV TIL Å BLI MED DEG... 
 ‘I’m looking forward to when I’m a little bigger to get to go with you...’ 
 
 
In the example “Mø æ kjempesæle tå de!” the present-tense form of ‘be,’ which is er in 

both norms, is written “æ,” reflecting the typical realization of this verb’s vowel as [æ] or 

[ɛ] rather than [e], which is how the vowel “e” is pronounced when reciting the 

Norwegian alphabet, in addition to the elision of word-final /r/ in the local dialect. In the 
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example of “E gleda me...” the preposition med ‘with’ is similarly respelled to reflect 

both the lax realization of the vowel as [ɛ] or [æ] rather than [e] and the “silent” word-

final –d, which is also found in normative spoken language. In a sense, then, some of 

these respellings are similar to what Preston (1982, 1985, 2000) has called “eye-dialect” 

in the transcripts of some folklorists, linguists, and discourse- and conversation analysts, 

where phonetically unnecessary re-spellings like “‘sez’ for ‘says’ and ‘wuz’ for ‘was’” 

(Preston 2000:6) serve to represent non-standardness, authenticity, and/or the “live” 

quality of spoken language. 

 There are also occasional announcements that make use of text-message (SMS) 

style abbreviations, as in the following example, where “t” is used to represent /te/, the 

dialect form of the normative preposition til ‘to.’ This is comparable to the use of “c” to 

represent “see” in English-language text messaging and other informal digital 

communication. 

 
 “Håpa du får ei fin feiring t helge, å at dæ bli ein bra dag!” 
 Nn: Håpar du får ei fin feiring til helga, og at det blir ein bra dag! 
 BM: HÅPER DU FÅR EN FIN FEIRING TIL HELGEN, OG AT DET BLIR EN BRA DAG! 
 ‘Hope you have a nice celebration this weekend, and that it’s a good day!’ 
 
 
 Finally, among the “Friends and family” announcements I collected, I also found 

one that explicitly referred to the Valdres dialect in dialect. In a birthday note, the writers 

congratulated the celebrant on her apparent progress in learning to speak in dialect. 

 
 “Du byna førresten bi alvole go te prate vallers.” 
 Nn: Du byrar forresten å bli alvorleg god til å prate valdres. 
 BM: DU BEGYNNER FORRESTEN Å BLI ALVORLIG GOD TIL Å PRATE VALDRES. 
 ‘By the way you’re beginning to get really good at speaking Valdres.’ 
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 Overall, then, advertisements and announcements in the local paper reflect much 

of what is going on in the local sociolinguistic landscape. In a sense, we can see here a 

juxtaposition of language varieties that is not unlike the combination of contrasting 

varieties or styles in certain novels, where, in Bakhtin’s analysis of Dostoevsky, “a 

plurality of consciousnesses, with equal rights and each with its own world, combine but 

are not merged” (1984:6, emphasis in original). In the newspaper advertisements, most 

(private sector) business ads utilize Bokmål, thus promoting its strong normalizing, 

centripetal force (if unwittingly so). On the other hand, public and non-profit sector ads 

also use Nynorsk relatively frequently, and reader-submitted personal announcements use 

a mix of written varieties, as well as a fair amount of local dialect, all of which contribute 

to the centrifugal force of non-normative language in Valdres.  

 Finally, Valdresmål writers’ self-representations of their native dialect in the local 

newspaper and elsewhere point to a consciousness of and pride in the distinctive, non-

standard quality of the Valdres dialect and themselves as rural Valdres residents and 

dialect users. At a local level, this point underscores the significance of dominant, 

national language ideologies that value non-standard, and especially rural, dialects as 

interesting and authentic, while simultaneously devaluing normative, urban (Oslo-based) 

language for its perceived blandness and lack of character or authenticity. In this way, by 

writing with varying degrees of non-standard spelling in order to represent the local 

spoken variety, Valdres residents appear to be attempting to “capture something of the 

spontaneous and natural character” of local talk (Preston 1985:329). However, in so 
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doing, it seems clear that this kind of dialect writing does not have the effect of 

“lower[ing] a reader's estimation of the social status, education, and even intelligence of 

the speaker” (Preston 2000:615-616), as it might in written representations of dialect and 

“allegro speech” elsewhere. Rather, the growing use of non-standard, dialect-

approximating respellings seems to further valorize the dialect and contribute to an 

increasing sense of its legitimacy as a viable alternative to either of the written norms 

(and their associated spoken varieties), which, as I discussed in the previous chapter, are 

both subject to negative evaluations by some Valdresmål speakers. In this and other 

cases, as Jaffe has argued, “orthographic differentiation from standard and/or ‘dominant’ 

codes serves to combat the common perceptions of these codes as deficient variants of 

standard languages” (2000:503). For these reasons, then, the increasing use of written 

Valdresmål today must be taken seriously, both as an index of sociolinguistic self-

awareness and as an assertion of the status, value, and legitimacy of local forms of 

language and culture. 

 

Radio:  

 There are five major receivable radio stations in Valdres, all of which are 

broadcast nationally.5 There is also a small, amateur, very low-budget, all-volunteer radio 

station called Valdres Radio, which is broadcast only locally6 and primarily in the 

                                                
5 Three of these are NRK’s P1, P2, and P3, which are publicly financed, while the other 
two are government-licensed commercial stations P4 and Kanal 24. 
6 Since the late spring of 2008, it has also been available via internet 
(www.valdresradio.no), though this has probably not resulted in a greatly increased 
audience outside of Valdres. 
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evening. While much of the airtime on Valdres Radio is devoted to playing traditional 

folk music and more popular mid-century Norwegian and Swedish songs,7 a fair 

percentage of each broadcast is also made up of announcer talk and call-in contests for 

listeners. Within Valdres, among both native residents and tourists alike, Valdres Radio is 

well known as a place one can reliably hear “authentic” dialect. Among local residents, 

listeners tend to be middle-aged or older, but, as one man born in the 1960s told me, there 

are also urban tourists who enjoy listening to Valdres Radio at their local vacation cabins 

as a sort of rural curiosity. 

Følk i frå byn dei s- når dei kjem hit så sett dei på Valdresradioen, på: hytta si. 
For det e- for det fyste så e det ein sånn amatørmessig radio som e så dåle slek 
reint teknisk at dei syns det e komisk. < T: Mm. > O så e det liksom n Ola som 
ringi inn o prata med n Knut “Hei du!” @@@ < T: @@ > O dei e liksom på 
fornavn alle sammen. O dette der- e va bort i noen som då- noen unggutta dei va 
vøl ein tolv tretten år. Dei tok upp dette på- på kassett o så spelte dei det for 
kompissa sine i byn, @@@ < T: @@ > for dette synst dei va så komisk. 
@@@@ Så- o det e klart at det va då vallersdialekte det då. O e veit at den e det 
mange tå desse hyttefølka som høyre på nettopp på grunn tå den kombinasjon tå 
dialekt o: eh: e vil ikkji kalle det dåle håndtverk, men måten det e gjort på < T: 
Mm-mm. > e litt liksom bondsk då. 
 
(People from the city they t- when the come here they turn on Valdres Radio at 
their cabin. Because it’s- for one thing it’s like such an amateur radio station 
that’s so bad technically that they think it’s comical. < T: Mm. > And it’s like Ola 
who calls in and talks to Knut “Hey there!” @@@ < T: @@ > And they’re like 
on a first-name basis all of them. And it’s- I ran into someone who- some young 
boys they were about twelve thirteen years old. They recorded it on- on tape and 
then they played for their friends in the city @@@ < T: @@ > because they 
thought it was so comical. @@@@ So- and that was definitely Valdres dialect 
there. And I know that there are lots of these cabin people who listen [to it] 
precisely because of the combination of dialect a:nd uh: I don’t want to call it bad 
craftsmanship, but the way it’s done < T: Mm-hm. > is a little like rural [lit. 
farmerly].) 

                                                
7 Sweden has a long singer-songwriter tradition that is unrivaled in Scandinavia, and mid-
twentieth century Swedish songs or “visor” are especially highly regarded by many 
middle-aged and older people in Norway. 
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 Regardless of the technical quality of the programming on Valdres Radio, it is 

certainly community based and locally oriented. As noted above, regular programming 

includes folk music and Scandinavian oldies, as well as listener call-in contests, which 

often include Valdres dialect trivia. For instance, on one evening show where I 

participated as an in-studio guest regarding this dissertation, the host read a list four or 

five distinctly Valdresmål words and asked listeners to call in and define three of them in 

order to win a scratch-off lottery ticket, a typical prize. In addition to this usual kind of 

programming, Valdres Radio also has once-monthly all-day broadcasts of audio 

recordings from recent local government meetings, which generally involve many 

dialect-speaking politicians and public attendees.  

 All in all, then, while local print and broadcast media are relatively limited and 

small-scale in Valdres, the local dialect is fairly well represented both on community 

radio, and, perhaps more surprisingly, in the local newspaper. Moreover, these media are 

consumed by Valdres residents and tourists alike, contributing to a strong association 

between language and place in the district. 

 
 
Valdresmål in national and regional broadcast media 

 In Norway, radio and television are dominated by Norskrikskringkasting (NRK), 

which is a publicly supported group of networks that formerly had a state-sponsored 

monopoly. Today, several private, commercial radio and television stations have 
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broadcast permits issued by the Ministry of Culture,8 and even more private media 

networks are available via cable and satellite, including many from other northern 

European countries. Despite the fact that NRK no longer has a monopoly in Norwegian 

broadcasting, however, it still has the largest audiences by far, and its status might be 

compared to that of the BBC in Britain, albeit on a much smaller scale, given Norway’s 

relatively small population and the limited audiences for Norwegian-language 

broadcasting. 

 While Bokmål and Urban Eastern Norwegian have dominated national and 

regional broadcast media in Norway since their inception, spoken dialect use has 

increased on radio and television in recent years. According to the laws that regulate 

public-sector use of Bokmål and Nynorsk, a minimum of 25% of all broadcast media is 

supposed to be in the minority written norm of Nynorsk (Vikør 1993). In practice, 

however, this legal mandate is rarely, if ever, met. On NRK’s many radio and television 

stations, well over half of the programming in the last decade has been in Bokmål (SSB 

2004, 2008a); however, in any given year, only 5-20% of broadcast programming has 

been in Nynorsk since 1999 (SSB 2004, 2008a).  

 Importantly, the amount of non-standard dialect use has become great enough that 

NRK’s language statisticians have, since 2004, been operating with new, stricter rules for 

classifying the linguistic content of NRK stations’ programming. While most language 

use was formerly classified as either Bokmål or Nynorsk, NRK analysts now a operate 

with a third “Dialect” category, which was used to account for a whopping 40% of all 

                                                
8 The first of these permits was issued in 1992 to the commercial television network TV2. 
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NRK radio programming and about 25% of the language used on NRK television from 

2004 to 2007 (SSB 2008a). To be sure, these figures include dialects that are relatively 

close to one of the written norms, as well as those that might be further from the 

standardized varieties, like Valdresmål, but the overall effect is that a wide range of 

varieties receives airtime in the contemporary broadcast media. The gradual shift away 

from the overwhelming dominance of conservative Dano-Norwegian Bokmål in radio 

and television since the 1960s parallels in some ways the shift from a very conservative, 

“upper-class” RP (U-RP) to a more mainstream, “educated professional” RP among BBC 

announcers in the late twentieth century in response to a growing British middle class 

(Agha 2007:225). It also coincides with a radical “deformalization” of language use in 

radio broadcasts in the Netherlands in the second half of the twentieth century (Van de 

Velde et al. 1997), which further suggests that non-standard language use in the media 

today may be part of an international trend. 

 Today, then, it is not unusual for program hosts on all types of radio and 

television shows to speak their native dialect rather than trying to closely approximate 

one of the written norms, and journalists often use dialect during news interviews. 

Newscasters also sometimes also “read” the news with some amount of dialect morpho-

lexis and/or phonology on both radio and television. Of course, program guests, along 

with those who are interviewed by journalists, are under no obligation to use any 

standardized variety, so in-studio guests and news interviewees, who are very often 

members of the “elite” professional social groups, comprise another significant source of 
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dialect use in the broadcast media. Such a situation is thus dramatically different from the 

one anecdotally reported for Poland, where sociolinguistics Jahr and Janicki have written, 

[a] colleague has recently been severely criticized for having slipped up and used 
the nonstandard podeszlem (during a TV interview). The person was mocked for 
having used a linguistic form that is not worthy of a university teacher. ... The 
price one pays for speaking nonstandard Polish among the speakers of standard 
Polish may be very high, especially if one happens to belong to a community 
(e.g., academics) that is expected to speak standard Polish. [1995:27] 

  

 For Valdres in particular, and rural east-central Norway more generally, regional 

radio and television news broadcasts, which are found only on NRK stations, include a 

fair amount of dialect use by newscasters and journalists, as well as by program guests, 

interviewees, and live call-in speakers. On these stations, regional news is read by 

newscasters at district and regional NRK offices, with additional reporting by locally-

based journalists throughout the area. Since 2007, NRK’s Valdres news office has been 

headed by a journalist who consistently uses the local dialect in her on-air reporting and 

newscasting, to the delight of many of the Valdres residents with whom I spoke during 

fieldwork. On the other hand, though, national news is typically read in Bokmål-

approximating Urban Eastern Norwegian by newscasters based at NRK headquarters in 

Oslo. 

 Later in the chapter, I will focus on both broadcast journalists’ and Valdres 

residents’ perceptions of Valdres dialect use in the media, and I will touch upon how 

dialect use and media appearances by local celebrities have become part of a long-term, 

strategic marketing plan for attracting new tourists and residents to rural Valdres. First, 

however, I will discuss more specifically recent use of the Valdres dialect in the media in 
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recent years, based on recordings of Valdresmål speakers in nationally or regionally 

broadcast interviews. 

 

Dialect use in broadcast interviews: 

 In recent years, a fair number of young (teenaged and 20-something) Valdres 

natives, nearly all of whom also happen to be dialect users, have achieved distinction at 

national and international levels in artistic performance and sports, and these young 

people have become locally well-known for their use of relatively “broad” Valdresmål in 

the media. On the whole, dialect speakers from Valdres, and particularly Valdres’s young 

local “celebrities,” generally use all of the relatively persistent local dialect features 

discussed in the Chapter 6 when they are featured on broadcast television and radio, just 

as they do in the metalinguistic interviews and other conversations I recorded with them 

and observed. 

 Indeed, even some of the most distinctive phonological features of the dialect are 

used by some Valdresmål speakers appearing on national television and radio. For 

instance, in the following utterances, two speakers born in the 1970s and ‘80s, 

respectively, use [sj] rather than normative [ʃ] in the words sjå ‘see/watch’ and sjølve 

‘self (pl.).’ (See Chapter 6 for a discussion of the persistence of this non-standard 

phonological feature.) 
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 “... så lure mø på om dei syns det e like moro som mø sjølve ([sjøɽvɛ]) syns det e.” 
 Nn: ... så lurer me/vi på om dei synest det er like moro som me/vi sjølve 

synest det er. 
 BM: ... SÅ LURER VI PÅ OM DE SYNS DET ER LIKE MORO SOM VI SELV SYNS DET ER. 
 ‘... so we’re wondering whether they think it’s as fun as we think it is ourselves.’ 
 (NRK 4/18/08, live radio interview) 
 
 
 “Det er ... forhåpentlevis mykjy meir spektakulært før dei som ska sjå ([sjɔ]) på.” 
 Nn:Det er forhåpentlegvis mykje meir spektakulært for dei som skal sjå på. 
 BM: DET ER FORHÅPENTLIGVIS MYE MER SPEKTAKULÆRT FOR DE SOM SKAL SE PÅ. 
 ‘It’s ... hopefully much more spectacular for those who will be watching.’ 
 (TV2 7/9/08, pre-recorded television interview) 
 

 Of course, not all Valdres residents with recent media appearances use the full 

range of the contemporary dialect on television and radio, as not everyone in Valdres is a 

Valdresmål user to begin with. Additionally, there are occasional instances of apparent 

accommodation in some of the broadcast media appearances I recorded, especially by 

two young speakers who have spent a fair amount of time in Oslo during their teenaged 

years. For instance, the young Valdres musician interviewed on national television by an 

Urban Eastern Norwegian speaker in Excerpt 7.1 below uses mostly normative (or 

multivalent) morpho-lexis and phonology in this particular exchange – with the exception 

of the first-person singular pronoun e in Lines 3 and 4, despite using mostly Valdresmål 

forms in most other media appearances in 2007 and 2008 (as in Excerpts 7.2 and 7.3 

below). In Excerpt 7.1, the use of normative ikke is particularly noticeable in this portion 

of the interview, as this speaker typically uses Valdresmål ikkji in other media 

appearances. Here, the interviewer’s use of normative urban forms, along with the setting 

of the interview in Oslo, where this Valdres native has spent a relatively great amount of 
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time for music training in the last decade, seems to have influenced the form of this 

particular utterance. 

 
Excerpt 7.1 (NRK 3/29/08, interview on evening news) 
 
I Interviewer, UEN speaker, female 
M2 Valdres native and musician, female 
 
 
1 I Trodde du egentlig dette her  
  Did you actually believe this here 
 
2  da du gikk inn på scenen som førstemann i dag? 
  when you went on stage as the first one out today? 
 
3 M2 E visste ikke. A:nte ikke.  
  I didn’t know. Had no idea. 
 
4  E bare visste at e måtte bare: gi absolutt alt.  
  I just knew that I had to jus:t give absolutely everything. 
 
5  Gjøre mitt aller beste, og så: va resten ut av mine hender. 
  Do my very best, and the:n the rest was out of my hands. 
 
 
 However, this kind of code-switching or -mixing is highly variable and 

unpredictable. In another national television appearance in Oslo several weeks later, this 

same speaker used mostly Valdresmål morphology and phonology, with occasional 

recourse to normative forms, especially in certain common phrases. For instance, in Line 

2 of Excerpt 7.2 below, she says, “Det stemmer (that’s right),” in response to the 

interviewer’s implicit request for a confirmation of the information she has provided 

about the interviewee. The phrase det stemmer is very common in Urban Eastern 

Norwegian, just as “that’s right” is in some varieties of English. Importantly, det stemmer 
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uses normative present-tense verbal morphology in the –er suffix, which is not found in 

traditional Valdresmål.  

 
Excerpt 7.2 (NRK 4/17/08, live interview for morning television program9) 
 
I Interviewer, UEN speaker, female 
M2 Valdres native and musician, female 
 
 
1  I Nå er du på vei til Wien for å delta i den store finalen der. 
  Now you’re on your way to Vienna to participate in the big final there. 
 
2 M2 Det stemmer. Det er nå i begynnelsen tå mai,  
  That’s right. It’s now in the beginning of May. 
 
3  så det blir kjempe spennende. 
  so it will be super exciting. 
. 
.   [19 seconds omitted] 
. 
4 I Hva skal du spille? 
  What are you going to play? 
 
5 M2 E ska spele eit liti utdrag frå: Tzigane tå: Ravel. 
  I’m going to play a little excerpt fro:m Tzigane by: Ravel. 
 

Less than 30 seconds later, however, in Line 5 of Excerpt 7.2, this young Valdres speaker 

uses the markedly dialectal forms ska spele ([skɑ spe:lɛ]) ‘will play,’ in direct response 

to the interviewer’s use of normative skal spille ([skɑl spilɛ]) in Line 4. In fact, the 

utterance in Line 5 is thoroughly dialectal, with the Valdresmål first-person singular 

pronoun e (Bm: jeg), the diphthongal article eit (Bm: et), and the prepositions frå and tå 

(Bm: fra, av). 

                                                
9 This program is similar in timing and content to, for example, NBC’s Today Show in 
the U.S. 
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 In other broadcast interviews with dialect speakers from Valdres, too, there is 

evidence of a lack of accommodation to the interviewer, similar to the non-

accommodation I identified between adversarial participants in nationally televised 

Norwegian debate shows in my M.A. thesis (Strand 2005). This is often true even in 

cases where the journalist-interviewer takes a basically supportive stance toward the 

interviewee’s accomplishments, as in Excerpts 7.3 and 7.4 below. 

 In Excerpt 7.3, from yet another interviewer with the young musician interviewed 

in Excerpts 7.1 and 7.2 above, the in-studio program host uses the normative Urban 

Eastern Norwegian form for the present participle “have been,” har vært ([hɑɾ væɹt]), in 

Line 1. The young interviewee responds using the Valdresmål form ha vøre ([hɑ vøɾɛ]) 

twice in Line 3, in what is otherwise a basically bivalent utterance, with forms common 

to both Urban Eastern Norwegian and Valdresmål. 

 
Excerpt 7.3 (NRK 3/31/08, live interview on morning television program) 
 
I Interviewer, UEN speaker, female 
M2 Valdres native and musician, female 
 
 
1 I Hvordan har de siste dagene vært da?  
  How have the last [few] days been then? 
 
2  Det er et ganske travelt program for deg?  
  It’s a pretty busy itinerary for you? 
 
3 M2 Det ha vøre ganske hektisk, men det ha jo vøre utrule moro. 
  It’s been pretty hectic, but it has really been incredibly fun. 
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Another example of this kind of non-accommodation can be seen in Excerpt 7.4, in which 

a Valdres athlete being interviewed by an Urban Eastern Norwegian speaking reporter 

replies to the normative form fornøyd ‘satisified/pleased’ used in the question posed in 

Line 1 with the Valdresmål form fornøygd in her answer in Line 2.  

 
Excerpt 7.4 (NRK 1/4/08, recorded interview replayed in sports news) 
 
I Interviewer, male, UEN speaker 
M1 Valdres native and athlete, female 
 
 
1 I Hvor fornøyd er du med fjerde plass? 
  How satisfied are you with fourth place? 
 
2 M1 Jau. Det e e: ganske gøtt fornøygd med.  
  Yeah. I:’m pretty well satisfied with it. 
 
3  Det e nå iallfall bære enn e:m forrige gong då.  
  It’s at least better than u:m last time anyway. 
 
4  Så: mø hadde jo pallen inna rekkevidde så: ... 
  So: we had the medal winners’ platform in sight so: ... 
 
 
The non-standard quality of this speaker’s reply is further amplified by the use of the 

Valdresmål first-person singular pronoun e, the r-less present-tense form of “be,” and 

especially the non-standard vowel in gøtt ([gøt]) (Bm: godt, UEN: [gɔt])) in Line 2, and 

by thoroughly Valdresmål (or multivalent) morpho-lexis and phonology in the rest of the 

utterance and interview, as well.10  

                                                
10 Importantly, this woman’s consistent use of dialect in the media cannot be written off 
as simply that of an athlete with little regular exposure to normative language, as she also 
happens to be a university student who is halfway through medical school. 
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 The use of relatively “broad” Valdresmål by young dialect speakers in the media 

also extends to interactions in which the interviewer or program host uses another local or 

regional dialect. For instance, in Excerpt 7.5 below, the young Valdres athlete from the 

previous excerpt also uses Valdresmål in her responses to questions posed by a north-

central (Trøndersk) dialect-speaking journalist. While the journalist uses north-central 

morpho-lexis, phonology, and intonation throughout the interview, the Valdres athlete 

consistently uses Valdresmål forms. A clear dialect contrast can be seen Lines 8 and 9, 

when the interviewer uses the Trøndersk form ka ‘what,’ and the interviewee 

immediately replies with the Valdresmål from ko. 

 
Excerpt 7.5 (NRK 1/13/08, live on-air interview) 
 
I Interviewer, north-central dialect speaker, male 
M1 Valdres native and athlete, female 
 
 
1 I Du sa du skul vinne du. 
  You said you would win. 
 
2 M1 Ja, e sa det, og nå hadde e løva. 
  Yeah, e said that, and well I had promised. 
 
3 I Koleis va dette? 
  How was it? 
 
4 M1 Å, det va heilt fantastisk. Herre gud.  
  Oh, it was really fantastic. Oh my god. 
 
5  E trudde ikkji det sku gå, spesielt på siste runde.  
  I didn’t think it would happen, especially in the last round. 
 
6  E va så dau og så sletin. Så:: em, det va skikkeli hardt.  
  I was so dead and so exhausted. So: em, it was really tough. 
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7  Men em, å, nei, så herle. 
  But um, oh, no, so wonderful. 
 
8 I Ka tenkte du då du kom inn på siste skyting? 
  What did you think when you came in for the last target? 
 
9 M1 Ja. Ko tenkte e då? E tenkte at e::.  
  Yeah. What did I think then? I thought that I: 
 
10  Nå ska e berre gjera slek so e bruka å gjera. 
  Now I’m just going to do what I usually do. 
 
 
 As the above examples show, the present group of about half a dozen young 

Valdres “celebrities,” who presently appear in national and regional broadcast media 

quite frequently, make use of their native dialect in most media interviews and 

appearances. This use of Valdresmål in the media, in itself, is not the whole story, 

however, as these young speakers’ dialect use has attracted the attention of Valdres 

residents, both young and old, in addition to eliciting reactions to Valdres and Valdresmål 

from broadcast journalists and (at least implicitly) producers. Next, I will turn briefly to 

media (re)presentations of Valdresmål on radio and television before moving on to a 

consideration of local attitudes toward and ideas about the use of Valdresmål in broadcast 

media. 

 

Media attention to non-standard Valdresmål forms: 

 Journalists and producers in the national media often pay attention, whether 

implicitly or explicitly, to program participants’ and interviewees’ use of non-standard 

dialects. This is perhaps most obvious in the kind and amount of language-focused 

programming in the Norwegian media (see Chapter 3), but media comments on, reactions 
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to, and appropriations of non-standard dialect forms in general programming are also 

quite common. For instance, it is not unusual for journalists and program hosts to 

positively mention the distinctiveness of a guest or interviewee’s dialect during a 

television or radio interview, as in Excerpt 7.6 below, taken from near the end of an 

extended live television interview with a young Valdresmål speaker. 

 
Excerpt 7.6 (NRK 3/31/08, live interview on morning television program) 
 
I In-studio program host, UEN speaker, male 
M2 Valdres native and musician, female 
 
 
1 I Vi hører jo på den flotte dialekten din [at eh du- 
  We hear in your beautiful dialect [that uh you- 
 
2 M2       [@@ 
 
3 I Ja, de som er veldig godt kjent da- Aurdal.  
  Yes, [for] those who are very well acquainted that is- Aurdal. 
 
4  Det er altså da en fjellbygd i Valdres.  
  That is then a mountain community in Valdres.  
 
5  Er det mange som eh- som gjør det samme som du [velger og ha:r  
  Are there many who uh- who do the same as you [choose and ha:ve 
 
6 M2                 [@@  
 
7 I ja:, forelsket seg fullstendigt i et instrument? 
  yeah:, fallen completely in love with an instrument? 
 
8 M2 Det e mange som spele: hardingfele og følkemusikk då-  
  There are a lot who play: Hardanger fiddle and folk music- 
 
9  det e stort miljø for det. 
  there’s a big milieu for that. 
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 Here, one of the program’s middle-aged co-hosts first compliments the young 

Valdres musician on her use of the Valdres dialect in the interview (Line 1), then plays 

on the popular Norwegian pastime of identifying the geographical location of her dialect 

down to the town/village level, which would be virtually impossible for a non-expert 

outside of Valdres and which he misidentifies as a mountain community11 (Lines 3 and 

4). In Lines 5 and 7, the program host also implicitly connects the rural dialect and setting 

to music, which the interviewee takes up as (traditional) folk music in Lines 8 and 9, 

something that is popularly associated with rural culture and language, as evidenced in 

my own interviewees’ characterizations of Valdresmål in Chapter 3 (see Table 3.1). 

 At other times, however, the attention paid to dialect use is less explicit, but 

“positive” stereotypes of Valdres residents and dialect speakers are nonetheless evident. 

In Excerpt 7.7, for example, an evening sports news broadcast replayed a clip from a pre-

event interview with a dialect-speaking athlete from Valdres (Lines 1 and 2), which was 

then juxtaposed with the in-studio sportscaster’s commentary (Lines 3-5).  

 
Excerpt 7.7 (NRK 1/13/08, post-race television sports news) 
 
M1 Valdresmål speaker, female 
I In-studio sportscaster, UEN speaker, sportscasting register, female 
 
 
[Clip from pre-race interview] 
 
1 M1 På syndag så går e: jaktstart eh i skiskyting i Ruhpolding.  
  On Sunday I:’m racing pursuit uh in biathlon in Ruhpolding 
                                                
11 Aurdal is the third-largest town in Valdres (pop. 750), and it is located in the bottom of 
the valley, just south of the commercial centers of Fagernes and Leira (see the map in 
Figure 1.2 in Chapter 1). Historically, it was also the primary administrative center for 
the Valdres, and certain district services are still located there. 
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2  Og håpa å vinne. @ 
  And [I] hope to win. @ 
 
[Cuts to in-studio post-race coverage] 
 
3 I @ Ja, det sa hun før jaktstarten,  
  @ Yes, she said that before the pursuit race, 
 
4  og selvfølgelig vant hun når hun hadde sagt det,  
  and of course she won when she had said that, 
 
5  for jenter fra Valdres er alltid å stole på. Vi gratulerer. 
  because girls from Valdres can always be trusted. Congratulations. 
 

The clip (Lines 1 and 2) had already been played countless times earlier in the day, both 

before and after the race, as the significance of its content (the athlete’s plan to win the 

race) grew throughout the world cup competition, which she eventually won. This 

sportscaster, and others during live coverage earlier in the day, connected the “truth” of 

this athlete’s “prediction” of a win with the stereotypical trustworthiness of Valdres 

residents and Valdresmål users, another positive association with the dialect and its 

speakers that was identified by Valdres residents in metalinguistic interviews in this study 

(see Table 3.1 in Chapter 3). 

 Of course, these kinds of media comments about dialect users evoke language 

ideologies in which dialect speakers and dialect forms are iconically (rhematically) linked 

to other sociocultural values and personae (Irvine and Gal 2000). In the sense that only 

“positive” stereotypes are ever alluded to, however, Valdres and Valdresmål are 

effectively elevated at the same time that they are also re-constrained to particular social 
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and cultural domains (e.g., (folk) music and rural, trust-based communities), usually by 

relatively standard-speaking journalists. 

 In other cases, however, broadcast journalists and producers seem to fixate on 

dialect use not as iconic of a place or type of person, but simply as something curious, 

interesting, or unique. Occasionally, following a media interview or appearance by a 

dialect speaker, distinctly dialectal words or phrases are excerpted and replayed in brief 

segments, highlighting the non-standard and/or unique quality of both the utterance and 

the speaker (or at least his or her linguistic background). As one user of Valdresmål on 

national television recalled to me, “Dei brukte visse ord so e sa o spelte uppatt o uppatt 

(they used certain words I said and played [them] over and over again)” in commercials 

advertising a future broadcast. In this case, a reality program judge did not understand a 

Valdresmål word used by the dialect-speaking participant in what was presumably an 

unscripted interaction, which then became interesting enough to be replayed by the 

program’s producers for promotional purposes. 

 I also recorded a similar instance of this kind of media appropriation of non-

standard dialect forms during the winter of 2007-08, when a Valdresmål speaker and elite 

athlete said in a post-race interview that the event had been “agalaust løgle, som mø seia 

i Valdres (incredibly enjoyable, as we say in Valdres)” in a televised interview, after 

which the very non-standard utterance was replayed repeatedly both on NRK networks 

and on TV2, the only commercial television broadcast network, for several weeks 

whenever the speaker was to appear (or be discussed) on televised sports broadcasts. In 
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fact, a reporter for TV2 had to ask for a “translation” of agalaust løgle,12 which the 

Valdresmål speaker rendered as fantastisk morosamt ‘fantastically fun,’ notably with 

Nynorsk morosamt rather than normative Bokmål morsomt (both of which are commonly 

used by Valdres dialect speakers today).  

 In such cases, it seems that television producers are most interested in showing 

viewers something new or distinctive, whether linguistic or anything else, in order to grab 

their attention. Conjuring stereotypes is thus left up to the audience. 

 While journalists and producers in the Norwegian broadcast media may take up 

non-standard dialect use in interviews and editing, Valdres residents also pay particular 

attention to the use of their local dialect on radio and television. In the next section, I will 

focus on local attitudes toward dialect use in the media, building on the local attitudes 

and perceptions presented in Chapter 3, which focused on the 2005 Reiseradioen dialect 

popularity contest. 

 
 
Local feedback 

 In metalinguistic interviews with Valdresmål speakers, many people pointed out 

to me specific young, local celebrities whose dialect use they found to be impressive, 

based on media appearances. Younger and older dialect speakers alike told me how 

wonderful they thought it was to hear young people using Valdresmål on national and 

regional television and radio. The speakers quoted in the interview excerpts above were 

                                                
12 Løgle ([ɽøgɽɛ]) does not appear in the official dictionary of either of the written norms, 
while agalaus is listed as ageløs (representing normative Urban Eastern Norwegian 
phonology) in the Bokmål dictionary only (ILN 2008). 
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among those who received such praise, as were several other well-known Valdres natives 

in their teens and 20s, in addition to the young head of the Valdres NRK office, who 

began reading her radio and television reports in Valdres dialect in late 2007. Whenever 

one of these local personalities had recently been on television or radio, other Valdresmål 

speakers pointed it out to me in metalinguistic interviews. This kind of evaluation became 

personal, too, when some of the older people I spoke to were quick to praise my own use 

of Valdresmål in the media following interviews on local and regional radio regarding 

my research. 

 Perhaps not surprisingly, given attitudes toward knoting (the use of normative 

varieties by dialect speakers) discussed in Chapter 4, Valdres residents also pointed out 

instances of media appearances by other Valdres natives who did not use the dialect when 

in the media spotlight – with little understanding or sympathy for their use of more 

normative language. One Valdresmål speaker who was the target of such negative 

attention recalled to me that she received a fair amount of criticism following her use of 

relatively normative forms during a brief appearance on a national television program 

several years ago. 

 I was also able to talk to several of the Valdres natives who made regular 

appearances in the national media in 2007 and 2008, and many of them told me they had 

received quite a few direct compliments on their dialect use in the media, from both 

friends and strangers, especially within Valdres, as in Excerpt 7.8 below. 
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Excerpt 7.8 
 
1 Thea Har du fått mykjy kommentara om att du bruka dialekt i media? 
  Have you gotten a lot of comments about using dialect in the media? 
 
2 C1 Ja::, det har e fått ein del komentara på.  
  Yeah:: I’ve gotten quite a few comments about that. 
 
3 Thea Ja? 
  Yeah? 
 
4 C1 Positive kommentara. 
  Positive comments. 
 
5 Thea Berre positive? 
  Just positive? 
 
6 C1 Ja, det ha vøre berre positivt. Det har det.  
  Yeah, it’s just been positive. It has.   
 
7  Og det er jo særle følk i frå Valdres, då, som seia at 
  And it’s especially people from Valdres, then, who say that 
 
8  å dei syns det e så moro å høyra valdresdialekte på tv’en. 
  oh they think it’s so fun to hear the Valdres dialect on tv. 
 
9  @@ Og slekt då. 
  @@ And things like that. 
 
10 Thea Mm-mm. 
  Mm-hm. 
 
11 C1 Som syns det e veldi flott. Og:: men med andre . . .  
  Who think it’s really nice. And:: but others too . . . 
 
12  ja, journalista og . . følk utanfrå med. Som em som seie det at  
  yeah, jounalists and . . people from outside too. Who um say that 
 
13  dei syns det e flott at e held på dialekta, ja.  
  they think it’s nice that I keep up the dialect, yeah. 
 
14  Og at e bruka den . i media. 
  And that I use it in the media. 
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15 Thea Mm-mm. 
  Mm-hm. 
 
16 C1 Mm-mm. Så det e:: jo veldi artigt å få positive kommentara på det 
  Mm-hm. So it’s:: really fun to get positive comments about it. 
 
17  Mm-mm. . . Det gjere jo at e bli endå meir bevisst 
  Mm-hm. . . That makes it so that I get even more conscious 
 
18  kanskje med på:: å fortsette med det og halde på dialekte. 
  maybe too of:: keeping it up and maintaining the dialect.  
 
 
 Overwhelmingly, the young Valdres natives I spoke to who were frequently in the 

media during the period of my fieldwork told me that they received only positive 

comments from Valdres residents and others about their public dialect use. This included 

athletes, musicians, and other performers, as well as local journalists. Here, then, it is 

possible to see the high value placed on dialect use by young people in and from Valdres 

today, and also the potential that local celebrities have to influence the use of Valdresmål 

by others via mass media appearances, as suggested in Agha 2007. 

 In Chapter 3, I connected the upswing in local interest in dialect use and 

preservation in Valdres to, among many other things, a strong local economy (based on 

tourism and traditional agriculture) and active local cultural organizations (such as 

popular youth and adult theater performances in Valdresmål). During the time of my 

research, both of these elements were being focused on and promoted by local political 

administrators via a new project (begun in late 2006) that has sought to market and brand 

the district as “Valdres natur- og kulturpark (Valdres Nature and Culture Park).” This 

effort has, to date, included the launch of a large website (www.valdres.com), the design 

and widespread use of a logo modeled on local medieval stave church decoration (see 
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Figures 7.3 and 7.4 below), and various projects intended to increase publicity for 

Valdres as a desirable place to vacation in or move to – all with the long-term goal of 

marketing Valdres with the “core values” of “environment, identity, quality, and 

distinctiveness” (VNK 2008; my translation). Overall, the project attempts to foreground 

Valdres’s strong cultural traditions in areas like music, dance, agriculture, and food, 

while also emphasizing that it is an ideal and “modern” place to live, work, and raise a 

family in the twenty-first century. 

 
Figure 7.3. Brand logo for Valdres (Image: www.valdres.com) 
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Figure 7.4. Use of the new Valdres Nature and Culture Park logo on a sign along 
Valdres’s primary highway at the southeastern district boundary 
 

 
 
 
 Interestingly, at least for this dissertation, one of the ways in which Valdres 

Nature and Culture Park project administrators have attempted to build publicity for the 

new regional development project is through encouraging Valdres residents and natives 

receiving media attention to emphasize their Valdres roots during appearances and 

interviews, both by saying “Valdres” frequently and by using the local dialect. This was 

especially encouraged among many of the young dialect speakers discussed above, 

though their reactions to this kind of marketing scheme were mixed. Generally, the idea 
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of a campaign to promote future growth and economic development for the region 

seemed like a good idea, as one teenaged speaker told me in an interview. 

For min del så synst e det e heilt greit e å drive me markedsføring tå Valdres for 
det e ganske viktigt at det bi- ikkji berre bi slek dere utfløtt bygd so det bur ein to 
tre stykjjo att i liksom. Det e mykjy morosamar visst det kan- visst du kan fløte ut- 
reise ut o ta utdanning o fløte uppatt der om nokon år o så e det skikkele fyr der o 
store muliheit å få jobb o slek så. 
 
(For my part, I think it’s just fine to be doing some marketing of Valdres because 
it’s pretty important that it becomes- doesn’t just become like an empty 
community with two or three people left living there. It’s much more fun if it can- 
if you can move out- leave and get an education and move back up there in a few 
years and then there’s really life there and good opportunities to get a job and 
things.) 

 
But others, like the speaker in the next excerpt, were more skeptical of administrative 

pressure to use their Valdres identity (and dialect) for strategic marketing purposes. 

Det bi litt volsomt for uss em: . scenekunstnere og idrettsutøvere ifrå Valdres so 
markere uss utaom Valdres då. . . Em. Når mø prata Valdres o når mø øfto seie at 
mø e ifrå Valdres [...] < Thea: Mm-mm. > Når du då får politikere på nakkin so 
masa på at du ska seie- seie endå meir at du e ifrå Valdres [...] Men det e lurt å 
ikkji miste: identiteten i merkevarebygging altså. 
   
(It gets a little intense for us um: . performance artists and athletes from Valdres 
who get recognition outside of Valdres that is . . Um. When we speak Valdres 
[dialect] and when we often say that we’re from Valdres [...] < Thea: Mm-hm. > 
Then when you get politicians breathing down your neck and nagging that you 
should say- say even more that you’re from Valdres [...] But it’s smart to not lo:se 
[our] identity in the branding process.) 

 
 
 While it is impossible to know what kinds of long-term effects a strategic 

marketing plan involving the promotion of a local Valdres identity (including local 

dialect use) will have, it is interesting to think about whether increased publicity could 

eventually result in the loss of a certain amount of local distinctiveness, as the above 

speaker suggests. For the time being, however, it seems that the broadcast media 
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appearances by today’s young local celebrities are having the effect of strengthening 

local pride and patriotism in Valdres. 

 

Conclusion 

 The use of Valdresmål in both local media and in national and regional broadcast 

media has increased in recent years, at once as a result of the apparently increasing 

acceptability of non-standard dialect use on television, radio, and in print, and also as an 

indicator of the relatively high status of the Valdres dialect. Today, then, Valdresmål and 

Valdresmål users are visible and audible both within and outside of the district. 

 The use of Valdresmål in the media also seems to have had the effect of 

contributing to the persistence of non-standard dialect use in the local setting, and to the 

desire for dialect maintenance and preservation. It has also contributed to a growing local 

pride in a rural, Valdres-centered identity, particularly among young people. In these 

ways, the media presence of Valdres natives and dialect speakers must be seen as one of 

the factors implicated in present-day resistance to convergence toward urban language 

and culture among younger generations of Valdres residents. This shift toward the 

valorization of Valdres language, culture, and identity, which is now being publicly 

supported through local and regional development projects, seems to have become so 

strong today that younger generations are interested not only in preserving living 

traditions, but also in reviving lost or dying elements of local language and culture, as 

evidenced in some of the examples of contemporary dialect divergence in the previous 

chapter.  
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 The use of Valdresmål in the media today must be understood within both 

national and local cultural, linguistic, and historical contexts, however, and it is to these 

connections that I will turn in the concluding chapter of this dissertation. There, I will 

revisit the tightly interwoven relationships between the historical politicization of 

language in Norway, dominant ideologies of dialect use, the relatively high national and 

regional status of Valdresmål, and dialect use and persistence in Valdres today in light of 

the data and findings discussed in Chapters 3 through 7. 
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CHAPTER 8 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
 
 

“Actual social life and historical becoming create within an 
abstractly unitary national language a multitude of concrete 
worlds, a multitude of bounded verbal-ideological and social belief 
systems; within these various systems (identical in the abstract) are 
elements of language filled with various semantic and axiological 
content and each with its own different sound.” – M.M. Bakhtin 
(1981:288) 

 
 
 
Summary of findings 

 In this dissertation, I have focused on the relationships between contemporary 

non-standard dialect use, dominant national and local linguistic ideologies, and the social 

and political history of language in Norway through an ethnographic case study of 

language in the rural district of Valdres. 

 Dialect speakers of all ages in Valdres today place an exceptionally high value on 

using the local non-standard dialect. This is especially clear in reactions to winning the 

national dialect popularity contest in 2005, as discussed in Chapter 3. Across four 

generations of Valdres dialect speakers, I was repeatedly told that the dialect was one of 

the most important elements of local culture and identity, and recognition of this situation 

inspired a sense of belonging among many of the Valdresmål speakers I talked to. As one 

young Valdres native who now lives outside the district put it:  

Når du høyre Valdres på ein flyplass, så: så føle du uansett teknyttning te den 
personen du em- du høyre det tå.  
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(When you hear Valdres [dialect] at an airport, then: then you feel a connection to 
the person you um- you hear it from regardless.) 
 

 
 As it has elsewhere, dialect valorization in Valdres coincides with concerns that 

the dialect is disappearing as a result of pressure from “bymål” – the urban language of 

nearby Oslo that approximates the Dano-Norwegian written norm of Bokmål. Thus, 

while there is an overwhelming sense of pride in the distinctive local dialect in Valdres 

today, there is also a widespread sense of worry, and even resignation to the idea, that 

Valdresmål will soon be gone forever. In describing his own concern for the future of the 

local dialect, one speaker told me: 

Det e noko med- de e noko med staheit o- o røta. Eh:: ja som e sa tek kji mø vare 
på det, visst ikkji mø lære det bort te ungadn våre så e det borte. < T: Mm-mm. > 
O det går jo nok den gærne vegen som det gjera. 
 
(There’s something about stubbornness and- and roots. Uh:: yeah like I said if we 
don’t protect it, if we don’t teach it to our children then it’s gone. And it’s going 
in the wrong direction as things are.) 
 

Often, this view of the local situation was located within or rationalized through popular 

understandings of contemporary dialect change throughout Norway, as by this man: 

Nei det e litt synd. Men samtidi så e dei utvikling o kreftudn så sterke atte eh: det 
e kji så mykjy mø får gjort med det tru e. Det vil- det vil gå ein sakte eh- altså 
dialekter vil sakte men sikkert bli borte. 
 
(No, it’s a bit of a shame. But at the same time the development and forces are so 
strong that uh: there’s not so much we can do about it I think. It will – it will go 
slowly uh- like dialects will slowly but surely disappear.) 

 
Notably, these sentiments seem to be especially strong among Valdres residents who are 

middle-aged and older. When I asked one man in his 40s about what it meant for him to 

use the local dialect, he told me this: 
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 S9: Det [Valdresmål] har betydning før me ivertfall. O min identitet. E e litt meir- 

e e litt meire usikker på ko: eh ko ungdommen- altså ein søtten atten åring i dag- 
ko stor betydning det har før- før dei. Det e e litt usikker på. < T: Mm-mm. > Men 
e tru det e noko du: du: bli meir klar over med aldern, sånn atte dei kjem nok dit 
hen dei med etter ei stund. Men då e va ein søtten atten år, så va det kji så veldi 
langt framme i bevisstheiten. 

 
 (It [Valdres dialect] has meaning for me anyway. And my identity. I’m a little 

more- I’m a little more unsure about wha:t uh what youth- like a seventeen 
eighteen year-old today- how much meaning it has for- for them. That I’m a little 
unsure about. < T: Mm-hm. > But I think it’s something you: you become more 
aware of with age, so that they’ll get here too after a while. But when I was 
seventeen eighteen years old, it wasn’t so very far forward in my consciousness.) 

 
 
 Despite this kind of perception among many middle-aged and older dialect 

speakers, Valdres residents in their teens and 20s are actually some of the most fanatical 

dialect enthusiasts and the most innovative dialect users in Valdres today. Many of the 

youngest people I talked to (in their late teens) told me that speaking dialect is 

unequivocally “cool” today, and, in essence, the “broader” one’s dialect use, the cooler. 

This attitude is reflected in a growing trend in the very public use of Valdresmål by 

young people in recent years – in the lyrics of successful local bands, in theater 

productions, and in national and regional media appearances, as well as in print, where 

the non-standard dialect has increasingly been used in advertising of various sorts and 

even entire books. This kind of evidence would seem to indicate that the dialect is 

actually in no danger of being eliminated in the foreseeable future.  

 Yet the results of previous dialectological research in Valdres have clearly 

pointed to long-term convergence toward “bymål” or Urban Eastern Norwegian speech, a 

trend that is not contradicted by the findings in this study. At the same time, however, the 
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present research suggests that there may be more than one direction of dialect change in 

Valdres today. Despite ongoing changes in dialect morpho-lexis and phonology in the 

direction of urban regional speech (as discussed in Chapter 5), there is also a large 

number of relatively resistant dialect features in contemporary Valdresmål, and, even 

more importantly, evidence of a re-broadening of the dialect among younger speakers 

that appears to align with forms found in written Nynorsk, the alternative “rural” norm. 

Non-standard dialect features that are also found in written Nynorsk, including some not 

presently found in the speech of older Valdresmål users, appear to be especially resistant 

to pressure from regional urban speech, and certain Nynorsk forms seem to be expanding 

in young people’s speech. Here, then, there is evidence of a linguistic connection between 

written Nynorsk and spoken dialect among young people in Valdres today. 

 The trends of resistance to normative urban forms and the (re)incorporation of 

regionally non-normative forms represented in Nynorsk may be partly explained by 

historically-rooted dominant linguistic ideologies that place relatively high value on both 

rural and spoken language in Norway and, conversely, devalue normative urban 

language, including written Bokmål, as “flat” and “soul-less.” In this ideological 

configuration, the rural dialect of Valdres is seen as unique and interesting – qualities 

that, through iconization (Irvine and Gal 2000), are also transferred to dialect users. 

Particularly among middle-aged and older speakers, though for some younger people, 

too, there is also a stubborn rejection of linguistic imposition from Oslo, which recalls, on 

a local level, the national history of Danish rule and the subsequent politicization of 
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Dano-Norwegian (Bokmål and its spoken correlates) as foreign and unpatriotic during 

nineteenth- and twentieth-century language planning. 

 Additionally, there seems to be an emergent spoken dialect aesthetic, highlighted 

by the 2005 dialect popularity contest, which especially favors the non-standard rural 

varieties of the Midlandsk dialect region, of which Valdresmål is a part. Based on 

interviews with Valdres residents and on the discursive construction of Valdres and 

Valdresmål speakers in the national media, this seems to involve a combination of 

Valdres’ association with “traditional” cultural forms of high national value (e.g., folk 

music and dance), the absence of certain linguistic features seen as “unpleasant” 

(especially uvular /r/, a western and southern feature stigmatized in eastern Norway), and, 

finally, an overall impression of the dialect (and surrounding ones) as clear and 

understandable, despite its morpholexical distinctiveness. 

 Increased tourism (especially from nearby urban areas) and recent district 

marketing campaigns have also contributed to a popular image of Valdres as positively 

distinctive, both in terms of natural beauty and “traditional” culture – exemplified in 

brochures as folk music and dance, well preserved medieval architecture, and local food 

production (dairy products and cured or preserved meats and fish). Two of the primary 

industries of agriculture and tourism thus reinforce one another, and this has been an 

especially profitable economic relationship for the district over the last decade, also 

triggering dramatic growth in cabin and vacation home construction. Clearly, this 

situation could change, given the present global economic crisis, to which the relatively 

affluent urban-based vacationers have not been immune. 
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 The simultaneous sociolinguistic trends of dialect convergence, non-convergence, 

and divergence in contemporary Valdresmål vis-à-vis urban regional norms thus provide 

an interesting and complicated case of language change. Here, we can see the ways in 

which many varieties of Norwegian – including “traditional” Valdresmål, Urban Eastern 

Norwegian, Bokmål, Nynorsk, and the many rural dialects on which the last of these is 

based – are in dialogue, as theorized by Bakhtin (1981, 1984), in the sociolinguistic 

situation in Valdres today, as they have historically been in dialogue throughout the 

processes of language shift, planning, and standardization in Norway. These language 

varieties co-exist, are juxtaposed in social and cultural life, and necessarily affect one 

another as they exert and participate in the interplay of centripetal and centrifugal 

linguistic forces in everyday language production, perception, and metalinguistic 

discourse. 

 Overall, the findings of the present study provide evidence in support of 

contemporary disciplinary understandings of language use, linguistic form, and language 

ideologies as socioculturally and discursively constructed, and as reflective of particular 

histories and experiences. In the Norwegian case, a positive view of dialect diversity has 

been incorporated into conceptualizations of national identity and equality among citizens 

that are firmly rooted in the country’s political and linguistic history since the Middle 

Ages. This research thus further problematizes the application of theories of the 

“linguistic marketplace” (Bourdieu 1991) that are founded on the assumption that 1) there 

necessarily exists a widely recognized and ideologically supported “standard” code, and 

2) the existence of such a code both reflects and entails sociolinguistic stratification. In 
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moving beyond such a narrow approach to language variation, new research in linguistic 

anthropology and ethnographic sociolinguistics, which integrates the theory and methods 

of both disciplinary traditions, can demonstrate, on the one hand, the complex 

connections between history, politics, and contemporary configurations of language 

variation, and, on the other hand, the effects of (historically-contingent) language 

ideologies on language use, linguistic structure, and language change. 

 Along these lines, and in response to Woolard’s recent call for more 

linguistically-grounded studies of language ideology (2008), this case study of language 

in Valdres has shown how Norwegian history and language politics are deeply implicated 

in contemporary linguistic ideology and language variation in both writing and speech, 

which have, in turn, influenced everyday linguistic practice, as well as the directions of 

language change, at the local level. 

 

Directions for future research 

 This dissertation is a study of a single, rural, east-central Norwegian dialect and 

its use among self-identified dialect speakers. Because I have not undertaken comparative 

research in other communities, I cannot speak to whether my findings and conclusions for 

Valdres and the Valdres dialect are generalizable to other non-standard dialects in 

Norway, much less anywhere else. Comparative research on the relative status of 

Norway’s dialects and on the contemporary directions of dialect change for other 

Norwegian dialect regions are thus clearly two interesting directions for future research 

based on the findings of this study.  
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 In addition, much of the sociolinguistic and dialectological research in Norway 

continues to focus on quantitative analyses of the use of pre-identified “traditional” 

dialect features. This is at the expense of more complete investigations of language use, 

change, and meaning. While the incorporation of ethnographic and discourse-analytic 

methodologies and attention to implications for social theories of language use have 

gradually begun to creep into some recent research in Norwegian sociolinguistics and 

dialectology, more of this kind of work is still needed.  

 On the other hand, while I have made an effort to combine both qualitative and 

quantitative methods in this dissertation, I am aware that I have privileged the qualitative 

to a certain extent. This is primarily a result of my own disciplinary training and biases, 

but it also reflects my desire to provide a corrective to the lack of ethnographic methods 

and analysis in previous studies of Valdresmål. However, I am sure that there is much 

more to find in the data I have gathered through additional quantitative analysis in the 

future. 

 On a broader, disciplinary level, much has yet to be done in linguistic 

anthropology and sociolinguistics to document and theorize the variability of 

relationships between standard and non-standard varieties and, especially, between 

written and spoken language across a wider range of political, cultural, and geographic 

settings. While the Norwegian case provides a sharp contrast to many others in Europe, 

we cannot simply dismiss it as anomalous or fundamentally incommensurable without 

more careful and thorough cross-linguistic and cross-cultural comparisons. Such 

comparisons will doubtless be difficult and time-consuming, but they are necessary if we 
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wish to develop more comprehensive understandings of non-standard language use and 

of the dialogical relationships between written and spoken language and linguistic 

production. 

 Finally, for the case of Valdres, it will be interesting to monitor the sociolinguistic 

situation over time. I am eager to see whether non-standard dialect use will continue to be 

so highly valued in Valdres, and, in particular, whether some young speakers’ predictions 

of the future revival of archaic Valdres forms is possible, as this man born in the 1980s 

suggested: 

 
 Excerpt 8.1 
 
1 S14 E tippa det kjem te å gå endå lenger slek eh: med dialekt, då.  
  I bet it will go even further like uh: with dialect. 
 
2  At det blir endå meir vanle å bruke dialekt o: 
  That it will become even more normal to use dialect a:nd 
 
3   følk tør å stå endå meir for å prata sært.  
  people dare to stand [up] even more for distinctive ways of speaking. 
 
4  Så kjem endå fleir te å: grava meir etter det konservative. 
  Then even more people will: dig deeper for the conservative [forms].  
 
5  Tippa e. 
  I predict. 
 
6 T Så du- du tru at noko tå det gamle so e nesten borte no 
  So you- you think that some of the old [forms] that are almost gone now 
 
7   kan kome att i språket? 
  can come back into the language? 
 
8 S14 Ja, ja det trur e. 
  Yes, I think so. 
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Testing this young dialect speaker’s hypothesis in the coming decades will doubtless be 

an interesting endeavor. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS 
 
 
Transcription conventions used in the text are adapted from established conversation- and 
discourse-analytic practice (cf. Jefferson 2004, Du Bois 2006). 
 
: A colon indicates an extended or elongated sound. Multiple colons indicate 

further elongation. 
 
- A dash indicates an abrupt cutoff. 
 
____ Underlining indicates emphasis. 
 
@ An “at”-symbol indicates laughter. One @ is equivalent to one laughter pulse. 
  
[  Open square brackets indicate overlapping utterances and occur at the start of an 

overlap. 
 
[    ] Closed square brackets indicate transcriber clarifications where this is helpful for 

reader understanding. 
 
[...] A series of three close periods in square brackets indicates talk omitted from the 

transcript. 
 
,  A comma indicates a brief pause. 
 
   .  A period with spaces around it indicates a significant unmeasured pause. Each 

period is roughly equivalent to a one second pause. 
 
(0.0) Parentheses with numbers between indicate measured pauses within and between 

utterances. Length of pause is indicated in seconds and tenths of seconds. 
 
(    ) Parentheses indicate transcriber doubt, even after many careful listenings. 
 
{   } Curly brackets indicate a transcriber comment about extra-linguistic context. 
 
<  > Pointed brackets indicate interviewer backchanneling in long utterances. 
 
All unconventional spellings are loosely phonetic according to the orthographic norm(s) 
of each language. (See Table 3.1 for information on Norwegian orthography.) 
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APPENDIX B 
 

INDIVIDUAL F1-F2 VOWEL CHARTS: 
ALL MEASURED TOKENS AND MEANS 

 

 

  Table B1. Symbols for vowels used in figures in this appendix 
 

Vowel/ 
diphthong (IPA) 

Symbol in  
formant plots 

i: i: 
i i 

y: y: 
y y 
e: e: 
ɛ: E: 
ɛ E 
ø: X: 
ø X 
ɑ: a: 
ɑ a 
ɔ: c: 
ɔ c 
o: o: 
o o 
u: u: 
u u 
ɑi ai 
ɑu au 
øy Xy 
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Speaker 1, female, b. 1940 
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Speaker 1, female, b. 1940 
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Speaker 2, female, b. 1957 
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Speaker 2, female, b. 1957 
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Speaker 3, female, b. 1964 
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Speaker 3, female, b. 1964 
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Speaker 5, female, b. 1978 
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Speaker 5, female, b. 1978 
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Speaker 7, male, b. 1928 
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Speaker 7, male, b. 1928 
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Speaker 8, male, b. 1957 
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Speaker 8, male, b. 1957 
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Speaker 9, male, b. 1968 
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Speaker 9, male, b. 1968 
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Speaker 10, female, b. 1983 
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Speaker 10, female, b. 1983 
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Speaker 11, male, b. 1985 
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Speaker 11, male, b. 1985 
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Speaker 12, female, b. 1985 
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Speaker 12, female, b. 1985 
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Speaker 13, female, 1982 
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Speaker 13, female, b. 1982 
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Speaker 14, male, b. 1980 
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Speaker 14, male, b. 1980 
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Speaker 15, female, b. 1976 
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Speaker 15, female, b. 1976 
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Speaker 16, male, b. 1989 
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Speaker 16, male, b. 1989 
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Speaker 17, female, b. 1927 
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Speaker 17, female, b. 1927 
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Speaker 21, female, 1936 
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Speaker 21, female, b. 1936 
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Speaker 22, male, b. 1929 
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Speaker 22, male, b. 1929 
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Speaker 23, male, 1945 
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Speaker 23, male, 1945 
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Speaker 24, male, b. 1961 
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Speaker 24, male, b. 1961 
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Speaker 26, female, b. 1939 
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Speaker 26, female, b. 1939 
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Speaker 27, male, b. 1939 
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Speaker 27, male, b. 1939 
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Speaker 28, male, b. 1960 
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Speaker 28, male, b. 1960 
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Speaker 29, female, b. 1946 
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Speaker 29, female, b. 1946 
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Speaker 31, male, b. 1944 
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Speaker 31, male, b. 1944 
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